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PROLEGOMENA
I

BY C. KERENYI

1

W HAT is music? TVhat is poetry? "What is mythol
ogy? All questions 011 which no opinion is pos

sible unless one already bas a real fee/iug for these
tbings. That is natural and obvious enough. Not so,
however, our feeling in the case of tbe last wl1Jzed.
Only the greatest creations of mythology prope1'
could hope to make clear to modern man tbat here
he is face to face with a phenomenon which "in
profundity,'permanence, and 'universality is comparable
only with Nature herself." 1f 'we 'want to promote "a
real lmo'Lvledge of mythology, we must not appeal at
the outset to theoretical comiderations and judge'ments
(not even to Schelling's, from wlJ01ll the quotation hi
praise of mythology comes). Neither sbould 'lve talk
overmuch of "sources." The 'Lvater must be fetched
and drunk fresh from the spring if it is to flo'LV througb
us and quicl(en our hidden mythological taleuts."·

But-here too there's many a slip bet'Lvecll the cup
and the lip. True mythology has become so completely
alien to us that} before tasting of it, 'we 'l.vould do 'l.pel!
to pa1tSe and consider-not only the uses aud dangers
of mythology (the psychologist and physicirm of the
mind will have something to say about this later on),



but also our possible attitude towards it. We have lost
our immediate ff!..eling to! the great realities oi'-J~'~
spirit-;-f1.nd to this 'world all true mythology belong:f.::.Jj
~lo~t it precisely became of our all-too-willing, hefpful,
and efficient science, It explained the drink in the cup
to us so -well that rz»e }.:.new all about it beforehand, far
better than tbe good old drinkers; and we were expected
to rest content rwith our }mowing better or even to rate
it higheT than unspoiled experience cmd enjoymen~. We
bave to asl.:. ourselves: is an immediate experience and
cnjoymeut of mythology still in any sense possible? 0

At all events we can no longer dispense with the
freedom from falsehood tbat true science confers upon
us. TVhat 'we demand besides'this freidom, or rather
demand back from science, is just this feeling of im
mediacy bet'L;e~;z ';;'rs;Tves and scientific subjects. Sci
ence herself must throw open the road to mythology
that sbe blocl.:.ed first with ber interpretations a71d then
'with her explanations-science always understood in
the broadest sense, in thls case theh~;'ic.~T~'ifd psy
c!JologTca[ as ivelr"q~ the culturar and anthropologiqal
stltdy oJ myths. So, to define the attitude to mytholo&'y
fiossibTe for "itstoday, we shall begin by recapitulating
'LL'hat 7.vas said in some detail in the first chapter of Die
antike Religion1 and toZtcbed on in the Foreword to the
earlier edition of Das gottliche Kind in this regard. Tbe
question as to the origins of mythology in the sense
"TVbcre (lnd when did a great myth-creating culture
arise that may have influenced all later mythologies witb
its products?" is not to be discussed here. We shall only
concern ourselves 'with the question: what has my
1 Kerenyi. Die IIntike Religion: eine Grundlegung (Amsterdam, 1942 ).
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tbology to do with origin or origi1ls?~ftnd here too only
in order to broaden that immediate' approach through
which the reader has to find his own way to mythology.

2

The word "myth" is altogether too equivocal, blunted,
and bazy for our purpose; it does not give us as much
of ct start as the expressions that combine the 'l.UOTi! I-1;U{fQ£
'with the 'l.vord MyELV, meaning "to put together/' "~'~y."

PJato, himself a great "teller 01' 'lizyilJ-"s;" teaches us from
hl.I' -own experience sornething of th"e vitality and motil
ity of what the Greeks called !-,U&oAoyCa. This is em art
alongside emd included 7.vithin poetry (the t'U.w fields
overlap), an art with a special assumption as regards its
·$ubject-matter. A particular leind of material deteT1Jzines
the art of mythology, em immemorial and tra_ditioJ2al
body of material contained in tales about god}"'~7;dgod~

.~~~... ,_ _" 'f·" ,_.. ,,-~.. ~"' ..........._~,~ ,,,., ~ ~ ,.P', ..... "·T~ -- .~ ~ '- v -,-- , , '_ ~ .~ _~_

like bei'!2gs,~ herok"battles and journeys to the Under-
world"':::"''lllytbologe7n'' is tbe bes'i-Greeli. word for tbe:m
-taTes alr'eady well kn0'7.vn but not una1llenable to fm
ther reshaping. Mythology is the movement of tbjs
material: it is sO'lrtetbingsolid and yet mobile, substantial
J}nd yet not static, qapable of transformation..

The comparison witb music-l sball often have to
recur to it in o1'der to bring out tbis aspect of 'IIlytbology
-lies nearest to !Jand. Mytbology as art and -mytbology
as material, are fused in one and tbe same l}beno'lllCnOll~_

just a~ are the art .of the CO'lllpOrer and his material, the
world of sound. The musical work of art sbows 'us the
artist as a shaper and at tbe seNne time the' 'l.vorld of
so'und as sbape'd. In cases ~vhere the mind of tbe shaper.
is 11o't in'tbe joreground, as in tbe" great mytbologies of
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the India'llS, the Finns, (f7~d the Oceanic peoples, 'we can
speak with yet greater rigbt of such a relationship, that
is, of (I'll art that reveals itself in the shaping and of a
7Jlaterial peculiar to it tbert sherpes itself in accordance
with its own laws, together constituting tbe indivisible
unity oj' one Clnd the same pbenomenon.

In mythology the shaping is pictorjgJ_ A torrent of
mythological pictures streCi7iis outl Bitt tbe streaming is
at the same time an unfolding: beld fast as the mytbolo
p;ems {[re in the form of sacred traditions, tbey are still
in the '!latztre of 'IVories of art. Various developments tJf
the SCl1Jle grozmd-theme (fre possible side by side or in
succession, jllst Wee tbe variations on a musical theme.
For, althougb whett "streams out" always remains pic
torial in itself~, the comparison with music is still ap
plicable, certainly with definite works of music, i.e.
something objective, that hets become an object with a
voice of its own, that om does justice to not by inter
pretCition and explanation but above all by letting it
alone and allowing it to utter its own meaning. '.. '

In a true 11lythologem this meaning is not something
that could be expressed j'l;;J;as well and j'llst as fully in
a non-mytbological '1.vay. Mytbology is not simply a
mode 0 f exp1~essip}!Jn whose stead another simpler and
more readily u1lderstandabie form might have been
cbosen, only not just then, wben it happened to be the
only possible and appropriate one., Like music, mythol·
ogy too can be more appropriate to tbe times or less.
There are times when the greatest "thoughts" could
only ha·ve been expressed in music. But in that case tbe
" ,,' 'J h b d"greatest 15 precIse y 'W at can e expresse zn mUSIC
Ilnd in no other way. So '1.vith mythology. Just as music
bas a 'l'11eaning that is- satisfying in the sense that every
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meaningful whole is satisfying, so every true 'Nlythol
ogem bas its satisfying meaning. Tbis meaning is so hard
to translate into the language of science because it can
be fully expressed only in mythological terms.

From this combined pictorial, significant,_and musical
aspect of mythology there follows <ilje< right atti"tud<e
towards it: to let tbe mythologems speak for themselves
and simply to liste1z. Any explalZ'C1tion has to be along tbe
same lines CIS the explanation of a mllSical or poetic W01'l~

of art. Tbat a special "ear" is needed for it, just as for
71UlSic or poetry, is obvzo;ls. Here as 'well "ear" rnerlnS
resonance, a sympathetic pouring out of oneself. "He
who pOUTS himself out as a spring shall filld Recogni
tion" (Rilke). JilJt<,}Y.!?.~re,.i~ 'IlJYP:;9}oGY) spring? In l(S?

Qrzjxin us? Or o'ljtside and only outside? That is what
we have<'to' seek.)Ve shall find our way to it 'more easily
if 'we start from another aspect of mythology-an aspect
which we shall now consider in more detail than 'was the
case in my previous works.

3

Mythology, lil",e the severed head of Orpbeus, goes
on singing even in deatb and from afarI In its lifetime,
a7Jlong the peoples wbere it was indigenous, it 'was not
only sung like a Idnd of music, it was also lived. Mme
J'inl tbougb it was, for those 1Jeoples, its carrier,}t was a
form of expression, tbougbt, Clud .life. Thomas Mml1Z,
in his essay on Freud, has spoken witb good reason of
the "quotation-like lite" of the men of 'mythologiccll
times and has illustrated this with images that could 'flot
be bettered. Archaic man, be said, stepped back a
pace before doTiig-·a11ythli£g;-'iJie-·t7;-;<ior~ador<1;<o'iSlng«

... __ "_~~~ ~.~~...,_~ ~~~_.,. ~U" __,_.".'h__
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himself for the death-stroke. He sought an exmnple in
the past, and into tbis he slipped as into a diving-bell
in order to plunge, at once protected and distorted, into
the problems of the present. In this way bis life achieved
its own expression and meaning. For him tbe mythology
of his people 'WClS not only convincing, that is, possessed
of 'meaning, but explanaupy, that is, an assigner of mean
ing.

Tbis, then, is the other, the aetiological aspect of my
thology~,ta!cen by and large an extremely paradoxical
one. As bistorians of religion we could re7nain calm in
the face of this paradox, wbich is that mytbology is
held to explain itself and everything else in t]Je '"ilnlverse
not because it 'was invented for tbe purpose of explana
tion but because it possesses a'lnong otlJer things the
property of being e:J!i!Jqn!!t.!!.!J(?et precisely those stu
~de11ts who want to "explain' everything will be hard
put to it to understand such a mysterious property save
on tbe assumption that the mythologems were in fact
thought up for the purpose of explanation. To point out
tl:JClt poetry and music often illuminate the world for 1lS

far more than Clny scientific explanation does not satisfy
them and shall no longer satisfy ZlS. Our aim is finally
to come to real grips with the aetiological aspect of
mytbology, the "how" of it, and not to regard it as
anything easy and self-evident.

Tbe appearance of obviousness has already been
shaJcell by the fact that the aetiological character of
,mytbology is in one instance denied outright, moreover
by a field-'l.vorker 'Who has spent a long time in the
presence of {( living mythology-Bronisla'W Malinowski.
All tbat be learned in the Trobriand Islands about tbe
nature of mythology he published in an exemplary em-
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pirical study entitled Myth in Primitive Psychology
(Kegan Paul, 1926). His experiences confirm what '1ve
have just said about a "lived mytbology." TVe repeat
them here in his scientifically "L))ell-weighed words:

The myth in a primitive society, i.e. in its original
living form, is not a mere tale told but aJ__~(Jlity._ Jived.
It is not in the nature of an invention such as 'we read in
our novels today, but living reality, believed to have
occurred in primordial times and to he influencing ever
afterwards the rzvorld and the gestinies of 7IleTl.J . .. Tbese
stories are not kept alive by vain curiosity, neither as
tales that have been invented nor again as tetles that are
true. For the nati'ves on the contrary they are the.!!!ser
tion of an original, greater, and more important reality
~hr'!.'l!gZ~ 'tl)hich the present life, fate, and work of 'l11an~

kind are governed, and the knowledge of '7,1Jhich pro
vides 'men on the one hand with motives for ritual and
'moral acts, on the other with 4~!e.c~ions f()r their, pe'I.·
formance ......

On the basis of his experience Malinowski denies two
things: firstly, the symbolical, and secondly J the aetio
logical character or--{i0hig-'myth. His denial of tts
symbolical cbaracter consists iii '-tFe absolutely correct
recognition tbatJ for its carriers, the myth expresses in
a primary and direct fashion precisely ''1.'v]:Jai"7i'r-ezCites::,
something that hi:ippen~lr71i'~p1+moidial·· ti7;2~S.' 'i'bett
tbis occurrence in its turn exjrresses something more
universal, sometbing of tbe '1.vorld's content tbat finds
its voice in mytboloRical for111, tbis possibility Malino'W~
ski does not even consider. His findings speak neither for
nor against it. Hence l?Jl./s·~ts bis face all tbe more agaimt
the aetiological viert.lJ':Tbe myth, be says, is not an expla
nation put forward to satisfy ~cientific curiosity; it is
tbe re-arising of a pri,tllordial reality in 1WrratlVe' for'lll.
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M.y ths never, in any sense, e:!.'plain; they always set up
some precedent as an ideal and as a guarantee of the
continuance of tbat ideal. The "aetiological mytlJ" is
in his eyes a non-existent class of 7ZC1r1'ative correspond
ing to tbe non-existent "desire to explain."

Malinowski paraphrases in this way wbat be calls the
"social function" of mythology, whicb is not scientific
or f>seudo-sciemific "explanation." Evidently Malinow
sf·;j lac!-:.s the proper 'word for w1Jat this function really is.
He finds "explanation" in the sense of an "intellectual
efTort" inadequate. But in the otber sense that mythol
ogy mal-:.es everytbing "clear" (ldar) for its carriers
7.cit!Jol/t straining t!Je711, "explanation" (ErkIarullg) is
applicable. F0., in this sense clarity streams out of every
mythology-clarity as regards what is, what bappens,
and rtvhat is supposed to happen. The meaning of all
that is contained in tbe mythologems. But 'what one does
by 'I1leC/72S of mytlJology 'when one allows the "telli71g of
myths" to function in the involumary service of a
human c01Jl1mmity, tbat is fa., from being the idle inven
tion of explanations. It is something else. The German
language has the right 'Word for it: begri.inden.2

Mytbology gives a ground, lays a foundation. It does
not answer the question "rz.vhy?" but "whence?" In
~ Since Malinowski "evidently lacked the proper word," although writ.
ing in English, it is highly unlikely that we shall be able to supply it.
,\1111 in point of fact there is no single English equivalent that quite
conveys the menning, or various shades of meaning, intended by the
author in his use of begriinde1l. The roOt of the German word is Gl'und,
which means both concrete "grounlt" and abstract "reason." It is gen
er.llIy trnmhrel! by such words as to "found," "establish," "substantiate."
Th~ lIuthor mca-lls it in a scn~c which we could only translate by
coining some such word as to "be-ground," that is, to give both an
actual "ground" and a theoretical "reason" for something. It is hoped
that the various periphrases to which we have been driven will not put
too great a strain on the :ll1thOl"s thought.-EDlToR.
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Greelc we can lJllt tbis di Ifere71ce very nicely. Mythol
ogy does not actually indicate "causes," cl(-na. It does
tbis (is "aetiological") only to tbe extent that, as taught
by Aristotle (Metaphysica,i\.2, 10l3a), the a.'Cna are
aQxaf, beginnings or first principles. For the earliest
Greek philosopbers, tbe aQxa[ were, for instance, water,
fire, or 'what they called WtELQOV, the "Boundless." No

" "lef b h' b'mere causes, tl'Jer ore, ZIt rat er pnmary su stance~'

or primary states that never age, can never be surpassed,
and produce everything always. It is the same with tbe,
happenings in mythology. They form tbe ground or
fou71dation of the world, since everything rests on them.
They are tlJe aQxaf to wbicb everytlJing individual Clnd
particular goes back and out of which it is made, whilst
they re'ltlain ageless, inexhaustible, invincible in time
less primordiality, in a past that proves imperishable
because of its eternally repeated rebirths.

4

IO~. nO groundless generalization to say that mythol
~gy tells of th,e origins or at least ,of what originally
'm'(ts. WlJen it tells of a younger generation of gods, for
instance the gods of Greel? bistory, tbese too signify
the beginning of a world-tbe world the Greeks lived
in under the rule of Zeus. The gods are so "original"
that a new world is always born witb a new god-a
new epoch or a new aspect of the world~· They are
"tbere," '~ot only in the beginning when they tbe'lll
selves originated, and not only in the periodic repetitions
of that first origination, i.e. cosmic reappear((X~£.c}.LCJ!!I

represen'tations on festal occast~1~i~_~·tfiiitg;;~ thJ:y. arC
pieseni·alfth·e .ti?11e,the- myt7;o'(og~ns rwhi[b un[q.l4 ..hl.



narrative form what is contained in the figures of the
gods are always set in a pnmordial time. !1:Jis~return to
the OTigins and to primordiality is a basic feature ot
every 'mythology. j

We bave found tbe exact expression ror this: bebind
tbe "lVhy?" stands the "Wbence?," behind the aXnov
tbe (lQX1l. More strictly still, there is no initial question at
all in mythology (my more than there is in archaic Greek
philosophy, 170thing but the direct unquestioning return
to tbe uQXaL, a spontrmeollf regreHion to the "ground."
It iI lzot only the man who experiences a living my
tbology that draws bael..!. a pace like the toreador, or
slip \ as into a diving-bell; the true teller of myths does

i ld~ewise, the creator or re-creator of mythologems. Tbe
! pbilosopher tries to pierce through the 'World of ap

peaimiceT7110rdcr to say what "really is," but tlJe teller
i. of 1!2ytlJ~ )te ps bac!? into prinlOrd!C!lity in order to tell 'liS

1 what "originally-was." Primordiality is the same thing
for him as authenticity. leVithout venturing to say
whether tbis results in real authenticity, the true im
mediacy of subject and object, this procedure gives w
some idea of mythologiccd "fundctmentalism" (Begrtill-
dung). ~

Mythology provides tt foundation insofar as the teller
of myths, by living OZlt his story, finds his way back
to pri1nitive times. Suddenly, 'Without any digression
or searcbillg on lJis part, withom any studious investi
gation or e[fort, be finds himself in tbe p'rimordiality
tbat is biJ concern, in the midst of the aQXaL of which
be is speaking. JVhat Cire the aQxaL in whose midst a
'man can really find himself? To which of them can he
"dive dO'1.vn" straightaway,? The aQxa( are as numerous
as the elements composing man's world, including
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man bimself. He bas his O7.vn al;m1t, tbe aQxaL of bis or
ganic being from 7.vhiclJ he continually creates himself.
As a developed organism he experiences bis own origin
thanks to Ci kind of identity, as though he were a
reverberation of it rmultiplied a thousandfold and his
origin were the first note struck. He experiences it as
his own absolute aQX11, a beginning since when he was
a unity fusing in itself all tbe contradictions of his
nature and life to be. To this origin, understood as the
beginning of a new 'l.uorld-unit, the 'lllythologem of the'
divine child points. The mythologem of the maiden
goddess points to yet anotber uQX'l1, also experrienced as
one's own origin but which is at the same time the aQX~

of countless beings before and after oneself, andlzy
.1 rpirtzl§_oJ which tbe individual is endowed with infinity

already in the germ.. __ - --. - ... - --. ----'-- --.---------

. fvli:h the -help of images taken from human and
vegetable evolution, the two mythologems united in
tbis book point, like signposts, to our mythological
"fundamentalism" as a journey to the aQxaL, a journey

,;which then results in the re-unfolding of those same
images. Figuratively spealdng, it is a kind of immersion
in oursr.i!ViS"t7iat-Teads to the living germ of our 'lvhole
ness. The practice of this immersion is 'l-}'lythological
fundamentalism and tbe result of such pmctice is that,
our eyes having been opened to tbe images tbat stream
out of the "ground," we find we hmN retmned to the
place where tbe t'lVO rJ.QxaC-absolute and relative-coin
cide. The a(lX~ of the germ, or, as a 'modern writer puts
it,3 the "abyss of tbe nucleus," opens out there, and
tbere, we~ presiime, zsthe mid-point ahout whicb
and from wbicb our whole being organizes itself. If 'l.ve
B Goethe in a colloquy.
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consider tbis purely inte'ynal aspect of our life in spatial
terms, tben the ideal spot where origination Clnd our
knowledge oJ the origins are identical can 0111y be this
central breach-point. Going bad. into ourselves in this
way and rendering an account of it 'we experience and
proclaim the very foundations of om being; tbat is to
say, we are "g1'Ounding" ourselves.

This mythoTdgical fundamentalism has its paradox,
ror the man 'who retires into hirmelf at the same time
lays himself open. Or, to put it the other 'Way about, the
Fact that arcbaic man is open to all the world drives him
bacl, on his own foundations and enables bim to discern
in his own O1'igins tlJe aQX~ xa:t' E~OX{lV, the origin.
The mythologies speak Tn the image of a divine child,
tbe first-born of primeval times, in 'whom tbe "origin"
first was; they do not speak of the coming-to-be of some
human being but of the coming-to-be of t!Je divine cos
'fJlOS or a universal God. Birth and sunrise merely e1ld07.v
that universal aQX~ With pbysical features and a sort 0I
golden haze. Keepi'Jig to the spatial concept of an ideal
'midpoint in man we can say: at tbat point where tbe
abyss-like aQX~ oJ the germ opens, tbe world itself
breaks in. The world itself speaks in the images of orig
ination tbat stream out from it. Thl!- ?J1y_~hological

"fundamentalist" (Begriinder) who, by immerslonin
\ the self, dives down to his O'l.un foundations, founds his
. 'UJorld. He builds it up for himself on a foundation
'( 'where everything is an outflowing, a sprouting and
ispringing up-"original" (urspriinglich) in the fztll~st

~ sense of tbe word,4 and consequently divine. The di
': vinity of everything mythological is as obvious as the

4 The etymology happens to be the same in English: "origin" comes
from L. oriri, "to rise."-EDIToR.
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originality o/,cv,erytbing divine. All the institutions of
.jnfiJJ-07ogical times are fOlluded on and illuminated, tbat
is, hallorz-ved, by a mytbologcm of origination, the com
mon divine origin of life wbose forms tbey are.

5

To rebuild the world from that point about whiclJ
and from wbicb the "fundamentalist" himself is organ
ized, in wbicb he by his origin is (absolutely as regards·
bis unique and specific organization, relatively as regards
his dependence on an infinite series of progenitors)
that is tbe great and paramount theme of mytbology,
tbat is foundation xaT' E~OX11v. rVitb tbe construction of
a new world in miniature, {In image of the macrocosm,
mythological fundamentalism is translated into action:.
it becomes a founding (Gri.indung). Cities built in pe
riods tbat lmew a living mythology, and claiming to be
images of the cosmos, are founded just as the cosmo
gonic mytbologems give grounds for tbe world. Their
foundations eire laid as if they grew out jf the two aQXO:L
we have mentioned (the absolute a.QX~ "where one begins
and the relative aQX~ wbere one becomes tbe continua
tion of one's ancestors)-. In this way they are based on
the same divine ground as the world itself. They become
what the world and the city eq'ttally were in antiquity-
the dwelling-place of tbe god~.: '--_.._-.

. -"'TEecoiiiractictions'-c'o1zt"Ciined in the records as to the
foundation ceremonies in ancient Rome afe harmoni
ously resolved as soon as we understand the "whole
principle of archaic city-founding in this seme, namely
that tbese little worlds of 7nen were to be dra'wn to tbe
same ideal plan in accordance with whicb 7llan "kllorz-vs,"



mythologically spea!?ing, that his 0'1V12 totality is o'rgan
ized, and '7.u1:Jich he also sees in the world at large. At
tbe same time 'We shall recognize some of the spatial
concepts that most easily helped to visualize certain
purely internal factors, '1uhen we now turn to this oft
treated problem of archaeology. Franz Altheim 1Jut
forward a solution that 7.vas subsequently tak.'.en up by
bis PU1Jils.u My own exposition which no'W follows refers
exclusively to the apparent contradiction in the cere-

.mony of city-founding, not to the topographical or
vC/tiow other difficulties to be met witb in the recmds.
Ceremonial is the translation of a mythological value
imo an act. If 'We keep strictly to the ceremony, we
can speak of the execution of a mythological plan re
gardless of its realization in t~e historical city-plan of
Rome...j

The contradiction 'we allude to is tbat between two
geometrical forms. According to the most detailed ac
count of R01nan city-founding, Plutarch's biography
of Romulus, there is 'mention of acircle which, described
[ro'HZ a centre, is then drawn with a plough. The centre
takes the form of a circular pit called a mundus. Ovid,
in his poetical account of ct primitive city-founding
(Fasti, IV, 8Z!J ), speaks of a fossa that was filled in
again after the sacrifice. An altar, equally simple, '7.vas
built over it. Other sources describe tbe mundus of the
historical Roman men"opolis CiS a building whose lower
jh1rt was consecrated to the Di Manes, the spirits of
tIJe ancestors and of the Underworld. Those admitted
into it SUited that seen from inside it was shaped like
the vault of heaven. Whether in its primitive form as
5\V. Miiller, Kreis und Kreuz (Berlin, 1938); d. Rbeiniscbes Museum
87 (1938), pp. 160-9.



used in the founding-ceremony or as a soliel bit of archi
tecture, tbe mundus is the a.QX1j into which the older
world of the ancestors, the subterranean storehouse of
every thing that rwill ever gro'Z.v and come to birth, opens.
Tbe mundus is at once tbe relative aQX11 and the absolute
&QX.~, and from it the new rworlel of "Rome" radiates in
all directions like a circle from its centre. There is no
need even to lool? for confirmation in the meaning of the
word mundus; it may also derive fro'lJ1 the Etruscan, in
'Z.ubicb case it is probably not identical with mundus,'
"world."

The ceremony and mythology of the circle run cowz
ter to the traditions concerning the city of Romulus,
which rwas called Rama quadrata. This description cone
sponds to the account furnished by Dionysus of H alicar
nassus, wbo speaks of the rectangular form (t8'tQ6.:yO>Vov

ax ijl-la) of tbat "primal furrow," tbe sulcus primigenitls.
In line with this too is a building Icnown as Quadrata
Rama, where the instruments needed for the ritual city
founding were kept. "In the beginning it was square,"
so says one of the sources,' and was built of stone. The
place where it stood is not the SCl1ne as that which
Plutarch indicates for the mundus. If it uzaTked the
mid-point of the Rama quadrata as the mundus marked
that of the circular sulcus primigenius, then the t'LUO
'mid-points cannot have been identical. Altbeim thought
be could solve tbe contradiction witb cm ideal mid-point.
He reminds us-what seems to have been forgotten
that the verbal adjective quadrata also 'lllecms "divided
into four." Wbetber you tool? your stct/zd at tbe mundus
or at the Quadrata Rama, you could drww a circle round
you and tbus, according to tbe rules of Roman SU1'1Jey
ing, found a quadripartite city, aRoma quadrata. Sucb
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a division into four along two axes is described botb i1l
Roman surveying and in augury.

The proposed solution proves brilliantly that the
ceremony of the circle and the founding of tI Rom;}
quadrata are not in theory irreconcilable. It is 'llnsatis
factory, however, when we consider the records.
Plutarch mentions the Roma quadrata of Romulus be
fore giving his account of the ceremony of the circle;
he takes it as being ct rectangular city and still finds no

.cont1'tldiction tbere. The cities founded by Rome, the
coloniae, were according to Varro called urbes in the
old documents, from orbis, "round," or urvo, "plougb
up." Varro thus takes the ceremony of the circle for
granted in tbe case of the founding of coloniac. N ever
theleH, most of the coloniac show that in reality rectan
gular city-plans grew out of the ritual circular boundary.
Tbey are quadrata in both senses: divided into four by
two main streets and provided accordingly with four
gates, and at the same time more or less regularly
"quadratic." Circle and city-plan fail to correspond.
Even in difficult terrain an ideal geometrical form
'Was adhered to. This form is theor{i-tically conceivable
only as a square within a circle..,/

According to Plutarch, the Romans learned the secrets
of city-founding from Etruscan teachers "as in a Mys
tery." The {ig1tre that combines the circle with the
squCll'e is in fact not unknown over a wide field of
mystic usages Clnd experiences. The historian of religion
as well as the psychologist can confirm this. In ancient
India sucb a figure 'Was called a mandala, "circle" or
Clring." A particularly instructive-typ~'Ts used in the
~1aharana B~lddbism of Tibe!/ Tbere 'We have a square
m a czrcle wah a T-shaped appendix on each of its four
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sides. The square in its turn encloses concentric circles.
In BuddbiS'JIt it is a -relic of Hindu 'lnytl:JOlogy. I reca
pitulate bere the interpretation given by Heinrich Zim
mer in his boole KUllstform und Yoga irn indischen
Kultbild (Berlin, 1926), based on the Shrichakrasamb
hara-Tantra (Tantric Texts, VII; London, 1919).

The adept of Buddhist mystery in experiencing the
mandala develops out of and around himself an imCige
of the world with the Mountain of the Gods, SU7J1eru,
in the midst. This is for him the axis of tbe world-egg,
"whose four-cornered a1id bejewelled body sparldes
with sides made at' crystal, gold, ruby, Clnd emerald,
the colours of the world's four quarters. A faithful
Hindu 'would see resting upon it the palace of tbe King
of the Gods, Indra, and of his blessed companions
Amaravati, 'Seat of the Immortals'; the adept of the
Buddbist mandala develops in its place a monastic tem
ple as the one locality appropriate to Buddha: a square
building made of precious stones with four entrances
at the sides (these are tbe T-sbaped appendices), girt
by magic walls of diamond. The roof rises up to a 1Joint
in the manner of those domed tombs on earth 7.vhich,
containing relics, bear 7.uitness to the attainmem of
Nirvana by the fully enlightened. Inside, the {ioor t{flees
the form of a circle with an open lotus blossO'lll, tbe
eight petals stretching to all points of the comjJass (tbe
four cardinal points and the four points in between).
In it the contemplative sees himself standing in tlJe
form of Mllhasukba (one of tbe great god Si'L'a's mani
festations), balding a female figure in bis embrace. lie
sees himself as the 'highest bliss of tbe circles' 'with
four heads and eight arms, and becomes a7.vare of bis
own essence tbrougb contemplation. l-lis four beads
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signify the four elements, Water, Fire, Earth, and Airl

in their immaterial sUjJrasensible state, and also the fom
infinite feelings, permeation by which tl.JTough c017Stallt
jJractice causes one to grow ripe fo'Y Nirva'lla."

Mandalas designed for such a mystic pmpose, tor CI

kind of inner "refounding" and reorganizmion, may be
dmwn in the sand or on t!JC floor of the temple 'where
initiation talces place. They could also be actual C017

structio1lS, often on a gigantic scale, lil~e Boro Budur,
, tbe [amom shrine and place of Buddhist pilgrimage in

Jarua. In the Buddhist mandala t!Jere is a breale-through
of sometbing olde'Y.' a world-building mythology. Ci'Y
cles and squares dra7.vn f'Yom a cO'ln'nton centre appear
in ancient Italy as 7.uell as in the Buddhist East as tbe
ground-plan par excellence on wlJich cverytbing is
bullt.o Upon it all the little worlds-cities and sh'Yines
Gre c01ZStructed, since both macrocosm and microcosm,
Man, appear .to be grounded on that.

So much can tbe historian of religion report of the
facts as lmown to him. Further facts are added by tlJe
psychologist. Professor lung has long made the discov
ery tbat 'modern 'man, who knowls notbing of Oriental
mysteries, dra'l.vs or dreams mandala-like figures when
he is on the road to wholeness, the fusion of opposites.
lVe would only call this process the "refounding" or
Teorgcmizati01i of the i'!zdividual; PrOfessor lung calls it
"i71di·vid'l1ation." W itb all the caution of his empirical
methods of investigation, he Clssmes us tbat the mandala
is an "~71tollomous psycbic fact characterized by'~~'~-v~r:'
oAn ideal city based on a mandala-plan is the Heavenly Jerusalem of
the Apocalypse: ics fOUl" corners being based on the circle of the zodiac.
Cf. F. Boll, Aus dCT Offcnbarztng Johannis: Hellenistische Studien ZWJ1

TVdtbild der Apokalypse (Leipzig, 1914), pp. 39 f.
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repeated pbenomenolog.y that is identical wberever it is
met." The mandala-symbol is for bim "a sort of nuclear
atom o(qvlJose -i!3-ii~~ji strzlct~tre-and-itltrmat"e-1jleanI12g'"

we-7?-1£o;z.v-notbing" (The Integration of the P~rson

"ality, p. 178). But the most important thing about it be
said in bis commentary to the Chinese boole The Secret
of the Golden Flower (p. 105): "Sucb things cannot
be thought out; they must grow again from the darle
depths of oblivion if they are to expTess the supreme
presentiments of consciousness and the loftiest intuitions .
of the spirit, and tInts fuse the uniqueness of conscious: '
ness as it exists today with tbe immemoral past of lite."

6

"Origin" means t7.VO tbings in mythology. As the
contentoTa story or mythologem it is the "giving of
grounds" (Begrtindung); as the content of an act it-is
t75e-"''Joundation'' (Grundung) of a city or the 'World.
bz either case it means man's retur!L to hjL.r?7.1Jn origins
and cQnsequently the emergence of somethi1"i:iorzgz1i{iT;
so'7ar as ac"cessible-io-'hZ17z:--i1z'-ihe "fOf7l~";(primordzal

images, mythologems, ceremonies. All tbTee manifesta
tions may be manifestations of the se/7ne thing, the same
mythological idea., vVhere, then, does a definite 'mytho
logical idea spri7zg from, sucb CiS the mandala, rz.vbich is
still drawn today in East and West alike 'lvith the set'me
meaning and yet witbout any cOl1Z11mnication bet7.veen
them, and 'which wets prohably CIt tbe bottom of tbe
Roman foundation-ceremonies? ls there any point in
looking for a particular bistorical origin at a pflJrticulctr
place and time, now that the origin has shown itselI as
the origin in every case?



The question has particular rclc'lH/1lce to Due f catll1"C
of the mandala-plans. Tbis feature is the exact division
into four. Quadripartitio'll proves to be sO'llletbi'17g cos
mic even in Buddhist usage. Tbe four clements to
wbicb it corresponds also correspond both in India and
Greece to the Fourfold division of the '7.vorld. In Greece
tbis may be a legacy from pre-b7do-Ger1llanic times,
in India the legacy may be directly Indo-Germanic.
Tbe obvioZLS tbing would be to connect quadripartition
'7.vith the four cardinal points. And this is possible in
the mystery of the Buddhist mandala. The adept, so
Zi7nrncr says, "causes rays coloured after tbe fom quar
te1's-bJue, green, red and yello'l.v-to proceed from tbe
heads of MahasuJeha, 'Whose form he hi7l1self has ta/een
in his mind's eye. r.be_..qclqll!~ ~nS1Lre that bis feeling
of zmiversq! compassion pervades the entire cosmos."
Here an original process, tbe extension 0faxes from
the four quarters, appears to be reversed. Tbe'Yc is an
emission of rays to the four quarters 'Which are only
"founded" by that fa·ct~··T7:Je~fo~;fold division of the
Roman city-plcin 'Would seem on the other hand to be
the result of tbe first-named process, a natural nort!:J
somb and east-west orientation, and tbe quadripartite
heaven to be the common basis of all mandala-plans.

The question is acute.]s the origin of fourfold division
to be sOllgbt not, after all, in man but in the world at
large? And if so, in 'tvhat part of the 'World? tVerner
Miiller bas rigbtly stressed in his aforementioned study
of R01Jli1n and Germanic settlements tbat only tbe circle
can be derived from tbe borizon, not the fourfold divi
sion. Tbe natural boundary of our field of vision forms
a closed ring tbat shows no articulation of any /cind.
Only in the far North can the horizon conveniently be
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used CIS a cosmic clocl?, "whose hand is the sun. TlJe sun's
course and the horizon-sector actually coincide only
wben viewed from the Pole. The further south you go,
tbe later tbe sun's arrival over tbe principal points. The
Roman writers on the art of surveying warn against
taking one's bearings by the rising sun and setting the
axes of the quartering in this 'Way. One should tal?e one's
bearings by tbe meridiem and, for exact quartering, 'Usc
a special instrument, tbe gruma (the Etruscan form of
tbe Greel? gnomon). But whence tl:Je compulsion to
construct such an instrument? From the need to l.:.eep
up a tradition 'which according to Miiller the Latins
brougbt witb them from the far N ortb, or from the
need whence arises every exact division, the mental
vision of regular forms? Tbe derivation of the gruma
from Greece via the Etruscans 'Would speak for the
latter view or at least for a combination of both needs.

Professor lung's theory of the collective unconscious
admits in principle of both possibilities. The mandalas
he has found in the dreams and drawings of modern
man might as well be tbe reflection of age-old observa
tion of the heavens as the reflection of a llnive1'SallntrJzct'Jl
compulsion. Certain elements in the series of visions and
d-reams wbich be discusses in the Eranos-]ahrbuch for
1935 actually seem to point to the .c()s?iiIc or~gi.n of tbe
mandala:nmhol. In one dream tbe symbol appears as
"a pendulw1'l clocle that goes without the weigbts ever
sinking," be'l1;.c;e a world-clock suc) as the sky is for
'llS. In the "great vision" there is explicit mention of
tbe world-clock, three-dimensional and consisting of
a vertical and a horizontal circle, witb three rhythms
in one. It made an in~pression of utmost harmony 071 the
dreamer, we may well say the "harmony of the spheres."
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Although it is absolutcly possible in prillcijJlc tfJ!lt in
this vision tbe drea'l/ler's collctthlc ullconscious 'was
recalling ancestml experiences of' tbe bCtn'i.:ns, Professor
lung nevertheless docs 110t bdi(1)(J ill tbtJ direct cosmic
origin of fourloldness. He tinds in fourfoldllcss (f /Jrop
erty of tbat "cent'f'C" of man's totldity '1L'!Jicb be rcgnrds
as the res'lIlt of individuation and calls the '(se/f." Bilt
besides the number four he not infreq!le1uly finds otber
numbers, for instance the number three, particularly in
men. To his mind it seems "as if tlJere 'were normally
a clear insistence on four, or as if tl.1eTe 'were a grenter
statistical probability of four." On account of the possi
ble variation of the numbers be rejects the idea of the fOilf
beavenly quarters but, 'lDith the necessary rcscr1..'atimzs,
permits himself a suggestion as to quite clF10tber khzd or
cosmic origin: it is, he says, a strange LUSlIS n:Hnrac tbctt
tbe main chemical constituent of t!Jc ph)'sil:,r! orgrmis'lll
sbould be carbon, whicb is cba'fClcterized by [oftr valen
cies. Moreove'r, he goes on, diCl'JJ1O'fuf--in Oriental texts
the symbol of individuation accO'tlljJlisbed ('tve call to
mind the "diamond" walls of the Buddhist m~mdala)
is, we alll?no'tlJ, crystallized carbon. If tbis is sO'll1ctbing
more tban a me're ('sport of nature," then, as lung em
phasizes, since the phenomenon of fourfoldness is not
just an invention of the conscious mind but "a spon
taneous product of the objective psyche," a fundamemal
theme of mythology could be understood by referring
it back to tbe inorganic in man.

But 'We have an example of fourfoldness ratber
nearer to the region of mind-in the origin of the organ
ism itself. This is the third step in its evolution. Tbe
first was the union of the paternal spermatazoon with
the maternal germ-cell to form the zygote. If these two
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· together with tbe inuzl'merable forbears cO'lnprised in
tbem constitute tbe organis'llz's relative a!:m'], tben the
advent of a new emity, tbe zygote, constitutes its abso
lute U(l)Jl. The second step rz.vas tbe subsequent division
into two, tbe beginning of segmentation; and the tbird
step an exact division into four and tbe four-cell stage,
wbicb is repeated over and over again in dichotomous
progression. The life of the individual therefore has a
period when it develops as it were on the basis of a
geometrical plan, a sort of mandala.

Th~3!jew..Jl~q!..?JJ:y.thQ,lQgyteUs:u~pf t~~J~Hsame origin
a1z(~~gr9Jfnd".'Wbicb 'U!e Ont;~ W/l'££B.7JA still in'ase1zseare-
ra~ the elaboration and development ~{ It)' Pe.ti8!t~]!
ge'llerq]. J;.(lnridc.r{1tioJ!:.,.o.L~?{flJ ...11.9J~.i.kiJ:iti~~:,._OnlY one of
tbem-the lJOssibility that mythology has an organic
origin-shall be considered here and no more tban that.
lt is outside the scope of a purely antl:rropological study,
yet it implies the possibility of a psychic germ within
the germ of life itself-a germ that would enable us to
glimpse (I'll ideal world-order. Tbe answer to the ques
tion about the origin of the exact division into four can
only be sought where fourfoldness and tbreefoldness
appear CIS psychic activities and not just phy sical events.
(The combination of both as the twelvefold division
of the wo'rld-clock, whether read from the sky or not,
is a remarkable mental achievement.) It is not only the
psychologist that finds fourfoldness and threefoldness
side by side. Ancient records sped of the part the
number three played in the layoZlt of cities both in
Etruria and in Rome: tbree gate'f.LJf2y"§'L~t'Le.gJJ-'} thr~

districts, three temples or te!1JP~§.s. 4i'7.!ic)eif jnt.Q ,~~'!..?.e..~".

tV~ lJave per{orce-io·O"take·· account of plurality even
when we are seeking one common thing, the original
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{acto'i'. And bere 'we have a'll allswer at IClYst to tIJe
questio'n as to wbet!Jer tbere is allY pojllt ill IOO!,·itl9, {or
a special origin in local and h''lJJ jJO'l't1 I difTt'l'c}} tes.

7

Leo Frobenills describes a TVcst African city-found
ing ceremony in his Monumcnta Africana (TVci'lJlllT,

1939). He himself notices its correspo17dcllce witb tbe
Roman ceremony and connects tIJis '1.vIJole group of
cultures (he calls it the HSyrtian culture") 'wit1J tbe
ancient world by '1.vrry of tbe old Garmlla1lts of North
Africa. This is not meant to imply any botr()"wiJzg of
culture, but a single cultural sJream '1.vbicb, rising ill tbe
Mediterranean area or even {UTi !Jer cast, rcacl.1Cd 11.1' r~lr

as western Sudan. W c sballlearuc t/.lese (l1ld all tl.le otlJer
bistorical explanations to one side alld COllCC'YIl ourselves
only with SZlcb {acts in tl.1C A{rictlll tr(/ditiml (IS ba'va
immediate relevance here.

To t!Jese belongs among otber tbillgs tbe city-plan.
The longer of the accounts furnished by F1'Obt!llim ouly
says that a place for the 101mdi1lg was 'l1lrt1"!(cd om 'tvitlJ
"a circle or a square," and tbat four gates facing the
four quarters were provided for. 1'12 what ]'ollo'1.vS I
repeat the shorter account: "}Vitb the appearance of
the first quarter of tbe moon they began 'lnaT!(i17g out
the circumference and the four gates. A bull wets led
three times round the city. He was then brougbt into
the place marked off, together with three cows. After
covering three of them he was sacrificed. His me11'lber
was buried in the middle of the new city, and a phallic
altar erected alongside a sacrificial pit. (That is, in the
middle of tbe city's layout there is a combined Motber



and Fatber emblem!) Always three animals were sacri
ficed on t1:)(} altar, lour ill the pit." On tbe one hand we
!Java maU, ?/loon, and tbe 'llZl'Illber three, on the otber
7-vonzan, sun, Clnd tbe nU'lllber four, both closely con
'nected bere, according to Frobenius. Evidently the city
is meant to be founded upon both-on the union of the
Father and Mother principles.

Professor lung's observation that mandalas divided
into t~~ee. 0 ccur. particularly. i'l} rnen thusqc.quires a:new
'significanc{}, .IVe do not of course know to wbicb of .
.dJe p'rinciples, male or female, bis draughtsmen and
dreamers Clre involuntarily paying l.JO'lnClge. But if the
triangle appears in tbe centre of afJ-lvdiqn.. man,da.l:3:,)r,
is always interpreted tbere as a female symbol. In the
'rl1lcient CLvo'rld the t'Yiple-b'odied fIecate'rztlei'over the
tbree realms. Constellations of three goddesses are to
be found everywkwre in Greece, becoming quaterni
ties only by association with a male god. The great
goddess to be described in our study of the Divine
Nlctiden is tbreefold in relation to Zeus: mother
(Rhea), wife (Demeter), daughter (Persephone). An
exact counterpart to this is formed by the masculine
Holy Trinity of Christianity, which, mutatis mutandis,
stands in the same relation to the Virgin Mary. The
number three was masculine also for the Pythagoreans,
while four, doubling the feminine"tv:.o, was to their way
of thinking a basic number of feminine origin. The
"balance," whose realization Varro sees in the Roman
ceremony of city-founding, is struck in the number

f ~""" "',our-ma 'to umXL£ wo'\'o
Even these examples, close as they are to our own cul

ture, show remarkable discrepancies. Typical cultural
elements such as the connexion of the number three



witb man Clnd fortr 'lvit!J 'lV01ll11ll arc, to quotL' once 'III01'e

what ]Zl17g says about tbe lll:uHbb-sj''lJ!lJOI, "Jluclear
ato'Jl1.\' of wbose inmost stl'lletlll'e lmd lIltimate melwing
'l.ve know notbi'llg." Frobcuills 'names .web factors, '1.1J1JiclJ
are not amenable to furtber cXjJllllJ((tioll, "monads," and
sees in tbem tbe "structural principles" of tbc 'Zh1l'io[{s
views of the world in variollS cultures. Tn H'cst Africa be
finds alongside the monad of "Syrtian" culture ('l1la17 =
tbree, '1.voman=four) the iJ'resence of t'1.UO otlJers: tbe
."Atlantic" monad ('l1lC1'JZ=f071r, WO'lJ1r!.12 =tl:rree) and
the "North Erythrean" monad (1,w17=three, woman
=two). Certain 'relations to certain !:Jeavenly bodies
likerwise belong to the ultimately 1f11frttbo'lllable stmc
tme of the monad. If anywhere, tbe qllustio1} of (( cosmic
origin finds £111Swer bere-and it is 7legativc as [ar as CO/l

cerns the de'rivability of these (lnd similrtr rclatirmships
fro'J'JZ the observation of the bCCI'1.'cns.

The point is tbat tbese rclati011sbips arc jllst as 'Ix/rio liS

as those to the two sexes. I'll Syrtiml elfltmc t!.)(! 'lJ/oon
pertains to man and tbe number tbree, tbe Sl/71 to'l.voman
and the number four. Frobeni1Js even assures 'liS fl.Uft tl:Je
Syrtian city-plan witb its division into f01l1' is rt replica
of the sun or the sun's course. In Ger'l111171, in c011l'rctst
to English, the idea of a masculine '1110012 and a feminine
sun still lives on. But in the ancient languages tbe moon
is feminine and the sun masculine; the moon-goddess
Hecate had three forms, while Apollo) who as Recatos
corresponded to her and was related to the sun, was, in
the form of Agyieus (guardian of streets and public
places), a conical pointed column with Cl four-sided
base (i.e. CI sort of square and circle combined). The
secret tutelary goddess of the Roma quadrata was ac-
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cording to 017C source7 Luna, and tbe secret name of tbe
city '1.vas Flam, an appellative of tbe same great goddess
wbo is no '!/lore lunar tbenz terrestrial and subterranean.

Once more 'we have given only a few frO'lIl a host
of e:A:a'l1lples. Tbey show us the same heavenly body,
wlJen seen in terms of tbe "monads" of different cul
tures, now as (( 7.VO'11lan, now as a man, now as three,
now as four. If a monad means an inability to see other
wise, a "possession" in Frobenius' sense, then there are
at least two grounds for this possession: the gripping'
world of Nature and something in the history of culture
tbat is as manifold CIS it is variable, tbat fixes the charac
teristic "monadic" features of each and every view of
tbe '1.vorld. The first "ground" corresponds to arcbaic
man's "ojJen'lle~·.\·" to the world of '1.vhich we have spoken
before, rY'J], Ope1t'llCSS tbat thro'l.vs !Jim back on his deepest
f01mdfltiom. The seco7zd can be described as follows:
it is an exposure to certain aspects of the world wbich in
tbcir t'ltrn correspond to .'lust those monadic features,
themselves seeming to have grown up organically and
to be cO'fJlpClrable with the fundamental cbaracteristics
of plants and organisms in general. In order to define tbe
ultimate basis of the monads we would bave to say that
it is the compulsion in 17'1an to produce something
formed, formed in spirit just as only formed things are
produced in the body. This compulsion is the origin
tbe first leap. But the next moment, in tbe leap itself,
tbe monad, tbe spiritual plan is there. The plan is the
first tbing tbat is intelligible; bere something original,
experienced with all the immediacy of the origin, proves
7 Macrobius, Sawrnalia, III, 9, 4. I no longer believe, as I did in Studi e
Materiali di Storia delle religioni, 9 (1933), p. 19, that Wilamowitz was

right in his conjecture Lua.



to be one witb some aSjJect oj" tbt' "open" lll)(nld. If
"cosmos" is understood in tl.lL' Greek .l'C'Il.W tlJat every
thing spiritual cmd our CO'IJljJ/lIsjoll fO'1l)cmis tbe spiritual
are an essential part of the COS'tllOS, tbcJl bere llOC have
!he cosmos meeting with itself.

/ Or, to put it in more sciemific language, it ree'lm as
if there already were in the lnl1llCln plasm-the ger'fll of
life we have been speaking 0 f-so717etbing siJiritual, a
compulsion towards the spiritual. TVbat grows out of

. tbis compulsion is, like every gro'1.ving tbing, exposed
to its environment-and 'woe to (lllytlJing tbat 'WC/.1lts to
grow when there is nothing in the enviromne1lt to cor
respond to it, 'when no meeting can tal<.e place tbere!
Tbe being of anything that p,'ro'1VS is as mucb a'll exposure
to sometbing as an arising from S07llct1.Jillg. So 'l.vitb tbe
being of the plasm. TVe are not speaking, of course, of
any physical thing that is so exposed in its grrnvtb, but
of a spirituCfl thing. N Ol of "plas'/1l" but, as Frobenius
calls it, of "paideznna." If otbe?' organis'ms arc plasmatic
grO'l.vths, cultures are "paideu7IZCttic." Yet "paideu7JlCltic"
means little 'I11ore tban "exposed."8 SpirituCil origin is
a son of leap into the world-and woe to anytbing that
wants to become actual wbcn it corresponds to none
of the possible aspects of the world, wben it can unite
with none of them! Cultural acbievements-the various
"foundings"-can only come into being and persist as
actual works because, for the "plasm" as well as for the
"paideuma," for the body-cell as well as for tlJe monad,
8 Paideuma, so I allowed myself to dcfine it, as I thought, in Frobenius'
sense (in the journal Paideuma, I, p. IS8), is a reactive faculty and thus
essentially passive despite the fact that the reaction works itself out in
acts and creations, i.e. worles of culture. Because of the paidcuma, all
those living in its particular time and place are so exposed that they
can only have that particular life-style.



meeting Clnd union fire possible. So that it is possible
to find, in the world itself, the basis of tbreefoldness
as of fourj"oldness, a sunlike quality in 'Lvoman as in man,
a female quality in the 'moon as well as fertilizing 'I11cts
culinityll-aU according to tbe monadic plan tal~en over
by the mythological idea.

The "first step" is not really a step at all. It is the
primary "ground" or beginning, "origin" understood
as the primary source and issue from tbat source-:the
very thing that all mythologies speak of in the language .
of the second (the first intelligible) step, which is, in
"monadic" lan$uage, the leap into tfJe world and pos-

I session by it. JAt this stage everything is welling Zij),

fiowing, continually varying and changing shape, all
variations witbin the same culture being determined by
the same monad. Spiritual plans have now appeared in
and bound 'Up with the 'World, as ground-plans for un
ending develop1nent. Only with the third step is there
a state of rest. The first two stages-compulsjo'fLand
monadic structure-'1.vbich could never hi;;e become
'~c'tual;;i;'h;ut'this ~lJird, are consummated in a rounded
whole. Only bere do tbings come to a standstill, acbieve
stability as a work. Yet for this stable existence a special
power, a special talent is needed-that of the artist, crea
tor, founder, of the philosopher too if, as a "giver of
grounds," he may be counted among the "founders."
The "leap," the possession, tbe monad already lodge us
in time and place; witb the artist and founder we find
ourselves in tbe midst of a definite people-"people"
being understood CIS a source of power and talent and
o In this last instance the author is thinking in terms of a masculine
!Uoon.-EDIToR.
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also as a source of characteristics tmllscc71dill,~ tbe mo
nadic.

Artists, even a 7.vhole 'i1CttiO'}} of artists, city-builden
and world-builders, are tme creat01's, fouoders, and
"fundamentalists" only to tbe extent that tbey dra7.v
tbeir strength from and build on tbat SOllfce 7.1J!:JI]]Zce tbe
mythologies bave their ultimate ground and origin,
namely, what was anterior to but revealed in tbe 'lllO

nadic. The "universally human" would be a lit term for
. the "p1'e-7llonadic" were it not too little and too feeble;

for the important thi'ng is not to become "universally
human" but to encounter tbe divine in absolute iUl'lJzedi
acy. The mytbologems tbat come close'st to t1Jcse llal?ed
encounters with Godbead 7.ve regard as tbe jJr;7JJafY
mytbologc'flls. Hi~toric(/lly speaki17g, 'we possess (July
variations of the pri'll1ary 1llytlJo!oge11H, not their time
less content, tbe mytbological ideas. Tbcse ill t!Jeir pure
state, e.g. tbe pure idea of the mandala, its "Clrebety pc,"
so to speak, are pre-monadic. lVbat exists bistorically
has the cl~aracter not only of a 'H101U1d, i.e. bC!loll.~ing

locally and temporally to a definite culture, bm ((Iso
of awork, i.e. speaking in tbe mannef typical of It cert({i1"
people. On the other hand, every people displays its
form most purely when it stands face to face witb tbe
Absolute, that is, on the frontiers of the pre-monadic.
The deeper our insight into the pre-monadic, the more
"arcbetypal" the vision. Examples Cl-vould lead us out of
tbe sphere of mytbology into that of mystic experience.

TVhen solidly constructed monads break down, as
at the end of tbe antique era, or when tbeir dissolution
is already far advanced, as it is today, we find ourselves
closer to various kinds of mysticisms tban to mythology.
That is why Plotinus can tell us about pure mystical



experience, and why his contemporaries, tbe Gnostics,
can tell us about wbat comes closest to mytbology in
1'l1ysticism. And that too is why the psy chologist finds
in modern man the smne my stical or semi-mystical phe
nomena as in a handboo!? of Chinese mysticism or in
the Gnosticism of late antiquity. liVhat we meet in hath
cases has mostly the appearance of something mid'1.vay
between the archetype and a monadic fragment, Cl my
thology at once germinating and disintegrating. lo It is
precisely these individual mythologies of present-day·
men tbat do in fact largely correspond to tbe ideal pri
mary mythology hovering as it were between the one
origin and tbe fixed, monadic version of it. Living my
thology, on tbe other hand, eXjJands in infinite and yet
shapely 11lultiplicity, rather like the plant-world in com
parison with Goethe's "prim.al plant." We must always
keep our eyes on botb: tbe historical Many and tbe
unitive principle tbat is nearest to the origin.
10 A particularly fine cxample of this, a purely psychic mcmdaia-experi
ence complete with monadic and mythological fragments (numbers and
statues of gods) is to be found in Jung's Two Essays on Analytical
Psychology (London, Baillicre, Tindall & Cox, 1928, pp. 246 f.). I quote
it here together with .Tung's commentary:

" 'I climbed the mountain and came to a place where I saw seven
red stones in front of me, seven on either side, and seven behind me.
I stood in the middle of this quadrangle. The stones were flat like
steps. I tried to lift the four stones nearest me. In doing so I dis
covered that these stones were the pedestals of four statues of gods
buried upside down in the earth. I dug them up and arranged them
about me so that I was standing in the middle of them. Suddenly they
leaned towards one another until their heads touched, forming some
thing like a tent over me. I myself fell to the ground and said:
"Fall upon me if you must! I am tired." Then I saw that beyond,
encil-cling the four gods, a ring of flame had forIlled. After a time I
got up from the ground and overtlU'ew the statues of the gods. vVhere
they fell, four trees shot up. At that blue flames leapt up from the
ring of fire and began to burn the foliage of the trees. Seeing this I
said: "This must stop. I must go into the fire myself so that the
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leave~ s11.111 not be burned." Then I ~tLpped Into the tite. '1 hl) tILes
vani~hed .lnd the ficry rmg chew togcLhel to one 1I111l1eII,C hlue flaIllc
that swept me up from the calth.'

"lIele the VlSlOn ended.... At all events the unplcJudlced lelclel
wIll lecog-nIZe at once the Idea of a 'nud-pomt' tillt I~ lC lLhcd by a
lund of clJmb (mountmnecllng, effOlt, ~tll1gg1c, ctc.). lIe WIll al~o

recoglllze \VJ[hout dIfficulty the famou~ medlevll conundLlull of thc
squ.lllng of the cllele, wluch belongs to the field o[ .llchemy. Here It
takes Its rIghtful place as the ~ymbol of I1ldIV1(JU'ltJon. 1 he tOLal per
sonalIty IS llldlcated by the four cardmal pomts, thc four gDd~, I.e. the
fOUl functIOns whIch gIve beal'!Ilgs m psychIC space (cf. PsyclJologlcal
Types), and also by the clIcIe encIo~lI1g the whole. The ovcrcormng
of the four gods who t1ueaten to smother the mdlvidual ~lgl1lfie~

liberatIOn from IdentlflLatlOn WIth the four fUnLtlOns, a fOUl[oJd
wrdVfIJldva ('flee of opposItes') followed iJy an applO,,-unauon to the
(.lIde, to undIvIded wholene~s. 1111S 111 Its turn Icsults III a fUlther
exaltatIOn."

AnCient parallels aparL [10m the clty-foul1lhng ceremony .lIe not want
mg. Even the "sqllaung of the cuLie" l~ anuent I would only ICm,uk
that IltuaJ monUfilcIlt~ that WCle buued or luelden 111 the L,uth (m Rome
the so-called "Tarentum", m Lyko~lI1a, cf. P'lU~,lllla~1 VIII, 17, 3) pert,un
to the same dlV1I11LleS as those to whIch the 11JllrtdllS PCl t,um. 11 vl.-lywhcle
1Il the Vl~lon Just quoted we can find elc11Ient~ th.lt h,we a JlIe,lUlng both
In llldlvidual mythology, I.e. psychology, Jnd III Lhe gle,lt Jllythologlc~ of
the cosmic rehglOlls.
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THE PRIMORDIAL CHILD IN
PRIMORDIAL TIMES

,
BY C. KERENYI

1. Child-Gods

M YTHOLOGY is never the biography of the gods, as
often appears to the observer. This is particularly

true of "mythology properly so called": mythology in its
purest, most pristine form. l It is both more and less. It is

~lways Iess thanabi,ograpl:l!.~~E:_~~~p'g9..i~_!:~1.~.~!~~.
birth and childhood of theg<?ds!-!1~~_eed~._.5~£..-!~~!
youth, and sometimes- of their early de,~th. The remark
able thing about these childish or'youthful feats is that
they.. sho~ ~he god)nthe full perfection of hZs power
and outward form, and thus really preclude biographical,
'thinking-ti1il~king in periods of life as stages of develop-

, ~~ent."·Atthes~;~e ti~e'~ythology' is ~ore than any
biography. For, although it may tell us nothing that
relates organically to a particular period of life, it never
theless comprehends the periods themselves as timeless
realities: the fjgl1re. of t~e child plays a part in mythol
1 E.g. M. P. Nilsson in Gercke and Norden, EinJeitung in die Altertzt1ns
wissenscbaft (4th ed,; Leipzig, 1939), II, 4, p. 62.
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ogy equal to that of the marriageable girl, 01' Korc, and
the mother. In mythology thesc too, like evcry othcr
possib)e form of being, are manifestations of the Divine.

The deeds of the child Apollo rcmain Apollonian,
and the pJanks of the child Hennes are not so much
childish as Hermetic. Classical Greece was determincd
to view these two gods under an eternally youthful
aspect, since, conceived as figures in all their purity
and perfection, Apollo and Hermes are moulded most
clearly, out of all possible earthly forms, in the timeless
form of the youth. It is the same with the figure of Zeus
as the regal-looking man in middle life, or Saturn in
late antiquity 'J.S the grumpy old greybeard. Archaic
Greece saw its Apollo, its Hermes and Dionysus as
bearded figures, and this shows that divinity and human
ity can touch at yet another point-at thc summit of the
only maturity we mortals can reach. But to grasp thc
eternal, which is thc essence of evcry onc of thesc gods,
in the perishable bloom of youth-that is by far the
harder task. Until Greek art solved it, the bcardcd fig
ures of men-figures that were almost ageless-were the
most typical forms of expression.

In the figures of godlike men, youths, and ancients,
Greek mythology never expresses any biographical ele
ment or phase of life, but always the nature or essence
of the god. The bearded archaic type-Hermes, Apollo,
Dionysus, depicted at the height of their powers, the
acme of Greek manly perfection, as also Zeus and Posei
don-is the simplest visible expression of that timeless
quality which H0!!l~L~~~_gods when he
~s: "They a e not, they die not, they areererrlaI:»"
Whether portrayed arc lalca y in ageTe.SSiiiat'uflty or
classically in idealized form, the actual age of these divine J'



youths or men has above all a symbolic value: in them,
richness of life and l"ichncss of meaning arc one. Their
vcry nature rel110ves thcm from every conceivable bio
graphical relationship.

Many gods-almost all those we have mcntioned
appcar not only as men and youths but also in the like
ness of child-gods; and it might seem as if the child
possessed that biographical significance which we have
just denied. It may be asked whether Greek mythology
introduces the child Hermes or the child Apollo merely
because it happens to know his father and mother, and
because the story of his birth naturally leads on to the
story of his childhood. Rut this kind of biographical
approach gets us no further than the inclusion of the age
of childhood in the history of the gods. .No S091ler is
the figure of the child there than it is cancelled and re
Elaced by the Egure of the' god. ~_fIe~mes ,at once
becomes Hermes; little I-Iercules is at once in full pos:
session of his strength and valour. 1'~_~!~.h~].e~§_..QfJi£e
and meaning in the wondcr-working child is no whi~

smallcr than in the bearded god. Ql1.Ib~ ~O}lt~ary, it
seems to be even richer and more profoundly rnovinJi;.
With the appearance of the child-god-whether in
Homer's Hel'metic hymn, in the myth of Zeus or Dion
ysus, or in Virgil's Fourth Eclogue-we feel ourselves
surrounded by that mythological atmosphere which
modern man calls "fairy-tale-like.'/ If anyone supposes
that, in the child-god, he has discovered the biographical
element of mythology, he is heading for surprises. For
here, at this seemingly biographical point, he will find
himself completely outside all biography and in the pri
mordial realm of mythology where the most marvellous
creations grow and flourish.
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For which interpretation, then, have we to decide?
For the assumption that the figure of the child-god is
the result of biographical thinking? Or for the idea that
the biographical point of view is probably only of sec
ondary importance, and that the primary thing, which
directly concerns us, is the play of mythology itself?
A play like the playing of an invisible great composer
who varies the same theme-the primordial figure of the
child-in the keys of the various gods? Is not the Primor
dial Child-the child-god of so many mythologems
the one and only true filius ante patrem, whose life, seen
in retrospect, first produced the checkered history of
his origins? We must either put this idea in a clearer and
more certain light or else refute it, if we wish to under
stand the mythological accounts of child-gods. But the
way to such an understanding is to let the ll1ythologcl11s
speak for thcmselves. So we now prcscllt a series of
them.

2. The Orphan Child
Ancient mythologems of child-gods are surrounded

by, and evoke, an aura of fairy-tale. Not for any un
accountable, essentially irrational reason, but rather
because of their clearly visible and ever-recurring char
acteristics. The child-god is usually an aband~le~_!0~1~4:

~in&_Often It IS threatenedoy ~xt~~?:.d~~~ry d_a~g~:~j?)
It may be devoured, like Zeus, or torn to pieces, like
Dionysus. On the other hand these dangers are not
altogether surprising: they are features as natural to the
vision of a Titanic world as discord and trickery are to
the primitive mythologems. Sometimes the fa~her is_the(-:r)
child's enemy, as was Kronos,or-n:emay be merely
~~~~~.' -iSZeus was when Dionysus was being torn to



2. ""Vinged Eros



pieces by the Titans. vVc have a rarer case in the
Homeric hymn to Pan. Little Pan was abandoned by his
motller and nurse; terrified, they had let the new-born
infant lie there. His father, Hermes, picked him up,
wrapped him in a hare's skin, and bore him away to
Olympus. Here as well we have two contrasting fates:
in the onc the child-god is an abandoned abortion, in
the otller he sits at Zeus' side among the gods.

The mother has a peculiar part to play: ~1nd is
not at the same time. To take an ancient Italian example:
the child T ages, from whom the Etruscans received
their sacred science, sprang out of the earth before the
eyes of a ploughman2-a child of Mother Earth and at
the same time the purest type of fatherless and mother
less foundling. Semele was already dead when Dionysus
was born, and the mother of AeSCUlapius did not sur
vive her son's birth. vVe could also mention figures in
heroic sagas who were like\yi~e abandoned by their
!Jlothers as children, viole.n~ly_~epara~~~!!om~t~~: "
~)r exposed to death; but-we would rather con.fine our
selves to ~~mythology properly so called," and shall only
tell of gods who occupy a central place in genuine my
thologcms and cults. Even to the greatest among them
-Zeus-something very similar happened. When he was
born his mother, in order to save him at all, ~xpose~ him.
The nursing of the child by ~vil~Q~_~ild_~ast~)n

the myth of Zeus, and the imitation of it in the cult of
the young Dionysus, shows us two things: the soli
tariness of the child-god, and the fact that he is never-

2 Cicero, De divinatione, II, 23; Ovid, Metamorphoses, XV, 553, Festus
s.v. Tages. The sources of the other references are to be found in the
handbooks. Our main source for Hermes is Homer's Hermetic hymn;
d. Kerenp, Her1J2eS der Seelenfilhrer: das Mytbologem vom mannlichen
Lebenmrsprung (Albae Viglliae N. S. I; Zurich, 1944).
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theless at lJo'J'lle in the primeval world-an equivocal
situation, at once that of the orphan child and a cher
ished son of the gods.

Another variation on the theme is when the mothcr
shares the child's abandonmcnt and solitude. She
wanders about homeless and is pcrsecutcd, likc Leta,
whom her new-born son, the littlc Apollo, defends
against the brutal Tityos. Or else she lives without
honour, far from Olympus, like Maia the mother of
Hermes. Her position-originally that of Mothcr Earth,
one of whose names she bears-is no longer entirciy
simple in the Homcric hymn. The simple situation
shows us the abandonment of the new-born god, in both
variations. In the one, mothcr and child arc nb:1I1do!1ed
as Leto was with Apollo on the barrell island of Delos;
in the other, the child is alone in the rough and primitive
world. Here the fairy-talc atmosphcre becomcs con
crete: we arc reminded of the orphan child in European
and Asiatic folk-lore, and how he was abandoned. "No
matter where it was or was not-enough that thcre was
a town and in the southern quarter of the town a tumble
down house inhabited by an orphan child, left all on its
own after the death of its father and mother." So begins
a Hungarian legend.s There are parallels both to the
variation in which the child is wholly abandoned and
to that in which it is left with mother or nurse.

A fairy-tale of the Black Forest Tatars in the Altai
Mountains begins as follows: 4

3 Ipolyi Arnold Nepmesegyujtemenye (ed. L. IGlmany, Budapest, 1914),
No. 14.
1 These verses are quoted from W. Radloff, Proben der Volksliteratur
der tiirkiscben Stfimme Ludsibiriens, I (St. Petersburg, 1866), pp. 271, 400.



Once upon a time, long ago,
TlJere lived an orphan boy,
Created of God,
Created of Pajana.
TVitbout food to eat,
vVitlJout clotbes to wear:
So he lived.
No 'Woman to marry !:Jim.
A fox came;
The fox said to the youth:
"How will you get to be aman?" he saici.
And the boy said:
"I don't kno7.v myself
How I sball get to be a man!"

One of the epic songs of another Altaic tribe, the
Shor, comes closer to the mother-and-child variation:

The 7.voman called Altyn Sabak
Lives in the 'wilderness,
TYithout cattle, with nobody round her.
She looks after a little boy.
Sbe casts her hook into the wbite sea;
Every day she catches a young pike.
In 'Well water she cooks it,
They eat the brotb.
So Altyn Sabak looles after
This little orphan boy.

Here the woman is the hero's elder sister-a peculiar
ity of these songs.

The appearance of this situation in folk~tale and
saga-though it is a far cry from these examples to the
world of antiquity-raises the question: \Vas not the
orphan child the forerunner of the child-god, 'llld was
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not this child taken over into mythology from descrip
tions of a certain kind of human fate, such as is pos
sible in the most diverse cultures, ana there elevated to
divine rank? Or was it the other way about? Is the
child-god earlier and the orphan child of folle-talc only
a pale reflection of him? Which is primary: folk-tale or
myth? Which came first: solitude in the primitive
world, or the purely human picture of the orphan's
fate? This question forces itself on us all the more
.urgently when we reflect that there are cases where the
mythologem of the child-god and the folle-tale of the
orphan child arc absolutely inseparable. A case of the
kind now follows, although we stray even further for
the nonce from the world of antiquity.

3. A Vogul God

The mythologem that allows us to see a little deeper
into the original state of affairs is to be found among the
V oguls. Their store of myths, collected by the H un
garian anthropologists A. Reguly and B. Munkacsi, is
preserved for us in uncorrupt original texts, which the
last-named has published with a literal Hungarian trans
lation. In the following we attempt to reproduce this
translation faithfully.

The Voguls worshipped-and perhaps still worship
one especially among their gods who bears the name of
"The Man Who Looles at the 'Vorld."G He is a god
let down from heaven in two variations: with his mother
and without her. With his mother he was "let down"

Ii Cf. K. Menli, Hermes, 70 (1935), pp. 160 if., where, however, Buddhist
influence is not considered.



in such a way that he was born as the son of a woman
expelled from heaven. She fell upon the banks of the
River Ob. "Under her right arm-pit two ribs broke out.
A child with golden_ h~nds _a~d feet__was b?n~."o This
manner of bu"th, the emergence of the child from its
mother's right sidc, betrays Buddhistic influence. The
Bodhisattva who later became Gautama Buddha cntered
his lpgther's womb from the rlghtSlde-and at -cl;e~e~d

0'£ ten months left the right side of his mother again in
full consciousness and immaculate; thus it was according
to the Buddha legend of the northern sect-Mahayana
Buddhism, as it is called.7 "The Man Who Looles at the
World" is an exact translation of "Avalokiteshvara," the
name of the world-ruling Bodhisattva in the above re
ligion, whose missionaries are dispersed throughout
Northern Asia. Avalolciteshvara is just such a divinity
compassionately obsenying the world as the god. of the
Voguls bccame. From the latter's titles-which refer to
him as a goose, swan, or crane-we get a glimpse of his
original nature.8 Golden limbs are as characteristic of
him as of the new-born Buddha of the Avalokiteshvara
world (our world),

who gleamed, shining like golel
Worked in the fire by the master's hand,9

The orphan's fate has nothing to do with all this and
leads us into a world quite dIfferent from that of the
Dalai Lama, the present-day embodiment of Avalo
kiteshvara.

The child-god of the Voguls, however, before he
oB. Munkacsi, Vogul nepkoltesi gyitjtemeny, II, I <Budapest, 1892), p. 99
7 Latitavistm'a, chs. 6-7.
8 Munlnlcsi, II, 2 (1910), pp. 058 and 067.
o"Sutta Nipata," in Oldenberg, Reden des Buddha (Munich, 1921), p. 4.
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became "The Man Who Looks at the \Vorld," i.e. while
still a small boy, also came down to earth ·without his
mother.10 A council is h.eld in heaven:

Sometime tbe TYorld of Man rwill come to be.
His father's little son, his IMber's drwli'J7g,
His mother's little son, his mother's darling:
How will man standing on lJis feet,
How will man endure him?
Let us give him into the hCfnds of anotber,
In another's hands he shall be taught tamencss!
To the uncle and aunt of bis fatber,
To the uncle and aunt of his '!/lother
He sbatl be givcn.

We hear of a cradle hanging between heaven and earth
in which he is drawn up or let down according to the
resolve of his father, the Upper I-:leaven:

His fatber set him in a curved cradle witlJ a stlver edge,
He let him down to tbe 7.vorld of men, in!JabitCfnts of

the lower eClrt!':>.
On to tbe roof of his man-uncle, be of the eagle's feathers,
He Jell with the mighty voice of tbunder.
Instantly his uncle was outside, took him in.
By day he teaches him, by night teaclJes him.
So he grows, and his aunt beats him.
So he grows, and his uncle beats him.
So his bones grow hard, and hard his muscles.
Yet a second time his aunt beats him,
Yet a tbird time his uncle.

We hear of his sorry plight in the house of a Russian:
how he is kept behind the door, how dish-water is
10 The following after two "Songs of Gods," in MUllk:lcsi, II, r, pp.
roo fl.
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emptied over him. Sorrier yet is his plight in the house
of the Samoyed, who binds him to his sleigh with an
iron cable thirty rods long. How hard he has to work
for the Samoyed is less apparent from am text than
from kindred accounts in fairy-tales of manhandled
heroes and sons of gods. All the more moving, then,
is the description of the child's sufferings, when, beaten
almost to death with a "club of mammoth-bone," he is
cast on the dunghill and intended as a sacrificial victim.
Here the nadir is reached; now the turn sets in. The , .
boy suddenly becomes possessed of snow-shoes, armour,
quiver, bow, and sword. He shoots an arrow through
seven stags, he shoots another through seven elks. He
sacrifices the Samoyed's son, pulverizes seven Samoyed
"cities," destroys the Russian and the Russian city "with
the pressure of his back, the pressure of his breast,"
shys his uncle and aunt. It is an epiphany, no less terrible
than that of Dionysus all the ship of the Etruscan pirates
in the Homeric hymn. From the miserable plight of the
orphan there emerges a god. The turning of the tide of
fortune is not only impressive, it is also significant.

With the Vogul mythologem we approach very
closely to a familiar type of fairy-tale, that of "Strong
Hans.'l11 But a comparison with this particular tale
shows how much less impressive and significant the
fairy-tale is. What meaning it has comes solely from
the grotesquely exaggerated feats of an exceptionally
strong farmer's boy and the absurd situations that result.
The difference lies not in the environment or in the
social atmosphere (though the atmosphere of the Vogul
myths is most regal), but in what we may call the dra
11 Cf. Aarnc and Thompson, Types of the Folktale (FF Comm. 74)
(Helsinki, 1928), No. 650, supplemented here on the basis of Hungarian
legends.
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matie structure of thc mythologcm. Such a structl11'C
is entirely lacking in this type of fairy-talc. The un
common bodily strength of the youngstcr is explained
in advance by refercnccs to his birth and mode of
nourishment. He was suckled for several years or ate
enough for nine people; his father was a bear, or-in
one Hungarian tale-his mother a mare, a cow, a fairy;
he was hatched out of an egg or forged of iron. All this,
of course, points to the mythological origin. of the tale,
but reduces the action to a lower plane: from we world
of high drama to the world of astonishing e;ceptiolls
to which we are so accustomed in folk-tales. What is it,
on the other hand, that affects us so powerfully in the
mythologem? The very thing that constitutes its whole
meaning, and that is the revelation of divinity in the
paradoxical union of lowest and highest, weakest and
strongest.

The question as to which is primary, orphan child
or child-god, is thus considerably simplificd. The emer
gence of a god's SOIl or a Icing's son from the orphan
child, as a theme for myth or fairy-tale, presupposes
the orphan situation: it is this situation that makes the
emergence possible in the first place. But the plight of
the orphan does not, insofar as it is purely human, fur
nish any sufficient reason for such an emergcnce. Con
sidered apart from mythology, and from the standpoint
of ordinary human life, that plight is not necessarily
consummated in an epiphany. But if the epip11any is as
it were the fruit and fulfilment of the orphan's fate,
then the whole situation must be understood in mytho
logical terms, and we have to inquire: Does mythology
know of an orphan's fate that is compatible with divine



form, or rather with the figure of a god in whom this
fate is an essential c1Jcrracte'Yistic?

4. Kttllervo
We shall now be confronted with the picture of the

orphan child of the folk-tales, a picture painted in full
detail, so that we may decide on the ground of imme
diate evidence whether it points in the direction of
mythology or merely to a realistic description of a
certain type of human fate. Not individual themes, but
the whole picture shall speak for itself. (The theme of
the miraculous birth has already led us in the direction
of mythology.) The picture stands in the Kalevala in
heroic frame: a description of the servitude of Kullervo,
Kalcrvo's son. He has been recognized afresh in the
"Strong Hans" of the Finnish fairy-tale "Munapojka":
"Thc Boy Born of an Egg.1l1

2 Again, he has been com
pared with the Hamlet of Danish saga; like him, Kul
lervo in the Kalevala remained alive to avenge his
fathcr. 13 But evcn this element is not the exclusive
property of the saga: the orphaned child-god of the
Voguls, in their "Songs of Gods," was also the "death
less avenger."14

A hero of Finnish antiquity, Untamo by name-so
we read in Book XXXI of the Kalevala15-extermil1ated
the clan of his brother Kalervo.
12 ct. D. Comparetti, Der Ralevala (Halle, 1892), p. 197.
13 Cf. K. Krohn, Kalevalastudien, VI (FF Comm. 76) (Helsinki, 1928),

p. 29·
14 ct. Munldcsi, II, 2, pp. 0 [36 ff., 0263 f.
15 In view of the length of the quotations and the general unreadability
of the only existing English version of the Kalevala-by W. F. Kirby
in Everymau's Library, who reproduces the original metre, which Long
fellow imitated in Hiawatba-I have compounded a prose version from
this and from A. Schiefner's German text.-EDlToR.
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Of all the tribe of Kalervo there was left only his
young wife, and she waS pregnant. Unt,1l110'S hotit led her
away with them to their homeland to do the chores, the
cleaning and sweeping.

Before long a little boy was Lorn to this unhappy
mother, and she cast about for a name. She cctlled him
Kullervo, the Battle Hero. The little boy was ~iwaddled

and hid fatherless in a cradle, and his mother sat rock
ing it. She rocked him till his hair tossed, rocked him
all that day and the next, and on the third day the boy
kicked out with his feet before and behind, tore of[ the
swaddling-clothes, crawled out, and broke the lime-wood
cradle to pieces.

"Already in the third month" thoughts of vengeance
awoke in the "knee-high" boy: he wantcd to avcnge
his father and mother. This camc to Untamo's ears.
They deliberated how best they might desl:roy thc
miraculous child, They tried first of a.U with ':"_:J.tcr:,__,_

They put him in a barrel, a little cask, and pushed it out
upon the waves. After two nights they we!lt to see
whether the boy had sunk in the water or perished in
his barrel. But he had not sunk in the water or perished
in his barrel; he had crawled out of the barrel and was
now sitting on the waves with a rod of copper in his
hand. At the end of it there was a silken thread, and he
was angling in the lake for fish as he floated through the
water. There was enough water in the lake to fill two
ladles, and possibly-if exactly measured-part of a third.

Untamo then sought to destroy the child with fire:

So they gathered and collected a large supply of dry
birch-wood, the hundred-needled pine oozing with resin,
a thousand sleighfuls of bark, and a hundred rods of dry
ash. Having set fire to the wood-pile, they cast the boy
into the middle of the blaze. The l?yre burnt all that day
and the next, and was still burmng on the third day.



Then they went to look. The boy was sitting up to his
knees in ashes, up to his arms in cmbers, with a rake in
his hand. He was stirring up the fire, raking the coals
togcther. Not a hair was singed, not a lock displaced.

Finally a third attempt was made to destroy the child
with what we may call in this connexion the airy cle
ment: Untamo had the boy "strung up on an oak
tree." When after the usual time a fad -was-sent to 1001<
at: lii11"1,'he brought baek this message:

"Kullervo is not yet perished, has not died upon the
tree. He is carving pictures on it, holding a graver in his
hand. The whole tree is covered with pictures, the oak
is a mass of carving! There arc men with swords, and
spears at their sides."

Where should Untamo now seek aid against this most
miserable boy! Whatever the death he prepared for him,
whatever the destruction he planned, the wicked lad
could never be brought to ruin.

Thus what we may call the first variation on the
theme, in the musical sense of the word. Actually it
consists of three variations. A more extensive analysis
would only tend to break down certain units that are
effective as wholes, e.g. the child and the element inlf)
which it subsists. Each of these variations has an instant
effect on us, chiefly because of the poetic composition
and the painter-like design. Later we shall see how the
composition, the combination of child and water, is
not only outwardly effective, but full of meaning too.
For the present we shall only recall how child and nre
go together in mythology:

Heaven was in labour, earth was in labour,
And the purple sea '11Jas in labour.
The blood-red seaweed had birth-pangs.
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The hollow stem of i.be sewweed e111itted S1tlo!?c,
The hollow stem of the seaweed emitted [lame,
And OZlt of the flame sprang a little boy:
Fire for hair, and fire for beard,
And his eyes were suns.

Such was the birth of a divine child as reported in
one of the ritual songs of the old heathen Armenians/6

a mythologem to which reference has already been
made in my explanation of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue.17

It is tempting to classify this mythologem under the
"tube-birth myths," as Frobenius has called one of the
groups in solar mythology.1s But the faint echo of it in
the variation "Kullervo in the fire" is enough to make
us realize what sort of elemental material it is out of
which are moulded the images of the orphan's fate,
for example these three ways of compassing Kullervo's
doom. This material is undoubtedly the primal stuff of
mythology, and not that of biography; a stuff from
which the life of the gods, and not the life of men,
is formed. What, from the purely human point of view,
is an unusually tragic situation-the orphan's exposure
and persecution-appears in mythology in quite another
light. It simply shows up the loneliness and solitude
of elemental beings-a loneliness peculiar to the prim;i'
,stuff of mythology. If anything, the fate of the orphaned
Kullervo, delivered up to every force of destruction
and exposed to all the elements, must be the true or
phan's fate in the fullest sense of the word: exposure
16 Communicated in Vetter's translation by Gelzer, Berichte der
Sdchsischen GesellsclJajt der Wissenscha[ten, 48 (1896), p. 107, from
Moses of Chorcne, I, 3I.
17 Kerenyi, Klio, 29 (1936), p. 3I.

IS Das Zeitalter des Sonnengottes, I (1904), pp. 271 if.
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and persecution. But at the same time this fate is the
triumph of the elemental nature of the wonder-child.
A merely human fate in the case of such elemental
beings is only secondary. But, insofar as the human fate
of these beings is figurative or symbolical, it is true and
significant-true and significant of the primordial soli
tude where alone this is appropriate to such beings and
such a situation, namely in mythology.

The first, three-part variation on the Kullervo theme
occurs on this original, mythological level. But it is
very instructive to :find that everything in the Kalevala
that reminds us of the feats of Strong Hans in the
fairy-tale can be fitted into this mythlike episode as a
further variation of it. Kullervo solves all the tasks set
him in such a way that the solution exceeds all expecta
tions and redounds to the injury of the taskmaster. Elias
Lonnrot acted in full accord with the stylistic feelings
of the Kalevala singers when he compiled these songs.19

Finnish folk-lore refers the variations of the Kullervo
cycle to one and the same person, although it is familiar
with the picture of the child floating on the water in
other connexions as well. The "fairy-tale" element
stands beside the mythological element like another
variation on the same "musical" theme.

The savage consurrunation of the first task does not so
much conjure up the fairy-tale atmosphere as echo the
savagery of primitive mythology. Kullervo, the "knee
high" boy, having now grown "about a span in height,"
is charged with the care of a small baby.

So he watched all one day and the next, br~ke the
baby's hands, gouged out his eyes, and on the thIrd day

19 Cf. K. Krohn, op. cit., pp. 3 if.



let him die altogether of sickness, threw the napkins in
the river, and burned the baby's cradle.

Untamo, in the true manner of primitive mythology,
is not in the least indignant but merely reflects:

Such a one is quite unfitted
To attend to little clJildren
Or to touclJ them witb his fingers.
Now I lcnow not wheTe to send him,
Nor what work I ought to give him.
May be he could clear tlJe forest?
SQ be told him: "Clear tbe forest!"lo11

There follows the story of how Kullcrvo gets all axe
made and how he himself sets to work. A clearing of
enormous proportions is effected by means of this axe,
and thcn-better in keeping with the spirit of the Finnish
epic-by means of magic song. Thc next task is crowned
with similar immoderate success: that of building a
fence. The final task for Unta1l1o-thrcshing-is partic
ularly reminiscent of the Strong Hans fairy-talc of
other European nations.

Kullervo, the son of Kalervo, now began threshing
the corn. He threshed the corn to a fine dust and pounded
the ears to chaff.

The climax of his lethal exertions is reached when
Kullervo is employed as a cowherd by the wife of the
blacksmith Ilmarinen in Book XXXIII of the Kalevala.
The jocular lady, "toothless old hag" that she was,

baked a loaf for him, gave him two great slabs of bread
with oats below, corn on top, and a stone in the middle,

and with this provision sent Kullervo out with her cows.
191t W. F. Kirby's translation. See footnote I5.-EDITOR.
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In revenge he slaughters the whole herd, summons a
pack of wolves and bears, magically causes the wild
beasts to appear in the form of cattle, and constructs
various musical instruments from the bones of the
slallghtercd:

Then he made a pipe out of a cow-bone, and a whistle
our of an ox-horn, and a cow-horn out of Tuomikki's leg,
and a flute out of Kiryo's shin-bone; and he played on
his pipe and tooted on his horn, three times on his native
hills and S1,'( times at the opening of the pathway. But
Ilmarinen's wife, the old woman of the blacksmith, had
long been waiting for the milk and was looking forward
to the summer butter. When she heard the tramping in
the marshes and the uproar on the heath she exclaimed:

"Praise be to Yumala! The horn sounds and the herd
is coming! But where on earth has the wretch got a cow's
horn and made himself a horn to blow on? Why does
he come with such a noise, blowing with lungs fit to burst,
splitting my ear-drums, and making my poor old head
ache?"

Then Kullervo, son of Kalervo, answered and said:
"The wretch found the horn in the marshes and picked
the pipe out of the bog! Your herd is in the run, the
cows are in the hurdle field. Go and smolce the cattle
and milk the cows."

So Ilmarinen's wife told an old crone to do the milking:
"Go, old one, and milk the cattle and look after the

beasts, for I can't leave my kneading."
Then Kullervo, son of Kalervo, answered and said:
"A good housewife, a clever housewife always milks

the cows herself."
So Ilmarinen's wife went herself to smoke the cattle

and look after the beasts, and herself milk the cows. She
surveyed the herd and gazed on the horned cattle, saying;

"What a fine sight is the herd! The cattle are all slee1{
and glossy as though Tubbed with lynx-skin, with wild
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sheep's wool! Their udders are full to bursting, the teats
all hard."

She stooped down to milk them, bent down to coax
the mille Out, pulled once, pulled twice, pulled yet a
third time, when a wolf sprang at her fiercely and a bear
rushed to the attack. The wolf tore at her mouth, the
bear tore at her leg, bit through the flesh of her calf and
crushed the shin-bone.

Thus Kullervo, son of Kalervo, repaid the old woman's
jest and had his revenge for the wicked old woman's
mockery.

It is impossible to try to derive Finnish mythology
from Greek mythology or vice versa; but it is equally
impossible not to notice that Kullervo, the wonder
child and mighty youngster in one, ultimately reveals
himself as Hermes and Dionysus. He reveals himself
as Hermes because of the making of musical instruments
in connexion with the destruction of cattle (compare
in particular that version of the mythologcl11 of the
Hermes child where the stealing and slaying of cattle
precede the invention of the lyre) /0 hc reveals himself
as Dionysus because of wh~1t he does \vith the wild
beasts and with his enemy. It is purely Dio11ysiac-we
can call it 110 less if we regard it in terms of Greek
mythology-when the wolves and the bears are magicked
by him into docile cows; and Dionysiac that it is they
who punish his enemy. With something of a shudder
we recognize the tragic and ironic atmosphere of Eurip
ides' Bacchantes as we read the dramatic scene of the
milking of the wild beasts. The fate of the Etruscan
pirates, Dionysus' enemies, who were punished by the
onset of the beasts of prey, forms a still closer analogy
to the vengeful epiphany of the child-god of the Voguis.
20 Apollodorus, III, 10, 2.
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5. N araya1la

The child-god, prototype of the wonderful orphan
child, feeling quite at home in the primal element,
reveals his full significance when the scene of his epiph
~~~~ I

When we recall the epiphany of Kullervo, "sitting
on the waves with a rod of copper in his hand," when
we further recall his skill in clearing forests, we see at
once his affinity with the little copper man in Book II
of the Kalevala. But quite obviously Kullervo was
neither "knee-high" nor "a span in height," but a giant
for whom there was only "enough watet in the lake to
fill two ladles, and possibly-if exactly measured-part
of a third." In Book II much the same thing happens,
and moreover there is a striking parallel to this giantism,
which seems incompatible with the hero's cbildl:JOod,
in another great mythology. The Hindu Markandeya,
the eternally youthful hermit, encountered such a
wonder-child at the termination of the last, and begin
ning of the present, cosmic year. The story is to
be found in the Markandeyasamasya-parvan of the
MahablJarata.

The wise hermit was wandering about over the face
of the world-ocean and came to a llyagrodha tree (Ficus
indica), in whose branches a "little boy" Jay. The boy
bade the hermit rest in him. Markandeya tells what then
happened: 21 "The god offers me resting-place within
him. I become weary of my long life and mortal ex
istence. He opens his mouth, and I am drawlJ. into it
with irresistible force. There in his belly I see the whole
world with its lands and cities, with the Ganges and
21 Reitzenstein and Schader, Stt(dien zum antiken Synkretis1nUs (Leipzig,
1926), p. 83·
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the other rivers and the sea; the four castes, each at its
work; lions, tigers, and wild pigs; Indr~l and all the
heavenly host, the Rudras, the Adityas and the Fathers,
snakes and elephants-in short, everything that I have
seen in thc world I see in his belly as J wander about
in it. For more than a hundred years I wander about in
it without coming to the end of his body; then I call
upon the god and am instantly expelled from his mouth
with the force of the wind. Once more I see him sitting
in the branches of the nyagrodha tree with the signs of
divinity upon him, clothed in yellow g-armems." This
child-god, who is the god of the universe, is Narayana,
and according to the Indian etymology "he who has
\vater as his dwelling-place."

However much in this story is in the style of the
Indian world, e.g. the detailed description and the
philosophical complexion of the whole, it cannot ob
scure the outlines of the mythologcll1. The picture of
a divine being adrift in the solitude of the world-ocean,
at once child and giant, is'clear enough. In the less phil~
sop111carw-o!1cr6fFinnlsh woodsmen-the pictorial style
is different, though the outline is the same. We have
already met it in the Kullervo variation, but have still
to make its acquaintance in the variation of the "little
copper man."

Vainamoinen, the proto-shaman, rose from the ocean
at the bcginning of the world and met a wonder-child,
we might almost say the Finnish counterpart to the
Etruscan Tages. The name of the child, Sampsa ("Sam
son"), probably alludes to his gigantic strength.

Pellervoinen, son of the earth, Sampsa the slender
limbed boy, came to sow the land and scatter the seed.



He sows the land with trees, among them an oak
which later rises to heaven and covers the sun and moon
with its branches. The giant tree had to be felled, and
Viiinamoinen turns to the po'Wer of 'Water. Here we see
the Finnish counterpart to the Indian Narayana:

A man rose out of the sea, a hero from the waves. He
was not the hugest of the huge nor yet the smallest of
the small: he was as big as a man's thumb, the span of a
woman. His helmet was of copper, copper the boots on
his feet, copper the gauntlets on his hands, copper their
lacings, copper the belt at his body, copper the axe in the
belt, and the haft was a thumb's length and the blade
a nail's length.

Vii.inumoinen, old and wily, pondered as follows:
"He looles like a man and has the mien of a hero, but

he's no bigger than a thumb and is no higher than an
ox-hoof." Then he said:

"You seem more like a man to me and the most con~

temptible of heroes. You're no better than a dead man
and a face on you like a corpse!"

Whereat the little man from the sea, the hero of the
waves, made answer:

"I am a man as you see-small, but a mighty water
hero. I have came to fell the oale-tree and splinter it to
fragments! "

Vainumoinen, old and wily, scoffed:
"Why, you haven't the strength, you'll never be able

to fell the magic oak~tree and splinter it to fragments!"
Scarcely had he said these words when, before his eyes,

the little man was transformed into a giant. He stamped
with his feet on the earth and his head reached up to the
clouds; his beard flowed to his knees and his hair to his
heels. His eyes were fathoms wide and his legs fathoms
long; his knees were one and a half fathoms in girth and
his hips two fathoms. He whetted his axe-blade and swiftly
brought it to a fine edge, using six hard grindstones and
seven polishing-stones.
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Then he strode off, his wide trousers iluttering round
his legs in the wind, and with one stride reached the
sandy seashore. The next stride took him far into the
dark land, and the third to the roots of the oak-tree. He
struck the tree with his axe and smote it with the polished
blade, once, twice, and a third time. Sparks flew from
the axe and flame from the oak as he tried to bend the
magic tree to his will. At the third stroke the oak-tree
was shattered; the hundred boughs had fallen. The trunk
stretched to the east, the top to the west, the leaves were
scattered to the south and the branches to the north....

N ow that the oak-tree was felled and the proud trunk
levelled, the sun shone again and the dear moon glim
mered pleasantly, the clouds sailed far and wide and a
rainbow spanned the heavens.

Book II of the Kalevala, from which these lines are
taken, was undoubtedly written later than the passage
just quoted from the Mababharata; but, judging by its
sense as a story about the liberation of light, it may be
ranged alongside the earliest of primitive mythologcl11s.
It is true that similar featurcs relating to a miraculous
childhood are to be found among the ncar neighbours
of the Finns, that is to say in the Russian folk-epics,
the byliny, which a Russian scholar of the last century

\
attempted to derive from Indian sources, namely the
story of Krishna's childhood.22 But the correspondence

>\ .~, - ~- ----~ -.

11 between the childhood adventures of Russian heroes
and those of the Hindu gods is at best nothing but the
borrowing of a sumptuous foreign garment-a borrow
ing mediated through many hands. It is not only Russian
or Indian saints and heroes that literature and legend
adorn with, for instance, a birth which causes the world
to shake and all the elements to tremble. Markandeya's
22 V. Srasov in 1868; d. W. Wollner, Untersuchungen iiber die Volkse
pik der Grossrllssen (Leipzig, 1879), pp. 22 if.
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and Vainamoinell's encounters with the giant child who
is quite at home in the primal water show a corrc
spondence at a much deeper level. The question, there
fore, is not: Which of the two mythologems is the
variant of the other? but: What is the common primary
theme of which both are variants?

To this wc have an answer of fundamental importancc
in both Hindu and Finnish mythology, and it leaves us
in no doubt as to the nature of the divinc figure whose
essential characteristic is some l<:~!!d" ~~f o!pJ}~n' s fate.
Narayana is the same child-god, i.~: th~ 9ivine principle
of the universe at the moment of its nrst manifestation,
who is called Prajapati in the most anciel1t Indian sacri
llcial books, the Brahmanas, and evcn in the Rig-veda.23

. ;I-l~,w~s_ hatcl~~ _out .ot~l~ _egg which came into being
:':' iri th~ watei:s of the bcginning-=-hatch~dj~thai "is to-'say~

??t of the void.j-Ie reclincs on the back of sea-monsters,
floats in the cJp of water-flowers. He is the primordial
child in the primordial solitude of the primordial ele
mcnt; the primordial child that is the unfolding of the
primordial egg, just as the whole world is his unfolding'.
Thus far Indian mythology. Finnish mythology also
has this primal element: the waters of the beginning.
It is likewise familiar with the creation of the world
from an egg, i.e. Munapojka, son of the egg, who also
bears the name of Kullervo, the child for whom the sea
contains not quite three ladlefuls of water and who may
be recognized in the light-bringing "little copper man,"
the Finnish brother of the egg-born Prajapati and the
yellow-garbed Narayana.
23 Cf. Hymn to Hiranyagarbha, the "Golden Germ" (Rjg-veda, X, 121),

and the cosmogonic texts in K. F. GeldnGr in Bertholet's Rcligions
gescb. Lesebucb 9 (Thbingen, 1928), pp. 89 if. Also Puranatexten in
H. Zimmer, Maya (Stuttgart, 19315).
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The ethnological investigation of myths, especially
Frobenius' unfinished Zeitctlter des S01nIe7zgottes, points
in two directions once a common basic theme has been
ascertained. The first direction goes deep into the under
most layers of culture. For the mythologem under dis
cussion is not confined to Indian or Finnish territory
but evidently belongs to a very ancient period of man
kind, an epoch compared with which not only Indian
and Finnish sources but the whole character of Greek
civilization as well are considerably younger. vVe shall
not, however, begin with this hypothesis but, on the
contrary, with mythologems 'whose provenance is
known; and we shall utilize the hypothesis only when
the mythologems themselves point to it and to nothing
else. We shall content ourselves with the reflection that
the basic theme may possibly be looming in the back
ground wherever its variations-however faint and hard
to recognize-are heard. In these cases we shall be sound
ing the primary note "offstage" and making audible
again the melody that was on the point of fading away.

The other direction indicated, over and above this,
in Frobenius' book points to solar mythology. Our basic
theme, the image of a child hatched from an egg, a
~.?l?:n.egg risen from the sea, includes all kinds Qf.
~:igll!"atio~l all~ birth, r~sing_~~~ld .c~)Illing into being,
hence also sunrise; and in this way could be reduced,-...g-..... t,

"':0 .. ~_._ ~olar myth,~_the s~mple all~gQry .. of a~
'phenomenon~ut""we'should be g'oing beyond mythol
ogy and destroying the very world in which we are
now trying to find our bearings. A situation would
arise as in the well-known case of play.24 Like mythol
ogy, play too can only be understood from the inside.
24 Cf.]. Huizinga, Homo L1tdens (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1949).
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Once we become conscious while playing that it is only
an expression of vitality and 'l7otbing more, then the
game is up. People who stand outside the game and
regard it only in this light may be right in one point,
but all their knowledge tells us nothing: they reduce
play to non-play without understanding its essence.
Similarly, our basic theme can be regarded as the human
e~pe~ience of sunrise, or a form of tl1is -experience; as
-a.' 'manifesratio'n -of it i~~ dreaps, .visions, poet~y-aJl

human m?-terial. But this says nothing about the theme
"its'eff,""nothing about the mythologem qua mythologem,
which on the contrary is banished and dissolved like a
dream. Can we say that this is the 'whole aim of under
standing the art of poetry-to take an example anal-,
ogous to mythology-mere banishment and dissolution?

If we stay within the bounds of mythology it is
immediately evident why this reduction to a natural
phenomenon-to Hnon-myth," as Frobenius calls it-is
unjust and unsatisfactory and therefore false. I,n mythol-_
?gy itself !lle allegori~al value of a mythological image,
,such as the image of all the child-gods, and ~h,e allegor~

ical value of the natural phenomena themselves, the
!ising sun and the arising of a new-born child, are re
ciprocal and equal: the rising sun and the new-born
chi!sLf!re jus~_ as much an allegory of the Primordial,
Child as the Primordial Child is an allegory of the rising
sun and of all the new-born children in the world.
'~~J~egory" means "the description of one thing under
the image of another." In both modes, the mode of the
'rising sun and the new-born human being, and the mode
of the mythological child, the world itself tells of its
origin, birth, and childhood. It speaks a symbolic lan
guage: one symbol is the sun, another the human child
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(in Goethe's words: "Alles Verganglicbe ist nar ei17
Gleicbnis") , and yet another the Primordial Child. The
world tells us what is in the world and what is true in
the world. A "symbol" is not an "allegory," not just
another way of speaking: it is an image prcsent~d,_.or

rather represented, by the world itself.25 In the image
. of the Primordial Child the world tells of its own child
hood, and of everything that sunrise and the birth of a
child mean for, and say about, the world. ,.

The childhood and orphan's fate of the child-gods
have not evolved from the stuff of human life, but from
the stuff of cosmic life. What appears to be biographical
in mythology is, as it were, an anecoote that the world
relates from its own biography, in dreams, visions, and
far more vividly and graphically than in these,
more vividly and graphically than is ever possible
for the "profane" arts-in mythology. To take myth
ological images as "allegories" of natural phenomena
would be tantamount to robbing mythology of that
nucleus which alone gives it life and meaning; it would
be to rob it of its eternally valid human and more than
human, i.e. c.2s!p~c, ~,ontent which, mythologically, is.
expressed in the images of gods jnst as, in music, mathe
matics, or philosophy, it is expressed in musical, mathe
matical, or philosophical ideas. Hence the relations of
mythology to science, hence its spiritual character, by
virtue of which it, like science, transcends the individual
phenomenon. A mythologem speaks for itself, acts for
itself, and is true of itself just like any other scientific
25 1 use the word in the same sense as I did in Mnemosyne, 1939, p.
173, and ill my Antike Religion, carrying a stage further Goethe's dis
tinction between symbol and allegory CParbenlehre §916). Jung'~ theory
of "natural symbols" and of dreams as products of nature is ill agree
ment with this.



theory or musical creation, or indeed any true work of
art.

6. Apollo

The primal water conceived as the womb, the breast
of the -mother, and the cradle, is a genuinely myth
ological image, _a pictorial unit pregnant with meaning,
packed with intuition and brooking no further analysis.
It crops up in Christianity as well, with especial clarity.
in the so-called theological discussion at the Court of
the Sassanides.20 There it was said of the mother who
was pregnant with the child-god, of Hera-Pegc-Myria,
that she carried in her womb, as in a sea, a ship freighted
a thousandfold. "She has but one fish," it is added-the
same that is also called her ship. The Christian allegory
of the fish is a secondary phenomenon in the history of
the mythological fish-symbol;27 light will be thrown on
this by mythologems still to be discussed. On the other
hand the primal water as the womb is, in combination
with fishes or fishlike creatures, a scientific idea-not
merely a mythologem but a "philosophem" as well. As
such it appears in both India and Greece.

Thales, the earliest Greek philosopher, asserted that
everything came of water. In this he was only saying
what Homer did, who speaks of Oceanus now as the
"source of the gods," now as the "source of all things."28
The same doctrine is held by Anaximander, the second
20 Cf. H. Usener, Das Weihnachtsfest (Bonn, 19II), pp. 33 if.
27 Cf. H. Usener, Die Sint/lutsagen (Bonn, 1899), pp. 123 ff., also the
collection of texts and monuments in F. J. Dolgcr's IXey~ (znd ed.,
Munster, 1928), which, however, places not mythology but cults and
their monuments in the foreground.
28 Iliad, XIV, 201, 246, 302.



Greek philosopher, but he applies it to living creatures
and, according to a quotation from Censorinus, to man
kind too: 2n "Fish or fishlike beings were born of warm
water and earth. In these beings mcn were formcd.
The embryos remained in them till puberty. Then the
fishlike beings opened. Men and women carne out, al
ready capable of sustaining themselves." From a Greek
compilation we also learn that these beings which arose
"in the damp" were plantlilce as well as fishlike, and that
they were protected by a sheath of acanthus leaves.3D

vVhat are we to think of this account \vhich trans
forms, as it were, the image of the Primordial Child
born of a water-plant into scientil1c theory? At the
beginning of the last century Oleen, the romantic natu
ral philosopher and scientist of Jena, propounded the
same teaching.n He based himself neither on Anaxi
mander nor all Censorinus, but 011 the scientific and
philosophical k;iJ»)"vledgc of his time. According to him,
the first man/imust have developed in a uterus much
larger than tf€1mman one. This uterus is the sea. That
all living things have come from the sea is a truth no
body will dispute who has occupied himself with natural
history and philosophy. Contemporary science disre
gards every other doctrine. The sea has nourishment
for the foetus; slime to be absorbed through its mem
branes, oxygen for these membranes to breathe; the
foetus is not confined, so that it can move its membranes
at will even though it should remain swimming about for
more than two years. Such foetuses arise in the sea by
the thousand if they arise at all. Some are cast up imma
ture on the shore and perish; others are crushed against
29 De die natali, 4, 7; Anaximander, A 30 (Diels and Kranz).
8{) Aet. V, 19, 4; Anaximander, loco cit.
811n his "encyclopaedic journal" Isis, 1819, I, pp. II 17 if.



rocks, others devoured by carnivorous fishes. vVhat does
that matter? There are still thousands left to be washed,
soft and mature, on to the beaches, where they tear off
their membranes, scratch for worms, and pull mussels
and snails out of their shells.'/

f
Is this mythologem of Primordial Children intended

seriously as science? In Oleen's view unquestionably.
And yet the closest parallel to it, outside Anaximander,
is the story which Maui, a child-god of the Polynesians,
tells of his own birth. Apart from the sea, he had a
divine mother who bore him on the seashore, and pre
maturely at that.32 "I was born at the side of the sea,
and was thrown by you"-so he tells his mother-"into
the foam of the surI, after you had wrapped me up in
a tuft of your hair, which you cut off for the purpose;
lhen the seaweed formed and fashioned me, as caught
in its long tangles the ever-heaving surges of the sea
rolled me, faIded as I was in them, from side to side;
at length the breezes and squalls which blew from the
ocean drifted me onto shore again, and the soft jelly
fish of the long sandy beaches rolled themselves round
me to protect me." His divine ancestor, Tama-nni-ki-te
Rangi, unwound the jelly-fishes and perceived a human
being-Maui.

Oken himself betrays how fond he is of mythological
images and above all those of the Primordial Child. In
his essay on the origin of the first man he speaks also
of the evolution of animals from plants, and remarks:
"The animal, not merely poetically speaking but in
actual fact, is the final flowering or true fruit of the
plant, a genius rocked on the .flower."33 So that not
only is his scientific thinking inadvertently mythological
32 Cf. Sir George Grey. Polynesian Mythology (London, 1855), p. 18.

3S Loc. cit., I Il9.



-the Maui parallel reveals as much-but he was also
acquainted with the image of Prajapati, probably
through the mythological studies of the Romantics.
There is no need to describe precisely how this hap
pened.34 It is enough to observe that an image like "This
world was water, a single flood: only Prajapati could
be seen, sitting on a 10ms-leaf"35 is resuscitated in Oleen's
science. Besides the original god of the Hindus we could
also mention Harpocrates, the Egyptian sun-child, who
is often shown sitting on a 10tlls-blossom.3G

These ancient mythologems do not undergo a revival
in Anaximander, they simply go all living. In his age,
the epoch of the great Ionian thinkers, the cosmic con
tent that forms the nucleus of mythology passes over
into Greek philosophy. "'Vhat had hitherto been a highly
convincing and effective set of divine figures now begins
to turn into a rational teaching. In order to find such
images in the process of transforming themselves into
more and more rational mythologems, it was not nec
essary for Anaximander to turn to Oriental or even
Egyptian sacred legends. His doctrines on the origin of
man are 'an echo of the basic mythological theme with
which we are concerned here. And, since we have a
Greek "philosophem" before us, we must seek that
theme first of all in Greek mythology.

Among the Greek gods we find Proteus, the ever
changing god of the sea, whose name means "the first
34 Edward Moor, Tbe Hindu Pantbeon (London, 1810), had given many
mythological images of the Hindus to the West. Creuzer refer8 to
him in his Symbolik und Mytbologie (2nd ed.; 1819). Cf. his illustra
tions, Plate XXI (Nam.yana) and XXIV (Vishnu and Braham).
35 Taittiriya-Aranyaka, I, 23.

86 Cf. Erman, Die aegypti~che Religion (Berlin, 1939), p. 62; Creuzer,
op. cit., Pl. I, 6 anll XVII, 2.
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being." The world of Oceanus and the world of Protcus,
respectively primal water and sea, are as cognate as the
Primordial Child and the new-born child; both are
symbols-or Gleicbnisse in the Goethean sense-of time
less birth and transformation. In Greek mythology,
however, Oceanus and the sea are the abode of an
immense number of peculiar divinities, but the Pri
mordial Child, who might well be the prototype of
the childhood of the great Olympians, is not immedi
ately noticeable among them. Also the distance that sep
arates the timeless inhabitants of Olympus-the mighty
gods of Homer and Hesiod-from the world of being'
and becoming is far too great. How could we expect
the Olyn"lpians to feel at home in the liquid element?
All the more significant, then, is the fact that one of
the Olympian children, Apollo, nevertheless has an
affinity with the sca. This affinity is not merely that
his birth-place, Delos, was originally a Boating island,37
although this merits attention from a mythological point
of view. There is a deeper-lying affinity between Apollo
and the sea, and this leads us to the classic Greek image
of the connexions between sea and child.

Like the womb of the mother, boundless water is an
organic part of the image of the Primordial Child. The
Hindus gave emphatic expression to this relationship.
In the sacred legend Matsya-purana (named after the
fish: matsya), Manu, the first man, says to the fish
bodied Vishnu: "<lHow' did this world, shapeJ: 'like 3.

iotus;"~pri~g from your navel in the lotus epoch when
you lay in the world-ocean? You lay sleeping in the
w!!i:..9..s~~n.\.Vith your lotus-:navel; how did the gods
~nd the host of seers arise in your lotus in those distant
37 Pindur, fragments, 78-9 Bowra.



times, called forth by your powcF? "3R The Primordial
Child, here called yish}1l1, is ~ccordingly fish, embryo,
and womb at once, something like Anaximander's pri
'mal being. Precisely such a "fish," which is simultane
ously the bearer of children and youths and the
changeling shape of a child-god, is known to Greek
mythology. The Greeks called it the "uterine beast"
and revered it above all the denizens of the deep, as
though recognizing in it the ocean's power to bear
children. This creature is the dolphin (()EACP means
"uterus") ,30 an animal sacred to Apollo, who, in view
of this relationship, is himself named Apollo Delphinios.

There is a whole series of Greek coins showing a
dolphin carrying a boyar youth on its back:IO Eros is
another such boyish figure, the winged child whom we
shall be discussing soon. Then we have Phalanthos and
Taras, the last-named being the legendary founder and
name-giver of the city of Tarentum. The boy riding
on a dolphin often wears a flower in his hair,u and this
seems to indicate a creature midway between fish and
flower. Another numismatic figure approximates very
closely in type-though without being dependent on
it-to the Indian picmre of a child asleep on a sea
monster, and this is Palaimon, alias Melikertes, lying
dead or asleep on a dolphin, a child-god who deserves
special study from our point of view. There are Greek
legends, translations of the mythological theme into
purely human language, which tell how dolphins res
cued their mortal favourites or carried the dead safcIy
38 Zimmer, Maya, p, 49.
39 Cf. ilCAcpUC;, "the womb," U.-BE~cp6c;, "the brother" (from the same
mother); an old and reliable etymology in Athenaeus, IX, 375.
40 Cf. the plates of coins in Usener's Sintflutsagen.
41 Usener, op. cit., p. I57.
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to shore:l:J But the names of those favoured of the dol
phins are oftcn unmistakably mythological, such as
Koiranos ("Master"), or Enhalos ("he in the sea").
The story of Arion the Singer, who was rescued from
the clutches of pirates by a dolphin, is the best-known
example of these legends, proving at the same time that
we are in the sphere of influence of Apollo, the lord
protector of poets. The second part of the Homeric
hymn to Apollo, held by many to be a second hymn
on its own, relates the epiphany of Apollo Dclphinios.
In the form of a dolphin the god conducts his first
priests to Krisa, the bay on which his shrine has just
been founded. His epiphany is an epiphany on a ship:
the delphiform Apollo makes ~ place for himself on the
ship of his future priests-a proof that here as in the
Oriental Christian text we quoted earlier "fish" and
"ship" are equivalent mythical images. 43 As variants of
the same theme they mean the same when combined
111 one.

Apollo founds his Delphic shrine while yet a child:l-l
Apart from Delos itself, the spot chosen forms a sig
nificant background for his childhood-the sea between
Crete and the Greek mainland. It was there that the
dolphin-epiphany occurred. No less significant is the
seat of the celebrated oracle at Delphi. And the meaning
remains the same. Just as the dolphin is the "womb"
among animals, so Delphi is the womb among places:
the name means that. For the Greeks the rocky land
scape symbolized what was itself symbolized by the
dolphin, the sea, the womb; it was a symbol of
42 Evidence collected and interpl'etec1 by Usener, op. cit.) pp. I40 ff.
43 Thus Usener, op. cit., pp. 138 f.
44 Ct. Euripides, lphigenia in Tauris, 127'.



the uttermost beginning of things, of the not-being
that came before being and the life that came after
wards; of the original condition of which every symbol
says something different and new, a primal source of
mythologems. To these mythologems also belongs the
"mighty feat," so typical of child-gods, that Apollo
performed in Delphi, namely the destruction of the
primeval monster. But this would carry us too far afield,
as would a mythological appreciation of the island of
Delos. It is enough to know what Ge and Themis, the
first two Mistresses of Delphi who were worshipped
along with Apollo, prove, or rather what the Earth
Mother revered under these two names proves: that
even a rocky landscape call appear in the mythology of
the Primordial Child as the world of the Mother-the
maternal world.

7. Hermes

The Homeric hymn to Hermes is a poem which,
while paying homage to a Greek god as a divine child,
describes him in such a way that the description became
for us the classic Greek picture of divine childhood.
Hermes' childhood is the special theme of the hymn,
and, from this source alone, it casts its shadow on every
thing that is here under discussion. It is different with
the hymn to Apollo. There Apollo shed his childhood
almost immediately and we had to sketch in the childish
features of the original mythologem more vividly, on
the basis of other sources.15 In the Hermetic hymn we
cannot forget for a moment that the god who is being
honoured is a child.
45 eL, besides Euripides, lphigenia in Tauris, Apollonius Rhodius,
ArgonauticlI, I, 760.



In archaic vase-paintings, Apollo and his sister Artemis
are shown in the arms of their mother Leta, just as
Hermes is shown lying in a cradle. But where Hermes
also appears with Leto, then this indicates other rela
tions between him and Leta's children than those men
tioned in the Hermetic hymn.46 In the latter, Apollo
is the full-grown god contrasted with the child Hermes,
while in the vase-paintings the situation is reversed.
Mythology admits both: the presence of a full-grown
Hermes beside a child Apollo as well as the other way
round. In such cases the fact that a god is shown as a
child does not mean that he is of lesser power or sig
nificance. On the contrary, where one divinity appears
among the others as a child it means that its epiphany
occupies the central place, or, to be more accurate, the
epiphany is there always the epiphany Qf a child-god.
The question is: For what reason does the divine child
in the god concerned suddenly come to the fore?

What has Hermes in him that he should thus become
the hero of the Greek classic of divine childhood? The
story of the Hermetic hymn is separated from the fluid
state of prilJ1eval mythology by two layers, both of
which helped to clarify and define it. The first layer is
the Greek pantheon itself-a sort of humanized cosmic
substance which, in the godlike figures of the original
mythologems, now concentrates its whole radiance on
one point, now scatters in all directions, and, mingled
with darkness, is broken up and refracted in the world
of Greek gods like a spectrum. The place each divinity
occupies in this spectrum, the colour it has, is detcr
46 Cf. L. Radermacher, Der bomerische Hermes!JY1J2nus, AkaJ. vViss.
Wien, Phil.-hist. Kl. Sitzungsberichte, 213, I, pp. 201 f; also Kerenyi,
Hen1Zes der Seelenfiibrer (Albae Vigiliae N. S. Ii Zurich, 1944)'
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mined for all time, the various possibilities being limited
by the characteristics of each individual figure, who is
one aspect of the world. The other clarifying' and form
ative layer is the Olympian hierarchy of Homeric
poetry, which immutably fixes each god's relations to

all the rest. The state of genuinely mythological fluidity,
such as the swopping of Apollo's and Hermes' child
hood and adulthood, is only possible outside the Olym
pian hierarchy. The childhood of the gods is outside
the hierarchy altogether. In a more primitive state,
\vhich was prior to this hierarchy, the Olympians were
child-gods. So too was Hermes. The unknown poet of
the so-called "Homeric" hymn to Hermes solved the
problem of bringing the more primitive elements into
line with the Olympian hierarchy and expressing them
in those tenns.

The figure of Hermes never lost that morc primitive
character; it persisted alongside the Olympian hierarchy
and the Homeric hymn, and it determined Hermes'
"colour-band" in the cosmic spectrum from the very
beginning. Hermes is the only, or almost the only, one
among the great Olympians (Apollo alone in his ca
pacity as Agyieus shares this primitive feature with
him) whose presence is marked by an upright piece of
wood or stone, the "herm."47 Sacred emblems of this
kind, in which it is easy to recognize the naked phallus,
were said in ancient times to be "in the Kyllenic man
ner,"48 no doubt because Hermes possessed these em
blems not only in the Elian port of Kyllene49 but also
47 The EQ!-tr,Wl:1t;, heaps of stone in honour of Hermes, presupposes on
etymological grounds the EQ!-ta, or pillar, as for instance AdlaI; the
Adfot;.
48 Philostratus, Vita Apollonii Tyanae, VI, 20.

49 Pausanias, VI, 26, 5.
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on the Arcadian Mount Kyllene,50 his birth-place. The
latter was the more celebrated and is connectcd with
the story of his childhood. The Kyllenic cmblem was
a gigantic phallus made of wood. In the Boeotian village
of Thespiae a bare stone was the sacred emblem of
another divine child-Eros,51 whom we must mention
along with Hermes not merely on this account.

Eros is a divinity very closely related by nature to
Hermes.52 Greek mythology always preservcd him in
child-form, and the mythologc11l of the birth of the
Primordial Child was also referred to him. His nature,
explicit in his name-~-:l~~os: "dcmanding lov,f'-is more
uniform in tone than that of Hennes. Nevertheless, the
same ground-tone is unmistakable in Hermes too. The
universe knows a melody-so we could describe these
somewhat complex phenomena-whose theme is the
cternal relationship of love, thievery, and trade.53 In
the masculine key this melody is Hermes; in the
feminine key the same melody-and yet not the same,
since man and woman are different-is Aphrodite. The
essential affinity between Eros and Hermes is best
shown in their relations with the goddess of love.
Aphrodite and Eros go together as essentially concom
itant forces or principles. Eros, the divine child, is
Aphrodite's natural companion and consort. But if tl;9~.

masculine and feminine aspects of the nature common
to both Aphrodite and Eros be comprised in one figure,
50 Pausanias, VIII, 17, 2.

51 Pausanias, IX, 27, r.
52 Cf. Kel't\nyi, H eY'!12es der Seelenfiihrel', p. 6+
ti3 Cf. the erotic meaning of the Latin word for theft (furtum: W. F.
Otto, Die Gotter Griechenlands, p. 142), and the German word Uebes
handel. For the Homeric Hermes-world, see Otto's classic account of
Hermes.
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this :figure immediately becomes Hermes and Aphrodite
rolled into one: Hermaphroditos. This bisexual being
has its genealogical place in the Olympian hierarchy as
the child of Aphrodite and Hermes.G

'! Hellenistic and
still later representations of it are well known. Yet the
"hermaphrodite" is not in any sense the invention of
a late and decadent art; by the time art had become
decadent the hermaphrodite had lost its original mean
ing and evolved into a mere puppet-a very charming
one. No; the hermaphrodite is a primitive type of divine
image. 55 In ethnology there is a whole literature on this
subject.un The primitive character of this type in the
ancient world is attested by the common cult of Hermes
and Aphrodite in Argos in ancient times,u1 and by the
Cyprian cult of Aphroditos, the male Aphrodite,u8

which was in accord with Argive customs.u\) The Etrus
cans knew both divinities from the remotest times under
the same Greek, or rather, pre-Greek, name: Hermes
as turms, Aphrodite as turan.oo The one is the "master"
(6 'tvQavvo£,), the other the "mistress" ('l1 'tvQawos;):
an age-old pair,ol or, to delve morc deeply, two as
pects of the same primal being.

The mythologem of the emergence of the child-god
54 Ovid, Metllmorphoses, IV, 288.
55 Cf. J. P. B. Josselin de Jong, De Oorsprong van den goddelijken
bedrieger, Mededeel. Alend. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. 68, I, pp. 5 if.
50 J. Winthuis, Das Zweigeschlechterwesen (1928); Die Wabrbeit tiber
das Zweigeschlechterwesen (1930); Einfiibrung in die Vorstellungswelt
primitive1' Volker (1931); Mythos und ]Cult der Steinzeit (1935)'
57 Pausanias, II, 19, 6.
u~ Nils~on, Griecbiscbe Feste (Leipzig, 1906), pp. 373 f.
50 The feast of Aphrodite ealled "Hybristilca" in the month of Hermes.
Cf. Nilsson, op. cit., pp. 371 i., and Jessen in Pauly and Wissowa, Real
encyclopiidie der Klllssiscben Altertumswissenscbaft, I.V. I-Iermaphroditos.
00 Cf. C. Clemen, Die Religion der Etrusker (Bonu, 1936), p. 35.
61 Ci. Plutarch, Conjugalia prllecepta, 13Bd.
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out of the original condition of things is, in Greece, con
nected with two divinities, Eros and Aphrodite, and it
occurs accordingly in two variations: as the birth of a
bisexual "primal being" and as the birth of Aphrodite.
The first variation is Orphic, so called because contained
in a cosmogony ascribed to Orpheus. In the beginning,
so we read in this variation,62 a bisexual being was born
of an egg. Orpheus called it Phanes, while in Aristoph
anes, in the famous Chorus of the Birds, the primal being
that came out of the egg bears the name of Eros. We
have no reason to suspect in the bisexual nature of this
being a secret doctrine of later date, which always
remained alien to Greek thought and was invented for
a special sect. The Aphrodite cults alluded to, which,
because of the exchange of clothing between the men
and women participating in them, caused sexual differ
ences to appear only as poS'sible variations of one and
the same being, are in harmony with the meaning of the
Orphic mythologem. The winged figure of the egg
born Eros can likewise hardly be separated from the
winged goddesses of archaic times, and the meaning of
this figure lies where ritual and cosmogonic hermaphro
ditism lies. The two things, ~~~~~:~~.:::? bisexuality:.
hark Ea~cJc t~ the same pre-human, indeed pre-childish,
still"- completely ungifferentiated state-one of whose
forms of .~xpression is the primal wate!:. Eros is the first
amoiig 'the dolphin-riding children. We can now put
this significant fact in another way, and say that the
winged boy bestriding a dolphin and holding in his hand
a strange beast like a cuttle-fish63 is none other than the
62 Orphicoru1lZ f1'agmenta, No. 56 (Kern).
68 Cf. the medallion in rehef on a Tarentine vase, reproduced in U~ener's

Sintflutsagen as frontispiece.
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Primordial Child whose home is the primal water, and
f 1 . "E "the best-known 0 W lose many namcs IS 1ros.

In one respect the other variation expresses somcthing
even more profound, and is itself more comprehensive.
It is a well-known mythologem; in his TlJeogony,
Hesiod relates the birth of Aphrodite as follows. In
vain was the race of the Titans born of the marriage
of Heaven and Earth-Dranos and Gaia. Dranos tried
to prevcnt his children from emerging out of the womb
of the earth, but in the end the youngest of them,
Kronos, with his mother's help, did a tcrrible thing.
\Vith a sickle he cut oil his father's procreative organ
as his father was approaching his mother, and threw it
into the sea. From it there arose Aphrodite out of the
foaming waves.61 In this version, as in a melody that
utters the unutterable, the beginning and end of an on
togeny coincide: begetting and birth arc identical, as
also the begetter and the begotten. The phallus is the
child, and the child-Aphrodite-an eternal stimulus to
further procreation. The image of the foam-born god
dess puts the idea of genesis and timeless beginning as
succinctly, as perfectly as only the language of mythol
ogy can. The birth of Aphrodite is a variation on the
mythologem of the Primordial Child which makes in
telligible for us-intelligible in the only way possible to
Greek religion, the mythological way-how it is that
the stone in Thespiae is identical with Eros, and the
Kyllenic emblem with the Hermes child. vVe also
understand why procreation and birth, herms and myth
ological images-all variations 011 the Primordial Child
04 Hesiod, Theogany, 168-206.



-are equivalent symbols expressing the same unutterable
thought.

The original herm stood on the mountain where the
child Hennes was born in a cave. This cave was a place
of primeval chaos, the nature of which is indicated in
the name "Delphi." At another very ancient spot sacred
to Hermes, G5 the god possessed not only a herm but also
a spring with .fishes in it, which belonged to him and.
were not allowed to be caught. In the Homeric hymn
there is no trace of these archaic characteristics; there
the cave appears as a habitation \vorthy of a goddess,
the mother of Zeus' son. The Hermes child takes his
place at once in the Olympian hierarchy and, as he leaves
the cave, the sun and moon shinc down on him. In thc
hymn only such unusual things occur as are possible
in moonlight, the sort of thing characteristic of the Her
metic world Homer knows and aclmowledges. The
Homeric poet is restrained. He achieves great art be
cause he manages to portray, in the .figure of a child,
an aspect of the world which is at the same time a whole
cosmos on its own. Hermes, in relation to the other
grown-up gods, keeps within the bounds of his childish
ness, whereas the footprints of an Indian child-god are
always the footprints of a giant even when the child is
a mere youngster!'O The Greek poet has to resort to

considerable cunning in order to make such giant foot
prints plausible in Hermes' case. This only shows Her
mes the better as the father of all cunning.

His .first encounter in the Homeric world brings
something very primitive, mythologically speaking, to
light. The fortuitous nature of this encounter is typical
05 Pharai in Achaia; Pausanias, VII, H, 4.
00 Cf. Zimmer, .Maya, p. zoz.
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of Hermes, and it is primitive only insofar as chance and
accident are an intrinsic part of primeval chaos. In fact,
Hermes carries over this peculiarity of primeval chaos
-accident-into the Olympian order. Hermes meets a
tortoise, a primeval-looking creature, for even the
youngest tortoise could, by the looks of it, be described
as the most ancient creature in the world. It is one of
the oldest animals known to mythology. The Chinese
see in it the mother, the veritable mother of all animals.67

The Hindus hold Ka«;yapa in honour, the "tortoise
man," father of their eldest gods,OS and say that the
world rests all. the back of a tortoise, a Il1anifcstation
of Vishnu: dwelling in the nethermost regions, it sup
ports the whole body of the world.o ll The Italian name
ta'rtarztgct keeps alive a designation dating from late an
tiquity, according to which the tortoise holds up
the lowest layer of the universe, namely Tanarus
(TaQl:C(Qo1JXoC;).70 Further, although in less striking a
manner, the tortoise like the dolphin is one of the
shapes of Apollo.71 In the Homeric hymn it appears only
as a most innocuous beast, the plaything and sacrificial
victim of an ingenious child, albeit divine. The tortoise
seems to be no more "cosmic" than the playthings of
gods generally are, when the gods happen to be Greek
gods and do not trespass beyond the natural order of
things. The tortoise merely undergoes a Homeric mira
cle. Something divine glimmers through, the chance for
a divine game: Hermes makes it into a lyre.

But can we not say that the invention of the first
G7 Ibid., p. 7.
6B Ibid.) p. zo6.
G9Ibid.) pp. I2~ f.
70 Etymology from R. Egger.
71 Antonitlus Liberalis, 32. 2.



lyre, which the Hermes child gave to Apollo as a gift,
is in a certain sense "cosmic"? We have been speaking
of a cosmic content that can express itself in a mytho
logical, philosophical, mathematical, musical, or any
other way. This is only possible because of the nature
of the cosmic content as such. As an idea, that is to say
intellectually, it can be expressed in purely philosophical
and mathematical terms. But it is at the same time pic
torial and musical. Of the pictorial wealth of mythol-:
ogy we can best speak in terms of music. C. de Tolna.y
was the first to see the musical nature of this cosmic
content in the most pictorial of all material-classical
painting. And another Hungarian scholar, D. Kovendi,
showed how for the Greeks the birth of the divine child,
in the capacity of Eros Proteurhythmos, signified the
rhythmic-musical creation of the universe.72 The lyre
in the hand of the Primordial Child expresses the musical
quality of the world quite apart from the poet's inten
tion. It is first and foremost characteristic of Hermes
himself. The Homeric poet sensed the musical nature of
the universe as essentially Hermetic and located it in
the Hermes colour-band of the world spectrum. In all
probability the poet was not seeking his primeval music,
but its higher, Apollonian form. If, however, the boy
riding a dolphin (who sometimes bears the name of
Phalanthos) has a lyre in his hand,78 we are driven to

think not merely of his relations with Apollo Dclphinios
but of a more general, primary connexion that existed
before all specific names: the connexiOll of water, child,
und music.
72 Sziget, III (1939), pp. 35 if. (Hung.lIian). Cf. Tolnay, Tbe Music of
tbe Universe ("Journal of the Walters An Gallery," 1943), pp. 83 if.
73 Cf. Usener, Sintflutsagen, p. 159, 3.
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8. Zetts

Zeus, the protector and mainstay, ruler and repre
sentative of the Olympic order-which is his order and
is in absolute contrast to the original "fluid" condition
of things-is the "biggest boy" among the child-gods.
He too was a divine child before he became the "father
of gods and men." We must therdore ask a sor~ of his
torical question: What does this "before" mean in the
history of religion?
" We know that the biographical sequencG "child-god:
adult god" has only an incidental significancc in my
thology. It serves to group different mythologerns to
gether, or it acquires a special significance only when
actual cosmic growth is symbolized in the growing god,
as in the divine child of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue. It is
the same vvith the death of certain divinities: it is never
a biographical death, always a cosmic onc. Zcus has 110

"life history," but, since his rule is an essential part of
his nature, there is a mythologcm of how this rulcrship
came to be attained, a story of struggle and victory and
new world-order, a story which reveals the meani'f7g
of the new world founded by Zeus. In mythology the
child-god can exist side by side with the "ageless god,"
and independent of him. Consequently it is quite possi
ble for the earlier life-phase of a divinity to appear
considerably later in the history of religion. This was
the case with the classical, youthful figures of gods
whom the Greeks knew in the archaic period as bearded
men.

We cannot deny the priority of the Primordial Child,
whose various reflections are the individual childgods,
when compared with the Olympian world-picture.
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vVherever we meet him in Greek mythology he
seems to have broken through the barrier of the Olym
pian hierarchy or-in the case of the dolphin-riding boy
-to be something of a survival. Such is the general im
pression we have gained from our study of ancient
material, without giving specific proofs. We have not
used the terms "primitive," "primordial," "primeval,"
etc., in a chronological sense any more than we did in
our study of the birth of Helen;7! what we meant was
a timeless quality which can crop up as much in later.;
times as in earlier ones. We can call psychological re
search-above all Jung's-to witness in this respect, since
it has demonstrated exactly, step by step, the existence
of "archaic" elements in the psychic life of modern
man. Here as there the terms "archaic" and "primitive"
have no chronological significance, though they have a
strictly scientific meaning. This meaning lies in the fact
that the phenomena so described have an actual corre
spondence with certain earlier phenomena in the history
of mankind, which can be determined chronologically.
Mixed forms, or, to put it in another way, undiffer
entiated forms can be shown to exist in an early period
of Greek art.

The relative earliness of the Primordial Child becomes
very probable in the light of such considerations, but it
is not proved. We have not yet inquired into the origins
of the mythological figure under discussion. It cannot
be emphasized too much that the question of its origins
can only be solved on a world-wide scale, or, to express
it in more human terms, in a way that takes account of
man's whole being from every conceivable scientific
74 Mnemosyne, III, 7 (1939), p. 161; and Kerenyi, Die Geburt de'/' Helena
(Albae Vigiliae N. S. III; Ziirich, 1945).
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aug'le. vVe must content ourselves here with the likeli
hood that a common basic theme is present in the
background wherever we hear the harmony of its vari
ations. As to when this basic theme came into being,
all we have said is that it may perhaps be relegated to
a period compared with which not only the Indian and
Finnish sources are considerably younger, but the whole
character of Greek culture as well. We have drawn no
conclusions from the Indian, Finnish, or other parallels

-~~~s to the time or place of origin. We leave undecided
in principle the question of whether the place of origin
was an "ideal" place, that is to say, the possible result
of the human mind's seeing the same aspect of the "cos
mic content" everywhere in the same image, or whether
it was a definite geographical focus of culture where the
great mythological archetypes were created for all time.
For the present it is not a question of the place of origin
so much as of the most accessible layer underlying the
Olympian order. In the case of the child Zeus the
primacy of the Primordial Child, which we have con
ceived only in a very general way, can be proved in the
history of religion.

In a sacred hymn probably composed c. 300 B.C.

and graved upon stone much later in Crete,75 Zeus
is apostrophized as the "biggest bOy"-~tEYl(jLO~ xo1jQo~.

This hymn is typical of Cretan religion in historical
times. It hails the youthful Zeus in his sanctuary situ
ated on, or rather, as the sanctuary was probably a cave,
in Mount Dilcte. The god was depicted "beardless," in
the form of a youth,76 and thus, like the dolphin-riding
75 Anthologia Lyrica Graeca, II (1925), pp. 279 f. (Diehl); trans. into
English by]. E. Harrison, Thenzis (Cambridge, I92 7), p. 7.
76 Etymologicum magnum, s.v. ~L~L'll; Nilsson, Tbe Minoan-Mycenaean
Religion and its Survivals in Greek Religion (Lund, 1927), p. 476.
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boy of the coins, appeared as a young Apollonian figure.
This was in keeping with classical and post-classical
taste. Originally the figure of a child was to be found
on this spot, which is named among the birth-places of
Zeus. All this is characteristically Cretan, as can be
shown from a very carefully conducted investigation
that takes all the remains into account.77 Two indis-

. putable points have been ascertained which enable us
to form an opinion on Cretan religion. The firses is
that the child-god must be regarded as a fact in Crete,
something to which all the other local mythological
variants were subsequently attached. Besides the one
already mentioned, two other mountains are indicated
as the birth-place of Zeus. And Zeus is far from being
the only child-god in Crete to be exposed and nourished
by animals. For secondly,79 not only is the child-god
itself a proven fact in Crete, but its orphan's fate as
well. For the Cretans, Zeus, like the other child-gods
of more modest rank, was a child abandoned by its
mother.

The island of Crete was the centre of a very rich
and important civilization that preceded the Greek in
the Eastern Mediterranean. It is almost impossible to
think of the peculiar features of the Creta-Grecian
religion as altogether independent of that more ancient
period of culture. Evidently we have to do with a
peculiarity of this kind here. Some investigators have
believed that they could see two originally completely
independent divinities in the Zeus child of the Cretans
and Zeus the Thunderer and Ruler of the Warld on

77 Ibid., pp. 471 if.
78 Ibid., p. 469.
79 Ibid., p. 471.



the Hellenic mainland. so But how such totally different
figures, if not ideally the same, could possibly be desig
natcd 'with the same namc is a question to which no
satisfactory answer has of coursc been forthcol1ling.~1

Ncither can any proof be adduccd that Zeus' birth
places on thc mainland are really later and secondary,
the result of competition with the Crctans.82 On the
other hand, it is a striking fact that certain extremcly
ancient features are associated with the birth-places on
the mainland, which in Crete have receded into the
background or disappeared altogether.

A peculiar antiquity attaches to cverything that has
been handed down about Zeus' Arcadian birth-place,
Mount Lykaion.~3 Here the birth-placc is not confined
to a cave; 110 cave is even mentioned. That in itself
seems to be a contrast to the Cretan story. But when
we examine the Cretan localities marc closely,S! we
:find that there too the mountain is every bit as impor
tant as the cave: the cave is a part of the mountain
which forms the sacred spot just as Monnt Kyllene is
the sanctuary of Hermes. An "unnamable sacrificc"
that took place at the Dikte shrine is indicated by a
spring.85 On the other hand, we know what it was that
was sacrificed to Zcus on Mount Lykaion. It is expressed
very inaccurately when the scholars speak of a "human
sacrifice": an infant was sacrificed, obviously to the

80Welcker, Griecbiscbe Gottel"!ehl-e, II, pp. 218 if.; Nilsson, op. cit., p.
462.
81 As attempted in Nilsson, op. cit., pp. 469 f.
82Jbid., p. 463.
8B Pausanias, VIII, 2 and 38, 6 f.
84 Nilsson, p. 462, 2.

85 Athenaeus, 375 F.



divine infant.80 The place was a true place of the dead,
where people cast no shadow; whoever trod its pre
cincts was bound to die within a year. 87 Another tra
dition speaks of a birth-place of Zeus in Thebes, where
the Islands of the Blest were supposed to be.88 Both
traditions explain why nobody could die in Zeus' Cretan
cave, and why even the thieves that broke in were
transformed into birds-among others into a bird with
the name of "l(erberos."8D In all these places we find
ourselves beyond life as we know it: either ,,'e cease
to exist, or are eternal, outside time. Water, too, is
associated with the birth-place of Zeus in Arcady.Do
Water nymphs-in particular Nede, the goddess of the
river that bears her name-became the first nurses of
the ncw-born child. In Zcus' birth-place in Messenia,
Mount lthome, water was brought daily to the shrine
of Zeus Ithomatas from the spring in which he was
first bathed.91 'Vater probably played a part in the
Cretan cult of Zeus besides milk and honey, the ritual
aliment of infants; but the traditions of the mainland
are most eloquent in this respect and point as a whole
more clearly to the basic theme than do the Cretan.

The basic theme is the same both in Crete and on the
mainland: the appearance of the Primordial Child in a
primitive spot connected with the maternal elements
rock and water. In both cases the antiquity, the extreme

80 Pausanias, VIII, 2, 3; also, the child-god Palaimon received child
sacrifices on Tenedos, d. Lycophron, 229, with scholiulll.
87 Pausanias, VIII, 38, 6; ef. Kerellyi, Niobe (Zurich, 1949), p. 200.

88 Tzctzcs, ~cholium in Lycophroll. U9+
8D Antoninus Liberalis. 19.

90 According to Callimachus' Hymn to Zeus, I5-4I.

Dl Pausanias, IV, 33, I.



age, of its variants is unquestionable. And yet we have
no adequate grounds for concluding that the mythol
ogem and cult of the Primordial Child came out of
Crete to Arcady, Messenia, and Thebes. Compared
with the traditions concerning the cult on Mount
Lykaion, all modem reconstructions of the Cretan cult
are so many insubstantial shades. An older layer under
lying the more recent Homeric-Greek layer seems un
mistakable; but two things are still out of place. We
cannot with any certainty ascribe the older layer geo
graphically to Crete as a place of origin of the cult,
and the newer layer to Bellas as its receiver; nor can
we make a clean division between Cretan or Minoan
Mycenaean religion on the one hand, and Greek on the
other. We get a working basis for the division only
when we take into account another portion of the
Mediterranean world, the area of the ancient Italian and
Roman religion.

"Ancient Italian" and "Roman" cannot be distin
guished as purely chronological or geographical layers,
nor can these terms be linked up exclusively with new
migrations of racial groups. Nonetheless, the ancient
Italian layer is older and more saturated with old Medi
terranean elements than the Roman.92 Older, but con
temporary too. Taking up our stand in early Rome we
find characteristically Roman elements already present
in the religion, while at the same time the ancient Italian
style of religion still persists in sacred localities outside
Rome. There are in fact two styles which can be dis
tinguished from one another exactly. Characteristic of
the Roman style of religion, compared with the ancient
92 Cf. F. Altheim, A History of Roman Religion (London, 1938), pp.
46 if.
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Italian, is something negative, namely the absence of
mythologems. That is the result of a process fully in
keeping with the Roman mentality, for which the
word "de-mythification" (EntmytlJisierung) has re
cently been coined.os If it was intended to say that
the true religion of the Romans was wholly devoid of
myths, wi,th a purely political idea at its centre, then
such a term would be mistaken and misleading. The
Roman religion was neither empty of myth04 nor, in its
mature form, did it show itself incompatible with the'
myths of the Homeric order. Against what, then, was
the process of "de-mythification" directed?

One certain example of the kind of thing that was
debarred from Roman religion by de-mythification is
the figure of Juppiter puer, the child Jupiter. The di
vinity corresponding to the Greek Zeus was known in
Rome only as pater, or Ju-piter. Another of his mani
festations, the subterranean Vediovis, was also wor
shipped in Rome, but they tried to separate him as far
as possible from jupiter's heavenly-father aspect. The
Vediovis who was portrayed as an Apollonian youth
can only be thought of as the beardless, youthful Zeus
of the Cretans. Originally he too was a Juppiter puer
like the one who had his' cult in the immediate neigh
bourhood of Rome, in Praenestej05 an undergrolUld cult
in the grottoes of the mountain on which the town was
built, beside a sacred spring connected with the goddess
Formna. Grottoes, water, rocks, even Fortuna herself
recall the undifferentiated state in which "ve arc accus
tomed to meet the Primordial Child.1HI

03 C, Koch, Dar romische Juppiter (Frankfurt, 1937), pp. 9 if.
9o! Kcrenyi, Die antike Religion (Amsterdam, 1942), eh. vi.
05 Koch, op. cit., pp. 4-7 £f.
96 Further details in the forthcoming publication of A. Brclich, Fortuna.



He appears still more clearly in the cult of Jupiter
AllXurUS in Tarracina, south of Rome. His shrine, set
on a rocky prominence of the foothills, juts into the
oceanic world of the Tyrrhenian. An ancient Italian
form of .rupitcr, he belongs to the same group as the
Roman Vcdiovis and the Juppiter puer of Pracneste.97

How llluch his cult concentrated on his childhood is
shown by a discovery made during the excavations on
his temple. oR This is a collection of leaden votive offer-

, ings that we can only call children's playthings-a toy
kitchen.pll Among the sacrificial kitchen utensils there
arc fifteen dishes, most of them empty, but three with
fishes on them; of the two gridirons in the collection
the larger contains no food, but two fishes are lying
on the smaller. The divinity probably received fish
offerings, which is not without precedent in the old
Italian style of Jupiter cult.lOO

Thus the rnythologem of the Primordial Child ex
isted in ancient Italy as in Crete and in the older strata
of Greek religion on the mainland. It was as alien to
the Homeric hierarchy of the gods as it was to the
genuinely Roman pantheon, or rather, it became alien
ated from them. vVe cannot with any certainty derive
it from Crete, nor ascribe it exclusively to the sphere
of old Mediterranean culture. We can, however, assert
that in Crete there existed an older sphere of culture
that embraced pre-Homeric Greece and ancient Italy,
the spirit of which was more fundamentally mytho
logical than the spirit of Homer or Rome. The my
07 Koch, op. cit., pp. Bz if.
ox L. Borsari. Nothie degU scavi (,894-), pp. 96 if.
00 Reproduced and interpreted by DOlger, IXeY~, PI. 47, and V (I93 z),
pp. I ff. Diilgcr's referellce to Venus is superfluous.
100 DOlgcr. 011. cit., II, pp. 297 ff.
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thologem of the Primordial Child is characteristic not
of this more recent but of an older mentality. That the
spirit of this older sphere was fundamentally mytho
logical is certain, though its temporal and spatial bound
aries arc not so certain. For an age of primitive mythol
ogy still projects into the historical epochs of Greece
and Italy.

vVe have now won a vantage-point from which the
classic youthfulness of the Greek gods can be understood
and judged correctly, not merely olltologically, as in our
first chapter, but historically. Central to the Olympian
order which replaced the primitive mythological state
of things is Zeus the Father. In spite of that he is rep
resented in his Dilctean birth-place as a beardless youth
and worshipped in this form elsewhere in Crete.1Ol

Thus far those scholars are right who interpreted the
f,lsyw't0S' xO'UQo£, of the hymn as the "biggest boy."
Greek religion in its classical form is the religion of the
world-order established by Zeus, as related in Hesiod.
The images of divine childhood are relegated to the
margin of the new Zeus world, and the Primordial
Child of mythology remains outside its borders. In this
religion the youth is a more acceptable manifestation of
divinity than the child.

The youthfulness of Greek divinities is the result of
a transformation, albeit a different one from that which
can be deduced from the artistic remains by themselves.
In the monuments, the reign of the bearded gods pre
cedes the age of the youths. We see now that the reign
of the child is still older. The image of the Primordial
Child breaks through, transfigured into the ideal figure
of the youth. That such a transformation is possible is
101 Nilsson, op. cit., p. 479.



implicit in the meaning of the Greek word for "boy,"
and is therefore attested by etymology as well. The
(supposedly) male child while yet in its mother's womb
is called xo'DQot;;102 the ephcbe and the youth capable of
bearing arms is still a xouQoS. Eros himself appears in
well-known vase-paintings as a winged ephebe.10B The
divine youths of classical Greek art-the classic ideal
of Apollo, Hermes, and the young Dionysus-are not
to he t~lken as indicating a general rejuvenescence of
the Hellenic world. It is not that the bearded divinities
have gone back on their development (even in the
Iliad Hermes appears as a youth), but that the idealized
cphebe of the "agonal" age gavc validity to the divine
child in a somewhat maturer form more in keeping with
the essence of those divinities than that of the full
gro\\"n man. Also, the hermaphroditic character of the
Primordial Child gained acceptance when the ideal of
the nympb-like boy appeared in Greek culture. It is
as though this were only the recrudescence of the bi
sexual Primordial Child in secularized form.

9. D ionysZls

Kot all the child-gods of the older and younger Medi
terranean world can be mentioned here. Yet besides
Zeus, A pallo, and Hermes we must also recall one of
the greatest-Dionysus.

'VV. F. Otto, in his book on this divinity,104 devotes
a beautiful chapter to the latter's profound connexions
102l1iad, VI, 59.
103 Cf. PI. 169 and 171 in ]. E, Harrison's Pl'o[ego'l12ena to the Study of
Greek Religion (Cambridge, 1922 ).

1M DionysoJ (Frankfurt, 1(13), pp. 148 if., where also the evidence for
what follows is to be found.



with the "humid element." Suffice it here only to re
capitulate what is most important. The Iliad speaks of
the sea as Dionysus' refuge, where Thetis acts as a nurse
to the young god. According to a Laconian variant of
the mythologem, the Dionysus child was washed ashore
in a chest with his dead mother. Another of Dionysus'
nurses, Ina, the mother of the child-god Palaimon, also
appears as a sea-goddess. In his cult at Lerna, Dionysus
is summoned to rise from the deep. He is also known as
IIEAaYLOt; ("he of the sea"), ALfLvatot; ("he of the
lake"), and AL~tVaYEvYJ£ ("the lake-born"). His epiphany
on a ship, in the shape, according' to a Homeric hymn,
of a boy, distinguishes him in the same sense that Apollo
Dclphinios was distinguished. Only about one thing are
we not altogether clear: How could anybody, even a
god, come out of the depths of the sea on a ship, which
floats on the water?

We now know that the prime element whose sym
bol-and nothing marc than a symbol-is the sea has the
peculiarity that floating in it and rising out of it mean the
same thing. Both imply a state of being not yet sep
arated from not-being, yet still being. The dolphin
riding boy of the coins-the classic Greek representa
tion of the Primordial Child-gad-is sometimes shown
winged, sometimes holding a lyre, sometimes holding
the club of Hercules.lor. Accordingly he is to be viewed
now as Eros, now as an Apollonian, now as a Hermetic
or Herculean figure; we must take him, in fact, as these
divinities while they were in the womb of the universe,
floating, in their embryonic state, on the primal waters.
It is not for nothing that the cupids of late antiquity
have the attributes of the great gods; not for nothing
105 Usencr, Simf/lltsagen, p. 159, 3.



that their activities embrace (as in the frescoes of the
Pompeian Casa dei Vettii) the whole gamut of existence.
They are the ground-tone which the world of late
antiquity, deaf to all subtler melodies, could still per
ceive. The Primordial Child-to continue the metaphor
-is the monotone that consists of all notes at once, the
Leitmotiv that develops into all the other divine "figures."
It develops first and foremost into its polar opposite
Zeus. For the "biggest boy" of the Cretan hymn is the
summation and epitome of all the undifferentiated pos
sibilities as well as of all those that arc realized in the
purc forms of the gods.

In this way, then, as his polar opposite, Zeus stands
closest to the Primordial Child-for the one pole always
implies the possibility of the other and, together with it,
forms a higher unity, as is here the case with the child
Zeus and Zeus the Father. Dionysus stands in a different
relationship to the Primordial Child. He is so close to it
that-to stick to our metaphor and express the gods
acoustically-he is the overtone to the ground-tone.
The dolphin-riding boy is more often shown with the
attributes of Dionysus than with those of any other
god. lOO And in no Greek cult, save that of Zeus, is the
childhood state So important as in the cult of Dionysus.
Here we have the same sort of identity we met in the
Hermetic sphere. There the god and the herm were
the same; here something is hidden in the winnowing
basket and is called ALxvL'tYJS'-"the slumberer in the
winnowing-basket. lllo7 It is the child Dionysus, and in
exactly the Same way that the Kyllenic emblem was
the child Hermes. In some incomprehensible, or perhaps
If}(J Ibid.) pp. 155 If.
107 Otto, Qp. cit., pp. 76 if.



only mythological, manner Dionysus is identical on the
one hand with the emblem that was carried round in
his cult and with the symbol concealed in the winnow
ing-basket, namely the phallus;108 and on the other hand
with the "bearded god" who, in one of his appellations,
is "man and woman" in one person.lOO Dionysus was bi
sexual in the first place, not merely in the "effeminate"
form familiar from later portrayals. The figures of his
archaic companions, the dancers whom he has possessed,
are only reflections of his hermaphroditic nature.110

Dionysus is a low note in the divine scale, but we have
still not plumbed his deepest vibl'ations. We shall let
them ring out for a moment in conclusion.

"Vainamoinen, old and wily" greeted the little copper
man who emerged from the waves with the strange
words: "Most contemptible of heroes, no better than a
dead man and a face on you like a corpse!" He is evi
dently alluding to the newcomer's kinship with the
souls of the dead, which dwell in the water.lll The
psychic aspect of Hermes Psychopompas, shepherd of
souls, is equally obvious: as a divinity he is no less ghost
like than childish. Apollo in his ancient Italian form
exhibits the same dark aspects as Vediovis, the Jupiter
of the Underworld.ll2 The Zeus child of the Cretans,
fed by a swarm of little creatures \vho were souls-the
bees-had something of a god of the dead about him;
his Cretan cave had the property of a place of the dead
lOS Cf. Otto, op. cit., pp. 152 f. On the gronnd of the numerous repre
sentations of the phalh.ls in the winnowing-basket, I differ from him ill
his interpretation.
lil9Ibid., p. 163.
110 Thus the explanation of the phenomenon treated by me in Studi e
Materiali di Storia delle Religioni, 9 (1933), pp. 144 if.
111 Cf, Weisweiler, lndog. Forse"., 57 (1939), pp. F fl.
112 Kerenyi, Apollon (2nd ed., Amsterdam-Leipzig, 1941), pp. 44 f.
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just as his other sanctuary had on Mount Lykaion. In
Crete even his grave was shown. l13 The state which,
glimpsed through the image of the Child, we described
as "being not yet separated from not-being, yet still
being," can also be put like this: "not yet separated
from being, yet still not-being." Such is the condition
of the departed as expressed by the figures of divine
youths on antique gravestones: a boy in cloak and hood,
the genius cucllllatus,l14 as well as numberless cupids.
The sea-gods and dolphins on tombs and sarcophagi
point in the same direction. And here, in this sepulchral
world, we come to the deepest shadow in all the dark
ness of Dionysus. All his symbols appear on sepulchres
too. \.Vhat the men of antiquity were representing by
this was not merely the tense equilibrium of the two
aspects of that state, the hovering of the new-born and
the departed between being and not-being, but the cer
tainty that the downward-trending path takes an upward
turn leading to the Divine, and that the strongest will
be born of the weakest.

Are we speaking of the orphan child of folk-lore, or
were we speaking at the outset of the dismembered
Dionysus child? Are we concerned with a primitive
dream, a vision, something in a bygone religion, or with
an ancient philosophem? Are we evoking an immemorial
melody, an immemorial picture? We shall let the issue
remain vagne and undecided in its essence. For that was
011f subject: the undecided, the undifferentiated of old,
the Primordial Child.
1l~ Callimachus, Hymn to Zeus, 8 f., with scholinm.
lNR. Egger, Wiener Praebistorisch Zeitschrift, 19 (1932), pp. 3II if.;
Kcrenyi, Egyet. Pbil. KozI., 57 (1933), pp. 156 if.; F. M. Heichel
hdm, Arcbaeologill Aeliana, 4, I2 (1935), pp. 187 ff.
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A. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE

CHILD ARCHETYPE

BY C. G. JUNG

I ntrodllctioll

T HE AUTHOR of the foregoing essay on the mythology
of the "child" or the child-god has asked me for a

psychological commentary on the subject of his inves
tigations. I am glad to accede to his request, although
the undertaking seems to me no small venture in vic\v
of the great significance of the child-motif in mythol
ogy. Kerenyi himself has enlarged upon the occur
rence of this motif in Gre.~s:e and Rome, with parallels
drawn from Indian, Finnish, and other sources, thus
indicating thatcl1e presentation of the theme would
allow of yet further extensions. Though a comprehen
sive description would contribute nothing decisive in
principle, it would nevertheless produce an overwhehn
ingiW~~ \V?.rld~,yi~~Jp.~~~ ..anjJre
9.}~C:;lli¥-.Q.L..thkt:!l~tif i The customary treatment of
mythological motifs ;io'Iarin separate departments of
science, such as philology, ethnology, history of civili
zation, and comparative religion, was not exactly a help
to the recognition of their universality; and the psycho-
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logical problems raised by this universality could easily
be shelved by hypotheses of migration. Consequently
Adolf Bastian's ideas met with little success in their
day. Even then there was sufficient empirical evidence
available to permit far-reaching psychological conclu
sicl11s, but the necessary premises were lacking. Although
the psychological knowledge of that time included the
formation of myths in its province-witness W. Wundt's
Psychology of Peoples-it was not in a position to dem
onstrate this same process as a living function actually
present in the psyche of civilized man, any more than
it could understand mythological motifs as structural
elements of the psyche. True to its history, where psy
chology was first of all metaphysics, then the study of
the senses and their functions, then of the conscious
mind and its functions, psychology identified its proper
subject with the conscious psyche and its contents and
thus completely overlooked the existence of an uncon
scious psyche. Although various philosophers, among
them Leibnitz, Kant, and Schelling, had already pointed
very clearly to the problem of the dark side of the
psyche, it was a physician who felt impelled, from his
scientific and medical experience, to point to the uncon
scious as the essential basis of the psyche. This was
C. G. Carns, the authority whom Eduard von Hart
mann followed. In recent times it was, once again,
medical psychology that approached the problem of
the unconscious \vithout philosophical preconceptions.
It became clear from many separate investigations that
the psychopathology of the nez/roses and of many
psycboses can110t dispense with the hypothesis of a
dark side of the psyche, i.e. the unconscious. It is the
same with the psychology of dreams, which is really
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the terra intermedia between normal and pathological
psychology. In the dream, as in the products of psy
choses, there are numberless combinations to which
one can find parallels only in mythological associations
of ideas (or perhaps in certain poetic creations which
are often characterized by a borrowing, not always
conscious, from myths). Had thorough investigation
shown that in the majority of such cases it was simply
a matter of forgotten knowledge, the physician would
not have gone to the trouble of making extensive re
searches into individual and collective parallels. But, in
point of fact, typical mythologems were observed
among individuals to whom all knowledge of this kind
was absolutely out of the question, and where indirect
derivation from religious ideas that might have been
known to them, or from popular figures of speech, was
impossible.1 Such conclusions forced us to assume that
we must be dealing with "autochthonous" revivals in
dependent of all tradition, and, consequently, that
"myth-forming" structural elements must be present
in the J!n~9E.sc;io.\ls psYc:h~.~""" _.

These products are never (or at least very seldom)
1 A working example in Seelenprobleme der Gegemvart, pp. 161 if.
2 Freud, in his Interpretation of Dreams, paralleled certain aspects of
infantile psychology with the Oedipus legend and observed that its
"universal validity" was to be explained in terms of a similar infantile
preconception! The real working out of mythological material was
then taken up by my pupils (A. Maeder, Arch. d. Psycbologie, T. VI,
1907, Psycb.-Nezlrol. Wochenschr., X; F. Rikliu, Psych.-Neurol.
·Wochenschr., IX, Schriften z. angew. Seelenkunde, 2, 1908; C. Abraham,
Schr. z. angew. Seelenk., 4, 19°9). They were succeeded by Otto Rank
of the Viennese school (Sohr. 2. angew. Seelenk., 5, 19°9). In the Psy
chology Of the Unconscious (19Il), I presented a somewhat plQre COTn

prehensive examination of psychic and mythological parallels. Cf. also
my essay "Ueber den Arcbetypus," Zentralblt/tt fiir Psychotherapie, IX
(193 6).
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myths with u dCllnitc form, but ruther mythological
components which, because of their typical nature, we
can call «motifs," "primordial images," types or-as I
have named them-archetypes. The child archetype
is an excellent exanipIc. Today we can hazard the {or-

1 mula that tbe arcbetypes appear in myths and fairy-tales
',' just as tbey do in dreams and in tbe products of psy
,cbotic fantasy. The medium in which they are em-
bedded is, in the former case, an ordered and for the
most part immediately lmderstandable context, but in
the latter case a generally unintelligible, irrational, 1l0~

to say delirious sequence of images which nonetheless
does not lack a certain hidden coherence. In Jhe iudi
vidi1al, the. archetypes_occur as i~lVolun!~ m~l11i!~

E!~ms of unconscious processes w~ose exis~~~d

meaning can ou1¥- he jllferre~bkr~hi myth_deals
with traditional forms of incalculable age. They hark
back to a preh~ic world ~vhose spiritual preconcep
tions and general conditions we can still observe today
among existing primitives. The myths on this plane are
as a rule tribal history handed down from generation
to generation by word of mouth. Primitive mentality
differs from the civilized chiefly in that the conscious

,mind is far less developed in extent and intensity.
JFmlctions such as thinking, willing, etc. are not yet

differentiated; they are pre-conscious, a fact which in
the case of thinking, for instance, shows itself in the
circumstance that the Erimitive does ?o~ t!1igk con
~~s!b..,~,~t .thaE t~oug~sappe?i;··The primitive can~
not assert that he thinks; it is rather that "something
thinks in him." The spontaneity of the act of thinking
does not lie, causally, in his conscious mind, but in his
unconscious. Moreover, he is incapable of any conscious
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effort of will; he must put himself beforehand into the
"mood of willing," or let himself be put-hence his
rites d'entree et de sortie, His conscious mind is menaced
by an almighty unconscious: hence his fear of magical
influences which may cross his path at any moment;
and for this reason, too, he is surrounded by unknown
forces and must adjust himself to them as best he can.
Owing to the chronic twilight state of his conscious
ness, it is often next to impossible to find out whether
he merely dreamed something or whether he really
experienced it. The spontaneous manifestation of the
unconscious and its archetypes intrudes everywhere into
his conscious mind, and the mythical world of his
ancestors-for instance, the aljira or bugari of the Aus
tralian aborigines-is a reality equal if not superior to
the material world.s It is not the world as we know it
that speaks out of his unconscious, but the unlmown
world of the psyche, of which we know that it mirrors
our empirical world only in part, and that, for the other
part, it moulds this empirical world in accordance with
its own psychic assumptions. The archeSfye does not
proceed from physical facts; it a~Ebes, 1i.~w the psyche
experiences the physic~l fact, and in so doing the psyche
often behaves so autocratically that it denies tangible
reality or makes statements that fly in the face of it.4

The primitive mentality does not invent myths, it
expmencest1iem~yfnsarc·origmarrevel~ti?l!~of the
Eie~conscious psyche, involuntary statements about un
conscIous- psychic happeni!igs, and anything but alIe
'gories of physical processes.5 ?uch allegories would be
a The fact is well known, and the relevant ethnological literature is too
great to be mentioned here.
4 Cf. note 3 supra.
5 Cf. Seelenprobleme der Gegenwart (1931), pp. 167 if.
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an idle amusement for an unscientific intellect. Myths,
all the contrary, have a vital meaning. Not merely do
they represent, they are the mental life of the primitive;
tribe, which immediately falls to pIeces and decays
when it loses its mythological heritage, like a man who
has lost his soul. A_ tribe's .ElY!=hologr~it~ l~"ying r.e
ligion, whme loss is always allsLevcry~here, even among
the civihzcd, a moral catastrophe. But religion is a vital
linF,vlth psychic-processes Independent of and beyond
comciousncss, in the dark hinterland of the psyche.
Many of these unconsclOUS processes may be indirectly
occasioned by conSCIOusness, but never by conscious
choice. Others appear to arise spontaneously, that is to
say, from no dIscernible or demonstrable conscious
cause.

l\'lodern psychology treats the products of uncon
scious imagination as self-portraits of what is going on
in the unconscious, or as statements of the unconscious
psyche about itself. They fall into two categories.
Firstly, ~p.~s~es (including dreams) 2.£ a personal char
,acter, \vhich go back unquestionably to personal ex
periences, things forgotten or repressed, and can thus
be completely explained by individual anamnesis. Sec
ondly, fantasies (including dreams) of an impersonal
character, which cannot be red'tlced £ro experiences in
the individual's past, and thus cannot be explained as'
something individually acquired. These fantasy-pictures
undoubtedly have their closest ;iiafogues "in"' inytho~"
·l~g~.cal types:. vVe must therefore assume that they cor-
respond to certain .E£~l~c~?ve (and not personal) struc
tural elements of the human psyche in general, and,
like the morphological elements of the human body,
are.m&ITit?ci.. Although tradition and transmission by
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migration certainly play a part there are, as we have
said, very many cases that cannot be accounted for in
this way and drive us to the hypothesis of "autoch
thonous revival." These cases are so numerous that we
ca~~~E but assume the existence of a collective psychic
substratum. I have called this the collective unconscious.
- The products of this second category resemble the
types of structures to be met with in myth and fairy-tale
so much that we must regard them as related. It is there
fore wholly within the realm of possibility that both,
the mythological types as well as the individual types,
arise under quite similar conditions. As already men
tioned, the fantasy-products of the second category
(as also those of the first) arise in a state of reduced
intensity 011 the part of consciousness (in dreams, de
lirium, reveries, visions, etc.). In all these states the
check put on the unconscious contents by the concen
tration of the conscious mind ceases, so that the hitherto
unconscious material streams, as though from opened
side-sluices, into the field of consciousness. This mode
of origination is the general rule.G

Reduced intensity of consciousness and absence of
concentration and attention, Janet's abaissement du
niveau mental, ~orrespond pretty exactly to the primi
tive state of consciousness in which, we must suppose,
~yths were originally formed. It is therefore exceed
ingly probable that the mythological archetypes, too,
made their appearance in much the same manner as the
manifestations of archetypal structures among individ
uals today.
6 Except for cenain cases of spontaneous vision, auto11latismes teleolo
giques (Flournoy) I and the processes in the method of "active imagina
tIon," which I have described.
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The methodological principle in accordance with
which psychology treats the products of the uncon
scious is this: Contents of an arcbetypal cbaracter ar~

mamfestatio71s of processes in tbe collective 'lfnconsciou~.

Hence they do not refer to anything that is or has bcen
conscious, but to something essentially unconscious. In
the Jast analysis, therefore, it is impossible to say wbat
tbey refer to. Every interpretation necessarily remains
an "as-i£''' The ultimate core of meaning may be cir
cumscribed, but not described. Evcn so, the bare cir
cumscription denotes an essential step forward in our
knowledge of the pre-conscious structure of the psyche,
which was already in existence when there was as yet
no unity of personality (even today the primitive is not
securely possessed of it) and no consciousness at alL We
can also observe this pre-conscious state in early child~

hood, and as a matter of fact it is the dreams of this
early period that not infrequently bring extremely re
markable archetypal contents to light.7

If, then, we proceed in accordance with the above
principle, there is no longer any question of whether a
myth refers to the SUll or the moon, the father or the
mother, sexuality or fire or water; all we can do is to

~.rcumscribeand give an approximate description of an
ltll(,'o1lscious core of 'llierming. The ultimate meaning of
~ls"nude~;s''\V~s-ilever c0l!"sciou~"a~ld never will ~e. It
wis, -and still is, only interpreted, and every interpreta
tion that more or less approximates to the hidden sense
(or, from the point of view of the scientific intellect,
7 The relevant material can only be found in the unprinted reports of
the P.sychological Seminar at the Federal Polytechnic in Ziirich, 1936-39,
III1d 1U Dr. Michael Fordham's recent book The Life of Childhood
(London, Kegan Paul, 1944).
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nonsensc, which" comes to the same thing) has always,
right from the beginning, laid claim not only to abso
lute truth and validity but to instant reverence and
religious devotion. Archetypes wcre, and still are, psy
c11ic forces that demand to be taken seriously, and they
~ave a strange way of making sure of their effect.
Always they were the bringers of protection and sal
vation, and their violation has as its consequence the
"perils o~ the soul" lmown to us from the psychology
of primitives. Moreover, they are the infallible causes of
neurotic and even psychotic disorders, behaving exactly
like neglected or maltreated physical organs or organic
functional systems.
. What an archetypal content is always expressing is
first and foremost a figure of speeclJ.(j£ it speaks of the
sun and identifies with it the lion, the king, the hoard

, of gold guarded by the dragon, or the force that malces
for the life and health of man, it is neither the one

" thing nor the other, but the unknown third thing that
finds more or less adcquate expression in all thes,e
siI2:~_yet:::-to_ the perpetual vexation of the intellect-j
remains unknown and not to be fitted into a fOn1mli.
~_~_ ...... ~ 'T"

For this reason the scientific intellect is always inclined
to put on airs of enlightcnment in the hope of banishing
the spectre once and for all. vVhether its endeavours
were called euhemerism, or Christian apologetics, or
Enlightenment in the narrow sense, or Positivism, there
was always a myth hiding behind it, in new and dis
concerting garb, which then, following the ancient and
venerable pattern, gave itself out as ultimate truth. In
reality we can never legitimately cut loose from our
archetypal foundations unless we are prepared to pay
the price of a neurosis, any more than "ve can rid our-
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selves of our body and its organs without committing
suicide. If we cannot deny the archetypes or otherwise
neutralize them, we are confronted, at every new stage
in the differentiation of consciousness to which civiliza
tion attains, with the task of finding a new interpre
tation appropriate to this stage, in order to connect the
life of the past that still exists in us with the life of
the present, vvhich threatens to slip away from it. If this
link-up docs not take place, a kind of rootless conscious
ness comes into being no longer orientated to the past,
a consciousness which succumbs helplessly to all man
ner of suggestions and, practically speaking, is suscepti
ble to psychic epidemics. With the loss of the past,
now become "insignificant," devalued, and incapable of
revaluation, the saviour is lost too, for the saviour is
either the insignificant thing itself or else rises out of it.
Over and over again in the Gestaltwandel der GO'tte1'
(Ziegler), he rises up as the prophet or first-born of a
new generation and appears unexpectedly in the most
unlikely places (sprung from a stone, tree, furrow,
water, etc.) and in ambiguous form (Tom Thumb,
dwarf, child, animal, and so on).

This archetype of the "child-god" is extremely wide
spread and intimately bound up with all the other myth
ological aspects of the child~motif. It is hardly necessary
to allude to the still living "Christ-child," who, in the
legend of Saint Christopher, also has the typical feature
of being "~t11a!~er tJ~~n small and bigger than big." In
folk-lore the child-motif appears in the guise of the
dwarf or the elf as personifications of the hidden forces
of nature. To this sphere also belongs the little metal man
of late antiquity, the a'V5Q(O~6.QtO'V8 who, till far into
Blklrthelot, AlclJ. Grees., III, xxv.
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the Middle Ages, on the one hand inhabited the mine
shafts,9 and on the other represented the alchemistic
metals/o above all Mercury reborn in perfect form-as
Hermaphroditus, filius sapientiae, or infans noster.ll

Thanks to the religious interpretation of the "child,"
a fair amount of evidence has come down to us from
the Middle Ages, showing that the "child" was not
merely a traditional figure, but a vision spontaneously
experienced (as a so-called "irruption of the uncon
scious"). I am thinking of Meister Eckhart's vision of
the "naked boy" and the dream of Brother Eustachius.12

Interesting accounts of such spontaneous experiences
are also to be found in English ghost-stories, where we
read of the vision of a "Radiant Boy" said to have been
seen in a place where there are Roman remains. lB This
apparition was supposed to be of evil omen. It almost
looks as though we were dealing with the figure of a
puer aeternus who had become inauspicious through
"metamorphosis," or in other words had shared the
fate of the classical and Germanic gods, who have all
become bugbears. The mystical character of the expe
rience is also confirmed in Part II of Goethe's Faust,
where Faust himself is transformed into a boy and ad
mitted into the "choir of blessed youths," this being the
"larval stage" of Dr. Marianus.14

9 Georg Agricola, De Animantibus Subterraneis (r549) j A. Kircher,
Mundus Subterraneus (r678), VIII, 4.
10 Mylius, Philosophia Reformata (r622).
11 "Alleg. sup. Libr. Turbae" in Artis Auriferae, Vol. I, p. r6r.
12 Texte aus der deutscben Mystik des 14. 1tnd 15. Jahrbunderts, ed,
Ad. Spamer, pp. 143, rso.
13 John H. Ingram, The Haunted Homes (1897), PP' 43 ff.
1'1 There is an old alchemistic authority by name of Moricnes, Morienus,
Marlanus (De Composit. Alcb., Manget, BibliotlJeca chemica curiosa,
I, PP' 509 fl.). In view of the explicit alchemistic character of Faust,
Part II, a connexion of this sort would not be surprising.
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In the strange tale called "Dcts Reich ohne Raum"
by Bruno Goetz, a pucr acternus named Fa (=Buddha)
a})pears with whole troops of "unholy" boys of evil
significance. (Contemporary parallels are better let
alone.) I mention this instance only to demonstrate the
enduring vitality of the child-archetype.

The child-motif not infrequently occurs in the field
of psychopathology. The "imaginary" child is common
among women with mental disorders and is usually
interpreted in a Christian sense. Homunculi also appear,
as in the famous Schreber case/5 where they come in
swarms and plague the sufferer. But the clearest and
most significant manifestation of the child-motif in the
therapy of neuroses is in the maturation process of
personality induced by the analysis of the unconscious,
which I have termed the process of individuation.IO In
it, we are confronted with pre-c~nscious processes
which, in the form of more or less concretely shaped
fantasies, gradually pass over into the conscious mind,
or become conscious as dreams~ or, lastly, are made
conscious through the method of active imagination.17

These materials are rich in archetypal motifs, among
them frequently that of the child. Often the child is
formed after the Christian model; more often, though,
it deVelops from earlier, altogether non-Christian levels
-that is to say, out of chthonic animals such as croco
diles, dragons, serpents, or monkeys. Sometimes the
child appears in the cup of a flower, or out of an egg:
15 Schreber, Dlmk~viirdigkeite?l eines N ervenkranken (19°3).
16 For a general presentation see The Integration of Personality (Kegan
Paul, 1933), ch. I. Specific phenomena in the following chapters, also
in "Traulllsymbole des Individllat ionsproz;esses," Eranos-Jahrbuch 1935.
17 Die Beziehungen 2:!wisehen dem leh 2md dem Unbewussten (1928 ),
ch. 3'
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or as the centre of a mandala. In dreams it often occurs
as the dreamer's son or daughter, as a boy, youth, or
young girl; occasionally it seems to be of exotic origin,
Indian or Chinese, with a dusky skin, or, appearing
more cosmically, surrounded by stars or with a starry
coronet; as the king's son or the witch's child with
daemonic attributes. Seen as a special instance of "the
treasure hard to attain" motif/8 the child-motif is ex
tremely protean and assumes all manner of shapes, such
as the jewel, the pearl, the flower, the chalice, the
golden egg, the quaternity, the golden ball, and so on.
It can be interchanged with these and similar images
almost without limit.

1. The Archetype as a Condition of the Past

As to the psychology of our theme I must point out
that every statement going beyond the purely phenom
enal aspects of an archetype lays itself open to the
criticism we have expressed above. Not for a moment
dare we succumb to the illusion that an archetype
can be :finally explained and disposed of. Even the
best attempts at explanation are only more or less suc
cessful translations into another metaphorical language.
(Indeed, language itself is only a metaphor.) The most
we can do is to dream the myth omvards and give it a
modern dress. And whatever explanation or interpreta
tion does to it, we do to our own souls as well, with
corresponding results for our own well-being. The

c a.,~~:!y,p;-let us never forget this-.:~c. ~"l~~~hi~, ~rga~
present III all of us. A bad explanatIon means' a corre-
sIiondiilgly bad attitude to this organ, which may thus
18 Tbe Psychology of tbe Unconscious, p. 103 and passim.



be inj llred. But the ultimate sufferer is the bad inter
preter himself. Hence the "explanation" should always
be such that the functional significance of the archetype
remains unimpaired, i.e. that an adequate and appropri
ate relationship between the conscious mind and the
archetypes is insured. For the archetype is an element
of our psychic structure and thus a vital and necessary
component in our psychic economy. It represents or
personifies certain instinctive premises in the dark, prim
itive psyche, in the real but invisible roots of conscious
ness. Of what elementary importance the connexion
with these roots is, we see from the preoccupation of
the primitive mentality with certain "magic" factors,
which are nothing less than what we call archetypes.
This primary form of religio ("linking up") is the
essence, the working basis of all religious life even
today, and always \yill be, whatever future form this
life may take.

There is no "rational" substitute for the archetype
any more than there is for the cerebellum or the kidneys.
We can examine the physical organs anatomically, his
tologically, and embryologically. This -would corre
spond to an outline of archetypal phenomenology and
its presentation in historical and comparative terms. But
we only arrive at the meaning of a physical organ when
we begin to asIc teleological questions. Hence the query
arises: What is the biological purpose of the archetype?
Just as physiology answers such a question for the body,
so it is the business of psychology to answer it for the
archetype.

Statements like "the child-motif is a vestigial memory
of one's own childhood" and similar explanations merely
beg the question. But if, giving this proposition a slight
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tvvist, we were to say: "The child-motif is a picture of
certain forgotten things Tn our childhood," we are get
ting closer to the truth. Since, however, the archetype
has always to do with a picture belonging to the whole
human race and not merely to the individual, we might
put it better this way: "The child-motif represents
the pre-conscious, childho'od aspect of the collective
psyche.mo

We shall not go wrong if we take this statement for
the time being historically, on the analogy of certain
psychological experiences which show that certain
phases in an individual's life can become autonomous,
can personify themselves to such an extent that they
result in a vision of oneself-for instance, one sees one
self as a child. Visionary experiences like this, whether
they occur in dreams or in the waking state, are, as a
matter of empirical fact, conditional to a dissociation
having previously taken place between past and present.
Such dissociations corne about because of various m
10 It may not be superfluous to point out that lay prejudice is always
inclined to identify the child-motif with the concrete experience "child,"
as though the real child were the cause and pre-condition of the exist
ence of the child-motif. In psychological reality, however, the empirical
idea "child" is only the means (and not the only one) to express a
psychic fact that cannot be formulated more exactly. Hence by the
same token the mythological idea of the child is emphatically not a
copy of the empirical child, but a symbol clearly recognizable as such:
it is a wonder-child, a divine child, begotten, born, and brought up in
quite extraordinary circumstances, and not-this is the point-a human
child. Its deeds are as miraculous or monstrous as its nature and physical
make-up. Simply and solely on account of these highly unempiriclll
properties is it necessary to speak of a "child-motif" at all. Moreover, the
mythological "child" has various forms: now a god, giant, Tom Thumb,
animal, etc" and this points to a causality that is anything but rational
or concretely human. The same is true of the "father" and "mother"
archetypes which, mythologically speaking, arc likewise irrational
symbols.
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compatibilities; for instance, a man's present state may
have come into conflict with his childhood state, or he
may have violently separated himself from his original
character in the intercsts of some arbitrary persona
more in kceping with his ambitions.20 He has thus be
come unchildlike and artificial, and lost his roots. All
this presents a favourable opportunity for an equally
vehement confrontation with original truth.
, In view of the fact that men have never ceased their
utterances on the subject of the child-god, we may
perhaps extend the individual analogy to thc life of
mankind and say in conclusion that humanity, too,
probably always comes into conflict with its childhood
state, that is to say, with its original, unconscious, and
instinctive state, and that the danger of the kind of
conflict which induccs the vision of the "child" actually
exists. Religious observances, i.c. the retelling and ritual
repetition of the mythical event, consequently servc the
purpose of bringing the image of the child, and every
thing connected with it, again and again before the eyes
of the conscious mind so that the link with the Driginal
condition may not be broken.

2. The Function of the Archetype

The child-motif represents not only something that
existed in the distant past but also something that exists
now; that is to say, it is not just a vestige but a system
functioning in the present whose purpose is to compen
sate for or correct, in a sensible manner, the inevitable
one-sidedncsses and extravagances of the conscious mind.
20 Psychological Types, p. 590; and Trwo Essays on Analytical Psychol
ogy, ch. 3.
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It is the nature of the conscious mind to concentrate
on relatively few contents and to raise them to the
highest pitch of clarity. A necessary result and condi
tion of this is to exclude other potential contents of
consciousness. The exclusion is bound to bring about
a certain one-sidedness as regards the conscious contents.
Since the differentiated consciousness of civilized man
has _been granted an effective instrument for the prac
tic:al realization of its contents throug'h the dynamICs
~this will, there is all the more danger, the more he
trains his will, of his getting lost in one-sidedness and
deviating further and further from the laws and roots
of his being. TIlls means, on the one hand, the possibility
of human freedom, b\lLon the other it is a s,ource of
e.n~less transgressions against one's instinc,ts/ Accord
ingly, primitive man, being closer to his instincts, like
the animal, is characterized by his fear of novelty and
adherence to tradition. To our way of thinking, he is
painfully backward, whereas we exalt progress. But our
progressiveness, thoug'h it may result in a great many
delightful wish-fulfilments, piles up an equally gigantic
Promethean debt which has to be paid off from time
to time in the form of hideous catastrophes. For ages
man has dreamed of flying, and all we have got for it
is saturation bombing! We smile today at the Christian
hope of a life beyond the grave, and yet we often fall
into chiliasms a hundred times more ridiculous than
the notion of a happy Hereafter. Our differentiated
consciousness is in continual danger of being uprooted;
hence it needs compensation through the still existing
state of childhood.

The symptoms of compensation are described, from
the progressive point of view, in scarcely flattering



terms. Since, to the superficial eye, it looks like a
retarding operation, people speak of inertia, backward
ness, scepticism, fault-finding, conservatism, timidity,
petulance, and so on. But inasmuch as man has, in high
degree, the capacity for cutting himself off from his own
roots, he may also be swept uncritically to catastrophe
by his dangerous one-sidedness. The retarding ideal is
always more primitive, more natural (in the good sense
as in the bad), and more "moral" in that it keeps faith
with law and tradition. The progressive ideal is always
more abstract, more unnatural, and less "moral" in that
it demands disloyalty to tradition. Progress enforced
by will is always convulsive. Backwardness may be
closer to naturalness, but in its turn it is always menaced
by painful awakenings. The older view of things real
ized that progress is only possible Deo concedente, thus
proving itself conscious of opposites, and repeating the
age-old rites d' entree et de sortie on a higher plane.
The more differentiated consciousness becomes, the
greater the danger of severance from the root-condition.
Complete severance comes when the Deo concedente
is forgotten. Now it is an axiom of psychology that
when a part of the psyche is split off from consciousness
it is only apparently inactivated; in actual fact it brings
about an obsession of personality with the result that
the individual's aims are falsified in the direction of the
split-off part. If, then, the childhood state of the col
lective psyche is repressed to the point of total exclu
sion, the unconscious content overwhelms the conscious
intention and inhibits, falsifies, even destroys its real
izatinl1. Viable progress only comes from the co-opera
tion of both.
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3. The Futurity of the Archetype

One of the essential features of the child-motif is its
futurity. The child is potential future. Hence the oc
currence of the child-motif in the psychology of the
individual signifies as a rule an anticipation of future
developments, even though at first sight it may seem
to be a retrospective configuration. Life is a flux, a
flowing into the future, and not a stoppage or a back
wash. It is therefore not surprising that so many of the
mythological saviours are child-gods. This corresponds
exactly to our experience in the psychology of the indi
vidual, which shows that the "child" paves the way
for a future change of personality. In the individuation
process, it anticipates the figure that comes from the
synthesis of conscious and unconscious elements in the
personality. It is therefore a unifying syrfllbol which
unites the opposites;21 a mediator, bringer of healing, that
is, one who makes 'Whole. Because it has this meaning,
the child-motif is capable of the numerous transforma
tions mentioned above: it can be expressed by roundness,
the circle or sphere, or else by the quaternity as another
form of wholeness.22 I have called this consciousncss
transcending wholeness "self."28 The purpose of the
individuation process is the synthesis of the self. From
another point of view the term "entelechy" might be
preferable to "synthesis." There is an empirical reason
21 Psychological Types, pp. 234 fE. Vereinigendes Symbol has been ren
dered in previous translations as "reconciling symbol," but is here
translated, with Professor Jung's consent, by "unifying symbol," which
is closer to the German vereinigen.-EDl1'OR..
22 The Integration of Personality, eh. IV; and Psychology and Religion
(New Haven, Yale University Press, 1938), pp. 78 ff.
23 Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, pp. 265 ff.
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why "entelechy" is, in certain conditions, more fitting:
the symbols of wholeness frequently occur at the be
ginning of the individuation process, indeed they can
often be observed in the first dreams of early infancy.
This observation says much for the ct priori existence
of potential wholcncss,24 and on this account the idea of
ente!ec!:Jy instantly recommends itself. But insofar as the
individuation process occurs, empirically speaking, as a
synt!:Jesis, it looks, paradoxically cnough, as if something
already existent were being put together. From this
point of view, the term "synthesis" is also applicable.

4. Unity and Plurality of the Child~Motif

In the manifold phenomenology of the "child" we
have to distinguish between the unity and plurality of
its respective manifestations. Where, for instance, nu
merous homunculi, dwarfs, boys, etc. appear, having
no individual characteristics at all, there is the proba
bility of a dissociation. Such forms are therefore found
especially in schizophrenia, which is essentially a frag
mentation of personality. The many children then rep
resent the products of its dissolution. But if the plurality
occurs in normal people, then it is a case of the repre
sentation of an as yet incomplete synthesis of person
ality. The personality (viz. the "self") is still in the
1J!uretl stage, i.e. an ego may be present, but it cannot
cxperience its wholeness within the framework of its
own personality, only within the community of the
family, tribe, or nation; it is still in the stage of Ullcon
scious identification with the plurality of the group.
The Church takes due account of this Widespread COl1

24 The Integration of Personality, p. 200.
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dition in her doctrine of the Corpus Mysticum, of
which the individual is by nature a member.

If, however, the child-motif appears in the form of
a unity, we are dealing with an unconscious and, for
the time being, already complete synthesis of the per
sonality, which, like everything unconscious, signifies
no more than a possibility.

5. Child-God and Child~Hero

Sometimes the "child" looks more like a child-god,
sometimes more like a young hero. Common to both
types is the miraculous birth and the adversities of early
childhood-abandonment and danger through persecu
tion. The ~~d is ..by- 1!-ature . wholly supernatural; the
hero's nature is human but raised to the limits of the
supernatural-he is "semi-divine." While the god, espe
cially in -his close affinity with the symbolic animal,
personifies the collective unconscious which is not yet
integrated in a human being, the hero's supernaturalness
includes human nature and thus represents a synthesis
of the ("divine," i.e. not yet humanized) unconscious
and human consciousness. Consequently he signifies a
potential anticipation of an individuation approaching
wholeness.

For this reason the various "child"-fates may be
regarded as illustrating the kind of psychic event that
occurs in the entelechy or genesis of the "self." The
"miraculous birth" tries to depict the way in which
this genesis is experienced. Since it is a psychic genesis,
everything must happen non-empirically, e.g. by means
of a virgin birth, or by miraculous conception, or by
birth from unnatural organs. The motifs of "insignifi-
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cance," exposure, abandonment, danger, etc. try to

show how precarious is the psychic possibility of whole
ness, that is, the enormous difficulties to be met with
in attaining this "highest good." They also signify the
powerlessness and helplessness of the life-urge which
subjects every growing thing to the law of maximum
self-fulfilment, while at the same time the environ
mental influences place all sorts of insuperable obstacles
in the way of individuation. More especially the threat
to one's inmost self coming from dragons and serpents
points to the danger of the newly acquired conscious
ness being swallowed up again by the instinctive psyche,
the unconscious. The lower vertebrates have from
earliest times been favourite symbols of the collective
psychic substratum,2;; which is localized anatomically
in the sub-cortical centres, the cerebellum and the spinal
cord. These organs constitute the snake.26 Snake-dreams
usually occur, therefore, when the conscious mind is
deviating from its instinctual basis.

The motif of "smaller than small yet bigger than big"
complements the impotence of the child by means of its
equally miraculous deeds. This paradox is the essence
of the hero and runs through his whole destiny like a

'red thread. !ie
c

_ can cop~ .~vit~ the ~~e~test ,pe~ifs, yet1...

in the end, sometfiing q~ite insignificant is his undoing:" '
Baldur perishes because' of the mistletoe, Maui because
of the laughter of a little bird, Siegfried because of his
one vulnerable spot, Hercules because of his wife's gift,
others because of common treachery, and so on.

The hero's main feat is to overcome the monster of
25 Highel:--;ertebl:~t~s -rymb(;iiz~-~;ini~- ;ff~~~;~ __ -- .__.---
26 "nus interpretation of the snake is to be found as early as Hippolytus,
Refntatio arllrtillm baeresimn, IV, 49-51 (ed. Wendland). Cf. also Leise
gang, Die Gnosis, p. 146.
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dar~(~e~~~ _t}~e._ Jo.q.g:-hoped-for "and expected triumph
?f consciousness over the unconscious: _J?g and light
are synonyms for cC)11sciousness, night and dark for the
unconscious.<J)e coming of consciousness was prob
ably the most tremendous experience of primeval times.'
for _w:i~hjt a world came into being whose existence
no one had suspected before. "And God said: 'Let
there be light!' " is the ~j~C~!o.!?-_of ,£l:.a.£ im~~emorial
experience of the separation of consciousness from the
uncol1sclolls. Even among primitives today the posses
sion of a soul is a precarious thing and the "loss of soul"
a typical psychic malady, which drives primitive medi
cine to all sorts of psychotherapeutic measures. Hence

Ahe "child" distinguishes itself by deeds which point
to the conquest of the dark.

B. THE SPECIAL PHENOMENOLOGY
OF THE CHILD ARCHETYPE

1. The Abandonment of the Child
Abandonment, exposure, danger, etc. are all elabora

tions of the "child's" !~zsig'f}jfiqqnt.bftginnZngs ,:!.ud of its
'f!lysteriqus m;£=ii:iEi.F.!:!lq~!S~ ~j!tp. This mythological
statement describes a certain psychic experience of a
t'creative nature, whose object is the emergence of a new
and as yet unknown content. In the psychology of the
individual there is always, at such moments, an agoniz
ing situation of c~flist from which there seems to be
no way out-at least for the conscious mind, since as



far as this is concerned, tertium non datur. 27 But out of
this collision of opposites the unconscious psyche always
creates a third thing of an irrational nature, which the
conscious mind neither expects nor understands. It pre
s'clit~-itself in a form that is neither a straight "yes" nor
a straight "no," and is consequently rejected by both.
For the conscious mind knows nothing beyond the
opposites and, as a result, has no lmowledge of the thing
that unites them. Since, however, the solution of the
conflict through the union of opposites is of vital im
portance, and is moreover the very thing that the con
scious mind is longing for, some inkling of the creative
act, and the significance if it, nevertheless gets through.
From this comes the "numinous" character of the
"child.') A meaningful but unlmown content always has
a secret fascination for the conscious mind. The new
conformatIon is a nascent whole; it is on the way to
wholeness, at least insofar as it excels in "wholeness" the
conscious mind when torn by opposites and thus sur
passes it in integrity. For this reason ~~~~~ifl!.~~n~

b~ls" have a redemptive si~~Ee. --
Out of this situation the "child" emerges as a sym

bolic content, manifestly separated or even isolated from
its background (the mother), but sometimes including
the mother in its perilous situation, threatened on the

Jone hand by the negative attitude of the conscious
'mind, and on the othellil by the horror vacui of the un-
conscious, which is quite ready to swallow up all its
progeny, since it produces them only in play, and de
struction is an inescapable part of its play. Nothing in all
the world 'welcomes this new birth, althOUgh it istile
tnostprecroiisffUifOfMother··Nattire herself, the most
27 Psychological Types, p. 242•
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charged with the future, signifying a higher stage of
self-realization. That is why Nature, the world of the
instincts, takes the "child" under its wing: it is nour
ished or protected by animals.

"Child" means something evolving towards inde
-'pendence. This it cannot do without detaching itself
.from its origins: a.!>_~~~~n.!!lent is therefore a necessary
c,ondition, not just~C_~!c.Ql'Ditant symptPID. The conflict
iso.Ot'tot>c 'ovei:come by the conscious mind remaining
caught between the opposites, and for this very reason
it needs a symbol to point out the necessity of freeing
itself from its origins. Because thc symbol of the "child"
fascinates and grips the conscious mind, its redemptive
effect passes over into consciousness and brings about
that separation from the conflict-situation which the
conscious mind by itself was unable to do. The symbol
anticipates a nascent state of consciousness. So long as
this is not actually in being, the "child" remains a
mythological projection which requires religious repe
tition and renewal by ritual. The Jesus Child, for in
stance, is a religious necessity only so long as the ma
jority of men are incapable of giving psychological
reality to the saying: "Unless ye become as little chil
dren...." Since all such developments are extraordinar
ily difficult and dangerous, it is no wonder that imagcs of
this kind persist for hundreds or even thousands of
years. Everything that man should, and yet cannot,
be or do-be it ill a positive or ncgative sense-livcs on
as a mythological figure or an anticipation bcside his
consciousness, either as a religious projection or-what
is still more dangerous-as unconscious contcnts \vhich
then project themselves spontaneously into incongru
ous objects, e.g. hygienic and othcr "salvationist" doc-
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trines or practices. All these are so many rationalized
substitutes for mythology, and their unnaturalness does
more harm than good.

The conflict-situation that offers no way out, the sort
of situation that produces the ('child" as the irrational
third, is of course a formula appropriate only to a psy
chological, that is, modern, plane of development. It is
not strictly applicable to the psychic life of primitives,
if only because primitive man's childlike range of con
sciousness still excludes a whole world of possible
psychic experiences. Seen on the primitive level, our
modern 'moral conflict is stilI an objective calamity that
threatens life itself. fIence not a few child-figures are
cufiiire-!jeroeT and thus identified with things that pro
mote culture, e.g. ~.~,2B metal, corn, maize, etc. As
~1jng!..r~ of l~$bt, th~t"~s, enlargers,of co~~cio~lsness, ~~~y
overcome darlmess, which is to say that they overcome
die earlier unconscious state. Higher consciousness, or
~nowledge going beyond what we are conscious of at
the moment, is the equivalent of being all alone in the
;vorld. TIle_J~liJ:.l~~s _~!p'~~~~~s __t~e <::.?nfli~~ ,bet~~~n
the beater or symbol of higher consciousness and his
"surroundings. The conquerors of darkness go back far
into primeval times, and, together with many other
legends l prove that there once existed a state of original
psychic distress, namely unconsciousness. Hence in all
probability the "unreasonable" ~ fear which primitive
man has of the dark even today. I found a fOIm of
religion among a tribe living 011 Mount Elgon that
corresponded to pantheistic optimism. Their optimistic
mood was, however, always in abeyance between
2& Even Christ is of a fiery nature ("qui iuxta me est iuxta ignem est"
O · . "rlgen In Homilies all Jeremiah, XX, 3), lIkewise the Holy Ghost.
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6 o'clock in the evening and 6 o'clock in the morning,
during which time it was replaced by fear, for in the
night the dark being Ayik has his dominion-the "Maker
of Fear." In day-time there were no monster snakes
anywhere in the vicinity, but at night they were lurking
on every path. At night the whole of mythology was
let loose.

2. The bzvincibility of the Child

I.t~~~ _~tt;.iJ~ing paradox in all child-myths that the
"child" is on the one hand delivered helpless into the
power of terrible enemies and in continual danger of
~xtiIlction, while on the other he possesses powers far
exceeding those of ordinary humanity. This is closely
related to the psychological fact that though the child
may be "insignificant," unknown, "a merecnifd"r ne"
ls"also iIiviQ:e. From the point of view of the conscious
mind we seem to be dealing with an insignificant con
tent that is credited with no releasing, let alone redeem
ing, character. The conscious mind is caught in its
conflict-situation, and the combatant forces seem so
overwhelming that the "child," emerging in isolation,
appears to be out of all proportion to the conscious
factors. It is therefore easily overlooked and falls back
into the unconscious. At least, this is what we should
have to fear if things turned ont according to our
conscious expectations. Myth, however, emphasizes that
it is not so, but that the "child" is endowed with ex
ceeding powers and, despite all dangers, will unexpect
edly pull through. The "chil?" is born out of the womb
of the unconscious, begotten out of the depths of human
nature, or rather out of living Nature herself. It is a
personification of vital forces quite outside the limiiea-
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range of our conscious _mind; of possible ways and
means of which our one-sided conscious mind knows
nothing; a wholeness which embraces the very depths
of Nature. It represents the strongest, the most ineluc
table urge in every being, namely the urge to realize
itself. It is, as it were, an incarnation of the inability to
do otberwise, equipped with all the natural and in
stinctive forces, whereas the conscious mind is always
getting tied up in its supposed ability to do otherwise.
The urge and compulsion to self-realization is a la7..v of
nature and thus of invincible power, even though its
effect, at the outset, is insignificant and improbable. The
power is revealed in the miraculous doings of the child
hero, and later in the athla ("works") of the bondsman
or thrall (of the Hercules type), where, although the
hero has outgrown the impotence of the "child," he is
still in a menial position. The figure of the thrall gen
erally leads up to the real epiphany of the semi-divine
hero. Oddly enough, we have a similar modulation of
themes in alchemy-in the synonyms for the lapis. As
the materia prima, it is the lapis exilis et vilis. As a sub
stance in process of transmutation, it is servus rubeus
or fugitivus; and finally, in its true apotheosis, it attains
the dignity of a filius sapientiae or deus terrenus, a "light
above all lights," a power that contains in itself all the
powers of the upper and nether regions. It becomes a
corpus glorificatum which enjoys everlasting incorrupt
ibility and is therefore a panacea ("bringer of heal
ing!") ,20 Thegrandenr and invincibility of the "child"
29 The material is collected in The Integration of Personality, eh. IV,
and in Psychologic Ztnd Atcherllic. For Mercurius as a servant, see the
parable of Eirenaeus Philaletha: Erklarung der Riplaeiscbe werke (1741),
pp. 131. ft.



is bound up in Hindu speculation with the nature of
the Atman. The latter corresponds to the "smaller
than small yet bigger than big" idea. As an individual
phenomenon, the self is "smaller than small"; as the
equivalent of the cosmos, it is "bjgger than big." 1;he.
~_el!2·~~iar~.~~as the opposite pole of the world, its "abso
lutely other," is the sine qua non of all empirical knowl
eage ~n.~. c~nsciousness of subject and object. Only
oecallse of this psychic "otherness" is consciousness
possible at all. Identity does not make consciousness
possible; it is only separation, detachment, and agonizing
confrontation or opposition that produce consciousness
and understanding. Hindu introspection recognized
this psychological fact very early and consequently
equated the subject of cognition with the subject of
being in general. In accordance with the predominantly
introverted attitude of Indian thought, the object lost
the attribute of absolute reality and, in some systems,
became a mere illusion. The Greek-Occidental type of
mind could not free itself from the conviction of the
world's absolute existence. This, however, occurred 'at
the cost of the cosmic significance of the self. Even
today Western man finds it hard to see the psychological
necessity for a transcendental subject of cognition as
the opposit~ pole to the empirical universe, although
the postulate of a world-confronting self, at least as a
point of reflection, is a logical necessity. Regardless of
philosophy's perpetual attitude of dissent or only half
hearted assent, there is always a compensating tendency
in our unconscious psyche to produce a symbol of the
self in its cosmic significance. These cfforts take on the
archetypal forms of the hero-myth such as can bc ob
served in almost any individuation process.
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The phenomenology of the "child's" birth always
points back to an original psychological state of non
rccognition, i.e. of darkness or twilight, of non-differ
entiation betwecn subject and object, of unconscious
identity of man and the universe. This phase of non
differcntiation produces the go~d!'f~:gg,_ which is both
man and universe and yet neither, but an irrational
third. To the twilight consciousness of-pi:i;nltive man

'],t seems as if the egg came out of the womb of the
wide world and were, accordingly, a cosmic, objective,
external occurrence. To a differentiated consciousness,
on the other hand, it seems evident that this egg is
nothing but a symbol thrown up by the psyche or~

what is even worse~a fanciful speculation and therefore
"nothing but" a primitive phantasm to which no "real
ity" of any kind attaches. Present-day medical psychol
ogy, however, thinks somewhat differently about thcse
"phantasms." It knows only too well what dire disturb
ances of the bodily functions and what devastating
psychic consequences can flow from "mere" fantasies.
"Fantasies" are the natural expressions of the life of the
unconscious. But since the unconscious is the psyche
of all the body's autonomous functional complexes, its
"fantasies" have an aetiological significance that is not
to be despised. From the psychopathology of the indi
viduation process we know that the formation of sym
bols is frequently associated with physical disorders of
a psychic origin, which in some cases are felt as de
cidedly "real." In medicine, fantasies are real things
with which the psychotherapist has to reckon very
seriollsly indeed. He cannot therefore deprive of all
justification those phantasms which, because of their
realness, primitive man projects even into the external
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world. In the last analysis the human body, too, is built
of the stuff of the world, the very stuff in which fan
tasies are manifested; indeed, without it they could not
be experienced at all. Without this stuff they would be
like a sort of abstract crystal lattice in a solution where
the crystallization process had not yet started.

The symbols of the self arise in the depths of the
body and they express its materiality every bit as much
as the structure of the perceiving consciousness expresses
it. The symbol is thus a living body, corpus at anima;
hence the "child" is such an admirable formula for the
symbol. The uniqueness of the psyche is a magnitude
that can never be made wholly real, it can only be
realized approximately, though it stW remains the ab
solute basis of all consciousness. The deeper "layers"
of the psyche lose their individual uniqueness as they re
treat farther and farther into darkness. "Lower down,"
that is to say as they approach the autonomous func
tional systems, they become increasingly collective until
they are universalized and extinguished in the body's
materiality, i.e. in the chemical bodies. The body's
carbon is simply carbon. Hence "at bottom" the psyche
is simply "world." In this sense I hold Ker6nyi to be
absolutely right ,vhen he says that in the symbol the
world itself is speaking. The more archaic and "deeper,"
that is the more pbysiological, the symbol is, the more
collective and universal, the more "material" it is. The
more abstract, di.fferentiated, and specific it is, the more
its nature approximates to conscious uniqueness and
individuality, the more it sloughs off its universal char
acter. Having finally attained full consciousness, it runs
the risk of becoming a mere allegory which nowhere
oversteps the bounds of conscious comprehension, and



is then exposed to all sorts of attempts at rationalistic
and therefore inadequate explanation.

3. The Hermaphroditism of the Child

It is a remarkable fact that perhaps the majority of
cosmogonic gods are of a bisexual nature. The her
Ill:tphrodite means nothing but a union of the strongest
and 1110st striking opposites. In the first place this union
refers back to a primitive state of mind, a twilight where
differences and contrasts were either barely separated
or completely merged. With increasing clarity of con
sciousness, however, the opposites draw more and more
distinctly and irreconcilably apart. If, therefore, the
hermaphrodite were only a product of primitive n011
differentiation, we would have to expect that it would
soon be eliminated with increasing civilization. This
is by no means the case; on the contrary, man's imagina
tion has been preoccupied with this idea over and over
again on the high or even the highest levels of culture,
as we can see from the late Greek and syncretic philos
ophy of Gnosticism. The hermaphroditic rebis has an
important part to play in the natural philosophy of the
Middle Ages. And in our own day we hear of Christ's
androgyny in Catholic mysticism.so

We can no longer be dealing, then, with the con
tinued existence of a primitive phantasm, with an orig
inal contamination of opposites. Rather, as we can see
from medieval writings,31 the primary idea has become
80 Georg Koepgen, Die Gnos1s des Christentu117s (1939), pp. 315 ff.
81 For the l'lPis as mediator and medium, 'cf. Tractatus Aureus cum
Scboliir, Mallgct, BibliotbecCl cbelllica curiosa, I, 408 b, and Artis Aurif
erae (I57~), p. 641.
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a symbol of the creative union of opposites, a "unifying
symbol" in the literal sense. In its functional significance
the symbol no longer points back, but forward to a
goal not yet reached. Notwithstanding its monstrosity,
the hermaphrodite has gradually turned into a subduer
of conflicts and a bringer of salvation, and it acquired
this meaning in relatively early phases of civilization.
This vital meaning explains why the picture of the
hcrmaphrodite did not fade out in primeval times but,
on the contrary, was able to hold its own-and with
increasing profundity of symbolic contcnt-for thou
sands of years. The fact that an idea so utterly archaic
could rise to such exalted heights of meaning not only
points to the toughness of archetypal ideas, it also dem
onstrates the rightness of the principle that the arche
type, because of its power to unite opposites, mediates
between the unconscious substratum ;:Ind the conscious
mind. It throws a bridge between the consciousness of
the present, always in danger of losing its roots, and the
natural, unconscious, instinctive wholeness of primeval
times. Through this mediation the uniqueness, peculi
arity, and one-sidedness of our present individual con
sciousness are always linked up again with its natural,
racial roots. Progress and development arc ideals not
lightly to be denied, but they lose all meaning if man
only arrives at his new state as a fragment of himself,
having left his essential hinterland behind him in the
shadow of the unconscious, in a state of primitivity or,
indeed, barbarism. The conscious mind, split off from its
origins, incapable of realizing the meaning of the new
state, then relapses all too easily into a situation far
worse than the one from \vhieh the innovation was
intended to free it-exe11lpla sunt odiosa! It was Fried-



rich Schiller who :first had an inkling of the problem;
but neither his contemporaries nor his successors were
capable of drawing any conclusions. Instead, people
arc more than ever inclined to educate cl:Jildren and
nothing more. I therefore suspect that the furor paedo
gogicus is a god-sent method of by-passing the central
problem touched on by Schiller, namely the education
oJ the educator. Children are educated by what the
grown-up is and not by his talk. The popular faith in
words is a veritable disease of the mind, for a super
stition of this sort always leads farther and farther
away from man's foundations and seduces people into
a disastrous identification of personality with the slogan
that happens to be in vogue. Meanwhile everything that
has been overcome and left behind by so-called "prog
ress" sinks deeper and deeper into the unconscious,
from 'which there re-emerges in the end the primitive
condition of identity with t1:Je mass. Instead of the ex
pected progress, this condition now becomes reality.

As civilization develops, the bisexual "primary being"
turns into a symbol of the unity of personality, a symbol
of the self "vhere the war of opposites finds peace. In
this way the primary being becomes the distant goal
of man's self-development, having been from the very
beginning a projection of unconscious wholeness. Man's
\-"holeness consists in the union of the conscious and
the unconscious personality. Just as every individual
derives from masculine and feminine genes, and the sex
is determined by the predominance of the correspond
ing genes, so in the psyche it is only the conscious mind,
in a man, that has the masculine sign, while the uncon
scious is by nature feminine. The reverse is true in the
case of a ,voman. All I have done in my anima-theory
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is to rediscover and reformulate this fact. 32 It had long
been known.

The idea of the coniunctio of masculine and feminine,
which became almost a technical concept in Hermetic
philosophy, appears in Gnosticism as the mysteriU7n
iniquitatis, probably not uninfluenced by the Old Testa
ment "divine marriage" as performed, for instance, by
Hosea.s3 Such things are indicated not only by certain
traditional customs,34 but also by the quotation from
the Gospels in the second letter of Clement: "vVhen
the two shall be one, the outer as the inner, and the
male with the female, neither male nor female."35
Clement of Alexandria introduces this logion with the
words: "When ye have trod the cloak of shame (with
thy feet) ..."36 which probably refers to the body;
for Clement as well as Cassian (from whom the quo
tation was taken over), and the pseudo-Clement, too,
interpreted the words in a spiritual sense, in contrast
to the Gnostics, who would seem to have taken the
coniunctio all too literally. They took care, however,
through the practice of abortion and other restrictions,
that the biological meaning of their acts did not swamp
the religious significance of the rite. While, in Church
mysticism, the primordial image of the bieros gamos
was sublimated on a lofty plane and only occasionally,
as for instance with Mechthild von Magdeburg,37 ap
proached the physical sphere-in emotional intensity,
32 Psycbological Types, dcf. 48, "Soul," p. 588; and Two Essays on
Analytical Psychology.
3,~ Hosea, I: 2 ff.
;14 Cf. Fendt, Gnostisc!Je Mysterien (I922).
36 Hennecke, NeutestalllentJic!;e Apokryphen, p. 593. IZ.

30 Clement, Stromateis, III, 13, 92, 2.

37 Das fliessende Licht der Gottheit.
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for the rest of the world it remained very much alive
and continued to be the object of especial psychic pre
occupation. The symbolical drawings of Opicinus de
Canistris38 afford us in this respect an interesting glimpse
of the way in which this primordial image was instru
mental in uniting opposites even in a pathological state.
On the other hand, in the Hermetic philosophy that
throve in the Middle Ages the coniunctio was executed
wholly i-n the physical realm in the admittedly abstract
theory of the coniugium solis et lunae, which despite
this drawback gave the creative imagination much oc
casion for anthropomorphic flights.

Such being the state of affairs, it is readily under
standable that the primordial image of the hermaph
rodite should reappear in modern psychology in the
guise of the male-female antithesis, in other words as
male consciousness and personified female unconscious.
Bur the psychological process of bringing things to con
sciousness has complicated the picture considerably.
Whereas the old science was almost exclusively a field
in which only the man's unconscious could project
itself, the new psychology had to acknowledge the
existence of an autonomous female psyche as well. But
here, as we have said, the case is reversed, and a feminine
consciousness confronts a masculine personification of
the unconscious, which can no longer be called the
anima but the animus. This discovery also complicates
the problem of the coniunctio.

Originally this archetype played its part entirely in
the field of fertility-magic and thus remained for a very
long time a purely biological phenomenon with no other
purpose than that of fecundation. But even in early
38 Richard Salomon, Opjcinus de Canistris (1936).



antiquity the symbolical meaning of the act seems to

have increased. Thus, for example, the physical per
formance of the hieros gamos as a sacred rite not only
became a mystery-it faded to a mere conjecture.30 As
we have seen, Gnosticism, too, endeavoured in all hon
esty to subordinate the physiological to the metaphys
ical. Finally, the Church severed the coniunctio from
the physical realm altogether, and natural philosophy
turned it into an abstract tbeoria. These developments
meant the gradual transformation of the archetype into
a psychological process which, in theory, we can call
a combination of conscious and unconscious processes.40

In practice, however, it is not so simple, because as a
rule the feminine unconscious of a man is projected
into a feminine counterpart, and the masculine uncon
scious of a woman into a man. The elucidation of these
problems is a special branch of psychology and has no
part in a discussion of the mythological hermaphrodite.

4. The Child as Begi1l1zing and End

Faust, after his death, is received as a boy into the
"choir of blessed youths." I do not know whether
Goethe was referring, in this peculiar idea, to the
cupids on antique gravestones. It is not unthinlmble.
The figure of the cucullat'us points to the hooded, that
is, the invisible one, the genius of the departed, who
reappears in the child-like frolics of a new life,
surrounded by the sea-forms of dolphins and tritons.
30 Cf. the accusation of Bishop Asterius (Fo\lcart, My,tere, d' Eleu,)"
ch. XX). According to Hippolytus' account the hierophant actually
made himself impotent by a draught of hemlock. The sel£-ea~tration of
priests in the worship of the Mother Goddess is of similar import.
40 Cf. T'wo Essays on Analytical Psychology, eh. 2"
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The sea is the favourite symbol for the uncollscious~

the mother of all that lives. Just as the "child" is, in
certain circumstances (e.g. in the case of Hermes and
the Dactyls), closely related to the phallus~ symbol of
the begetter, so it comes up again in the sepulchral
phallus, symbol of a renewed begetting.

The "child" is therefore renatus in novam infantiam.
It is thus both beginning and end, an initial and a ter
minal creature. The initial creature existed before man
was, and the terminal creature will be when man is not.
Psychologically speaking, this means that the "child"
symbolizes the pre-conscious and the post-conscious
nature of man. His pre-conscious nature is the uncon
scious state of early childhood; his post-conscious nature
is an anticipation by analogy of life after death. In this
idea the all-embracing nature of psychic wholeness is
expressed. Wholeness is never comprised within the
compass of the conscious mind-it includes the indefinite
and indefinable extent of the unconscious as well.
vVholeness, as a matter of empirical fact~ is therefore
of immeasurable cxtent~ older and younger than con
sciousness and enfolding it in time and space. This is no
speculation, but an immediate psychic experience. Not
only is the conscious process continually accompanied,
it is often guided, helped, or interrupted, by unconscious
happenings. The child had a psychic life before it had
consciousness. Even the adult still says and does things
whose significance he only realizes later, if ever. And
yet he said them and did them as if he lmew what they
]J1eant. Our dreams are continually saying things beyond
our conscious comprehension (which is why they are
so useful in the therapy of neuroses). We have inti
mations and intuitions from unknown sources. Fears,
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moods, plans, and hopes come to us from invisible causes.
These concrete experiences are at the bottom of our
feeling that we know ourselves little enough; at the
bottom, too, of the painful conjecture that we might
have surprises in store for ourselves.

Primitive man is no puzzle to himself. The question
"What is man?" is the question that man has kept
until last. Primitive man has so much psyche outside his
conscious mind that the experience of something psychic
outside him is far more familiar to him than to us. Con
sciousness guarded round about by psychic powers, or
sustained or threatened or deluded by them, is the age
old experience of mankind. This experience has pro
jected itself into the archetype of the child, which
expresses man's wholeness. The "child" is all that is
abandoned and exposed and at the same time divinely
powerful; the insignificant, dubious beginning, and the
triumphal end. The "eternal child" in man is an inde
scribable experience, an incongruity, a disadvantage,
and a divine prerogative; an imponderable that deter
mines the ultimate worth or worthlessness of a per
sonality.

Conclusion

I am aware that a psychological commentary on the
child-archetype without detailed documentation must
remain a mere sketch. But since this is virgin territory
for the psychologist, my main endeavour has been to

stake out the possible extent of the problems raised by
our archetype and to describe, at least cursorily, its
different aspects. Clear-cut distinctions and strict £01'

'mulations are quite impossible in this field, seeing that
a kind of fluid interpenetration belongs to the very
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nature of all archetypes. They can only be roughly
circumscribed at best. Their living meaning comes out
more from their presentation as a whole than from
single formulation. Every attempt to focus them more
sharply is immcdiately punished by the intangible core
of meaning losing its luminosity. No archetype can be
reduced to a simple formula. It is a vessel which we
can nevcr empty, and never fill. It has a potential
existencc only, and when it takcs shape in mattcr it is
no longer what it was. It persists throughout the ages
and requircs interpreting ever anew. The archetypes
are tlle imperishable elements of the unconscious, but
thcy change thcir shape continually.

It is a well-nigh hopeless undertaking to tear a single
archetype out of the living tissue of the psyche; but
despite their interwoven meanings the archetypes do
form units that are accessible to intuition. Psychology,
as one of the many expressions of psychic life, operates
with ideas which in their turn are derived from arche
typal structures and thus generate a somewhat more
abstract kind of myth. Psychology therefore translates
the archaic speech of myth into a modern mythologem
not yet, of course, recognized as such-which consti
tutes one element of the myth "science." This "hope
less" activity is a living and lived myth, satisfying to
persons of :l corresponding temperament, indeed whole
some insofar as they have been cut off from their
psychic origins by neurotic dissociation.

As a matter of experience, we meet the child-arche
type in spontaneous and in therapeutically induced in
dividuation processes. The first manifestation of the
"child" is as a rule a totally unconscious phenomenon.
Here the patient identifies himself with his personal
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infantilism. Then, under the influence of therapy, we
get a more or less gradual separation from and objecti
fication of the "child," that is, the identity breaks down
and is accompanied by intensification (sometimes tech
nically induced) of fantasy, with the result that archaic
or mythological features become increasingly apparent.
Further transformations run true to the hero-myth.
The theme of "mighty feats" is generally absent, but
on the other hand the mythical dangers play all the
greater part. At this stage there is usually another
identification, this time with the hero, whose role is
attractive for a variety of reasons. The identification is
often extremely stubborn and dangerous to mental equi
librium. If it can be broken down and consciousness
reduced to human proportions, the figure of the hero
can gradually be differentiated into a symbol of the self.

In practical reality, however, it is of course not
enough for the patient merely to know about such
developments; what counts is his experience of the vari
ous transformations. The initial stage of personal infan
tilism presents tthe picture of an "abandoned" or
"misunderstood" and unjustly treated child with over
weening pretensions. The epiphany of the hero (the
second identification) shows itself in a corresponding
inflation: the colossal pretension grows into a conviction
that one is something extraordinary, or else the impos
sibility of the pretension ever being fulfilled only proves
one's own inferiority, which is favourable to the role
of the heroic sufferer ea negative inflation). In spite of
their contrariety, both forms are identical, because un
conscious compensatory inferiority tallies with conscious
megalomania, and unconscious megalomania with con
scious inferiority (you never get one without the other).
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Once the reef of the second identification has been
successfully circumnavigated, conscious processes can
be cleanly separated from the unconscious, and the
latter observed objectively. This leads to the possibility
of an understanding with the unconscious, and thus to
a possible synthesis of the conscious and unconscious
elements of knowledge and action. This in turn leads
to a shifting of the centre of personality from the ego
to the selL!!

In this psychological framework the motifs of aban
donment, invincibility, hermaphroditism, beginning
and end take their place as distinct categories of expe
rience and understanding.
41 A more detailed account of thcse developments is to be found in Two
Essays on Analytical Psychology,
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KORE

BY C. KER.ENYI

How can a man know what a woman's life is?
A woman's life is quite different from a man's. God
has ordered it so. A man is the same from the time
of his circumcision to the time of his withering. He
is the same before be has sought out a woman for the
first time,_ and afterwards. But tbe day when a woman
enjoys her first love cuts her in two. She becomes
another woman on that day. The man is the same
after his first love as he was before. The woman is
from the day of her first love another. That continues
so all through life. The man spends a night by a
woman and goes away. His life and body are always
the same. Tbe woman conceives. As a mother she is
another person them the woman without child. She
carries the fruit of the night nine months long in her
body. SometlJing grows. Something grows intI') her
life that never again departs from it. She is a ntotber.
Sbe is and remains a mother even tbough her child
die, though all her children die. For at one time sbe
carried the child under ber heart. And it does not go
out of her beart ever again. Not even when it is dead.



All this the man does not lmow; be lmows nothing.
He does not l?llOW the difference before love and after
love, before 'fnotherhood and after motherhood. He
can know nothing. Only a worman can know that and
speak of that. That is why we won't be told what to
do by our husbands. A woman can only do one thing.
She can respect herself. She can l?eep herself decent.
She must always be as her nature is. She must always
be rrnaiden and aIrways be mother. Before every love
she is a maiden, after every love she is a mother. In
this you can see whetber sbe is a good woman or not.
Let these words of a noble Abyssinian woman, quoted

by Frobenius in one of his finest books, Der Kopf als
Schicksal (Munich, 1924, p. 88), stand as a motto in
preparation and confirmation of what is said in the
sequel. I did not know them when I wrote my study
of the Kore. They are meant at the same time to stand
in remembrance of a great man, whose life's work
is an abiding stimulus to all those concerned with
anthropology and mythology.

1. Anadyomene

T HE FLORENTINE Renaissance came to love the Ho
meric hymns even more than the two great epics.

Marsilius Ficinus, the translator of Plato, began by trans
lating the Homeric and Ol'phic hymns. We know that
he also sang them in the antique manner to the accom
paniment of a lute. Angelo Poliziano, another leading
spirit of Florentine humanism, paraphrased a hymn to
Aphrodite-neither the greatest nor the least of those
ascribed to Homer-in his own verses. We could say
that he painted it in the style of the Quattrocenro were



it not for the painter who actually did so, with Polizi
ano's poetic assistance: BotticellP Tbe Birtb of Venus
is not a good name for this picture. It is rather Aphro
dite's arrival in Cyprus according to the Homeric hymn,
or, according to the significance of this masterpiece and
the role it has played in our civilization, Aphrodite's
arrival among us. Botticelli's picture contains at least as
much living mythology as the Homeric hymn.2

Aphrodite's birth is different: brutal and violent, and
departing from the style of Homeric poetry in just as
archaic a manner as from the style of Botticelli. -In both
cases the mutilation of Vranos, the casting of his man
hood into the sea, the whole terrible foregoing history,
the titanic mythology of the world's beginnings-all
this was swept aside. The unity of that mythological
moment when begetter and begotten were one in the
womb of the waterS had been broken up even in Hesiod
and become a historical process. In Hesiod, too, we
hear of Aphrodite drifting, drifting on the waves, as
Maui did in the myth of the Polynesians.4 At last the
white foam gave birth to the girl who took her name
from it: eXcpQOS; is foam and Aphrodite the goddess.
This ancient etymology, accepted by Hesiod, derived
its credibility from a grand mythological vision that
must be still older: from the picture of Anadyomene,
the goddess risen from the waves. Representations of
Aphrodite's arrival are later. The mild breeze carries
the great goddess, already born, to onc of her sacred
islands, or, in BotticelH's picture, to firm ground.
1 Details in A. vVarburg, Die Erneuerltng der beidl1ischen Antike (Leip
zig, [932), pp. 6 if.
2"Mythology" in the sense defined ill Prolegomena.
8 Cf. supra, p. 76.
4 Cf. supra, p. 65.
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The soft foam that cushions Aphrodite is a symbol
of her birth, and fits in with the Homeric style just as
the mussel-shell does with Botticelli's. In the Roman
poets we read that Vemls was born of a mussel-shell,
or that she journeyed in a mussel-shell over the sea.
Ancient representations show her as if growing out of
a musseL We need not surmise with H. U sener, the
eminent philologist, that the growth of the pearl was at
the bottom of the symbol." Later, this image was
blended with the archaic foam-image. Originally yet
another kind of mussel, by no means so noble, was the
creature sacred to Aphrodite in Cnidos.6 The mussel
in geneml constitutes a most graphic example and ex
pression, appealing at once to the senses, of the aphro
disiac properties of the "humid element." The Homeric
poem was too spiritual to employ this symbol. Poliziano
was too sensual to be able to forget it. Venus steps out
of her mussel-shell in Botticelli in such a way that you
can see immediately: it belongs to the goddess, yet she
is leaving it behind her as she leaves behind the whole
of primitive mythology, which. Poliziano nevertheless
relates according to Hesiod.

From the high sea, stepping out of a mussel-shell,
borne along by the wind and received by the gaily clad
goddess of earth, Aphrodite Anadyomene arrives. She
is an aspect of the primordial maiden, Protogonos Kore.
Botticelli's picture helps us, as modern mCll, to conjure
up the vision of Anadyomene. And she must be con
jured up if we want to understand the goddesscs of the
Greeks. She is the closest to thc origins.
ocr. Usener, Vortriige 7l71d Allfsiitze (Leipzig, 1914, pp. 119 ff.) for the
classical references.
6 Pliny, Nawralis H istoria, IX, Bo.
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2. The Paradox of the Mythological Idea

To the religious-minded man of the Greek world,
his divinities had always appeared in classical perfection
since the time of Homer. And undoubtedly they ap
peared not as the :fictions or creations of art but as living
deities who could be believed in. They can best be
understood as eternal forms, the great world-realities.
"The cause of the mightiness of all these :figures lies in
their truth."7 As psychologists we may stress the fact
that this truth is always a psycbic reality; as historians
we may add that the psychic reality of such a truth, as
indeed of all truth, cbanges with time,oB as biologists we
may call the alteration of the power that so moves us
natural decay, but the essentially convincing inner struc
ture of the classical Greek divinities remains unshakable
for all time.

We have a handy comparison in the kind of formula
that gives us a clear picture of the balance of tremendous
cosmic forces, that catches the world in each of its
aspects as though in a border-sitltati01z and presents it
to the mind as though the least disturbance of that
balance would bring about a universal collapse. Every
natural law is just such a balanced aspect of the world
and is immediately intelligible as the mathematical for
mula for a border-situation.

So it is with the figures of gods. In Apollo sublimest
clarity and the darkness of death face one another, per
fectly poised and equal, on a border-linc;9 in Dionysus,
7 \V. F. Otto, Der europ. Geist u. die TVdsbeit des Ostew' (1931), p 21.

B Kercnyi, Apollon (Amsrerdam-Leipzig. 1941). pp. 15 if.; La Religione
antica (Bologna, 1940) I pp. I if.; Die «mike Religion, p. 45·
9 AlJollon, pp. J7 ff.
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life and death;IO in Zeus, might and rightll-to name
only the three greatest. In relation to the cosmos as a
whole, these divinities are merely certain aspects of it;
in themselves they are wholes/2 "worlds" which have
aspects in their tum, and contradictory aspects for the
very reason that their structure combines contradictions
in perfect equilibrium.

Such gods can only be understood as spiritual ideas;
in other words, they can only be known by immediate
revelation. 13 They cannot emerge step by step from
something quite different. And conversely, we cannot
imagine or believe in a god who did not appear to the
spirit, who was not an immediate spiritual revelation.
The very possibility of the Greek divinities, the reason
for their credibility, consists in the fact that they are
ideal.

If the historian ventures to adopt an attitude in
accord with this knowledge; if he is bold enough to
take the things of the spirit spiritually, and religion
religiously, he immediately lights on a paradox. He can
easily go so far back into the prehistory of the Greek
gods that the balance we have spoken of dissolves before
his eyes and all certain outlines vanish. Artemis, for
instance, is to be found in the untamedness of young
animals and equally in the terrors of birth. In the clas
sical figure of this goddess, the wildness and the terrors
meet at a border-line: they are in equilibrium.14 The
further we penetrate into her prehistory, the more the
outlines connected with the name of "Artemis" evapo
IO·VV. F. Otto, Dionysos (1933), p. 186.
11 Die antike Religion, pp. 78 f.
12 Otto, Die Gotter Griechenlands, p. 207.

III Otto, Dionysos, p. 29; Ker6nyi, Die antike Religion, p. 3.
14 Apollon, p. 72 •



rate. The border-situation widens into a border-region
midway between motherhood and maidenhood, joie de
rvivre and lust for murder, fecundity and animality.
The more we realize that the divinity of the gods can
only be experienced spiritually, in the illumination of
an idea, by direct revelation, the more we sense a diffi
culty. The majority of investigators shrink from recog
nizing ideal figures in the gods, thinking of much that
is the reverse of ideal in the early history of Greek
religion so far as known.

It is a paradox, but nothing impossible, that we meet
here: the revelation of something that is dark in com
parison with an idea, but ideal in comparison with blind
feeling-the revelation of something still unopened, like
a bud. All the most ancient mythological ideas are buds
of this sort. Above all, the idea of genesis and origin
an idea which every living thing experiences in its own
genesis and, to that extent, realizes in fact. Mytholog
ically, the idea is embodied in miraculous "primal
beings," either in such a way that in them father and
child, prime begetter and prime begotten, are one and
the same, or that the fate of the woman becomes the
symbol and expression of all genesis and origination.
Zells, Apollo, Dionysus, Hermes, Asclepias, Hercules
all may be regarded as having evolved out of a mytho
logical primordial child, who originally comprised both
begetter and begotten.1ti The same idea, seen as the
woman's fate, presented itself to the Greeks in equally
budlike form. The budlilte quality of it is expressed in
the name often given to its personification: Kore, which
is simply the goddess Hl\,faidcn."

The Kore-goddess thrmvs light on the old mytho
15 Cf. SUprll, the chapters on the first four divinities.
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logical idea of the bud in its capacity to unfold and
yet to contain a whole separate world in itself. The
idea can also be likened to a nucleus. We have to under
stand, as it were, the structure hidden in the "abyss of
the nucleus." In so doing, we must not forget the figure
of Anadyomcne. \Ve shall have an assurance that our
understanding is true to life if this structure, as we con
ceive it, remains compatible with her image.

3. Maiden-Goddesses

Maiden-goddesses are far more typical of GTeek re
ligion than boy-gods or even, perhaps, divine youths.
Divine maidens are in fact so typical of this religion
that it cannot be called either a "Father religion" or a
"Mother religion," or yet a combination of both. It is
as though the Olympian order had thrust the great
Mother-Goddesses of olden time into the background
for the sale purpose of throwing the divine Komi into
sharper relief. In the innermost circle of the hierarchy
of Greek gods-both on Olympus and in the lesser world
of many a Greek city-it was not Hera, Zeus' spouse,
who shared dominion with him so much as the androgy
nous figure of Pallas Athene.

In the Peloponnesus she was also adored as "Mother
Athene,"16 and to the Athenians she was very much the
"Morher.>l17 Nevertheless, this designation does not
affect her essence, which cannot be better expressed
than by the word "Kore." She was called by this more
often than by the other name for virgin-parthenos.
The very coins that bore her image were known as
111 P:ll1sanias, V, 3, 3.
11 Euripides, Heraclidac, 771.



korai in Athenian parlance.IS Her "maidenhood," how
ever, was not thought of in connexion with the mother
whose daughter she might have been. The goddess
Mctis, who might have been her mother, vanished in
Zeus, and Pallas Athene sprang from her father.]D Still
less was her "maidenhood" understood in connexion
with a man, for whom she might have been intended or
to whom she might have fallen like any othcr maiden.
The Grcek idea of divinity nearly seems to have freed
itself from sexuality in the maidenhood of Athene, with
out, however, forfeiting a characteristic otherwise pe
culiar to male divinities like Zeus and Apollo, namely
intellectual and spiritual power.2D

In the outer circle of the Olympian hierarchy there
reigns yet another maiden-Artemis. She too is both
Kore and Parthenos. But her maidenhood expresses
something different from Athene's.21 Her world is the
wide world of Nature, and the brute realities balanced
in her-unsubdued virginity and the terrors of birth
have their dominion in a purely natural, feminine world.
Athene's maidenhood excluded nearly the possibility of
her succumbing to a man; with Artemis, on the other
hand, her maidenhood presupposes this possibility. The
connexion between Artemis the Kore and her mother
is looser than between the Kore Persephone and De
meter. Yet Leta is not forgotten when we evoke a vision
of Artemis: she is there, enjoying the spectacle of
Artemis duncing.22 The great mythological poets of all
18 Hypcridcs, in Pollux, IX, 74.
In Hesiod, Tbcogony, 886 ff.
20 Cf. Orto, Die Gotte,- Griechenla'flds, pp. 55 ff.
21 Ibid., pp. 102 ff.
22 Odyssey, VI, 106.
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tiquity, like Aeschylus,23 and the experts all old my
thologems, like Callimachus,24 ventured to hint that it
was a question of only one Kore and one mother,
namely Demeter's daughter, be she called Artemis or
Persephone.

Persephone, generally called Kore or Pais (Yj natr;)
by the Greeks, differs from Athene in the same way as
Artemis. She is a Kore not because she is above all
feminine conncxiolls-with mother or husband-but
because she embodies these connexions as two forms of
being each carried to extremes and balanced against
one another. One of the forms (mother and daughter)
is life; the other (young girl and husband) is death.
Mother and daughter form a living unity in a border
situation-a natural unit which, equally naturally, carries
within it the seeds of its own destruction. As a maiden,
Persephone is an Artemisian figure. She might well
have been one of the companions of Artemis who were
untrue to their maidenhood and thus paid the penalty
of death. This is what in fact happens (though she her
self is guiltless) because it is in her nature to happen.

Athene and Artemis as the playmates of Persephone,
who were present at her rape25-thus the myth unites
the three variations on the theme of the Kore in a
single incident. Artemis and Persephone are like two
sides of the same reality. Artemis is the active one. She
carries death in herself in the form of murder; according
to Homer she was a lioness with women,26 and in
~3 Herodotus, II, 156; vVilamowltz, Hellenistisr;he Dir;!mmg, II, p. 48.
24 Schneider, CaJlhm1chea, II, pp. 197 if.
25 Homer, Hymn to Demeter, 424. Parallels in Allen and Sikes, The
Homeric Hymns (London, 1904); d. also L. Malten, Archiv fiir
ReligionS'Wissenschajt, U (1909), pp. 422 fl.
2B Wad, XXI, 483.



Arcady and Attica she was a bear.27 Persephone is com
pletely passive. She was picking flowers when she was
raped by the Lord of the Dead. They were heavily
scented flowers, stupefying flowers like the narcissus.28

Poets have never failed to catch the significance of this
scene. For one of them20 the flovvers were "hell-hounds
on her heels"; for another30 it was a case of "Persephone
gathering flowers, herself a fairer flower." The Kore
is a creature destined to a flower-like existence which
cannot be better described than by one of the poets
mentioned: 31

... a little torrent of life
leaps up to the summit of tbe stem, gleams, turns

over round tbe bend
of the parabola of curved flight,
sinks, and is gone, like a comet curving into the

invisible.

Such would seem to be the essence of Persephone: a
lingering on the borders of Hades, a fleeting moment of
climax, no sooner here than gone. This Kate would be
a perfectly ideal figure, a poetic image as clear and
pure as a mathematical formula, if it were all nothing
but an allegory. An allegory of woman's fate: the bor
ders of Hades an allegory of the border-line between
maidenhood and the "other" life, and the seducer, King
of the Underworld, an allegory of the earthly bride
groom and husband. But it is 110t ~o. As the relics of the
27 L. R. Farnell, The Cults of tbe Greek States, II, pp. 435 ff.
28 Hymn to DlJ'weterJ 7; PrcHer and Roben, GriecIJische Mythologie, I,
P·760.
20 D. H. Lawrence, Purple Anemones.
30 Milton, quoted in Allen-Sikes, verse t7.
:11 D. H. Lawrence, "Fidelity," ill his book Pansies.



Persephone cult show, the meaning is the other way
about. She was worshipped in the most serious manner
as the Queen of the Dead, and the rape of the bride was
an allegory of death. Lost maidenhood and the crossing
of the borders of Hades are allegorical equivalems
the one can stand for the other equally well.

This kind of equivalence only exists in a given sphere,
in an immediatcly recognizable spiritual conncxiol1 that
can combine very different things, such as marriage and
death, in one comprebensive idea. Mythological ideas are
like the compact buds of such connexiolls. They always
contain more than the non-mythological mind could
conceive. This is also true of the Kore, whom we have so
far been considering only in her most human form.
Here, then, is our Persephone: a creature standing un
subdued on a pinnacle of life and there meeting its fate
-a fate that means death in fulfilment and dominion in
death.

4. Hecate

The oldest account of the rape of the Kore is at the
beginning of the Homeric hymn to Demeter. The un
known poet sets out to sing of Demeter, the great
Mpther-Goddess, "of her and her daughter." The "two
goddesses" (LO) 8£cO), so they were called at Eleusis, the
sacred place whose fame the hymn declares. They are
to be thought of as a double figure, one half of which
is the ideal complement of the other. Persephone is,
above all, her motber's Kore: without her, Demeter
would not be a Meter.

Persephone appears in just as ideal a light in another
connexion as well-as the half of another double figure.



the Rulers of the Underworld. Here, as her bride
groom's ]{ore, she belongs (much as the equivalent
Thessalian figure was called "Admerus' Kore")32 to

her husband, Hades, to whom she was given by Zeus.
The triad consisting of Mother, Kore, and Seducer has
a clear and natural place in Zeus' world-order. Clarity
and naturalness and a well-defined place in Zeus' world
are characteristic of the Homeric style of the hymn.

But a third goddess has a notable part to play beside
mother and daughter. According to the hymn, Per
sephone was raped somewhere in the distance, on the
flat ground near the mythological Mount Nyssa, where
she was playing with the daughters of Oceanus. The
scene, however, is still of our world, the world in which
our sun shines, to whom Demeter can appeal as the
surest eye-witness of the rape. Like the sun, this third
goddess appears to belong to the Demeter-Persephone
world: Hecate. She is in her cave when the sun sees the
seduction. All she hears are the cries of the seduced.
She is often held to be the representative of the 111oon,
particularly as she is closely related to this heavenly
body in other ways.ss

On the other hand she would seem to be the double
of De7neter herself. She hears the victim's voice, just
as Demeter hears it. She meets Demeter "with a light in
her hand" and asks about the seducer in words which,
according to an Orphic version of the hymn, are
Demeter's own. Then, the poet says, they both go to
seek the sun, the eye-witness. There are, however, two
versions of the mythologem, one of which leads De
32 Hcsychius, S.v.
33 Cf. Farnell, op. cit., II, 598 f.
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meter,34 the other Hecate,35 to the Underworld in search
of Persephone. After mother and daughter are reunited,
Hecate once more appears in the hymn in order to re
ceive the Kore and remain her companion for always:
Hecate and Persephone are as inseparable as Persephone
and Demeter. Gaia, the Earth-Mother, has no connex
iOll whatever with Demeter in the hymn; she is the
seducer's accomplice. So that Hecate's close relationship
to the double figure of Demeter and the Kore is all the
more striking.

A compact group, a triad of unmistakable individuals,
this is how the hymn shows the three goddesses: Mother,
Daughter, and the moon-goddess Hecate. They are
easily confused on sacred monuments, because the torch
appears to be the attribute of each of them. This emblem
accords with the epithet phosphoros, which is applied
to Hecate more than once.30 She is also explicitly called
the "bringer of light." The torch she carries is described
in the hymn as CJ8"Aac;, "light," but not as a means of
purification, which is how many moderns are inclined
to take this obvious symbol. "Light-bringing" is no
doubt an essentiaL part of the goddess's nature, but the
torch is characteristic not only of Hecate, it also plays
an important part in the Demeter and Persephone cult.
One torch, two torches carried aloft by Hecate, three
torches in a row/7 or the "crossed torch" with four
lights, all these occur as attributes of both Demeter and
a4 Kcrenyi, Her'mes, 66 (I9P), p. 422, confirmed by a fragment from
the poet PhilikoSi d. A. Korte, Hermes, op. cit., pp. 450 f.
95 Callimachus in Schol- Theocr-, II, 12; Schneider, op. cit., p. 69I.
96 Scholium to Theocritus, II, 12; Euripides, Helen, 569 (fr. 959).
117 Picture of a sacrifice to Persephone in an Attic vase-painting, L.
Deubner, Atthche Feste (Berlin, 1932), fig. 2.



Persephone;88 and this variety of forms proves that we
are dealing with some sort of expression rather than an
application; a symbol, not a means to a practical end.
In the hymn itself Demeter appears with two burning
torches.30 Further investigation outside the confines of
the strictly Homeric Zeus-world convinces us that we
are not far wrong in our surmise that Hecate is a second
Demeter.

As Greek religion developed, there appeared, even
in places where the Qverlordship of Zeus so charac
teristic of the Homeric religion was of long standing,
certain divinities who, on the fringes of the Hellenic
cultural \vmld, had retained all their pre-Homeric, pris
tine freshness. Thus the great goddess of the town of
Pherai in Thessaly-Pheraia-came to Athens as a "for
eign" divinity. In this torch-bearing goddess the Athe
nians recognized their own Hecate,4() whereas in her
Thessalonian home Pheraia was none other than Deme
ter herself.41 Pheraia's daughter was also known as Hec
ate, a different Hecate from the great goddess of Pherai,
though obviously resembling her mother.42 Demeter
and her daughter display, in a more primitive form than
the Homeric and Attic one, features that permit both
of them to appear as Hecate. Or, looking at it from the
other point of vie\v, we could say: the Greeks attached
the name "Hecate" to a goddess who united in herself
affinities with the moon, a Demetrian nature, and Kore
88 Kerenyi, Arcbiv fiir ReligionswisscnsclJrrft 30, p. 279.
3ll Line 41'1. Similarly Hecate in a relic'IJo in Thasus, d. Farnell, op. cit.,
II, plate XXXIX a.
·10 Hesychius, .r,V.

11 Detected by Eckhel, Doctrina Nu:mor1l1Jl Vctemm, II, p. 147; cE.
Lobec!" Agl'1O[,bmllliS, II, p. J2 13. CE. also P. Philippson. Thessaliscbe
Mythologie (Zi.irich, 1944), pp. 69 fT.
42 Scholium to Lycophron. Alexandra, 1180.
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like characteristics-not only those of Persephone but
of Artemis as well. She was invoked as the daughter of
Demeter and the daughter of Leto.48 Hecate and Ar
temis, Trivia and Diana are used so often as equivalent
names that we cannot regard this as wholly groundless,
any more than we can the familiar equation of Per
sephone with the moon44 and Diana with Luna.45

The budlike idea of the connexion among three
aspects of the world-maiden, mother, and moon
hovers at the back of the triad of goddesses in the
Homeric hymn. Hecate has a subordinate part to play
in keeping with her position on the fringes of the Zeus
world. And yet she still retains, even under Zeus' rule,
the characteristics of that archaic figure who preceded
the historical Hecate. One such characteristic, and the
chief among them, is the triple form which appears rela
tively late in artistic representations of the goddess,46
but is indirectly confirmed by Hesiod. The poet of the
Theogony acclaims her as the mighty Mistress of the
three realms-earth, heaven, and sea.47 He also says
that the goddess already had this dominion in the time of
the Titans, before Zeus and his order. The new ruler of
the world honoured her by leaving her in her former
majesty.

The classical figure of Hecate stands stiff and strange
in the Greek world, built up on a triangle, and with
faces turned in three directions. They tried to get rid
of the stiffness of these Hecate statues by. breaking up
4a Euripides, lon, 1048; PboenisSC/e, 108.
{4 Kerenyi, Pythagoras lind Orpheus (Albae Vigiliae II), pp. 47 ff.
4fi P. Kretsch.mer, Glotta, 13, 111 ff.
46 Farnell, op. cit., II, pp. 449 ff.
47 Hemad, Theogony, 4u ff.



the triune goddess into three dancing maidens. Later
times were to stick more rigidly to the characteristic
number "3" than did the classical age of Hesiod. The fact
that H ecateia were set up at the crossing of three roads
and that these places were held especially sacred to
Hecate does not militate against the Hesiodic or cosmic
conception of the number "3 ": all crossings of three
roads point clearly and obviously enough to the possi
bility of dividing the world into three parts. At the
same time Hecate, as Mistress of the Spirits, warned the
Greeks that a threefold division would necessarily leave,
side by side with the ordered worlel of Zeus, a chaotic
region in which the amorphousness of the primitive
world could live on as the Underworld. The Greeks
took Hecate's triplicity as something unelerworldly.

But in earlier times, before Hecate's three faces had
petrified into the well-known Hecateia, these three as
pects, it seems, were so many aspects or realms of the
world, so many possible developments of one and the
same compact, budlike idea. Hence we see the inner con
nexion among Demeter, the Kare, and Hecate-and
thus the profoundest idea of the mythologem as nn
folded in the hymn-in the figure of what is apparently
thc least of the goddesses, the most subordinate of the
three.

Besides her Kore quality, her affinity with the moon
and with a primitive world of ghosts, a sort of mother
liness also pertains to the idea of Hecate. Like Artemis
or Mothcr Earth hcrself, she was xouQo't'Qorpor;, nurse
and 'flOurislJer of all those born after her.48 In the hymn
it is Demeter that appears in this role, as nurse of the
king's youngest son in Elensis. And it is to be'Y figure
48 Hesiod, TlJeogony, 4So if., scholium to Aristophanes, JVasps, 804-
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that our concern with Hecate now leads us. In her as
well those elements are contained which, besides those
already mentioned, constitute the fundamental idea of
the hymn. VVc must not forget for an instant that it
is not the idea of the classical or still later Hecate that
comes closest to this fundamental idea, but of an original
Demeter and Hecate in one person.

5. Demeter

The sphere of human realities, such as maidenhood
antI motherhood, is enlarged in the Demeter hymn in
sofar as it now, thanks to Hecate, suggests a relationship
to the moon. At the same time Demeter herself seems
to lead us hack to something purely human. "La deesse
mere vouee al'heme1 regret de set fille disparue" is how
a historian of Greek sculpture describes the celebrated
seated statue of her found in Cnidos.4n These words
might also characterize the Demeter of the hymn. The
poet describes Persephone's rape at the beginning of the
poem, and from then 011 it is full of her divine mother's
pain and grief. Even in their reunion there is still a por
tion of bitterness, for Persephone has eaten, while with
her husband, of the pomegranate and has to spend a
third of every year with him.GO The mother never quite
succeeds in getting her daughter back again.

Human sorrow, yet not merely human. For the god
dess lets no cxops grow during her daughter's absence,
and by means of the earth's unfruitfulness she compels
the gods to restore her daughter. And she it is who,
40 Collignon, Histoire de 10 sculpture grecque, II, p. 362.
GO According to later tradition (Ovid and Hyginus), half the year. We
'<lre I\ot concerned with this easily understandable version here, since it
is obvio.usly nOt the primary one.



appeased, lets fruit and flowers grow once more. She
"lets" all this "come Up,"51 she who is adored as Anesi
dora, Chloe ("the Green One"), and Karpophoros
("Bringer of Fruit"). As Horephoros she also brings
the favourable season. Science is in the greatest doubt
whether she should be identified with the earth or with
the grain, or should be regarded as a subterranean power.
There arc adherents to all three views among the learned.
In order to decide for one or the other we must have a
clear understanding of the Homeric poet's point of view.

Demeter describes herself in the hymn as being "of
the greatest use and the greatest joy to gods and men."52
There is not a word about her having taught men the
use of agriculture and the joys of the grain. She could
have done-and, according to other sources, did-this
just as well as Aphrodite taught her particular "works"
-love-had she felt any special desire to do so. Aphrodite
is all love, the great goddess who is the cosmic principle
and ideal illustration of her works, which she alone
makes possible. Once Aphrodite has become a psychic
reality, love is the unavoidable and obvious thing.
Equally obviously, the idea of Demeter includes, for
the Homeric poet, the idea of agriculture, and her fate
the fate of the grain.

Neither docs the goddess show men what has to be
done with the grain. What she does show, after the
earth has yielded up its fruit, are the mysteries of Ele7tSis.
The mythical king of that place and his sons learn from
her the secret usages of the cult, which the poet may
not disclose. He who has seen the unutterable works of
51 HY1111l to Demeter, 47r, ii,V/ilGl;V.

52 Ibid., 268 f.
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Demeter is fortunate: the uninitiate will enjoy no such
lot in the darkness of death.53

So much we learn from the Homeric poet. For him,
grain is the self-evident gift of the goddess. What Deme
ter shows to mortals over and above this is something
worthy of note but not to be named, the aee1']tOv. The
hymn is completely unthinkable without this allusion
to the mysterious, supreme gift of the goddess. But we
do not need to write a poem just to say something sclf
evident and already tacitly assumed, as is this connex
ion between Demeter and the grain.54 It is no less
fundamental to the hymn than the other connexions
we have mentioned, between marriage and death and
maiden and moon. On this self-evident foundation rests
the special thing that the goddess does and shows. One
of the symbols that was displayed in the Eleusinian
mysteries on Demeter's instructions was a single ear of
corn.liu So that the self-evident gift of the goddess serves
to express what was revealed only to the initiate. The
core of the Demetrian idea has corn and motherhood
as its natural sheath and disguise. All three aspects
Mother Goddess, Corn Goddess, and Goddess of eso
teric mysteries-belong to the figure of Demeter; none
of them can be thought away, and the latter two in
particular are closely connected ill the hymn.

The strange conduct of Demeter as a nurse seems,
in the hymn, to rest likewise on these two aspects.
When, still unknown, the goddess came to Eleusis she
offered her services as nurse to the friendly daughters
of the king. These gave her the king's youngest son,
D~ 1bid., 473-480•
M Because of this, the analysis put forward by Wilamowitz (Der Glaube
der HelJenen, II, pp. 47 IT,) falls to the ground.
35 Hippolytus, R eflltl/tio omnium ',aeresium, V, 8, 39.
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Demophoon, to look after. Every night she laid him
secretly in the fire-a singular method of obtaining im
mortality for her charge! The Homeric poet likens the
child so placed to a flaming brand or torch (~o:Mt;).

He may have been thinking of the great part the torch
played in the nocturnal celebrations at Eleusis. The
mythological picture of the child in the fire 5G agrees
with the fact that in the mysteries the birth of a divine
child was celebrated with the shining of a great light.
Caught in her strange and awful act, the goddess speaks,
in words of mystic revelation, of the ignorance of men.57

Had they understanding of good and evil, she says,
they would also understand the significance of that
apparently deadly deed.

The meaning of it-good concealed in evil-is im
mortality. There can be no doubt of that. It is scarcely
necessary to point out that Demeter's behaviour is not
anthropomorphic. To be laid in the fire and yet to
remain alive, indeed to win immortality-that is no
human fate. Does the goddess, perhaps, overstep the
bounds of the humanly possible by reason of her sover
eignty in that other domain of hers, which includes
the fate of the corn? And not only by reason of her
pown, but because of her form.? It would seem so,
when we consider that the Demetrian fruit is perfected
for human nourishment in the fire. Whether it is dried
or baked as bread, death by :fire is the fate of the grain.
Nevertheless, every sort of grain is eternaL "I am not
dead"-so sings the Maize God of the Cora Indians

GO Ct. SIlpTlI, pp. 47 ff., Kullervo; and Kercnyi, Niobe (Ziirich, 1949), pp.
75 £., 259·
07 Hymn to De'weter, 256 f. The words used here by Demeter :u:c taken
up ill the Orphic version (fr. 49, 95 f.), in a later Orphic poem (fr. 133)
and in the Carmen altreum PytlJagorae, 54 f.
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of Mexico after he is given over to the fire. 58 "My
younger brothers (mankind) appear but once. Do they
not die forever? But I never die; I appear continu
ally...." Among another tribe of Mexican Indians,
the T ahumarcs, new-born boys undergo, on the third
day, a rite very similar to what the Cora Indians do to
the cobs that signify the Maize God: they make a
great nre out of the stalks and carry the child three
times through the smoke in all four directions. They
do this, so runs the explanation today, in order that
the child may thrive and be successful in life, i.e. in
"raising corn."59

Of all the analogies that have been collected60 this
seems to :fit best. Demeter treats Demophoon as though
he were grain. Not, however, in order to make a suc
cessful farmer out of him. The Demophoon incident
points as clearly as does the wllole hymn to the fact
that immortality is one of Demeter's gifts and that this
immortality is akin to that of the grain. Old questions
at once arise: Is Demeter's motherhood to be under
stood metaphorically? Was not the goddess, before she
became completely anthropomorphic, a "Corn Mother,"
the ripe corn being taken as a maternal entity? And
consequently, is not her daughter only apparently a
maiden, but in reality a kind of plant? In late antiquity
the word xOQTl was explained as the feminine form of
x6Qo~ (sprout) .61 Another old interpretation is in the
same spirit, which saw in Demeter's ravished daughter the
corn for sowing.62 The disappearance of both as though
58 K. T. Preuss, Der religiose Gehalt der Mythen (Tiibingen, 1933), p. 8.
59 C. LumhQltz., Unknown Mexico (19°3). I, p. ~7~.

60 Frazer, in his edition of Apollodorus (1921), II, pp. 3II f.
61 Porphyry, in Eusebhls, Praeparatio Evangelica, III, Il, 7, 9.
62 Cicero, Dc natUTII deoru/12, II, 66.
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in death and their resurrection-like return said much
in favour of this view. Yet even in antiquity such inter
pretations were merely rationalistic explanations which
reversed the religious meaning: for the religious-minded
man the corn expressed an inexpressible divine reality
rather than that the goddess, Demeter's daughter, ex
pressed the corn. The Kore figure of Persephone may
have been the allegorical equivalent of the grain, but
they are so equivalent that each can stand for the other.
Both allude only to that unutterable thing hinted at in
the very name of this Kore-aQQll'to~ xO{,Qa: the Maiden
not to be named.03

Mother divided from daughter, and the mown ear,
are two symbols of something unspeakably painful
and hidden in the Demeter-aspect of the world; but
also of something very consoling. Demeter contains
this consolation in herself and reveals it in Eleusis. Seen
as a whole, the Demetrian idea is not confined to purely
human forms and relations, nor is it exhausted in the
great reality of the corn. But in this non-human reality
the idea is more comprehensive than it is in its purely
human forms. The ear of corn, as shaped, is the shape
of both origin and end, of mother and daughter; and
just because of that it points beyond the individual to
the universal and eternal. It is always tbe corn that
sinks to earth and returns, always the corn that is mown
down in golden fullness and yet, as fat and healthy
grain, remains whole, mother and daughter in one.

The symbolical value of the grain in the Demeter
religion is vouched for in every way. The mown car
03 Euripides, Helen, 1307 (fr. 63); Careinus in Dioc1oms Siclllus, V,S.
I; d. UqJ(Ht(ll:O~ in Hcsychius, s.v., and 'E1(utT] "AqJQ(Wto~, 1alJrbucb
fiir PlJil. Suppl. 27 (1900), ru.



in Eleusis, five beautiful stalks of corn in a little temple
depicted on a vase64-there is evidence enough. The two
great goddesses (also called ~(J.~t<iLeQe~, in the plural) 65

are not diminished in their aspect as grain; on the con
trary they become greater, more comprehensive, more
cosmic. Herein lies the real religious value of everything
in the fate of the grain that reminded ~he Greeks of
the fate of Persephone. And what did not remind them
of it? There was hardly anything that did not do so.
The only thing that is impossible is to reduce the whole
mythologem of mother and daughter, and the innumer
able associations that unfold in it like a bud, merely to
the fate of the grain and to understand it purely alle
gorically. The mythological idea does not keep strictly
to any natural process; it is enriched by them and en
riches them in turn. It takes from nature but gives back
again, and this is the sense in which we are to think of
the relationship between the Persephone myth and the
fate of the corn.

In Attica, besides the lesser mysteries in Agrai and
the great mysteries in Eleusis, there were various other
festivals connected with Persephone. Two of them fell
at the time of the sowing: the Eleusinian mysteries and
a women's festival, the Thesmophoria, from which men
were excluded. Both involved fasting, following the
example of Demeter's fast; and thus both were in some
way connected with the disappearance of the Kore,
which occasioned the fasting. Hence it was the sowing
of the grain that reminded the Greeks of the Kore's rape.

The link between sowing the corn and vanishing
64 Farnell, op. cit., HI, PI. I1lb, wIth Lenormant's explanation in
Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques et romaines,
I, p. 1066.
65 Nilsson, Archiv filr ReJigionS'Wissenschl1ft, 32 (1935), p. 87.



in the underworld is confirmed by a further correspond
ence of myth and cult. The Orphic variants of the
mythologem relegated the events in the Homeric hymn
to a very primitive setting.60 A swineherd comes in,
with the name of Eubuleus (a name also of Hades); he is
the witness of the rape, because his pigs were swallowed
up by the earth along with Persephone. This story is
borne out-as the sources themselves show07-by the fact
that young pigs were cast into pits in honour of the two
goddesses. We learn this in connexioll with the Thes
mophoria; but it would be clear enough in any case that
an analogy existed between the cavalier treatment of
pigs and the sowing of the corn.

The pig is Demeter's sacrificial animal. In one con
nexiol1, where it is dedicated to the Eleusinian mys
teries, it is called 3EA.cpcx.~,6B the "uterine animal" of the
earth, just as the dolphin was the "uterine animal" of
the sea.GD It was customary for Demeter to receive a
gravid sow as a sacrificial offering.70 The mother animal
is a fit offering to the Mother Goddess, the pig in the
pit a fit offering to her vanished daughter. As symbols
of the goddesses, pig and com are perfect parallels. Even
the decomposed bodies of the pigs were drawn into the
cult: the noisome remains 'were fetched up again, put
on the altar, and used to make the sowing more £ruit
ful. 71 If, then, the pig-and-grain parallc1lays stress on
corruption, it will no doubt remind us that the corn
[lO Cf. lVlalten, Of!. cit., pp. 429 if.
li7 Clement of Alexandria, ProtrepicllS, II, 17, r; Rabe, scholium to
Lucian, p. 275.
os Epich:mnus, fro 100.
69 Cf. supra, p. 68.
70 FarnelJ, op. cit., pp. 330, 91; 365, 246.
71 Seholium to Lucian, loco cit.



decays under the earth and thus, in this state of fruitful
death, hints at the Kore dwelling in the realm of the
dead.

So that the Demeter idea is not lacking in the element
of corruption as regards the Kore's subterranean abode.
Seen in terms of the Persephone myth, the fruitful
death of the corn, religiously emphasized by the par
ticulars of the pig-sacrifice, acquires a symbolic value,
just as it is used as a parable for another idea: "Verily
I say unto you, except a corn of wheat fall into the
ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth
forth much fruit."72 The corn and the pig buried in
earth and left to decay point to a mythological happen
ing and, interpreted accordingly, become transparently
clear and hallowed.

The happenings of the natural process and the devel
opment of the mythological idea coincide thus far and
no further. Persephone spends a third of every year in
the underworld. Does the "fruitful death" of the corn
last that long? The new crop sprouts much earlier;73
and Demeter, the mother proud of her daughter (the
ripened grain), appears much later in her golden gar
ment of ears. According to the myth, the wheat would
have to fall to earth, the scene of its death and resurrec
tion, immediately after its separation from the "mother."
Under the original conditions, when grain grew wild,
this was in fact the case. The corresponding mytholo
gem is probably just as old and is closer to the natural
process than to the artificial process. True, even in early
antiquity the grain was kept in storage chambers and
containers almost as in a tomb, the seed-corn generally
72 John, u;14.

nnus objection comes from Nilsson, op. cit., p. 107.
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for four months; 74. but it was preserved from decay and
coming to life again. This has nothing to do with the
myth. The corn in the vaults of Eleusis was part of the
temple treasure of Demeter and meant to keep for a
long time.

Hence the third of the year cannot be explained as
a mere allegory of the agricultural process. The three
fold division is inextricably bound up with the primitive
form of the goddess Demeter, who was also Hecate,
and Hecate could claim to be mistress of the three
realms. In addition, her relations to the moon, the corn,
and the realm of the dead are three fundamental traits
in her nature. The goddess's sacred number is the special
number of the underworld: "3" dominates the chthonic
cults of antiquity.75 The division of the year into three
in the Persephone myth corresponds not to a natural
process but to a mythological idea.

6. Persephone

A divinity 'with a number of aspects is very apt to
appear only in the one aspect lmder which he or she is
being regarded at the moment. So it is with the primary
goddess, who could equally well be called Hecate. In
her Persephone aspect she belongs to the Greek idea of
n.ot-being;76 in her Demeter aspect she is a Hellenic
form of the idea of the All-Mother. Those of us who
are inclined to regard the Greek divinities as unmixed
types must, in this case, accustom themselves to the
duality of two fundamentally different goddesses. But
74 Here, with Cornford, Nilsson (p. 108) iinds the explanation of the
Persephone myth.
75 H. Diels, Sibylliniscbe Blatter (Berlin, 1890), p. 40.
76 Kerenyi, Die antike Religion, pp. 220 if.



they must also realize that the idea of not-being in Greek
religion forms the root-aspect of being.77 This realiza
tion will enable them to understand. the deep-rooted
identity of those two different and yet so closely con
nected figures. Those, on the other hand, who do not
incline to this view are tempted to assume a superficial
and subsequent merging of two originally independent
goddesses.

For this subsequent merging there is of course no
evidence whatever, and the connexion between the
goddesses is anything but superficial. In the very place
where, according to modern assumptions, this "super
ficial" connexion is supposed to have been made, namely
Eleusis, we see how intimately the Kore and Demeter
are in fact connected. The daughter as a goddess orig
inally quite independent of her mother is unthinkable;
but what is thinkable, as we shall see, is the original
identity of mother and daughter. Persephone's whole
being is summed up in an incident that is at once the
story of Demeter's own sufferings. The daughter's being
is revealed like a flash in her mother's, only to be snuffed
out the next moment:

turns over round the bend
of the parabola of curved flight,
sinks, and is gone. ...

The Kore who appears with Demeter is comparable
with the Hebe who appears with the great goddess Hera.
In ancient Arcadia78 Hera had three forms: maiden
(Jtai~), fulfilled woman (n3AELa), and woman of
sorrows (X~~l().). As 1:BAsta she has in Hebe her own
71 Kel'enyi, Dionysos ztnd das Tragische in der Antigone (Frankfurt
am Main, 1935), p. ro.
781n Stymphalus; Pausanias, VllI, n.
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maiden self, "HQu nat£" for constant companion.70 That
is the static or plastic way of putting what is told in
dynamic mythological form in the story of Hera
emerging from her bath in the spring Kanathos ever
again as a virgin.8o As Hebe's mother she always has
Hebe in herself; and as X~Qa she is endowed with char
acteristics that remind us of the grieving and recrim
inatory Demeter.

The comparison with Hera and hcr daughtcr may be
allowed to stand as a mere analogy, and the question of
whether they are both to be regarded as developments
of the same mythological idea may be left undiscussed.
Archaic Demeter figures are vivid proof that they al
ways contain their own maiden form. Arcadia was
familiar with two such Demeters, or rather w"ith one
that had two names: a dark, age-old goddess whose
bitter rancour makes her kin both to the "HQa. X~Qa

and to the sorrowful Eleusinian mother.81 In Phigalia she
was called the Black One (L\.'Y][!1]LYlQ 1l~7,m'Ya.); in Thel
pusa, Demeter Erinys. Both places had the same legend
about her, a legend that expresses the deep-rooted iden
tity of the original Demeter and the original Kore
mythologically, but nonc the less clearly.

This is the mythologem of the marriage of the re
luctant goddess, and the best-Imo\vn variation of it came
70 Or, from Hebe's point of view: "It is as though Hebe h:1(l separated
hcncH only gradually from the goddess to become her dl1\Jghrcr and
an independent divinity, as though in the beginning ohe had been (\
manifestation of Hcra hcrself." P. Philippson, Griechiscbe Gottbeium
in ihren Lmldscbilften (Symbolac Oslocnscs fase. suppl. IX, 1939), p. 48.
80 Pausanias, II, 38, ~.

81 Pausanias, VIII, ~5 and 42, our sO\Jrce for what follows. The credi
bility of Pausanias' description of the Demeter stal'lle in Phigaliu is
vouched for by the mythologem and art relics as against \Vilmuowitz,
Der Glilube Jer Hellenen, T, pp. 402 f.



at the beginning of the Cyclian epic, Cypria.82 Here
the bride-the original Kore-was called N e'lnesis; the
bridegroom and seducer, Zeus. Pursued by the god's
desire, the goddess transforms herself into various beasts
of the earth, sea, and air. In this last mutation, as wild
birds of the primeval swamp-she as a goose, he as a
swan-the two divinities celebrate their marriage by
rape. For this marriage was and remained a rape. The
goddess was not to be softened by love; she succumbed
to violence and therefore became the eternal avenger
Nemesis. The Kore to whom she gave birth was called
Helen. The daughter had Artemisian traits from her
Artemisian mother, Zeus' unwilling bride; and Aphro
disiac traits that were the reason for her being contin
ually ravished. But in her ravishment and revenge, to
which so many mortals fell victim, her mother's nature
was only repeating itself. Helen is the eternally youthful
Nemesis, spoiling for a rape and always wreaking her
vengeance afterwards.

A similar story was told in Arcadia of the Demeter
whose cognomen Erinys is the same as Nemesis. She,
too, was pursued by a god-Poseidon, whose name sim
ply means that he became Demeter's spouse. 811 She, too,
transformed herself into the shape of an animal in order
to escape from her seducer. Our source only speaks of
her transformation into a mare, in which shape she was
overpowered by Poseidon the horse. Her image in the
Phigalian cave, however, was distinguished not only by
a horse's head with "snakes and other animals growing
out of it," but by a dolphin and a bird as well, apparently
a dove. An aquatic animal and a creature of the air
82 Kerenyi, Mnenlosyne (Z939), pp. 16z. if.; Die Gebztrt" der Helena
(Zurich, 1945), pp. 9 if.
88 Kretschmer, Glotta, I, zS ff.



would therefore seem to indicate the two other realms
in which, apart from the earth, the pursued goddess
might havc undcrgonc transformations. Thc Kore who
was born of this Nemesis-like marriage was called
"Mistress" (L1ECiJWLva) in Phigalia-that is, with one of
Perscphonc's ritual namcs. Our source further remarks
that in Phigalia the daughtcr was not a horse, that in
Thclpl1sa she was a being "not to be named" before
the uninitiate, and that she had a brother there who was
thc horse Areion. So that the original Demcter seems to
have been rcborn in her mysterious daughter with the
horse-brother just as Nemesis was in I-Ielen.

Strangest of all is the explanation of the goddess's
dark Erinys aspect. She is wroth because of the rape of
her daughter and at the SClme time because of the mar
riage by rape which she herself had to undergo. In the
legend that has come down to us, it is said that she was
overpowered by Poseidon while she was looking for
her ravished daughter. This mythological elaboration
doubles the rape, for the goddess experienced the rape
in herself, as Kore, and not in a separate girl. A daughter
with the name of "Mistress" or "She who is not to be
named" was born of this rape. The goddess becomes a
mother, rages and grieves over thc Kore who was rav
ished in her o,wn being, the Kore \vho111 she immediately
recovers, and in whom she gives birth to herself again.
The idea of the original Mother-Daughter goddess, at
root a single entity, is at the same timc the idea of rebirth.

To enter into thc figure of Demeter means to bc
pursued, to be robbcd, raped, to fail to understand, to
rage and grieve, but thcn to get everything back and
be born again. And what does all this mean, save to
realize the universal principle of life, the fate of evcry-
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thing mortal? What, then, is left over for the figure of
Persephone? Beyond question, the thing that forms the
structure of the living creature apart from this end
lessly repeated drama of coming-to-be and passing-away,
namely the uniqueness of the individual and its enthral
ment to not-being. Uniqueness and not-being under
stood not philosophically but envisaged corporeally in
figures, or rather as these are envisaged in the formless,
unsubstantial realm of Hades. There Persephone reigns,
the eternally unique one who is no more. Her unique
ness, so we could put it philosophically, forms the LL

that something in regard to which even not-being is
(E(J'-cL xrmi 'n). 84 Had that uniqueness not been, had
nothing ever stirred and started up in not-being, then
the realm of Hades would not exist; in relation to pure
nothing it would not be at all, not even an aspect of
the past.

Homer conceives the realm of Hades as amorphously
as it was possible for a Greek-that is to say, as poor in
form and without any contours, with no connecting
lines. He has no use for the method employed in archaic
art to express the dead and the deadly: the creation of
terrifying monsters and hybrids. Apparitions of this
kind are as little suited to his style as to his conception
of the shadowy realm. It is no awful shape that prevents
the soul of Patroc1us from passing through the gate of
Hades and across its river. (The gate of Hades, the
river, and even the House of Hades in which Patroc1us'
soul wanders, are all fluid, not marked off from one
another; only in comparison with the realm of the liv
ing are they something wholly different.) Instead of a
84 The Platonic expression is here used in the S:lme sense as in Die
antike Religion, p. 134.
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single terrifying shape, the whole kingdom of the dead
rises up to oppose the entry of the soul of one not yet
buried-the shadowy, amorphous kingdom seen as
the congregation of all the souls: -rip..EJ!E eLQYoucn 'l\Juxai
EtoOJAa xaf.i6Vt'OJ~. 85

Taken individually, the souls are not amorphous: they
arc the images of the departed (d5c.oAa xlXf.i6v-ccov), but
not corpsclike images. They have nothing of the "living
corpse" about them86 which figures in the ghost stories
of so many peoples. The soul of Patroclus still has the
lovely eyes of the hero, though in the corpse these have
long since decayed.87 The sLOO)/\a in the realm of the
dead represent as it were the mini'mum conceivable
amozmt of form; they are the image with which the
deceased individual, through his uniqueness, has en
riched the world.88 Over the cOlmtless "images" of all
that has once been, now heaped together and merged
into an indeterminate featureless mass, there reigns Per
sephone-the eternally unique.

Whenever she is mentioned in the Iliad, she receives
the title of ertaL'VY) ("awful"), which implies praise and
fear of her in equal measure; and she is indissolubly
85 Iliad, XXIII, 72.

86 Nor anything of the "corpse spiritualized or dematerialized in some
mysterious way," as vv. F. Otto (Die Manen, p. 37) expres~es the
idea that, in his view, best corrcsponds to the Homeric "shade."
87 Compare with this the terrible statc Hector was in when hi~ spirit
appeared to Aeneas in Virgil, Aeneid, II, 270 ff. As F. Althcim once
observed to me, it is as though the Romans clung even in tleath to the
bistorical figure, the Greeks to the ideal one.
88 According to the Pythagoreans, the image of thc unique mixture of
elements that prodl1l:ed the individual passes to the mOOll, never to be
replaced (Kerenyi, Pythagoras zmd Orpheus, 2nd cd.; p. 59). Every
individual being is nccQrdingly presen'ed not only in the past of a
world temporally conceived, but in n. definite portion of the spatial
universe as well. Another such storage-place is the Housc of Hades,
the thesaurus Orci of the Roman~.
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linked to the ruler of the dead. Her husband is some
times called Hades1 sometimes the Zeus of the Under
world. The wife of this Zeus undoubtedly counts as a
great goddess1 to whom all mortals arc subject just as
they arc to that other Zeus-the Tuler of the world seen
in his deadly aspect. She has dominion over the manifold
powers of death. Here we have the terrible aspects of
Persephone1 which arc merely hinted at in Homeric
poetry and are only associated with her-oT with her
and her husband as an indivisible pair-by implication.
The association does not give rise to the firm outlines
of a concrete figure 1 a monstrous figure1 saYl like the
Black Demeter in Phigalia. Homer does not draw any
frightening apparition for us, but he brings out the
association all the more dearly. In the ninth book of
the Iliad it is unmistakable. On one occasion the Erinyes
are invoked in the plural. The curse, however, is heard
and fulfilled not by a vague throng of vengeful spirits
but by the underworldly Zcus and Persephone.80 The
second time the curse is addressed to the nllers of the
Underworld. The utterer of the curse beats the earth
with her hands. She is heard by Erinys, the mist-wander
ing goddess who dwells in the gloomy nether regions
of Erebos.90

There are two ways of considering cOllnexions like
this bct\,'een Erinys and the rulers of the Under
world. One way begins with the dispersed state of the
various aspects of the gods and believes in a subsequent
mythological combination of them, with the result that
mythology is understood at best as a co-ordinating and
embellishing' activity of the mind. Our way is opposed
80 Uiad, IX, 454-457.
uo Ibid., 56<;-57~.
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to this. It begins with the mythological ideas, which
arc easily recognized by their pristine richness and
many-sidedness. Mythology is then understood as the
mind's creation of gods in the sense that something of
validity is brought into the world. fi1 The realities that
disclose themselves to the mind arc timeless. The forms
in which they disclose themselves arc stages in a process
of (budlikc) unfolding, and every unfolding tends ulti
mately towards dissolution. The primary thing for us
is not this final state, not the Erinycs as spirits of venge
ance, or Demeter and Persephone existing independ
ently side oy side, but the historical Demeter Erinys
who contains in herself her O\vn Kore figure-Per
sephone.

The Odyssey furnishes proof that the deadly powers
associated with the Homeric Undenvorld may be re
garded as allusions to this goddess. One such power,
the po\ver to terrify, to petrify with fright, to tum to
stone, is possessed by the Gorgon's head. Odysseus is
thinking of this when he sees the countless host of the
dead approaching him: perhaps Persephone has sent
the Gorgon's head from I-lades! 02 The mass of shades
and the frightful apparition are respectively the indefi
nite and the de finite manifestation of the realm of the
dead. Though this realm is the domain of Persephone
and her husband, the definite form of it points to the
original Demeter.

Gorgon-like feannes are in fact displayed by the
Black Demeter, who had a legend in common vi!ith
Demeter Erinys. The horse-headed goddess "vas further
characterized by having "snakes and other animals
01 Kercl1yi, Apollol1, 120; Die antike Religion, p. 65.
92 Odyssey, XI, 634 f.
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growing out of her head." The Gorgon's head in con
junction.with a horse's body can be seen in an archaic
representation of the killing of Medusa. lJ3 The Gorgon
headed Medusa was, like Demeter, Poseidon's bride.
Like her, she gave birth to a horse-Pegasus-and to a
mysterious son with the name of Chrysaor, the cog
nomen of Demeter Chrysaor. Closer scrutiny shows
that the most important features in the fate of Perseph
one are also common to Medusa: she too was the only
member of a divine triad-the trinity of Gorgons-to
succumb to death by violence.04

The Kore's rape and the killing of Medusa are further
connected by the name of the killer. Persephone (in
Homer, "Pcrsephoneia," Attic "Perrephatta") may well
be a pre-Hellenic word that has been given Greek form;
it is most probably connected with the name of Medusa's
killer Perseus,or; and can be understood in Greek as "she
who was killed by Perseus. "OB Perseus has various things
in common with Hades; for one thing he wore Hades'
cap that made him invisible, and in Lerna he was actu
ally identical with Hades. He immersed Dionysus in the
waters, which in this case probably signified the Under
world.07 The similarity between the fates of Dionysus
and Persephone does not rest on this alone. We shall not
pursue it further here, but shall keep to one aspect of
the Medusa-killing.

The Gorgon's head was cut off with a sickle, ~n

03 Boeotian wine-jar in relief in Paris, cf. R. Hampe, Frilhe griechische
Sage1l.hilder in Hootien (Athens, 1936) I PI. 36 & 3B.
04 Hesiod, Theogony, 276-282; Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, II, 4, 2.

05 Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der H el/enen, I, pp. lOS t; further details in
Altheim, Arl7biv {ilr Religionswissenschaft, 27 (I929), pp. 45 f.
DO Like eE61toJmo~ in the sense of "he who is sent by God."
97 C. Robert, Die griechisl7be H eldensage, I (PreHer and Robert,
Griecbische Mytbologie, II, Berlin, 1920), p. 243.



ancient mythological weapon with which Vranos was
mutilated by Kronos.08 If anything can throw light on
the meaning of the use of this instrument and no other,
it is the simple fact that from the remotest times this
moon-shaped instrument has been used for the cutting
of that which bears the seed, i.e. the corn. It is almost
as if something lunar were fated to dic by somcthing
'tlZoon-sbaped. At any rate, cerrain features in Medusa's
fate transparently connect this goddess with the bride,
corn, and death aspects of Persephone.

Or, looking at it the other way round, we could say
that through the figure of Persephone, the stately Queen
of Hades, we glimpse the Gorgon. What we conceive
philosophically as the element of not-being in Per
sephone's nature appears, mythologoically, as the hideous
Gorgon's head, which the goddess sends forth from
the Underworld and which she herself bore in her
archaic form. It is not, of course, pure not-being, rather
the sort of not-being from which the living shrink as
from something witb a negative sign: a monstrosity that
has usurped the place of the unimaginably beautiful,
the nocturnal aspect of what by day is the most desira
ble of all things.

If we wanted to answer the question of the origin of
this symbol, we should have to go more deeply into
the antecedents of the other two great Kore figures,
Artemis and Athel1e. There, too, we would meet with
the Gorgon's head. Athene wears it on her breast, and
the Medusa appears on archaic monuments as a primi
tive form of Artemis, the mistress of wild animals.DD

08 Hesiod, Tbeogony, 174-181.
00 Ket6nyi, Mnemosyne, p. 170; Dill Geburt der Helena, p. 19; d.
Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1885, fig. 59.
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She also has the wings of Nemesis. In her most ancient
aspect as Medusa and Nemesis, Artemis proves to be
identical with the original Demeter and thus with Per
sephone. The picture of the killing of Medusa-the most
ancient form of Persephone's fate-on the pediment of
the archaic temple to Artemis in Corfu commemorates
this primitive mythological state.lOO

From it, the classical figure of Persephone rises up
pure and beautiful, Artemisian and Aphrodisiac at once,
another Helen, herself the daughter of Nemesis. Her
Gorgonesque features remain in the background. On
the wonderful little votive tablet in a temple to Per
sephone in Lower ltalylOl the Kore's departure is de
picted as well as her rape. It is worthy of Aphrodite
herself: winged cupids draw the chariot of the goddess.
One would think that it was not Persephone celebrating
her triumph, but Aphrodite. And indeed reference could
be made to Aphrodite Epitymbidia or Tymborychos/02

goddess of the tombs and the dead. In Persephone the
sublimest beauty as well as the most hideous ugliness
has its foundation. Not-being can put on an alluring
face, and the goddess of the dead can appear in the
form of an hetaera. Such were the sirens, Circe and
Calypso, but not the Grecian Persephone. The founda
tion of her aphrodisiac beauty lies in what we have
culled her uniqueness.

In a world of living and dying, that is, in the world
of Demeter and Persephone, there is an intimate con
nexion between uniqueness and beauty. We can regard
100 The inscriptions mention Artemis; d. Kaiser Wilhelm II's Erinner
ungen an Korf!t (Berlin, 1924), p. 105.
101 Lokroi Epizephyroi, d. Quagliati, Ausonia, 3 (1908), p. 188.
102 Plutarch, Quaertiones Romanae, XXIII; Clement of Alexandria,
Protrepicus, XXXVIII.



it from the point of view of beauty alone, as Winc1cel
mann did, thinking unconsciously of Persephone when
he said: "Strictly speaking, a beautiful person is beauti
ful for a moment only." Or we can regard it from the
point of view of that instant after which not-being
comes, like a dark abyss. At such moments the beautiful
shines out in all its supremc radiance, and even a mortal
maiden-Antigonc advancing towards her bridal cham
ber, the grave-is then in the likeness of "beautiful
Persephone."103

7. bulollesia/'2 Kore Figures

The paradox of mythological ideas, the fom et origo
of our discussion, seems to have complicated itself to

the point of unintelligibility. ,V"e have assumed, at the
back of the double-figure of Demeter and the Kore,
an idea which embraces both and which, budlike, com
pact of the strangest associations, unfolds into three
divinities-Hecate, Demeter, and Persephone. It is not
the unfolding that is lU1intelligible; the possibility of this
is grounded on numerous mythological examples, the
hybrid and changeling forms of the original Demeter
or Nemesis. ""Vhat are difficult to understand, because
they appear to have no precedent, are the strange asso
ciations.

There is, for instancc, the strange equation of mar
riage and death, the bridal chamber and thc grave.
Marriage in this COllllcxion has the character of murder:
the brutal ravisher is the god of death himself. On the
other hand, marriage retains its proper and primary
103 Kcrcnyi, DlOTlySoS ulld dlls Tragische in dcr Amigone, pp. I~ fl.; Dic
antike Religion, p. 239. Virgil (Aeneid, VI, 142) (;all~ Persephone pulcbra
Proserpinllj xu;lu. tmd x(/,1,,(u1:a arc titles of Artemis, d. Prellc;r and
Robert, GrieclJiscbe Mythologie, p. 301, 3.
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meaning as the union of man and woman. But not only
does it call forth the lamentations of the celebrants, it
also calls forth obscene speech and laughing at obscene
actions. Demeter herself furnishes an example of this,
as also of lamentation, when she permits herself to be
moved to mirth by a shameless old WOl1"lan. (In the
hymn the name of the old woman, lambe, is suggestive
of indecent speech, while the name she has in the Orphic
variations,lo4 BClUbo or "belly," suggests indecent be
haviour.) We can speak of a connexion between deatb
and fertility, and conceive fertility in such a crude way
that a gravid sow may serve as its symbol.

Another peculiar association is between the ambig
uous incident of the Kore's rape and Hecate. At the
centre of Hecates sphere of influence there stands the
moon. What the moon sheds her light on is in its tum
highly ambiguous: on the one hand we have motherly
solicitude and the growth of all living things, on the
other more indecency and dcadliness105-not in the sense
of the bride dying in order to give life, but in the sense
of witchcraft and ghosts. Proper to Hecate is the dog,
the animal howling in the moonlight, which, for the
Greeks, symbolized the last word in obscenity. One
could define the world of Hecate as the lunar aspect of
the Demeter world. But we must add that it is at the
same time a distorted aspect of the world of the mighty
huntress and dancer Artemis. Fertility and death are
somehow related to those aspects of the world ruled by
the moon.

A third strange association is with the plant tbat serves
mankind CIS food. This is not a question simply of alIe
104 Orp!Jicorum fragmenta, 52 (Kern).
105 For what follows see Apollon, pp. 150 iI.
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gories (for even the com-symbol cannot, by itself,
comprise the whole idea of the primary goddess who
is mother and daughter in one), nor of a causal con
nexion between the moon and certain phenomena of
human and vegetable life. The moon in this case is not
a primzl7'J'l movens; she suffers just like man or plant.
It is rather a question of some occurrence in our cosmos,
which mythology expresses equally in the symbol of
the moon, the woman, and the corn. In so doing it
speaks of the one under the image of the other. For this
purpose it is particularly fond of the figure of the Kore.

Not only is this the case 1vith the Greeks but also ill
a part of the world as far removed from old Mediter
ranean culture as the Indonesian archipelago. Kores are
to be found there which show that what seemed unin
telligible to us existed not once only and not only in
one particular mythology. These Kores came unexpect
edly to light as the result of a Frobenius expedition to
the island of Ceram. The leader of the expedition and
editor of the whole collection of myths, Dr. Jensen,
could not anticipate what an impression of uncanny
similarity his Hainuwele, the divine maiden after whom
he named the new collection,106 would make on those
who were already engaged on a study of Persephone.
All the more important are the observations with which
he prefaces his volume.

These observations arc based not on the Indonesian
material alone but also on other and much more com
prehensive ethnological findings, l110stly African. Dr.
106 Hainuwele: Volkserziihlungen von der Molukken-Imel Cermn, col
lected and edited by Ad. E. Jensen and H. Niggemeyer with illustra
tions by A. Hahn (Frankfurt am Main, 1939). Jensen's Introductiun and
the Hainuwele mythologem also in Paidellma, I, pp. 199 fl.; cr. Jensen, Das
fVeltbild einer fYiiben VlIltur (Stuttgart, 1948); Die drei Strihlle (Leip
zig, 1948).



Jensen observes first that the majority of peoples can
not think of the fact of death without thinking of the
fact of procreation and the increase of mankind. Thus
the Ceramese say that the first men could not die so
long as they had not eaten -of the coco-nut. And only
when they did this could they marry. "Wherever the
connexion between death and fertility is explicit in
the myths," so Dr. Jensen says in his second observation,
"emphasis is laid on the connexion between men and
plants." In this sense we have to understand the fact
that in the great Hainuwele mythologem the first death
among men was a murder, and that only since then
have there been useful plants. To this we must add the
close relationship between the maiden Hainuwe1e and
the moon. The complete picture that results is as fol
lows: "At the centre of the Ceramcse mythological
view of the world there is a connexion between death
and procreation, and this, as with so many peoples of
the earth, is seen and experienced in the image of the
plant as a form of being, and in the phenomenon of
the dying and returning moon."

The ethnologist thus confirms, from the religious
views of many different peoples, the whole system of
associations on which the Persephone mythologem is
based. Even more surprising than the correspondence
of principle is the correspondence of detail in the Indo
nesian myth of the Kore, which points not merely to
the same fundamental budlike idea but to a far-reaching
similarity in its unfolding. This is particularly striking
when we compare the two main variations: the seduc
tion of Rabie and the killing of Hainuwele. Rabie is the
name of the moon-maiden. Hainuwele is sometimes
called Rabie-Hainuwele; but in her there is more of
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an identity with the plant, while Rabie is evidently more
of a lunar character.

Rabie is wooed by Tuwale, the sun-man. Her parents
won't give her to him. They put a dead pig in her place
in the bridal bed. T uwale thereupon returns the mar
riage portion and goes away. A few days later Rabie
leaves the village and stands on the roots of a tfee. "As
she was standing there," so the story continues, "the
roots sank slowly into the ground and Rabie smzle witlJ
tlJem. Try as she would she could not get out of the
earth and sank deeper and deeper. She cried for help
and the villagers came running. They tried to dig Rabie
out, but the more they struggled the deeper she sank.
\Vhell she had gone in up to her neck she said to her
mother: 'Tuwale is fetching me! Kill a pig and make
ready a feast, for I am dying. When it is evening three
days from no\v, look up at the sky, all of you, and you
w.ill see me appearing as a light.' Her parents and the
villagers \vcnt home and killed the pig. They held a
feast of the dead for Rabie that lasted three days, and
on the third day they all looked up at the sky. Then,
for the first time, the full moon rose in the east."107

In the Hainuwcle mythologem proper the name of
the father, Ameta, which contains the sense of "dark"
or "night," is the first thing that points to the lunar
character of the girl; the second thing is the appearance
of a pig. In another storylOfl the moon-maiden takes
refuge in a pond after her SUll-moon marriage, disap
pears in it., and goes on living as a pig with her child,
also a pig. The Hainuwcle mythologern begins as if the
heroine, "coco-nm-palm branch"-for that is the meal1
107 Hainmve!c, pp. -1-8 £f.
103 Ibid" p. 235.



ing of the word "Hainuwele"-werc the Kore Rabie
who had now reappeared on thc scene, the moon~maiden
whose second form was the pig.

All this happened a long time ago when there were
nine families of men and nine sacred dancing-places.
That they were no ordinary mortals but divine beings
is shown by their subsequent fate: after they became
mortal only a few of them were destined to live as
hrnnan beings, the rest changed themselves into animals
and ghosts. Among these first mcn was Ameta, the
lonely man of the night who had neither wife nor
children. "One day he went hunting with his dog. After
a little while the dog scented a pig in the wood and
followed it to a pond. The pig ran into the water, but
the dog remained standing on the bank. Soon the pig
could swim no more and was drowned. Meanwhile
Ameta came up and fished out the dead pig. He found
a coco-nut on the end of the pig's tusk. But in those days
there were no coco-nm-palms on the earth."

Ameta took the coco-nut home. He covered it up as
they used to cover new-born children in Ceram, and
planted it. In a miraculously short space of time it grew
into the first coco-nut-palm: it reached its full height
in three days1 and in three more days it had blossomed.
On one of the leaves, on which fell a drop of Ameta's
blood, the maiden Hainuwele was formed in twice three
days. And three days later she was already of an age
to be manied-a Kore. If we wished to describe her
nature with a Greek name we could say that she was
the feminine Plutos, richness itself. She b~stowed every
thing beautiful and good so generously on men that
they-killed her. This surprising denouement is neither
logical nor psychological; it is genuinely mythological.
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Only thus can we see the significance of this Kore:
"The buried parts of Hainuwele's body turned into
things that had not existed on earth before, above all
the tuberous fruits on which mankind has chiefly lived
ever since."

The killing of Hainuwele is a remarkable ritual repe
tition of the Kare's rape as suffered also by Rabie.
Tuwale caused Rabie to sink into the earth, or else she
sank into a river100 or into a lake, just as the pig did with
the coco-nut. One is reminded of the Sicilian scene of
the Kore's rape, Lake Pcrgllsa, where Persephone was
playing with heT companions when Hades appeared and
carried her off. Hainuwele's descent into the earth is
made at the ninth of the nine dancing-places, and during
the ninth night of the great Mara Dance. The dance
itself is the means of her descent. The men and women
alternately form a huge ninefold spiral. It is a ]aby
rinth,110 the original model and later the copy of the
labyrinth through which men have to pass when they
die in order to reach the Queen of Hades and be or
dained to human existence again. Hainuwele stands in
the middle of the labyrinth, where a deep hole has been
dug in the earth. In the slow convolutions of the spiral
dance, the dancers press closer and closer towards her
and finally push her into the pit. "The loud three-voiced
Mara cham drowns the maiden's cries. They heap earth
upon her, and the dancers stamp it down firmly over
the pit with their dancing fcet."

Thus Hainuwele \Vas danced underground, or in
other words the labyrinthine dance bore her under
the earth. This form of dance is not 'without analogies
100 Ibid., p. 54.
110 Cf. the native drawing, ibid., p. 65.



in antique religion. There are accounts of the introduc
tion of a chorus of maidens in Persephone's honour in
Rome which lead us to conclude that similar dances
were performed in the Greek or Graeeo-Italian Kore
cults.lll The accounts refer to the number of dancers:
they were thrice nine, and there is also mention of a
rope which they held in their hands in order to form
a continuous row. It is difficult to think of this as a dead
straight line with no windings at all. Scholars have
pointed out that dances were performed in Delos with
the help of such ::t rope.1l2 The most important of these
dances is the one that Theseus is supposed to have
danced with his companions on the Apollonian isle after
he had extricated them from the labyrinth.l13 It was done
in honour of Aphrodite, by which was meant Ariadne,
whose nature coincides both with Aphrodite's and Per
sephone's.ll~ The dance was called the Crane Dance and
its convolutions were so involved that our chief source
calls them an imitation of the windings of the laby
rinth.ll6 In this ritual dance the rope probably played
the same part as the thread in the fable of Ariadne.no

For the Greeks the spiral was the key-figure of the laby
rinth, though it is usually stylized in angular form. ll7

On Delos (hey used to dance in honour of a god who
had come into the world near the sacred palm-tree
the yOlll1g Apollo. When a child-god was born, Zeus
111 Livy, XXVII, 37; d. Altheirn, Terra Mater (193x), pp. 1 ff.
112 Diels, Das Labyrintb (Festgabe Harnack, Tiibingen, 1921), p. 91;

Althcim, op. cit., p. 4.
113 Cf. F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike (Halle, 192.6), p. 61.
1H Otto, Dionysos, pp. 169 fE.
11~ Plutm:ch, 'Theseus, 2.1.

110 Cf. L. Pallar, De tabula Ariadnea (Berlin, 1891), p. 6.
117 CI. O. Benndorf, Sitz.•Ber., Vienna I2.3, 3, 1890, p. 49; Pal!at, op. cit"
p. 4 f., not refuted by R. Eilmann, Labyrinthos (1931), pp. 68 if. Further
details in my Labyrintb-Studien (Albae Vigiliae, XV, 1941.)
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or Dionysus, mythological beings danced in a ring
round the new-born. A dance like the Ceramese Maro
Dance, if danced in honour of Persephone, would have
to go as it were in the wrong direction, that is, to the"
left, the direction of death. And in fact the horns of
the altar round which the Crane Dance was performed
point in this direction, liB Probably the dance, too, went
the same way.

The Maro Dance was also performed to the left, as
the Greeks would have considered proper in a cult of
the Underworld. But in the Hainuwclc mythologcm the
death-direction is the same as the hirth-direction. Only
after Hainuwele's murder could men die, and only then
could they be born again. At the end of the mythologem
the Indonesian Kore appears who now becomes the
Queen of Hades-the Kore Satene. She was the young
est fruit of the first banana-tree, and ruled over the
first men while yet they had committed no murder. On
account of the murder of Hainnwele she became angry
and set up a great gate on one of the nine dancing-places.
"It consisted of a ninefold spiral arranged like the men
in the Mara Dance." It was the gate of Hell and at the
same time the gate to human life. For only those who
had passed through the gate to Satene could remain
men in the funIre, but she herself had dwelt on the
Mountain of Death ever since the first murder, and
men had to die in order to reach her. The killing of
HainliVvele was the \vay to humanitY1 and the dance
to death 'was a dance to birth.

Thus far the testimony offered by the Indonesian
Kore mythologem. It covers all the strange associations,
118 Plutarch, T/Jeseus; ""V. A. Laidlaw, A History of Delos (Oxford,
1933), p. 5~. roo



even the strangest of them: the association of birth and
death. Nor is it unimportant that precisely this connex
ion is brought out by a dance. The number on which
the Maro Dance is based, and probably the spiral as well,
have their counterpart in the domain of Persephone;
and we know that the secret of Eleusis cuuld be be
trayed by dancing more readily than by speaking. The
word for betraying the mysteries was E~OQX6t(J'(lm- to
reveal by indiscreet gestures. We have an example of
how a mystery of this kind, a very profound and im
portant one, is still danced today.

8. The Kore in Elettsis

A mythological figure stands before us in all its rich
ness. We can call it a primordial figure because it is not
exclusive to Greek mythology. In its primordial, para
doxical form it does not belong to the Olympian my
thology at all. If we wanted to give it a name-not,
admittedly, exhausting its significance but at least a
name a potiore-those with the sense of "Mother" would
come less 1nto consideration: Demeter less than Kore,
"Primordial Mother" less than "Primordial Maiden."
The name ~'YJ~~11t'11Q, even if the ~'YJ is really equivalent
to PYi, proves no more than that one aspect of the lunar
rathcr than terrestrial Primordial Maiden happened to

coincide with the maternal aspect of the earth. The
maidcn of primordial mythology may have harboured
the cares and sorrows of motherhood in her nature, but
the patient earthly endurance of the absolute mother
is wholly lacking to her. It is not without reaSon that
Gaia aids and abets the seducer in the Homeric hymn.
From the Earth Mother's point of view, neither seduc-
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tion nor death is the least bit tragic or even dramatic.
The Demeter myth, on the contrary, the unfolding of
her nature, is full of drama.

In the hymn, Rhea, the great mother of the gods, the
mother also of Zeus and Demeter, is closer to her daugh
ter than the Earth Mother. Zeus sends her to pacify
Demeter. The Homeric poet sorts out the aspects of the
two mothers in this way: Rhea is calm and calming,
Demeter passionate. The Pythagoreans held the two
to be identical,119 doubtless all the ground that their
natures were akin. This kinship is by no means confined
to motherhood. The equivalent of Rhea in Asia Minor,
Cybele, the mother of the gods, exhibits a passionatencss
amounting to ecstasy. On the other hand, as mistress of
wild animals, she is by nature akin to Artemis, and Ar
temis moreover in her original form. The original Arte
mis and the original Demeter prove in their turn to be
very closely related, indeed in their pristine state (the
mythological idea of the Primordial Maiden) to be
identical. All roads lead to this primary figure.

No more than we can expcct to find this original
mythological state on Homer's Olympus should \ve be
surprised to meet it in ElellSis. Scholars have always
looked for something extremely ancient in the Elcusin
ian cult. Archaeologists have disinterred Mycenaean
fragments of the Greck-temple type from under the
sacred T clcsterion/20 historians of religion have en
deavoured to discover clements of the ancient Cretan
religion in Eleusis.m The cult's o\vn traditions and
110 Pyt!JagOl'as lind Orflbells, p. 37.
120 K. Kuruniotis, ArclJiv fiir Religiollswimmscbaft, 32 (I9U), pp. p If.
121 As A. ,V. Pcrs~on, Arcbjv fiir ReligiollSwisse1lSclJ,1ft 2/ (1922). 2R; If.;
eh. Picard in Er,mos-lalJrbllcb, 1938, pp. 91 If.



modern research both place the origins of the mysteries
in very remote times.

Onr present starting-point is mythologems whose
originality is no less self-evident than the Mycenaean
and Cretan style is to the archaeologist. In this way we
made the acquaintance of the mythologem telling of
the marriage of Nemesis, and also of the Arcadian ver
sion of the Demeter myth. Both were characterized by
a certain dreCimlil~e unfolding of the drama. The primor
dial god and goddess undergo endless transformations
before they come together; the maiden dies, and in her
place there appears an angry goddess, a mother, who
bears the Primordial Maidcn-herself-again in her
daughter. The scene of the drama is the universe, divided
into three just as the goddess herself is threefold: origi
nal Kore, mother, and daughter. But the universe could
only corne to be the scene of such a drama because man
had assimilated the whole world and lent it the animation
and fluidity of his own mind, or, to put it differently,
because the lively and versatile spirit of man had faced
the universe and permeated it with itself. The archaic
attitude combines open acceptance of reality with this
kind of confrontation.

The fluidity peculiar to the original mythological
state presupposes a oneness with the world, a perfect
acceptance of all its aspects. Basing ourselves on the
Arcadian mythologem we said earlier that by entering
into the figure of Demeter we realize the universal prin
cipal of life, which is to be pursued, robbed, raped, to
fail to zmderstand, to rage and grieve, but then to get
everything back and be born again. To our certain
knowledge of the Eleusinian mysteries belongs precisely
this fact, that the participants identified themselves with



Demeter. The formula for the initiate's confession has
been preserve.d: "I have fasted; I have drunk the mixed
drink; I have taken out of the cista [little chest], worked
with it, and then laid it in the basket and out of the bas
ket into the cista." However mysterious the second
half of the formula is, the first half is clear enough. It
is not a question of divine childhood but of divine
motherhood. The initiate entered into the figure of
Demeter by doing what the sorrowing and wrathful
goddess did: fasted and then drank the mixed drink
The mysterious business with the cista and the basket
can only be something that Demeter did in the royal
household at Eleusis, some action in the service of the
queen.122

Anyone could be initiated into the mysteries of Eleu
sis who spoke Greek and was not guilty of the shedding
of blood, men and women alike. Men, too, entered into
the figure of Demeter and became one with the goddess.
To recognize this is the first step towards an under
standing of "vhat went on in Eleusis. There is historical
evidence to show that the initiate regarded himself as
a goddess and not as a god-the coins of the Emperor
Gallienus, which give him the title of GalJie'lla Augusta.
The explanation of this official title is to be found in the
fact that GalIienns attached particular weight to his
having been initiated into the mysteries of Eleusisya
There arc other proofs that men incarnated themselves
in the goddess of the Demeter religion. In Syracuse,
at the shrine of Demeter and Persephone, men took the
great oath clad in the purple robe of the goddess and
122Cf. S. Eitrem, who, in SY11lbo!ae Osloenses, 20 (194-0), pp. 140 fl.,
sb:esscs the agricultural side of the rite.
123 A. Alfoldi, Zeitschrift fiir NUlJI. 3B (lgz8), p. 188.



with her burning torch in their hands. From Plutarch's
Dion124 it appears that in Syracuse this was the garb of
the '1nystCigogos, master of the initiation. The same mys
teries existed in the Arcadian Pheneos as in Eleusis, and
there the priest wore the mask of Demeter Kidaria125

in the "greatest mystery." It was a far from friendly
face, more like some ghastly apparition which one can
only imagine as Gorgonesque.

The procession that came to Eleusis with burning
torches in a night of the autumn month of Boedromion
to celebrate the "great mysteries" was made up of men
and women who followed the Dcmetrian path. The
festival proper began in Athens on Boedromion 16th,
when the initiates were called together and everybody
else was excluded. On the 17th the celebrants were sum
moned to the sea, into the purifying element. On the
19th the procession started, in order to reach Eleusis by
night. The view best corresponding to the classical texts
is that the procession consisted of celebrants who had
already been initiated into the "lesser mysteries" of
Agrai.126

One became an initiate, wuaLYJ~, through the f!'I1r](n~.

VVater and darkness played the chief part. In Agrai,
a suburb of Athens, the water came from the Ilissus and
the initiation was held in honour of Persephone, though
the "lesser" mysteries were 'at the same time in honour
124 Plutarch, Diem, 56.
125 Pausanias, VIII, lSi cf. Kcrenyi in Eranos-Jabrbuch, 1948, p. 790.
120 Plato, Republic, 364E; Gorgias, 497C with scholiumi Plutarch,
De11letriur, 1.6. Only the most important refercnces are mentioned. For
material concerning the "lcsser" and "great" mysteries, d. Deubner,
AttisclJe Feste, pp. 69 if.; Farnell, op. cit., III, pp. 343 if.; P. Foucart, Les
Mysteres d'E/eusis (Paris, 1914); O. Kern, Die griechisahen Mysterien
der klassiscben Zeit (Berlin, 1927); Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopadie,
XVI, pp. 12 II; and Ker6nyi, Die Geburt dey Helena (Zurich, 1945), pp.
42 ff.



of Demeter,127 and Hecate too is proved to have been
operative in Agrai. l2B It was above all the '\mderworldly
Persephone," the Queen of the Dead, to whom the road
of this initiation Icd.12lJ The head of the initiate was
wrapped in darkness just as in antiquity brides and those
vowed to the Underworld were vcilcd.130 The word for
"to initiate," fJ'USLV, means "to close," and is used for
eye and mouth alike. The initiate, Illl(r6/J.Evo£" remained
passive, but the closing of the eyes and the entry into
darkness is something active. The word fl1J(Jt'I]£" is a
nomen agentis. The passivity of Persephone, of the
bride, the maiden doomed to die, is re-experienced by
mcans of an inner act-if only an act of surrcnder. Our
sources speak of an "imitation of Dionysian happen
ings."131 As a sacrificial victim and one \vho is doomed,
Dionysus is the male counterpart of Persephone.

Thus far does our information go concerning the
beginning of the experiences now to be continued in
Eleusis, the beginning of a process that culminated in
the "great mysteries." MUl](J[~ has, significantly enough,
the meaning of the Latin initia, "beginning," or more
accurately "entry." This ceremony in Agrai is probably
connected with the fact that the celebrants took their
way to Eleusis decked 'with myrtle and carrying torches
of myrtlc,132 for the myrtle belongs to both Aphrodite
1~7 Beldccr, Anecdota, It 326, 24; d. Hcsychius, S.'"J. ~ A'V~l[~t.

12SPlu~11J:ch, V" Hcrodoti malign#llu, 26; Corpus blSt:rilJtiommz Atti
ClIm, II, 1590; li'mtwangler, Atbeniscbe Mitteilungen, 3, !f)7·
l~O Hippoly~us, R.efutatio omnium hacresium, V, 8, 43.
l;W Diels, Sibylliniscbe ntiitter, p. l22i l)eull11er, op. cit., fig. 7; Rizzo,
Riimiscbe Mitteilungen, 25 (1910), pp. 103 iT.; for Hercules iu Agrai, cf,
Diodoms Siculus, IV, 14.
131 Stephoulls Byzullt1us, s.v. ~Ayor~L

132 H. G. Pringshcim, Arcb. Beitriigc zur Gesch. des dellS, Kults (Munich,
19°5), pp. 16 ff.
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and the dead. 133 We shall not, however, lay overmuch
stress on these details, although doubtless no detail is
without meaning-neither the jug in the hands of the
men, nor the vessel for carrying light and seed on the
heads of the women, nor the pilgrim's staff and scrip.l31
\Ve intend to keep only to the -r£Aos;, the consummation
of the TEAEtiJ or celebration in Eleusis itself. The actions
in that celebration had to be suffered as passively as
the ~nJELv. They were called '"[BAd", "leading to the
LEAo;, the goal." They took place mainly in the great
sacred edifice, the Telesterion. The 'tEAOS; was only to
be attained by means of the epopteia, the supreme vision,
but not by any means 011 the first trip to Eleusis. At
least one other participation in the mysteries was essen
tial for this. la5

Can ·we ascertain anything at all about this telos, the
supreme vision? "Everything depended on what the
epoptes were permitted to see"-in these words Wila
mowitz sums up our positive and negative knowledge. lao

"The whole procedure was a 8Q'Y]0"!!olJu'V'Il (service)
entrusted to the hieropham, and what he revealed was
the principal thing." (The name "hierophant" means
the "priestly demonstrator" of the holy mysteries.)
Wilamowitz also admits the parts played by the da
douchos, the priestly torch-bearer, and by the light in
the mysterious goings-on in the Telesterion. He con
tinues; "There does not seem to have been much music.
At the invocation to the Kare, the hierophant clashed
133 Cf. I. Murr, Die Pflanzenwelt in der griechischen Mythologie (lnns
bruck, 1890), pp. 84 ff.
134Cf. votive tablets of Niinnion, Ephemeris ArclJaeologica, 1901, PI.
l; Dcubner, op. cit" fig. 5, l.

lSr. Plutarch, Demetrius, 26.

130 Der Glaube der H ellenen, II, p. 57.
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a cymbal. It is futile to attempt to visualize what was
shrouded in mystery. To turn the 6Q110lw<11JV'Y) into a
mimic representation of the Kore's rape is as frivolous
a device as to turn the ritual formulae that were inevi
tably spoken at the monstrance of the L£Qa into a sermon
by the hierophant."

An important step towards a correct understanding
of the Eleusinian mysteries is the negative recognition
that the 8Ql1O'~LO<J{,VT] introduced by Demeter-the first
of the three components in the celebration of the mys
teries, respectively (lQcOllEVU:, AEy6w:va, and 8E.LXVu~E'Va

(the doing, the saying, and the showing)-was not a
stage-play. The archaeological findings are decisively
against the supposition of a mystery-theatre, either in
the Telesterion or outside it. And not a single text speaks
a word in its favour. For the 8Qa~u:x, ll'U<J"tlX6v, in the
metaphorical sense of the Church Father Clement of
Alexandria,137 admits very well of other kinds of drama
tic representations besides the mimic drama after the
manner of a profane pantomime, with the story of the
Homeric hymn, perhaps, for a text. The mythologem
of the Kore's rape was known in several versions; had it
been presented simply as a pantomime there would h:lve
been nothing in the least mysterious about it. The Elcu
sinian mystery was not to be betrayed by the mere
telling of the Kore's rape but by profaning the Eleu
sinian \vay of representing it, namely the Eleusinian
dance. The Indonesian Maro Dance gave us an idea of
this kind of dramatic rcprescmation.138 Can that be called
137 ProtrepticllS, I1., 2; d. "rilmnowitz, op. (:it., II, p. 481; and Lobeck,
Aglaopbawus (1829), II, p. n63'
138 Plurnrch's description of the :rrA.Uvrtt llnd <l~(!LIlQll~W.L of the initiates
in his De animll (Stobucus, Florilegill1l1, J 20, 28) is strongly rcminisl,;cnt
of the labyrinth dances; ef. Pallat, op. cit., p. 3, n. r.
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185 Plutarch, Demetrius, 26.
130 Ver Glill~be der Hellenen, II, p. 57.
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a cymbal. It is futile to attempt to visualize what was
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mimic representation of the K.ore's rape is as frivolous
a device as to turn the ritual formulae that were inevi
tably spoken at the monstrance of the If!;!a into a sermon
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against the supposition of a mystery-theatre, either in
the Telesterion or outside it. And not a single text speaks
a word in its favour. For the oQa:~w. ~L1JO"LLX6v, in the
metaphorical sense of the Church Father Clement of
Alexandria,137 admits very well of other kinds of drama
tic representations besides the mimic drama after the
manner of a profane pantomime, with the story of the
Homeric hymn, perhaps, for a text. The mythologcm
of the Kore's rape was known in several versions; had it
been presented simply as a pantomime there would have
been nothing in the least mysterious about it. The Eleu
sinian mystery was not to be betrayed by the mere
telling of the K.ore's rape but by profaning the Eleu
sinian way of representing it, namely the Eleusinian
dance. The Indonesian Mal'O Dance gave us an idea of
this kind of dramatic representation.13B Can that be called
137 Protrepticus, 12, 2; d. Wilamowitz, op. cit., II, p. 481; and Lobeck,
Aglaopbamus (1829), II, p. 1263.
138 Plutarch's description of the 3tA.U.VUL and 3tEQL5QOIUI.L of the initiates
in his De anima (Stobacus, Florilegium, 120, 28) is strongly reminiscent
of the labyrinth dances; d. Pallat, op. cit., p. 3, n. r.
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a "mimic drama"? If so, it is an extremely stylized one
which may be reminiscent of the oldest dances in the
tragic chorus, but not of the tragedy itself. It was also
characteristic of the Eleusinian mystery-dance that at
certain stages it turned into a torch-dance.13O Clement
gives the 5Qu/!a ~l'U<J1:L'X.6v a more accurate name when
he uses the word 5fl.5o'UXELV, "to carry a torch."

We can, in fact, form no conception of what was
"shrouded in mystery," or rather of the Eleusinian man
ner of representing that particular idea, one of whose
modes of representation-among many others possible
"vas the story of the Kore's rape in the Demeter hymn.
We know several versions of this and know the basic
idea brought out in the mythologems. We also know
that in Eleusis that idea lost everything confusing and
painful and became a satisfying vision. The Eleusinian
experience began with sorrow, the wandering quest
that corresponded to the :lt/ul'V1'J, the wanderings of
Demeter herself and her lamentations; and it probably
began outside Elel1sis with the fasting of the celebrants.
Eleusis was the place of the EUQE<JLC;, the finding of the
Kate. In this finding something was seen-no matter
through what symbols-that was objective and sub
jective at once. Objectively, the idea of the goddess
regaining her daughter, and therefore herself, flashed
on the experient's soul. Subjectively, the same flash of
revelation showed him his own continuity, the con
tinued existence of all living things. The not-lcnovving,
the failure to understand that attached to the :figure of
the grieving Demeter, ceased. The paradox contained
in the living idea-that, in motherhood, death and con
130 Lactantius, ImtiWtiones Divinac, Epit. 18,7,



tinuity are one in the losing and finding of the Kore
-is now resolved.

The finding was preceded, apart from the search, by
something else of a mysterious nature which was done
and experienced with doused torches in the dark. This
was the marriage by violence, not, as one might expect,
the Kore's, but that of Demeter herself and Zeus.140 It
must have been a true Nemesis- or Erinys-marriage, for
the goddess was given a name akin to both: Brimo. The
situation corresponds exactly to the Arcadian mytholo
gem, although the consummation of it is different-not
theriomorphic but anthropomorphic. (A Christian
source141 names the hierophant and the priestess of
Demeter as the celebrants of the sacred marriage.) The
exact correspondence is confirmed by later and in part
hostile accounts on the basis of which we can recon
struct the sequence of events as follows: union of the
Kore with Hades, mourning and search, sacred mar
riage of the mourning and searching goddess, recovery.

Another confirmation is the name Brimo. The word
~Q(~t'YJ means "the power to arouse terror"; BQI~ta(Jfrm,

"to rage"; BQlIHi~EtV, "to roar or snort." Here, then,
we have not only the same wrathful bride of Zeus whom
we have met in the mythologems as Nemesis and Deme
ter Erinys and Demeter Melaina, but a being who has
her rightful place in the Underworld just like the
Erinyes or the Gorgon's head.142 Were we not told that
Demeter is called by this name in her own mysteries,143
we should have to conclude that llrimo is Persephone
1-\0 Tertullian, Ad nationes, z, 7: "Cur rapiwr sacerdos Cereris, si non
tale Ceres passa est?" Cf. Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus, z, r5·
141 Asterius, Homilies, X, vol. XV, p. 3Z4, Migne, P. L.
142 Lucian, MenipPzts, zoo
143 Clement of Alexandria, op. cit.
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in one of her terrible, underworldly aspects. However,
we also know that in the idea that must be at the bot
tom of the Eleusinian mysteries as well as of the Demeter
hymn, both things can be true at once: Brimo is as
much Demeter as Persephone. Besides which, she is also
Hecate.144 As a matter of fact, she is Demeter, Per
sephone, and Hecate rolled into one. Demeter's most
elementary form bears the name of Brimo; it was also
the name of Pberaia, the torch-bearing goddess seated
011 a ruuning horse.Hti (We recall the cOl1nexion be
tween the original Demeter and the horse.) The mar
riage of this Brimo, by Lake Boibeis in Thessaly, was a
marriage of Persephone.UG The name of the lake (the
inhabitants said Boibe instead of Phoibe) reveals that we
are dealing with the same primordial Kore who is also
called Artemis. The Eleusinian poet Aeschylus knew
of the identity of Artemis and Persephone, and Callima
chus' mentioned it in his Attic Epyllion Hel<?ale. The
primary figure with the name-among so many others
of Brimo, and with these Demeter-Heeate-Anemis as
pects, was not merely a Thessalian phenomenon. She
appears in the ancient mystery cults of Eleusis as well.

It was undoubtedly after the search and the sacred
marriage that a great light shone and the cry of the
hicrophant resounded: "The great goddess has borne a
sacred child: Brimo has borne Brimos!" 117 Which of
them bore the child-the mother or the daughter? On
the basis of the evidence that in Eleusis Brimo is Deme-
VB Apollonius RhQdins, Al'gonilutica, III, 861, with scholium.
].1~ Preller and Robert, op. cit" I, p. 327. .
14G Cicero, De Niltltra dearmon, III, 21; Propertius, II, 2, IIj Lobeck, op.
cit., p. 12l3j d. Kerenyi, DeT gottlicbe Arzt (elba, Basel, 1948), pp.
~B ff.
147 Hippolytus, RetutMio omnium haeresiu11l, V, 8: lEQbv f'l:EJ<.E ,toWtU

xouQov BQL[l.OO RQll.J()v.
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ter, and on the basis of the Arcadian mythologem, it can
only be the angry and sorrowing mother; and the child
can only be her reborn daughter, who in Arcadia was
likewise c:llled Despoina, "Mistress.') The hierophant,
however, did not proclaim the birth of a Kore but of a
7w'UQ0£,-a divine boy. And that does not conflict with
our idea. For Brimo is not Demeter only, as distinct
from Persephone; she is non-differentiated mother and
daughter. The child is likewise undifferentiated-it is
only what is born, the fruit of birth. The all-embracing
idea of birth, of the everlastingly repeated beginning of
life, united mother, daughter, and child in a single unit
pregnant with meaning. The meaning of the birth is not
the beginning of all things, not the unique, the original
beginning, but continuity in an uninterrupted sequence
of births. In the identity of mother and daughter, the
eternally child-bearing mother manifests herself as an
eternal being, and it is into her being and her destiny
that the celebrants enter. The child is the sign that this
duration is more than individual; that it is continuity
and continual rebirth in one's own offspring.

Post-Homeric poets spoke of the confidence that was
vouchsafed to the celebrants in Eleusis. In the hymn,
the good fortune of the initiate was defined negatively:
never will the uninitiate who have not shared the Eleu
sinian experience attain what the participants attain in
the darkness of death.148 Sophocles calls those "thrice
happy" who have reached the telos in Eleusis and seen
it: for them alone is there life in death; for the rest Hades
is fell and joyless.149 The Lesbian poet Krinagoras prom
ises the initiate a life without care, without the care of
14,8 Lines 480-82 .
14,9 Fngmenr 752.
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death, and a passing "with a lighter heart."150 Elsewhere
too there is mention of the hope (SMtI.t;) of the cele
brants, which need not necessarily refer to bliss in the
Christian sense.151 Those of the ancients who concerned
themselves most with the fate of the soul, the Pythago
reans, combined the doctrine of metempsychosis with
the doctrine that the "images" of the departed remained
with Persephone.152 The principal thing in Eleusis was
not metempsychosis but birth as a more than individual
phenomenon, through which the individual's mortality
was perpetually counterbalanced, death suspended, and
the continuance of the living assured. Perhaps Pindar
is the most explicit when he says: "Happy he who,
having witnessed such things, goes under the earth: he
knows life's end and knows its Zeus-given beginning." 1GB

In the Demeter myth, Zeus reigns over the world of
the gods not only as father; he is also the eternal pro
creator: father of Persephone, father of Brimos, and
father too of the child who, according to the Orphic
tradition, is born of Persephone-Zagreus.

The Eleusinian mythologem says that Eleusis was the
place of the e-uQ£crLt;, the re.fillding of the Kore. Accord
ing to the idea on which the mythologem was based,
Eleusis was the place of birth, of that ever-recurrent
cosmic event which guaranteed the continuance of life
in Attica, indeed in the whole world. To Greek ears
the name "Eleusis" sounded something like the word
for "arrival." Most probably, however, it is connected
with the name of the binh-goddess Eileithyia) who was
100 Antbologia Palatina, XI, '1:~.

151 Isocrates, Pllnegyricus, 28; Cicero, De legibus, II, 375; Plutarch, De
facie in orbe lunae, 943D.
1f;~ Pythagoras und Orpheus (md edition), pp. 47 ft.
15B Fragmenta, 137A.
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also worshipped in Agrai. l54 The spread of her cult to
Crete, the Aegean islands, and the Peloponnesus seems
to indicate that this goddess played a more important
part in the pre-Grecian religion of the Aegean world
than in the Greek religion proper. Her name is held to
be pre_Greek.155 At any rate, she could not have been
regarded by the Greeks as the maieutic goddess pure
and simple, if the great cosmic event of birth had not
belonged originally to her sphere. And if we identify
her chiefly with Artemis, we know that the original
Artemis was not different from the original Demeter
at the time when Demeter may have encountered the
pre-Grecian birth-goddess. In ;riew of such considera
tions we have to imagine the original Demeter as coming
from the north in the earliest history of the Elcusinian
cult. Her connexion with the horse testifies to this. If
science is not in error in its assumption of the pre-Greek
character of Eileithyia, and if things are not even more
complicated than we suppose today, we can say that
the age-old Greek goddess of eternal birth and rebirth
in Eleusis rook the place of a pre-Greek goddess whose
nature was akin to hers.

Hence the most probable historical hypothesis merely
confirms what, on the ground of the mythological and
literary evidence (which corresponds to the basic idea
of the mythologems), we have already discovered to
be the primary Eleusinian theme, a theme that the rnys
teries presented in their own special, and to us unknown,
way. With this theme are connected the Eleusinian
paintings on two celebrated vases. Naturally enough,
154 Corpus Inscriptionum Atticorum, II, 1590; III, 319.
155 Cf. M. P. Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion and its Survival
in Greek Religion (Lund, 1927), pp. 447 if.
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the theme is presented and modified in the manner of
vase-painting, but even so the variations bear clear wit
ness to the principal thing, which was tbe birtl:J of a
child-god.

On one of the vases (from Rhodes), a goddess is
rising out of the earth, and handing the child-god, seated
in a horn of plenty, to another goddess.1tiG The child's
situation shows that it is valued as the fruit of the earth.
The other vase (from Kertsch) shows the child-god
twice, the centre of twO sccnes.157 In the one scene,
where Hermes receives the nevv-born child from a god
dess rising out of the earth, the child has become rather
indistinct, owing to the state of the painting. In the
other it stands between the two Eleusinian goddesses in
the lilceness of a little ephebe with a cornucopia in his
hand. Some people see him as Plutos, Plenty, of whom
it is said in the Tbeogony that he was born of Demeter's
marriage with the mortal hero Iasion.1ti9 The symbolical
character of the child is unmistakable. The symbol can
also be interpreted to mean Plutos, for this may be just
as much a variation of the child of the mysteries as the
marriage with Iasion is a variation of the sacred marriage.
The more abstract the pictorial expression (which is
certainly different from the mystical)-so abstract, in
deed, that child and cornucopia appear to be no more
than hieroglyphic signs-the more appropriate it is to
the primary Eleusinian theme: the vision of birth as a
source from which life, growth, and replenishment
spring in im:xhaustible plenty.
15G Famell, op. cit., PI. XXlb.
157 Ibid" Pi. XVIII & XXIa.
1M Hymn to Demeter, 969-71; ct. ibid" 486-89, and Diehl, Anthologia
lyrica, II, 182, 2.
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Probably connected with this theme is also the part
played by the Athenian child in the Eleusinian mys
teries, the nat~ acp' e(J"tLa~. It was taken from hearth and
home and initiated (f.!'U'I1{}cV; acp' f,Cl"t(w;), never more
than one child, which was destined for the part by a
combined process of sortilege and fate. Its task was to
carry out a dromenon exactly as directed. Probably the
child represented all the initiates, and a particularly
favourable result was expected from the punctilious
execution of its duties, a "mollification of the Divine,"
as a late source puts it. lOD We do not hear anything more
precise about this role, but the most plausible suppo
sition is that which best corresponds to the idea under
lying the mysteries, namely that the natt; aep' ECl"dw;
represented the successors of those who had already
entered into the fate of the angry and sorrowing god
dess. In that event it is not without significance that the
role of the child was restricted neither to the male nor
the female sex. Boys and girls alike were accorded the
distinction of the child-initiate and were thereafter im
mortalized by statues.lOO

The Kore was lost and sought-but how she was
found, even the identity of what was found, remains
a secret for us and was probably the deepest secret of
all for the initiates. The identity, too, of the c{JQc(J'L~

and the birth is a mystery. What it was, however, is
confirmed by the scene on the Kertsch vase of Hennes
receiving the child, where a woman with a cymbal is
seated to one side; for we know that the Kore was
invoked with a cymbal. Even morc mysterious is the
child. In Phigalia, Demeter's daughter, who was born
10D Porphyry, De abstinentia, IV,S.
100 Pringsheim, op. cit., p. IlS.
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of her violent marriage with Poseidon, was called
simply "Mistress." In Thelpusa she was not to be
named at all before the uninitiate, though her brother,
born at the same time, was called the horse Areion. The
description of her who was sought as aQQy]'to~ xouQu,
"the maiden not to be named," by Euripides and a
younger tragedian, seems to point to that unutterable
something which was also expressed in the child Brimos.
The name Brimos points to a figure arousing fear and
dread like his mother Brimo. A Christian apologist has
preserved an Orphic tradition according to which the
child of Zeus 'and Rhea-Demeter, the Kare or Per
sephone, had four eyes and two faces.1ll1 A "Tetralcore,"
that is, a Kare with four eyes (for the pupils are also
called xOQY]), appears in an inscription in Asia Minor.l()~

Apart from this the mysterious child had horns.1oa

According to another tradition Zagreus, son of Zeus
and Persephone, was a "horned child."lG4 Dionysus and
the Kore seem to go very closely together in their
most secret form. Nor were they first associated in
late speculations, for in the Roman triad Ccres-Liber
Libera, where Ceres corresponds to Demeter and
Dionysus is called Liber, the Kore appears as the female
form of Liber-as Libera.165 This points to the bisexuality
of mythological beings which has already been shown
to hold of Dionysus.106 Neither bisexuality nor the other
miraculous features associated with Persephone's child
101 Athcnagoras, op. cit., XX.
162 Corpus Insc1"iptionwn Graecormn, n. 4000; Usel1er, Kleine Scbriften,
IV, p. 353.
163 Athenagoras, op. cit.; ef. Orpbic Hymns, XXIX, II.

164 Nonnus, Dionysiaccr, VI, 264.
160 Altheim, op. cit., p. 34.
166 Cf. supra, pp. 73 if., 90 f.
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Zagreus are irreconcilable with the mysterious namre
of Brimos. More we cannot say.

The birth of Brimos was only one of the Eleusinian
symbols, only one unfolding of the budlike idea that
envisaged the continuity of life in the unity of maiden,
mother, and child, a being that dies, gives birth, and
comes to life again. Another symbol was the object of
the celebrants' loftiest vision: the BSLXVUIlSVOV that fol
lowed the ()Qcb~t8vov. This passed off not with a loud
cry, like the proclamation of the birth of Brimos, but
EV O'to.mfj; silently a mown ear of corn was exhibited.
It was a symbol and example of how things come to be
in death and birth; a symbol of Persephone's fate, which
is the whole meaning of Demeter's fate too.

What happened afterwards, on the last day of the
mysteries, recalled the primal element, the original
source of all birth, the element that purifies everything
because everything is reborn in it: water. Though we
know little of "what was said" in the mysteries, the
Asy6~svov, we do know this: that looking up to heaven
they cried us, "let it rain," and looking down to earth
they cried X118. 167 The second word means not only
"conceive!" "be fruitful!"; it has more the meaning of
"malce fruitful!" and in this case it means the effect
of water working in the earth. That both words refer
to water is proved by the inscription on the rim of
an Athenian fountain, where yet a third imperative is
added: {,:n:EQX11s-"foam over! "lGS In view of the foun
tain's natural connexion with "vater, we cannot assume
that the wishes expressed on the rim leaped from earth
to heaven and back again; and this interpretation is as
J 67 ProcJus, in Platonis Timneum c071l111entarii, 293C.
lG8 Usener, op. cit., p. 315.
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appropriatc to the mysteries as it is to the fountain in
front of the Diplyoll. For on the last day, two vessels
shaped "like spinning-tops" were filled and set up in
Elcl1sis, one facing the East, the other facing the vVest.
While a certain AEYO/lE'VO'V was being recited, the two
vessels were tipped over.lG9

Therc is no reason to doubt that it was water and no
other liquid that flowed to the east and west out of the
overturned vessels, that is, in the directions of birth and
death. Thc two aspects of the primal element were thus
called to mind. Nor can it be doubted that the thought
of fertility was present in this ceremonial act. Possibly
the double word VB ?<1JE was uttered at the overturning
of the vessels. The details are uncertain, but the basic
idea is all the more certain: the primal element was
expected to go on \vorking for the realization of this
idea, the idea of eternal birth.

How the cosmos co-operated in the mystery-night
between the 19th and 20th Boedromion is described for
us by Euripides in one of the choruses to his tragedy
lon.Ho It is the night on which the celebrants dance
round the "fountain in the square of beautiful dances"
with torches in their hands, and "the starry heaven of
Zeus begins to dunce also, the moon and the fifty daugh
ters of Nereus, the goddesses of the sea and the ever
flowing rivers, all dancc in honour of the golden
crowned maiden and her holy mother." The primal
elemcnt dances with the celebrants and the whole uni
verse. Now we understand why the Orphic hymn to
the Nereids declares that the water-goddcsses were the
first to celebrate the mystery of Dionysus and Per
1GD Athenaeus, 496A.
170 Lines I07B-86.
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sephone. l7l The basic theme of both these mysteries was
the eternal coming of life from death; the repeated
celebration of the mystery cominued this cosmic event;
consequently the first celebration coincided with the
nrst birth. If one mentally dissociated oneself, as a
Greek, from the spots sacred to the mysteries and
steeped oneself in the pure mythological idea of divine
birth, then that fust celebration of the mystery could
only be thought of as taking place in the primal element,
where alone, according to the mythologems of so many
peoples, the Primordial Child was born. And in Eleusis,
too, "vhere the child-god was not born of water, they
did not forget the primal element.

The mythological idea to which we have devoted
these considerations appears to have had a twofold form
in Eleusis: it was an event and it was also a figure. The
event was the birth of a child-god. The figure was a
goddess whom we have called the Primordial Maiden,
a prototype that contained all the dramatic possibilities
associated with Persephone's fate, from being born to
giving birth. That fate was determined for all time by
Persephone's character as a Kore, and by a certain trait
in the original Kore who unfolded into Artemis as well
as into Persephone, and whose salient feature was an ele
mental virginity. The Primordial Maiden can only be
conceived as a primal being born of the primal element.
And in fact, in the mysteries celebrated in the Attic
village of Phlya, the Kore had a name which was gen
erally borne only by the primal being Eros: Proto
gone.172 Not only was she the tlQQY]'to£ xO{,Qa of the
mysteries, she was also the :JtQco"toyo'Vo£ xO{,Qa, the "nrst
171 Orphic Hymns, XXIV, ro f.
172 Pausanias, I, 3r, 4.
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barn."173 Her virginity, and hence the virginity af all
the Kares in the world of the Greek gods, is not an
thropomorphic but a quality of the unadulterated primal
element which had given her birth-its own feminine
aspect, as it were.

Naturally the primal element has another aspect,
which, projected into a human figure, is more hetaera
like than virginal: the promiscuity of life in the water
and the swamps. For all that, Hera rose out of the pure
element-the water of the Kanathian fount-renewed
as a virgin. Demeter Erinys bathed in the river Ladon
after her anger had passed, and became Demeter Lusia:
her new title signified renewal through purification by
water. The close ties which, as Hecate, the original
Kore had with the sea are shown by the fact that fish
were sacrificed to her, namely gurnards and barbels. l

7'1

In the Eleusinian mysteries fish, especially gurnards,
were sacred; the initiates were not allowed to eat
them.175

Moreover, it was in keeping with the immemorial
figure who reigned in Eleusis that the rising of a goddess
from the sea should be represented in connexion with the
mysteries: the binh of Aphrodite, the divine maiden
in whom Greek mythology commemorates the first
appearance of this kind from the sea. The source that
bears explicit witness to this is the latest of all.176 It is
related of the beautiful Phryne that she showed herself
naked in the sea to the celebrants at Eleusis.177 She was
thus inadvertently representing Anadyomene. Whether
173 Pausilnias, IV, 1,8.

1701 F. ]. Dolgcr. IX0Y2:, II (lVIiinstcr, 1922), pp. 316 ff.
1751bld., pp. 331 if.
116 Psellos, cf. Kern, op, cit" p. 71.
177 Athenaeus, 590 f,j Kem, op. cit., p, 72 ,
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this exhibition was, strictly speaking, part of the cult is
difficult to decide.178 If it was, then it probably made no
difference that Phryne was a courtesan; the point was
that her body gleamed in dewy virginal perfection as she
rose out of the wet. Apelles is said to have made his
Aphrodite Anadyomene after such a vision.179 As part
of the cult, this episode forms a charming pendant to
the primary mythological theme unfolded in the mys
teries, but its meaning is the same.

9. The Eleusbzian Paradox

The experiences of the initiates in Elcusis had a rich
mythological content, expressed, for instance, by the
dazzling and sensuous image of Anadyomene rising from
the waves. On the other hand, it could be expressed
in the plainest and simplest way. From the sacred records
of a religion totally different in style-Buddhism-we
learn of a remal'kable "sermon" preached by its founder.
One day Buddha silently held up a flower before the
assembled throng of his disciples. This was the famous
"Flower Sermon,ll1BO Formally speaking, much the same
thing happened in Eleusis when a mown ear of corn
was silently shown. Even if our interpretation of this
symbol is erroneous, the fact remains that a mown ear
was shown in the course of the mysteries and that this
kind of "wordless sermon" was the sale form of instruc
tion in Eleusis. So much we may assume with certainty.
17B It goes against this view that Phryne did the same thing at the great
feast of Poseidon.
179 Athenaeus, loco cit.
1S0 For what follows, d. Shuei Ohasma, Zen (ed. A. Faust; Gotha,
1925), p. 3. Our interpretation of the "Flower Sermon" applies to Zen
Buddhism and not to Hinayana Buddhism.
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Nonetheless, the difference between the two "ser
mons" is more characteristic than their similarity.
Buddha was concerned with the individual and his
unique road, along which he may come to his own
deliverance. He had discovered the truth in a great
flash of revelation: all men arc originally possessed of
the wisdom, virtue, and form of the One Who Is. And
just as all men are Buddha, so are all things-plants,
trees, the whole earth. Thereupon he preached this
truth far forty-five years. In his "Flower Sermon,"
words were finally transcended. His silence was meant
ta imply the profoundest revelation of the truth, for it
was all-embracing and the source of his whole teaching.
Characteristically enough, the "Flower Sermon" went
uncamprehended by all save one disciple.

In Eleusis, on the other hand, they were, as far as we
can sec, concerned with a common standpoint whereby
all the participants would suddenly understand-through
immediate vision. For this it was not necessary to tran
scend words. INe do not know whether words played
any considerable part in the initiation rites at Eleusis
and Agrai. It is hardly likely that there was anything
of a sermon.. Liturgical exclamations occurred, but
nothing in the way of a "speech" is preserved in the
records. It was essentially a wordless initiation that led
to a knowledge which it was neither necessary nor
possible to clothe in words. We have to assume, in the
history of the Eleusinian mysteries, a certain period
during which the ear of corn, under whatever circum
stances it was shown, was transparently clear in meaning
to the celebrants. We must take it for granted that such
a transparent meaning was there in the very fact of the
mystery-festival being celebrated and experienced at
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all. It is inconceivable that people never found any
meaning in the things they witnessed with such deep
reverence. To them it was self-evident once they had
adopted the common standpoint of the wordlessly
initiated.

A further difference is no less instructive. The flower
that Buddha held up and showed to his disciples instead
of a sermon was the broadest hint imaginable that all
things are Buddha, hence that all things were just as
much silent rcvealers of the truth as he was himself.
It was a very suggestive and yet enigmatic gesture,
which can also be understood in other ways. But the
ear of corn in Eleusis sums up a certain aspect of the
world, the Demetrian aspect. The two goddesses and
their fate are variations of this symbol, more elaborate,
intellectually more formed and developed; and the birth
as a divine event is yet another kind of summary. Buddha
could equally well have held up something else, a stone
or a bit of wood, with the same significance as the
flower. But in Eleusis budlike summings-up and god
desses in all their perfection form a single, unequivocal,
coherent group. They set one another off and coalesce
at the same time. And the thing that unites them like
a common root is no less positive. Through all of them,
through the ear of corn and the Mother-Daughter god
dess, the same vision opens, the vision, if I may repeat
myself, into the "abyss of the nucleus." Every grain of
corn and every maiden contains, as it were, all its de
scendants and all her descendants-an infinite series of
mothers and daughters in one; An "infinite series"-that
is as modern a way of putting it as the "abyss of the
nucleus."181 We are reminded of Pascal's "infinities":
181 Cf. Prolegomena, p. II.
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the in.finitely great and the infinitesimally small. What
we see in Eleusis-not, however, broken up in this way
but summed up in clear figures-is something uniform
and quite definite: the infinity of supra-individual or
ganic life.

The celebrant of the mysteries saw and passively
experienced the supra-individual; he was not redeemed
by it, rather he was secure and happy in it, because in
it he won to a wordless wisdom. If we want to gain
some approximate understanding of the Eleusinian ex
perience, we must contrast it not only with Buddhist
experiences but with modern European experiences as
well; we shall have to put the paradox of it as sharply
as possible. The Eleusinians experienced a more than
individual fate, the fate of organic life in general, as their
own fate. As Hellenes they were not conscious so much
of the "abyss of the nucleus" that opened in themselves
as of the "being" that opened into that abyss. The
"infinite series" meant, to them, nothing less than i11
:finite being-being pure and simple. They experienced
being, the nucleus of the nucleus, so to speak, as their
own being. The knowledge of it did not turn into dis
cursive thought or words. Had it done so, the paradox
of this experience could have been expressed as the
individual's "experience" of the supra-individual, his
having all being for his own. The seeing and the
thing seen, knowing and being, are, as everywhere in
Greek life and thought, blended into a unity.182 They
even claimed for the visionary knower a special position
with regard to being: happy he who has seen such
things, says the poet; for him things will be different
after death than for the others. He personally will pos
182 Kerenyi, Die antike Religion, p. 114.
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sess the duration that logically belongs only to the
impersonal nucleus, that is, unseeing, unknowing organic
life-insofar as such a life can be said to have "duration."

In that wordless knowing and being the first two
clements of this paradox-having a supra-individual fate
as one's own fate, and all being as one's own being
are not really contradictory. As organic beings we do
in fact possess both. Only the third element seems to
be in conflict with reality, the conviction that the full
and happy possession of all being as one's own is
vouchsafed solely to those who have "seen" in Eleusis,
and "know." The dependence of being on knowing is
something that goes beyond the Greek unity of these
two. Such a conviction is of a more universally human
character where belief in one's own continued existence
is concerned. Upon it are based the instructions in the
Orphic "passports" for the dead, that the deceased shall
choose the fountain of Mnemosyne, remembrance, and
not the fountain of Lethe, forgetfulness. 183 And, to take
a Buddhist example, the whole Tibetan Book of the
Dead is founded upon it.18

4, Is this no more than a foolish
clutching at consciousness on the part of mortal man?
Might it not be that the break-through to wordless
knowledge really is the climax of our whole existence,
which does indeed sever the participants in such a
"vision" fundamentally from the non-participants, and
distinguish their natures for all time?

It was not our aim to resolve and iron out the logical
contradictions inherent in mythological experiences and
"budlike" ideas. Mythology remains for us, as for
183 Fr. pa-b (Kern).
184, Ed. W. Y. Evans-vVentz (Oxford, 1927).



Schelling,l8G "a phenomenon comparable in profundity,
permanence, and universality only with Nature herself."
We wanted-to sum up the essentials in Schelling's
words-our explanation "to do justice to the subject,
not to level it down, simplify or garble it just to make
it casier/' \lVe did not ask "which view of the phenom
enon must be taken in order to offer a convenient ex
planation in accordance with some philosophy or other,
but, on the contrary, what philosophy is required if we
are to be equal to our subject, all the same level with it.
Not bow the phenomenon must be turned and twisted,
oversimplified or distorted, so as to appear explicable at
all costs by means of principles which we are determined
not to overstep, but-in what direction we must enlarge
our thoughts in order to stand in fit relationship to
the phenomenon. Whoever, and for whatever reason,
shrinks from such an amplification of his thoughts
should at least be honest enough, instead of pulling the
phenomenon down to the level of his own conceptions
and trivializing it, to count it among those things, of
which there are still a great many for all men, that he
does not understand; and if he is incapable of proving
adequate to the phenomena in question, he should at
least guard against uttering something totally inade
quate."
lR5 For this and the following passage see Philosopbie der Mytholop;ie,
Collected Works, II, • (1857), PP' 136 f.
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NOT ONLY is the figure of Demeter and the Kore in
its threefold aspect as maiden, mother, and Hecate

not unknown to the psychology of the unconscious, it
is something of a practical problem. The "Kore" has
her psychological counterpart in those types which I
have called the self or superordinate personality on the
one hand, and the anima on the other. In order to explain
these 'figures, with which I cannot assume all readers
to be familiar, I must begin with some remarks of a
general nature.

The psychologist has tQ contend with the same diffi
culties as the mythologist when an exact definition or
clear and concise information is demanded of him. The
picture is concrete, clear, and subject to no misunder
standings only when it is seen in its habitual context.
In this form it tells us everything it contains. But as
soon as one tries to abstract the "real essence" of the
picture, the whole thing becomes cloudy and indistinct.
In order to understand its living function, we must let it
remain an organic thing in all its complexity and not
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try to examine the anatomy of its corpsc in the manncr
of the scientist, or the archaeology of its ruins in the
manncr of the historian. Naturally this is not to deny
the justification of such methods whcn applied in their
proper place.

In view of the enormous complexity of psychic phe
nomena, a purely phenomenological point of view is,
and will be for a long time, the only possible one and
the only one with any prospect of success. "Whence"
things come and "what" they are, these, particularly
in the field of psychology, are questions which are apt
to call forth untimely attempts at explanation. Such
speculations are moreover based far more on uncon
scious philosopbical premises than on the nature of the
phenomena themselves. Psychic phenomena occasioned
by unconscious processes are so rich and so multifarious
that I prefer to describe my findings and observations
and, where possible, to classify them, that is, to arrange
them under certain definite types. That is the method
of natural science, and it is applied wherever we have
to do with multifarious and still disorganized material.
One may question the utility or the appropriateness of
the categories or types used in the arrangement, but not
the correctness of the method itself.

Since I have been observing and investigating the
products of the unconscious in the widest sense of the
word, namely dreams, fantasies, visions, and delusions
of the insane, for years, I have not been able to avoid
recognizing certain regularities, that is, types. There are
types of situations and types of figures that repeat
themselves frequently and have a corresponding mean
ing. I therefore employ the term "motif" to designate
these repetitions. Thus there are not only typical dreams
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but typical motifs in the dreams. These may, as we
have said, be situations or figures. Among the latter there
are human figures that can be arranged under a series
of types, the chief of them being, according to my pro
posal/ the sbadow, the Wise Old Man, the child (includ
ing the child-hero), the mother ("Primordial Mother"
and "Earth Mother") as a superordinate personality
("daemonic" because superordinate), and her counter
part the rnaiden, and lastly the anima in man and the
ctntrnus III woman.

The above types are far from exhausting all the sta
tistical regularities in this respect. The figure of the
Kare that interests us here belongs, when observed in
a man, to the anima type; and when observed in a woman
to the type of superordinate personality. It is essentially
characteristic of psychic figures that they are double
or at least capable of duplication; at all events they are
bipolar and oscillate between their positive and nega
tive meanings. Thus the "superordinate" personality can
appear in a contemptible and distorted form as, for
instance, Mephistopheles, who is really more positive
as a personality than the vapid and unthinking careerist
Faust. Another negative figure is the Tom Thumb or
Tom Dumb of the folk-tales. The figure corresponding
to the Kore in a woman is generally a double one, i.e.
a mother and a maiden, which is to say that she appears
1 To the best of my knowledge no otht'r proposals have been made so
far. Critics have contented themselves with asserting that no such
archetypes exist. Certainly they do not exist, any morc than a botanical
system exists in nature! But will anyone deny the existence of natural
plant-families 011 that account? Or will anyone deny the occurrence
and continual repetition of certain morphological and functional similari
ties? It is much the same thing in principle with the typical figures of
the unconscious. They are forms existing a priori, or biological nOl'ms
of psychic activity.
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now as the one, now as the other. From this I would
conclude, for instance, that in the formation of the
Demeter-Kare myth the feminine influence was so far
in excess of the masculine that the latter was practically
void of significance. The man's role in the Demeter
myth is really only that of seducer or conqueror.

As a matter of practical observation, the Kore often
occurs in woman as an unknown young girl, not infre
quentlyas Gretchen or the unmarried mother.2 Another
frequent modulation is the dancer, who is often formed
by borrowings from classical knowledge, in which case
the "maiden" appears as the cory bant, maenad, or
nY'lJ1ph. An occasional variant is the nixie or water
sprite, who betrays her superhuman nature by her fish
tail. Sometimes the Kore and mother figures slither
down altogether to the animal kingdom, the favourite
representatives of which are then the cat or the snake
or the bear, or else some black monster of the under
world like the crocodile or other salamander-like, saurian
creatures.3 The maiden's helplessness exposes her to all
sorts of dangers, for instance of being devoured by rep
tiles or ritually slaughtered like a beast of sacrifice.
Often there are bloody, cruel, and even obscene orgies
to which the innocent child falls victim. Sometimes it
is a case of a true nekyia, a descent into Hades and a
quest for the "treasure hard to attain," occasionally
2 The "personalistic" approach interprets such dreams as "wish-fulfil
ments." To many, this kind of interpretation seems the only possible
one. These dreams, however, occur in the most varied circumstances,
even in circumstances when the wish-fulfilment theory becomes entirely
forced or arbitrary. It therefore seems to me more cautious and more
appropriate to continue the investigation of motifs in the field of dreams.
8 The double vision of this salamander, of which Benvenuto Cellini tells
in his Autobiograpby, corresponds to an anima-projection occasioned by
the music his father was playing.
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connected with orgiastic sexual rites or offerings of
menstrual blood to the moon. Oddly enough, the various
tortures and obscenities are carried out by an "Earth
Mothcr." Thcre are drinkings of blood and bathings in
blood/ also crucifixions. The maiden who crops up in
case-histories differs not inconsiderably from the vaguely
flower-like Kore in that the modern figure is more
sharply delineated and not nearly so "unconscious," as
the following examples will show.

The figures corresponding to Dcmeter and Hecate
are superior not to say over-life-size "Mothers" ranging
from the Pieta type to the Baubo type. The unconscious,
which acts as a counterbalance to woman's conven
tional innocuousness, proves to be highly inventive in
this latter respect. J can recall only very few cases where
Demeter's own noble figure in its pure form breaks
through as an image rising spontaneously from the un
conscious. I remember a case, in fact, where a maiden
goddess appears clad all in purest white, but carrying a
black monkey in her arms. The "Earth Mother" is
always chthonic and is occasionally related to the moon,
either through the blood-sacrifice already mentioned, or
through a child-sacrifice, or else because she is adorned
<1 One of my patients, whose principal difficulty was a negative rnother
complex, developed a series of fantasies on a primitive mother-figure,
an Indian woman, who instructed her in the natul'e of woman in gen
eral. In these pronouncements a special paragraph is devoted to blood,
running as follows: "A woman's life is close to the blood, Every month
she is reminded of this, and birth is indeed a bloody business, destruc
tive and creative. A woman is only permitted to give birth, but the
new life is not ber creation, In her heart of hearts she knows this and
rejoices in the grace that has fallen to her. She is a little mother, not
the Great Motber. But her little pattern is like the great pattern, If she
understands this she is blessed by nature, because she has submitted in
the right way and can thus partake of the nourishment of the Great
Mother...."
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with a sickle moon.G In pictorial or plastic representa
tions the "Mother" is dark deepening to black, or red
(the latter two being her principal colours), and with
a primitive or animal expression of face; in form she
not infrequently resembles the neolithic ideal of the
"Venus de Brassempouy" or that of Willendorf, or
again the sleeper of Hal Saflieni. Now and then I have
come across multiple breasts, arranged like those of a
sow. The "Earth Mother" plays an important part in
the woman's unconscious, for all her manifestations are
described as "powerful." This shows that in such cases
the "Earth Mother" element in the conscious mind is
abnormally weak and requires strengthening.

In view of all this it is, I admit, hardly understandable
why such figures should be reckoned as belonging to
the type of "superordinate personality." In a scientific
investigation, however, one has to disregard moral or
aesthetic prejudices and let the facts speak for them
selves. The maiden is often described as not altogether
human in the usual sense; she is either of unknown or
peculiar origin, or she looks strange or undergoes strange
6 Often the moon is simply "there," as for instance in a fantasy of the
chthonic mother in the shape of the "Woman of the Bees" (Josephine
D. Bacon, In the Border Country, New York, 1909, pp. 14 if.). "The
path led to a tiny hut of the same colour as the four great trees that
stood about it. Its door hung wide open, and in the middle of it, on a
low stool, there sat an old woman wrapped in a long cloak, lool,ing
kindly at her...." The hut was filled with the steady humming of
bees. In the corner of the hut there was a deep cold spring, in which
"a white moon and little stars" were reflected. The old woman exhorted
the heroine to remember the duties of a woman's life, In TanH'ic yoga
a "humming as of a swarm of love-mad bees" proc~eds from the slumber
ing sl~akti CShat-Cha.lrra Nirnpana, p, 29. in A. Avalon, The Serpent
Power, London, 1919). Cf. infra, the dancer who dissolves into a
S'Warm of bees. Bees are also, as an allegory, connected with Maria, as the
text for the consecration of the Easter candle shows. See L. Duchesne,
Origines du cults chretien, pp. 265 f.
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experiences, from which one is forced to infer the
maiden's extraordinary, myth-like nature. Equally and
still more strikingly, the "Earth Mother" is a divine
being-in the classical sense. Moreover, she does not by
any means always appear in the guise of Baubo, but, for
instance, more like Queen Venus in Poliphile, though
she is invariably fraught with destiny. The often un
aesthetic forms of the "Earth Mother" are in keeping
with a prejudice in the modern feminine unconscious;
this prejudice was lacking in antiquity. The underworld
nature of Hecate, who is closely connected with Deme
ter, and Persephone's fate both point nevertheless to the
dark side of the human psyche, though not to the same
extent as the modern material.

The "superordinate personality" is the total man, i.e.
man as he really is, not as he appears to himself. To this
wholeness the unconscious psyche also belongs, which
has its requirements and needs just as consciousness has.
I do not want to interpret the unconscious personal
istically and assert, for instance, that fantasy-images like
those described above are the "wish-fulfilments" of
repressed libido. These images were as such never con
scious and consequently could never have been re
pressed. I understand the unconscious rather as an
impersonal psyche common to all men, even though it
expresses itself through a personal consciousness. vVhen
anyone breathes, his breathing is not a phenomenon to
be interpreted personally. The mythological images be
long to the structure of the unconscious and are an
impersonal possession; in fact, the great majority of men
are far more possessed by them than possessing them.
Images like those described above give rise under cer
tain conditions to corresponding disturbances and symp-



toms, and it is then the task of medical therapy to find
out whether and how and to what extent these impulses
can be integrated with the conscious personality, or
whether they are a secondary phenomenon which some
defective orientation of consciousness has brought out
of its normal potential state into actuality. Both possi
bilities exist in practice.

I usually describe the "superordinate personality" as
the "self," thus making a sharp distinction between the
ego, which, as is well known, extends only as far as
the conscious mind, and the rwbole of the personality,
which includes the unconscious as well as the conscious
componem. The ego is thus related to the "self" as part
to whole. To that extent the self is superordinate. More
over, the self is felt empirically not as subj ect but as
object, and this by reason of its unconscious component,
which can only come to consciousness indirectly, by
way of projection. Because of its unconscious com
ponent the self is so far removed from the conscious
mind that it can only be partially expressed through
human figures; the other part of it has to be expressed
through objective, abstract symbols. The human figures
are father and son, mother and daughter, king and
queen, god and goddess. Theriomorphic symbols are
the dragon, the .snake, elephant, lion, bear, and other
powerful animals, or again the spider, crab, butterfly,
beetle, worm, etc. Plant symbols are generally flowers
(lotus and rose). These lead on to geometrical figures
like the circle, the sphere, the square, the quaternity,
the clock, the firmament, and so on.6 The indefinite
extent of the unconscious component makes a compre
6See The Integration of the Personality (London, Kegall Paul, 1940),
ch.4.



hensive description of the human personality impossible.
Accordingly, the unconscious supplements the picture
with living figures ranging from the animal to the divine,
as the two extremes outside man, and rounds out the
animal extreme, through the addition of vegetable and
inorganic abstractions, into a microcosm. These addenda
have a high frequency in anthropomorphic divinities,
where they appear as "attributes."

Demeter and Kore, mother and daughter, extend the
feminine consciousness both upwards and downwards.
They add an "older and younger," "stronger and
weaker" dimension to it and widen out the narrowly
limited conscious mind bound in space and time, giving
it intimations of II greater and more comprehensive
personality which has a share in the eternal course of
things. We can hardly suppose that myth and mystery
were invented for any conscious purpose; it seems much
more likely that they were the involuntary revelation
of a psychic, but unconscious, pre-condition. The
psyche pre-existent to consciousness (e.g. in the child)
participates in the maternal psyche on the one hand,
while on the other it reaches across to the daughter
psyche. vVe could therefore say that every mother
contains her daughter in herself and every daughter her
mother, and that every woman extends backwards into
her mother and forwards into her daughter. This par
ticipation and intermingling give rise to that peculiar
uncertainty as regards time: a woman lives earlier as a
mother, later as a daughter. The conscious experience
of these ties produces the feeling that her life is spread
out over generations-the first step towards the im
mediate experience and conviction of being outside
time, which brings with it a feeling of immortality.
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The individual's life is elevated into a type, indeed it
becomes the archetype of woman's fate in general. This
leads to restoration or apocatastasis of the lives of her
ancestors, who now, through the bridge of the momen
tary individual, pass down into the generations of the
future. An experience of this kind gives the individual
a place and a meaning in the life of the generations, so
that all unnecessary obstacles are cleared out of the way
of the life-stream that is to flow through her. At the
same time the individual is rescued from her isolation
and restored to wholeness. All ritual preoccupation with
archetypes ultimately has this aim and this result.

It is immediately clear to the psychologist what
cathartic and at the same rejuvenating effects must flow
from the Demeter cult into the feminine psyche, and
what a lack of psychic hygiene characterizes our culture,
which no longer knows the kind of wholesome experi
ence afforded by Eleusinian emotions.

I take full account of the fact that not only the
psychologically minded layman but the professional
psychologist and psychiatrist as well, and even the
psychotherapist, do not possess an adequate knowledge
of their patients' archetypal material, insofar as they
have not specially investigated this aspect of the phe
nomenology of the unconscious. For it is precisely in
the field of psychiatric and psychotherapeutic observa
tion that we frequently meet with cases characterized
by a rich crop of archetypal symbols.7 Since the neces
sary historical knowledge is lacking to the physician
71 would refer to the thesis of my pupil Jan Nelken, Analytiscbe
Beobachtungen tiber Phantasien eines Schizophrenen (1912), as also to
my own analysis of a series of fantasies in Tbe Psychology of the Un
conscio!IS (1922).
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observing them, he is not in a position to perceive the
parallelism bctween his observations and the findings of
anthropology and the history of the human mind. Con
versely, an expert in mythology and comparative reli
gion is as a rule no psychiatrist and consequcntly does
not know that his mythologems are still fresh and
living-for instance, in dreams and visions, in the hidden
recesses of our most personal inner life, which we would
on no account deliver up to scientific dissection. The
archetypal material is therefore the great unknown, and
it requires special study and preparation even to collect
such material.

It does not seem to me superfluous to give a number
of examples from my case-histories which bring out
the occurrence of archetypal images in dreams or fan
tasies. Time and again with my public I come across
the difficulty that they imagine illustration by "a few
examples" to be the simplest thing in the world. In actual
fact it is almost impossible, with a few words and one
or two pictures torn out of their context, to demonstrate
anything. This can only be done in the case of an expert.
What Perseus has to do with the Gorgon's head would
never occur to anyone who did not know the myth.
So it is with the individual pictures: they need a context,
and the context is not only a myth but an individual
anamnesis. Such contexts, however, are of boundless
extent. Anything like a complete series of pictures
would require for its proper presentation a book of
about 200 pages. My own investigation of the Miller
fantasies givcs some idea of it.S It is therefore with the
S Cf. The Psychology of the Unconscious. H. G. Baynes' book, The·
Mytbology of the Soul (1940), runs to 939 pages and endeavours to do
justice to the material provided by only two individuals.
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greatest hesitation that I make the attempt to illustrate
from case-histories. The material I employ comes partly
from normal, partly from slightly ncurotic, pcrsons. It
is part dream, part vision or dream mixed with vision.
These "visions" are far from being hallucinations or
ccstatic states; they are spontaneous, visual iIll.ages of
fantasy or so-called active imagination. The latter is a
method (described by myself) of introspection, namely
the observation of the stream of interior images: one
concentrates one's attention on some impressive but un
intelligible dream-image, or on a spontancous visual im
pression, and observes the changes taking pla~e in it.
Meanwhile, of course, all criticism must be suspended
and the happenings observed and noted with absolute
objectivity. Obviously, too, the objections that the
whole thing is "arbitrary" or "thought up" lTIust be
set asiiJe, since they spring from the anxiety Df the cg'o
consciousness which brooks no master besides itself in
its own house. In other words, it is the check exerted
by the conscious mind on the unconscious.

Under these conditions, long and often very dramatic
series of fantasies ensue. The advantage of this method
is that it brings a mass of unconscious material to light.
Drawing, painting, and modelling can be used to the
same end. Once a visual series has bccome dramatic,
it can easily pass over into the auditive or linguistic
sphere and give rise to dialogues and the like. With
slightly pathological individuals and particularly in the
not infrequent case of latent schizophrenia the method
may, in certain circumstances, prove extremely danger
ous and therefore requires medical control. It rests on
a deliberate weakening of the conscious mind and its
inhibiting effect, which either limits or suppresses the
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·unconscious. The aim of the method is naturally thera-
peutic in the first place, while in the second it also fur
nishes rich empirical material. Some of our examples
are taken from this. They differ .from dreams only by
reason of their better form, which comes from the fact
that the contents were received not by a dreaming but
by a waking consciousness.

The examples are from women in middle life.

I. Case X, with items in chronological order.
i. (Spontaneous visual impression.) "I saw a white

bird with outstretched wings. It alighted on the figure
of a woman, clad in blue, who sat there like an antique
statue. The bird perched on her hand, and in it she had
a grain of w1:Jeat. The bird took it in its beak and flew
into the sky again."

To this X painted a picture: a blue-clad, archaically
simple "Mother"-figure on a white marble base. Her
maternity is emphasized by the large breasts.

ii. (Idem.) A bull lifts a child up from the ground
and carries it to the antique statue of a woman. A naked
young girl with a wreath of flowers in her hair appears,
riding on a white bull. She takes the child and throws
it into the air like a ball and catches it again. The white
bull carries them both to a temple. The girl lays the child
on the ground, and so on (initiation follows) .

In this picture the maiden appears, rather in the form
of Europa. (Here a certain school lmowledge is being
made use of.) Her nakedness and the wreath of flowers
point to Dionysian abandonment. The game of ball with
the child is the motif of some secret rite which always
has to do with "child-sacrifice." (Cf. the accusations of
ritual murder levelled by the pagans against the Chris-'"
tians and by the Christians against the Jews and Gnos-
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tics· also the Phoenician child-sacrifices, rumours about,
the Black Mass, etc., and "the ball-game in church.")

iii. (Ide'tll.) "I saw a golden pig on a pedestal. Beast
like beings danced round it in a circle. We made haste
to dig a hole in the ground. I reached in and found water.
Then a man appeared in a golden carriage. He jumped
into the hole and began swaying back and forth, as if
dancing.... I swayed in rhythm with him. Then he
suddenly leaped out of the hole, raped me, and got me
with child."

X is identical with the young girl, who often appears
as a youth, too. This youth is an animus-figure, the
embodiment of the masculine element in the woman.
Youth and young girl together form a syzygy or con
izmctio which symbolizes the essence of wholeness (as
also does the Platonic hermaphrodite, who later became
the symbol of perfected wholeness in alchcmistic phi
losophy). X evidently dances with the rest, hence "we
made haste." The parallel with the motifs stressed by
Kerenyi seems to me remarkable.

iv. (Idem.) "I saw a beautiful youth with golden
cymbals, dancing and leaping in joy and abandonment.
. . . Finally he fell to the ground and buried his face in
the flowers. Then he sank into the lap of a very old
mother. After a time he got up and Jumped into the
water, where he sported like a dolphin. ... I saw that
rus hair was golden. Now we were leaping together,
hand in hand. So we came to a gorge. ..." (In leaping
the gorge the youth falls into the chasm. X is left alone
and comes to a river where a white sea-horse is waiting
for her with a golden boat.)

III this scene X is the youth; therefore he disappears
later, leaving her the sole heroine of the story. She is
the child of the "very old mother," and is also the
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dolphin, the youth lost in the gorge, and the bride evi-
dently expected by Poseidon. The peculiar overlapping
and displacement of motifs in all this personal mate
rial is about the same as in the mythological variants.
X found the youth in the lap of the mother so impres
sive that she painted a picture of it. The figure is the
same as in item i; only it is not the grain of wheat in
her hand, but the body of the youth that lies completely
exhausted in the lap of the gigantic mother.

v. There now follows a sacrifice of sheep, during
which a game of ball is likewise played with the sacri
ficial animal. The participants smear the7J1selves witlJ the
sacrificial blood, and afterwards bathe in the pulsing
gore. X is thereupon transformed into a plant.

vi. After that X comes to a den of snakes, and the
snakes wind all round her.

vii. In a den of snakes beneath the sea there is a divine
woman, asleep. (She is shown in the picture as much
larger than the others.) She is wearing a blood-red gar
ment that covers only the lower half of her body. She
has a dark skin, full red lips, and seems to be of great
physical strength. She kisses X, who is evidently in the
role of the young girl, and hands her as a present to the
many men who are standing by, etc.

This chthonic goddess is the typical "Earth Mother"
as she appears in so many modern fantasies.

viii. As X emerged from the depths and saw the light
again, she experienced a kind of illumination: white
flames played about her head as she went through wav
ing fields of grain.

With this picture the Mother-episode is ended. Al
though there is not the slightest trace of any known
myth being repeated, the motifs and the conncxions
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between them are all familiar from mythology. These
images present themselves spontaneoZlsly and are based
on no conscions knowledge whatever. I have applied the
method of active imagination to myself over a long time
and have observed numerous symbols and symbolic rela
tions which in many cases I was only able to verify years
afterwards in texts of whose existence I was totally
ignorant. It is the same with dreams. Some years ago
I dreamed for example that:

"I was climbing slowly and toilsomely up a mountain.
When 1 had reached, as 1 imagined, the top, 1 found
that I was standing on the edge of a plateau. The crest
that represented the real top of the mountain only rose
far off in the distance. Night was coming on, and 1 saw,
on the dark slope opposite, a brook flowing down with
a metallic shimmer, and two paths leading upwards, one
to the left, the other to the nght, winding like serpents.
On the top, to the right, there was a hotel. Down below,
the broole ran to the left with a bridge leading across it."

Not long afterwards I discovered the following "al~

legory" in an obscure alehemistic treatise. In his Specula
tivCl Philosophia9 the Frankfurt physician Gerardus
Dorneus, who lived in the second half of the sixteenth
century, describes the "Mundi peregrinatio, quam er
roris viam appellamus" (Tour of the world, which we
call the way of error) on the one hand and the" Via
veritatis" on the other. Of the first way the author says:

"Humanum genns, cui Deo resistere iam innatum est,
non desistit media quaerere, quibus proprio conatu
la.qneos evadat, quos sibimet posuit, ab eo non petens
auxilinm, a quo solo dependet orunis misericordiae munus.
Hinc factum est, ut in sinistram viae partern officinam
sibi l?aximam exstruxerint . . . hnic domui praeest in
dustna, et~ Quod postquam adepti fuerint, ab industria

9 Tbcatrum Cbemicum (1601), I, pp. 286 ff.
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recedentes in secundam mundi regionem tendunt: per
infirmitatis pontem facientes transitum. . . . At quia
bonus Deus retrahere vellet, infirmitates in ipsis dominari
permittit, tum rursus ut prius remedium (industrial) a
se quaercntes, ad xenodochium etia7n a sinistris con
structum et permaximum confluunt, cui medieina praeest.
Ibi pharmacopolarum, chirurgorum et physicorum in
gens est copia," etc.lO

On the "way of truth," which is the "right" way,
our author says:

"... pervenietis ad Sophiae eastra, quibus excepti,
longe vehementiori quam antea cibo reficiemini." Even
the brook is there: "viventis aquae fluvius tam admirando
fluens artificio de montis apiee." (De Sophiae fonte
scaturiunt aquae!)l1

An important difference, compared with my dream, is
that here, apart from the situation of the hotel being
reversed, the river of wisdom is on the right and not, as
in my dream, in the middle of the picture.

It is evident that in my dream we are not dealing
with any known "myth" but with a group of ideas
10 "The human race, whose nature it is to resist God, does not cease to
ask how it may, by its own efforts, escape the snares which it h-as laid
for itself. But it does not ask help from Him on whom alone depends
the whole gift of compassion. Hence it comes about that men build
themselves great workshops on the left-hand side of the road . . . in
these dwellings, diligence is the ruling principle. After this state has
been achieved, they cease to be industrious and bend their steps towards
tlJe second region of tlJe world, making their crossing over tlJe bridge
of weakness. ... But because the good God wished to draw them back,
He allowed their weaknesses to dominate in them; then, just as formerly,
they sought a cure on their own initiative, so now they congregate in
tbe great hospitals built by the dwellers on tbe left. Here, medicine is
the ruling principle and there is an enormous number of pharmacists,
surgeons, and physicians."
11 " ••• you will come to the camp of Wisdom and on being received,
there, you will be restored by a much more forceful food than before."
... "a stream of living water flowing with such wonderful artifice from
the mountain peak." (The waters gush out from the fountain of
Wisdom.)
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which might easily have been regarded as "individual,"
i.e. unique. A thorough analysis, however, could show
without difficulty that it is an archetypal picture such
as can be reproduced over and over again in any age
and any place. But I must admit that the archetypal
nature of the dream-image only became clear to me
when I read Dorneus. These and similar incidents I
have observed repeatedly not only in myself but in my
patients, But, as this example shows, it needs special
attention if such parallels are not to be missed.

The antique Mother-image is 110t exhausted in the
figure of Demeter. It also expresses itself in Cybelc
Artemis. The next case points in this direction.

II. Case Y.
i. (Dream.) "1 am wandering over a great mountain;

the way is lonely, wild, and difficult. A woman comes
down from the sky to accompany and help me, She is
all bright with light hair and shining eyes. Now and then
she vanishes. After going on for some time alone 1 notice
that I have left my stick somewhere, and must turn back
to fetch it. To do this I have to pass a terrible monster,
an enormous bear. When I came this way the first time
I had to pass it, but then the woman from the sky pro
tected me. Just as I am passing the beast and he is about
to come at me, she stands beside me again, and at her
look the bear lies down quiedy and lets us pass. Then
the sky-woman vanishes again."

Here we have a maternally protective goddess some
how related to bears, a kind of Diana or the Gallo
Roman Dea Artio. The sky-woman is the positive, the
bear the negative aspect of the "superordinate person
ality," which extends the conscious human being up
wards into the celestial and downwards into the animal
regions.



ii. (Dream.) "We go through a door into a tower
like room, where we climb a long flight of steps. On one
of the topmost steps I read an inscription: 'Vis ztt sis.'
The steps end in a temple situated on the crest of a
wooded mountain, and there is no other approach. It is
the shrine of Ursa'llna, the bear-goddess and Mother of
God in one. The temple is of red stone. Bloody sacrifices
are offered there. Animals are standing about the altar.
In order to enter the temple precincts one has to be
transformed into an animal-a beast of the forest. The
temple has the form of a cross with equal arms and a
circular space in the middle, which is not roofed, so that
one can look straight up at the sky and the constellation
of the Bear. On the altar in the middle of the open room
there stands the moon-bowl, from which smoke or
vapour continually rises. There is also a huge image of
the goddess, but it cannot be seen cleady. The worship
pers, who have been changed into animals and to whom
I also belong, have to touch the goddess's foot with their
own foot, whereupon the image gives them a sign or an
oracular utterance like 'Vis ztt sis.' "

In tlus dream the bear-goddess emerges plainly, al
though her statue "cannot be seen clearly." The rela
tionship to the self, the superordinate personality, is
indicated not only by the oracle"Vis ut sis" but by the
quaternity and the circular central chamber of the
temple. From ancient times any relationship to a con
stellation has always symbolized eternity. The soul
comes "from the stars" and returns to the stellar regions.
"Ursanna's" relation to the moon is indicated by the
"moon-bowL"

The moon-goddess also appears in children's dreams.
A girl who grew up in peculiarly difficult psychic cir
cumstances had a recurrent dream beween her seventh
and tenth years: "The moon-lady was always waiting
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for me down by the water at the landing-stage, to take
me to her island." Unfortunately she could never re
member what happened there, but it was so beautiful
that she often prayed she might have this dream again.
Although, as is evident, the two dreamers are not iden
tical, the island motif also occurred in the previous
dream as the "inaccessible mountain crest."

Thirty years later, the dreamer of the moon-lady
had a dramatic fantasy:

"I am climbing a steep dark mountain, on top of
which stands a domed castle. 1 enter and go up a
winding stairway to the left. Arriving inside the dome,
I find myself in the presence of a woman wearing a
head-dress of cow's horns. 1 recognize her immediately
as the moon-lady of my childhood dreams. At her behest
I look to the right and see a dazzlingly bright sun shining
on the other side of a deep chasm. Over the chasm
stretches a narrow, transparent bridge, upon which 1
step, conscious of the fact that in no circumstances must
I look down. An uncanny fear seizes me, and 1 hesitate.
T1"eachery seems to be in the air, but at last I go across
and stand before the sun. The sun speaks: 'If you can
approach me nine times without being burned, all will
be well.' But I grow more and more afraid, finally I do
look down, and I see a black tentacle like that of an
octopus groping towards me from underneath the sun.
I step bade in fright and plunge into the abyss. But
instead of being dashed to pieces 1 lie in the arms of the
Earth Mother. When I try to look into her face, she
turns to clay, and I find myself lying on the earth."

It is remarkable how the beginning of this fantasy
agrees with the dream. The moon-lady above is clearly

_distinguished from the Earth Mother below. The for
mer urges the dreamer to her somewhat perilous adven
ture with the sun; the latter catches her protectively
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in her maternal arms. The dreamer, as the one in danger,
would therefore seem to be in the role of the Kore.

We now turn back to our dream series:

iii. Y sees two pictures in a dream, painted by the
Scandinavian painter "Hermann Christian Lund."

I. "The first picture is of a Scandinavian peasant room.
Peasant girls in gay costumes are walking about arm in
arm (that is, in a row). The middle one is smaller than
the rest and, besides this, has a hump and keeps turning
her head back. This, together with her peculiar glance,
gives her a witchlike look.

II. "The second picture shows a dragon with its neck
stretched out over the whole picture and especially over
a girl, who is in the dragon's power and cannot move,
for as soon as she moves the dragon, which can make its
body big or little at will, moves too; and when the girl
wants to get away it simply stretches out its neck over
her, and so catches her again. Strangely enough, the girl
has no face, at least I couldn't see it."

The painter is an invention of the dream. The animus
often appears as a painter or has some kind of projection
apparatus, or is a cinema operator or owner of a picture
gallery. All this refers to the animus as the function
mediating between conscious and unconscious: the un
conscious contains pictures which are mediated, that
is, made manifest, by the animus, either as fantasies or,
unconsciously, in the patient's own life and actions. The
animus-projection gives rise to fantastic relations of
love and hatred for "heroes" or "fiends." The favourite
victims of this are tenors, artists, movie-stars, athletic
champions, etc. In the first picture the maiden is charac
terized as being "daemonic," with a hump and an evil
look "over her shoulder." (Hence amulets against tIre
evil eye are often worn by primitives on the nape of
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the neck, {or the vulnerable spot is at the bade, where
you can't see.)

In the second picture the "maiden" is portrayed as
the innocent victim of the monster. Just as in the first
there was a rela.tionship of identity between the celes
tial woman and the bear, so here between the young girl
and the dragon-which in practical life is often rather
more than just a bad joke. In this case, too, it means
widening the conscious personality, i.e. through the
helplessness of the victim on the one hand and the dan
gers of the humpback's evil eye and the dragon's might
on the other.

iv. (Part dream, part visual imagination.) "A magician
is demonstrating his tricks to an Indian prince. He pro
duces a beautiful young girl from under a cloth. She is
a dancer, who has the power to change her shape or at
least hold her audience sJ?ell-bound by faultless illusion.
During the dance she dissolves with the music into a
swarm of bees. Then she changes into a leopard, then
into a jet of water, then into a sea-polyp that has twined
itself about a young pearl-fisher. Between times, she
takes human form again at the dramatic moment. She
appears as a she-ass bearing two baskets of wonderful
fruits. Then she becomes a many-coloured peacock. The
prince is beside himself with delight and calls her to him.
But she dances on, now naked, and even tears the skin
from her body, and finally falls down-a naked skeleton.
This is buried, but at night a lily grows out of the grave,
and from its cup there rises the white lady, who floats
slowly up to the sky."

This piece describes the successive transformations
of the illusionist (artistry in illusion being a specifically
!:minin~ capacity) until she becomes a transfigured
personalIty. The fantasy was not invented as an alle
gory; it was part dream, part spontaneous imagery.
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v. (Dream.) "I am in a church made of grey sand
stone. The apse is somewhat elevated. Near the taber
nacle a girl in a red dress is hanging on the stone cross
of the window. (Suicide?)"

Just as in the preceding cases the sacrifice of a child
or a sheep played a part, so here the sacrifice of the
maiden hanging on the "cross." The death of the dancer
is also to be understood in this sense, for these maidens
are always doomed to die, because their exclusive domi
nation of the feminine psyche hinders the individuation
process, that is, the maturation of personality. The
"maiden" corresponds to the anima of the man and
makes use of it to gain her natural ends, in which illusion
plays the greatest part imaginable. But as long as a
woman is content to be a femme ahomme, she has no
feminine individuality. She is empty and merely glitters
-a welcome vessel for masculine projections. Woman
as a personality, however, is a very different thing: here
illusion no longer works. So that when the question of
personality arises, which is as a rule the painful fact
of the second half of life, the childish form of the self
disappears too.

All that remains for me now is to describe the Kore
as observable in man, the anima. Since a man's wholeness,
insofar as he is not constitutionally homosexual, can
only be a masculine personality, the feminine figure of
the anima cannot be catalogued as a type of superordi
nate personality, but requires a different evaluation and
position. In the products of unconscious activity, the
anima appears equally as maiden and mother, which is
why a personalistic interpretation always reduces it to
the personal mother or some other female person. "f1'ie
real meaning of the figure naturally gets lost in the
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process, as is inevitably the case with all these reductive
interpretations whether in the sphere of the psychology
of the unconscious or of mythology. The innumerable
attempts that have been made in the sphere of mythol
ogy to interpret gods and heroes in a solar, lunar, astral,
or meteorological sense contribute nothing of impor
tance to the understanding of them; on the contrary,
they all put us on a false track. vVhen, therefore, in
dreams and other spontaneous manifestations, we meet
with an unknown female figure whose significance os
cillates between the extremes of goJdess and whore,
it is advisable to let her keep her indepcndence and not
reduce her arbitrarily to something known. If the un
conscious shows her as an "unknown," this attribute
should not be got rid of by main force 'with a view
to arriving at a "rational" interpretation. Like the
"superordinate personality," the anima is bipolar and can
therefore appear positive one moment and negative the
nextj now young, now old; now mother, now maiden;
now a good fairy, now a witch; now a saint, now a
whore. Besides this ambivalence, the anima also has
"occult" connexions with "mysteries," with the world
of darkness in general, and for that reason she is often
of a religious complexion. Whenever she emerges with
some degree of clarity, she always has a peculiar rela
tionship to time: as a rule she is more or less immortal,
because outside time. Writers who have tried their hand
at this figure have never failed to stress the anima's
peculiarity in this respect. I would refer to the classic
descriptions in Rider Haggard's She and The Return
of She, in Pierre Benoit's L'Atlantide, and above all in

-rn:e novel of the young American author, William M.
Sloane, To Walk the Night. In all these accounts, the



anima is outside time as we know it and consequelltly
immensely old or a being that belongs to a different
order of things. .

Since we can no longer or only partially express the
types of the unconscious by means of figures in which
we religiously believe, they lapse into unconsciousness
again and hence are unconsciously projected into more
or less suitable human personalities. To the young boy
a dearly discernible anima-form manifests itself in his
mother, and this lends her the radiance of power and
superiority or else a daemonic aura of even greater fas
cination. But because of the anima's ambivalence, the
projection can be entirely negative. Much of the fear
which the female sex arouses in men is based on the
projection of the anima image. An infantile man gener
ally has a maternal anima; an adult man, the figure of a
younger woman. The senile man finds compensation in
a very young girl, even a child.

The anima also has affinities with animals, which
symbolize her characteristics. Thus she can appear as
a snake or a tiger or a bird. vVe quote a dream series
that contains transformations of this kind by way of
example: 12

i. A white bird perches on a table. Suddenly it changes
into a fair-haired seven-year-old girl and just as suddenly
back into a bird, which now speaks with a human voice.

ii. In an underground house, which is really the under
world, there lives an old magician and prophet with his
"daughter." She is, however, not really his daughter;
she is a dancer, a very loose person, but is blind and
seeks healing.

iii. A lonely house in a wood, where an old schola.&.-is
12 Only extracts of the dreams are given, insofar as they bear on the
anima.



living. Suddenly his daughter appears, a kind of ghost,
complaining that people only look upon her as a figment
of fancy.

iv. On the fac;ade of a church there is a Gothic Ma
donna, who is alive and is the "unknown and yet known
woman." Instead of a child, she holds in her arms a sort
of flame or a snake or a dragon.

v. A black-clad "countess" kneels in a dark chapel.
Her dress is hung with costly pearls. She has red hair,
and there is something uncanny about her. Moreover,
she is surrounded by the spirits of the dead.

vi. A female snake comports herself tenderly and in
sinuatingly, speal(ing with a human voice. She is only
"accidentally" shaped like a snakc.

vii. A bird speaks with the samc voicc, but shows
herself helpful by trying to rescue the dreamcr from a
dangerous situation.

viii. The unlmown woman sits, like the dreamer, on
the tip of a church spire and stares at him uncannily
across the abyss.

ix. The unknown woman suddenly appears as an old
female attendant in an underground public lavatory with
a temperature of 40 below zero.

x. The unknown woman leaves the house looking like
a petite bourgeoise with a female relation, and in her
place there is suddenly an over-life-size goddess clad in
blue, looking like Athene.

xi. Then she appears in a church, taking the place of
the altar, still over-life-size but with veiled face.

In all these dreams13 the central figure is a mysterious
feminine being with qualities like those of no woman
JJ;l...:P.le following statements are not meant as "interpretations" of the
d.teams. They are intended only to sum up the various forms in which
the lUlima appears.



known to the dreamer. The unknown is describea as
such in the dreams themselves, and reveals her extraor
dinary nature :firstly by her power to change shape
and secondly by her paradoxical ambivalence. Every
conceivable shade of meaning glitters in her, from the
highest to the lowest.

Dream i shows the anima as elflike, i.e. only partially
human. She can just as well be a bird, which means that
she may belong wholly to nature and can vanish (i.e.
hecome unconscious) from the human sphere (i.e. con
sciousness) .

Dream ii shows the unknown woman as a mythologi
cal figure from the beyond (the unconscious). She is the
soror or filia mystica of a hierophant or "philosopher,"
evidently a parallel to those mystic syzygies which are
to be met with in the figures of Simon Magus and Helen,
Zosimus and Theosebeia, Comarius and Cleopatra, etc.
Our dream figure fits in best with Helen. A really ad
mirable description of anima-psychology in the form of
a woman is to be found in Erskine's Helen of Troy.

Dream iii presents the same theme, but on a more
"fairy-tale-like" plane. Here the anima is shown as
rather spookish.

Dream iv brings the anima nearer to the Mother of
God. The son refers to the mystic speculations on the
subject of the redemptive serpent and the "fiery" nature
of the redeemer.

In dream v, the anima is visualized somewhat roman
tically as the "distinguished" fascinating woman, who
nevertheless has dealings with spirits.

Dreams vi and vii bring theriomorphic variations.
The anima's identity is at once apparent to the drealliCr
because of the voice and what it says. The anima has
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"a~cidentally" taken the form of a snake, just as in
dream is she changed with the greatest of ease into a bird
al;d back again. As a snake, she is playing the negative
part, as a bird the positive.

Dream viii shows the dreamer confronted with his
anima. It takes place high above the ground (i.e. above
human reality). Obviously it is a case of dangerous
fascination by the anima.

Dream ix signifies the anima's deep plunge into an
extremely "subordinate" position, where the last trace
of fascination has gone and only human sympathy is
left.

Dream x shows the paradoxical double nature of the
anima: banal mediocrity and Olympian divinity.

Dream xi restores the anima to the Christian church,
not as an icon but as the altar itself. The altar is the
place of sacrifice and also the receptacle for the con
secrated relics.

To throw even a moderate light on all these refer
ences to the anima would require special and very exten
sive investigation, which would be out of place here
because, as we have already said, the anima has only
an indirect bearing on the interpretation of the Kore
figure. I have presented this dream series simply for the
purpose of giving the reader some idea of the empirical
material on which the idea of the anima is based.14 From
this and similar series we get an average picture of that
strange factor which has such an important part to play
in the masculine psyche, and which a naIve presumption
invariably identifies with certain women, imputing to
~. my paper "Ueber den Archetypus, mit besonderer Beriicksichti
gung des AnimabegritJes," Zentralblatt filr Psychotherapie, Vol. IX, No.
), pp. 459 if.
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them all the copious illusions that swarm in the n\ale
Eros.

It seems clear enough that the man's anima found
occasion for projection in the Demeter cult. The Kare
doomed to her subterranean fate, the two-faced mother,
and the theriomorphic aspects of both afforded the
anima ample opportunity to reflect herself, shimmering
and equivocal, in the Eleusinian cult, or rather to experi
ence herself there and fill the celebrants with her un
earthly essence, to their lasting gain. For a man, anima
experiences are always of immense and abiding signif
icance.

Bur the Demeter-Kare myth is far too feminine to
have been merely the result of an anima-projection.
Although the anima can, as we have said, experience
herself in Demeter-Kore, she is yet of a wholly different
nature. She is in the highest sense femme Ii homme,
whereas Demeter-Kore exists on the plane of mother
daughter experience, which is alien to man and shuts
him out. In fact, the psychology of the Demeter cult
has all the features of a matriarchal order of society,
where the man is an indispensable but on the whole
disturbing factor.
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The Miracle ofEleusis

CONTEMPORANEOUSLY with the studies of the numer
ous aspects of the Kore figure presented in this

volume, attempts have been made by scholars of note
to bring the secret of the Eleusinian mysteries somewhat
nearer to modern man. Only now, by way of a supple
ment, is it possible to take up a position in respect of
them. Nor shall I enter here into questions of detail
which were purposely avoided in the Kore study proper.
In one instance alone does it seem necessary to take up
a position, and that is where the results of our study
had almost been reached by someone else and where he
who had almost reached them yet failed to take the
last and decisive step. Today I believe that I can directly
prove the justice of this last step-the basic identity of
mother and daughter-from the ancient records. I should
also like to give reasons why I cannot take another step
along with him-the step not to "wordless knowledge"
but to a "miracle." All this seems to me so much the
more needful, since it was a man like Walter ~to
who omitted to take the former, decisive step and yet
ventured the latter one as regards the "miracle" (in the



Erlmos-jahrbuch, 1939, on Der Sinn der cleusi'llischen
My sterien, Zurich, 194-0).

vVhat is the basis of our insight into the fundamental
identity of Demeter and Persephone? It is based on
psychic reality and 011 the tradition that testifies to the
existence of this psychic reality in antiquity. Professor
Jung' has thrown light all its psychologically real basis.
He has certainly not said the last word, but enough to
show that research is not going in a "speculative" direc
tiOll when it starts out from mythological "ideas." The
ancient records were and remain the deciding factor.
They afford indirect proof of that basic identity.

Dil'ect proof would be the admission of this identity
by an initiate. Instead of which we find in Elcusis the
remains of a cult proving that the initiates paid. homage
to two goddesses, mother and daughter. On the other
hand this pair of divinities forms a unit the essential
nature and uniqueness of 'vvhich give us pause. No one
has put just this point as sharply as Otto. "How is it," he
asks, "that Demeter comes to have this daughter? Indeed,
what does it mean that she is so closely counected with
a daughter at am" He compares the relations of other
daughters to their divine parents and finds none of them
so intimate. "Even Athene, who sprang from the head
of Zeus, is not as much of a daughter to her father as
Persephone is to her mother." The fervour of their love
for one another reminds us rather of divine lovers such
as Aphrodite and Adonis, Cybele and Atthis, Ishtar and
Tamnmz, Isis and Osiris. Otto therefore emphasizes the
difference all the more: "Demeter, mourning her daugh
ter, ~ourning some nature that is essentially akin to
he( that makes the impression of a younger double.
Such a relationship is very different in character from



that of the othcrs. So that, despite seeming parallefs, it
remains in the last analysis unique and in need of a spec;ial
explanation." There is only one thing more to be added:
just as all the other great goddesses always lose-and
find-only their one beloved (Aphrodite her Adonis,
Ishtar her T ammuz, etc.), so it is unthinkable that
Demeter should get back another daughter as dear to
her as the one she has lost, the Kore XCt1;' E;OXtlv.

Thus we come to a piece of indirect evidence: the
Arcadian mythologem of Demeter and her daughter.
Otto is very near to undcrstanding their basic identity
when he keeps his eye constantly on the Arcadian story
as well as the Elcusinian. Mythologems told in this form
are never the mystery, never the thing that is shrouded
in mystery both in Arcadia and in Eleusis. In Arcadia,
the characters in the divine drama (bearing in mind the
later Greek romantic tales, we might also speak of a
"divine novel") are the same as in Eleusis, and the peri
peteia is the same-the sudden change from anger and
grief to peace and happiness. Only the names are differ
ent, at least in part, and the mother experiences in Arca
dia what the daughter experienced in Eleusis. Let us
examine this critical point more closely than we did in
the Kore study.

For the benefit of the uninitiated, Pausanias explains
by the old method of rational systematization of myth
the fact that "first" (i.e. in the Eleusinian version) it
was Demeter's daughter and "then" (i.e. in the Arcadian
accolmt) Demeter herself who undergocs a marriage by
rape and becomes a mother. In his account of the
shrine of Despoina in Lykosura he speaks exp~ of
Demeter having a second daughter. Despoina, he"says,
is Demeter's daughter by Poseidon, just as her other



daughter by Zeus is generally called Kore, although
H9mer and Pamphos call her by the special name of
Persephone. He does not dare, he says, reveal Despoina's
proper name to the uninitiate. Speaking in this connex
ion of the triad of goddesses in Lykosura-Demeter,
Dcspoina, and Artemis Hcgemone-hc sees in the third
of these yet another of Demeter's daughters, but only
on the basis of a great authority. For this he cites Aes
chylus, who is said to have learned such matters from
the Egyptians (yIlI, 37). By so doing he betrays noth
ing of the mysteries as known to !:Jim. (Aeschylus, a
great teller of myths, probably knew much more.) It
is quite unintentionally and unwittingly that he never
theless furnishes us with a deeper insight into the nature
of the connexion between Artemis and Demetcl'. Pau
sanias does this by speaking of Despoina's pet stag-an
animal otherwise sacred to Artemis (VIII, 10, 10).

The Lylwsura triad-increased to a foursome by the
mysterious figure of a man, AllYtos the Titan-consists
of separate figures that also point to an original unity
and thus confirm the train of thought leading to the
recognition of such a unity. There can, however, be no
doubt that for Pausanias Despoina and the Kore were
in no way different from Despoina and Artemis. The
Arcadian triad Demeter-Despoina-Artemis (the last
being the leader with the torch and two snakes in her
hand) corresponds exactly to the Eleusinian triad of
the Homeric hymn: Demeter-Kore-Hecate. In both
cases the daughter sits in the middle of them, and in
both cases there was only one daughter for all the
Gr~In accordance with this Pausanias also speaks,
·when relating the mythologem of Thelpusa, of Demeter
being angry but once and having only one reason for



her anger: the assault of the dark god-Poseidon irl the
Arcadian version. If we treat the rape of Persephone as
a separate thing and regard it as another reason 'for
Demeter's anger, then one of the two versions becomes
a mere addition and the whole something that is put
right afterwards.

Otto sticks to this secondary state of the records
despite his esteem for the Arcadian mythologem. And
he would still have the records, at least as regards their
wording, in his favour were it not that just such a testi
mony as we could wish for has come to light. This is an
inscription in a somewhat remote spot but still deriving
from the time when the Eleusinian mysteries were alive.
It was found on Delos in the precincts sacred to Egyp
tian gods (published by Roussel, Les Cultes egyptiens
aDelos, p. 199, No. 206). Vain attempts were made to
interpret the inscription as something Egyptian. For.
Demeter is always at home on any Greek island, and
what is more she carried remains of the Isis cult with
her to Eleusis. Conversely, too, where Isis was already
being worshipped the Greeks liked to recall the Holy
Mother of Eleusis. They even went so far as to equate
both goddesses. But the inscription is consecrated only
to the Greek goddess:

~~!111l:00£
'EAEU<JLVLa£
xal x0011£
xal y'Uvmxo£

Only the initial ~ was lacking. For the rest it says plainly
and with no need of completion that the ~nian
Demeter was Kore and mature woman (Latin matrona)
111 one.
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If a truth were in fact revealed to the celebrants in
Eleusis by means of pictures1 signs, or words1 it must
have been something absolutely novel, astounding, and
not to be apprehended by reason and experience. This
is Otto's opinion, and such is indeed the character of
Demeter as girl and woman. Yet this truth, translated
into the language of everyday and workaday realitYl
seems to him to be not nearly mysterious enough to
form the heart of so great a mystery. To his way of
thinking, the knowledge that man must die but lives
on in his descendants is trivial. This is certainly true of
mere "knowledge of" something. But there is a vast
difference between "knowing of" something and know
ing it and being it. It is one thing to know about the
"seed and the sprout," and quite another to have recog
nized in them the past and futUt'c as one's own being
and its continuation. Or, as ProfCSS01" lung puts it: to
experience the return, the apocatastasis, of one's ances
tors in such a way that these can prolong themselves via
the bridge of the momentary individual into the genera
tions of the future. A knowledge with this content, with
the experience of being in death, is not to be despised.

In the light of this confluence of past and future, the
"underworldly" aspect of the Eleusinian mysteries also
becomes understandable, an aspect I have long felt and
on which Otto now lays particular stress. It is all the
more curious, then, that he should find the solution of
the Eleusinian riddle not in the seed and the sprout,
where a whole underworld of ancestral souls may be
contained, but in a miracle. He takes the evidenc:;e of the
part pl~ed by the mown ear in Eleusis as meaning that
it ·,;V'r5"harvested "in complete stillness" and then dis
played. This is one possible interpretation of the sen-
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tence in the Church Father Hippolyrus (Refuttttio
omnium lJaeresium, V, 8, 37), but the other interpreta
tion is equally justifiable grammatically. Indeed the con
text favours the view that the liturgical act of showing
was accomplished in "complete stillness," for immedi
ately afterwards Hippolytus speaks of the loud cry of
the hierophant who, proclaiming the divine birth, broke
the mystic stillness of wordless revelation.

And as a matter of fact, where could you get the ear
of corn at that late season? It could be kept just as corn
wreaths are kept today all over the world wherever
harvest festivals are celebrated, and the decorations pre
served for months. Otto thinks of a miracle that was
supposed to be repeated annually in Eleusis: "The mirac
ulous nature of the proceedings cannot be doubted.
The ear of corn sprouting and ripening with super
natural suddenness belongs to the myst~ries of Demeter
just as the grape that ripens in a few hours belongs to
the drunken festivals of Dionysus. And that we should
not content ourselves by conveniently appealing to
priestly trickery is at least required of us by our respect
for such men as Sophocles and Euripides, who deemed
the miracle worthy of their praise. For a tragic poet
the Dionysian miracle was as natural as it was possible.
Moreover, we find the same botanical miracles in the
Nature festivals of primitive peoples."

We might also add the miracle of Saint Januarius, re
peated every year in Naples. It is immaterial how one
explains it and how one explains the miracle of Eleusis
-if there was one, which is not proved. The student
of religion is concerned :vit!l the meaning ,of th~ir~
cle" regardless of how 1t 1S worked. 'TillS mean1l1g 1S
the revelation of some power. Nor could it have been
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otHerwise in antiquity. The miraculous meaning is fur~

th.er attested by a number of reports of miracles, by
that Hellenistic form of aretology which dominates the
foreground the more the classical gods fade, the more
their power, inherent as though in the idea of them, gets
lost. The miracle will cause people to talk of it, always
and everywhere. The mystery is kept silent. Is not this,
perhaps, the secret of every true and great mystery, that
it is simple? Does it not love secrecy for that very rea
son? Proclaimed, it were but a word; kept silent, it is
being. And a miracle, too, in the sensc that being with all
its paradoxes is miraculous. In this scnse, miracles and
epiphanies probably 'Were witnessed in Eleusis: the mira
cle of origination seen in those figures where it revealed
itself at a certain period in the world's history.
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159; in Eleusinian mysteries,
191; see also corn, plant(s)

Agyieus, see Apollo
alchemy, 32n, 107, 124,23°,232;

see also Hermetic philosophy
"allegory" in mythology, 61f
Altaie clements, 4of
Amaravati, 17
American Indian clements, 161f
Ameta, 183£
amulets, 237
Anadyomene, see Aphrodite
androgyne, see bisexual being
Anesidora, see Demeter
anima, 13of, 132,2/7, 21 9, 239ft,

245; accounts of, in modern
fiction, 240; see also Kore

animal(s), see beast(s)
animal instincts, 113

animus, 132,219,230,237
Antigone, 179
Anytos the Titan, 252
Aphrodite (Vcnlls): and Adonis,

250; as Anadyomene, 143, 144,
148, 208f; birth of, 75f, 143,
208; Crane Dance for, 186f;
cults of, 74£; as ~mbidia
or Tymborychos (goddess of
tombs), 17Sj and Hermes, 73f;
Homeric hymn to, 142£; and

A

abandonment of child, see expo~

sure
abortion, by Gnostics, 13 I
"abyss of the nucleus," 148,2.11,

lI2

Abyssinian clements, 141f
active imagination, psychother

apyof, 1031l, 108, 228ff, 232f,
238

Admetus, 153
Adonis, 2.50
Aegean Islands, cult of Eileithyia

in,zoI
Aeneas, 173n
Aesculapius (Asclepios), 39, 147
African elements, 18 I; Abyssin-

ian, 14rf; Mt. Elgon (Uganda),
122f; West, 24ff

age (symbolic) of gods: birth,
186£, 199, 207; childhood, 35
94 passim, 202; youth, 80, 148;
maturity (bearded), 36, 80,
89f, 93, 200; old age, 36

Agrai: cult of Demeter in, 192f;
of Eileithyia, 20 I; of Hecate,
193; of Persephone, 164, 192f,
2IO

agriculture: taught by Demeter,
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Arion the Singer, 69
Armenian clements, 49£
Artemis (Diana), 71; asso. with

bears, lSI, 234; asso. with
childbirth, 14.6, 20 I; classic
chamcteristics of, 146; =
Cybele, 234; as dancer, 180;
::::: Demeter, 178, 189, 201; De~
meter-Despoina-A. uiad, 252;
:= Eileithyia, 200f; = Hecate,
156; A. Hegemone, 2SZ; as
Kore, 149, 156, 177, 189, 198,
2°7, 252; as lioness, ISO; as
Luna, 27, 156; asso. with moon,
156; as nurse, 157; == Per
sephone, 150, 198; temple of,
in Corfu, 178; aSso. with wild
beasrs, 147, 177, r89, 25 2

Asclepias, see Aesculapius
Asia Minor elements, 189, 204
Athene (Pallas), IS0; as andro-

gyne, 148; birth of, 149; as
Kore, 148, 177; as "Mother
Athene," 148

Athens, cult of Athene in, 149;
and Eleusinian rites, 192, 203,
205

Atman (in Hinduism), 12); see
also "self"

Atthis,250

Attica, cults of Persephone in,
15), 164, 176, 207; see also
Athens, Eleusinian rites

Australian (aboriginal) elements,
101

and automatismes teteologiques, 103n
Avalokiteshvara,43
Ayik, 123
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love; 159, 170, 250; as pearl,
144; := Persephone, 178; :::::
phallus, 76

Apocalypse, 18n
apocatastasis, 226, 254-
Apollo, 63, 70; birthplace of, 67;

as infant, 40; as child, 36, 37,
69ff, 147, 186; as youth, 36,
90; as mature man, 36, 7r, pj
as Agyieus, 26, 72; dance for,
186; and death, 145; feat at
Delphi, 70; assa. with dolphin
("Delphinios"), 68f, 79, 9If;
<IS Hecatos, 26; intelleclual and
spiritual power of, 149; ancient
Italian form of, 93; as tortoise,
78; Zeus as Apollonian figure,
S2f

aquatic elements, see sea, wa
ter(s)

Arcadia: birth-place of Zeus,
84f; cult of child io; 186j cult
of Demeter in, 170, 190, 197,
199, 25 1; cult of Hera in, 168

archetypes: biological porpose
of, ZIof; classification of, 21Sf;
definition of, 100; == figure of
speech, lOS; justification of
theory of, .2 19rz; possible place
of origin of, 82; psychothera
peutic use of, 129, 136, 226ff,
214; theory of formation of,
lo3f

Areion, 171, 104
aretology, 256
Argos, cult of Hermes

Aphr6Ciitt In, 74
Ariadne, 186



(leftward, eastward), ISo], 206;
of bisexual primal being, 75;
from blood (Hainuwele); 184;
in cave, 77, 84; asso. with
dance, 186£; = death, 187f; of
divine child, 37, 39, 47, 48, 58,
67, 73, 83, 85, 98, 117, 119f,
126; from egg, 46, 59, 60, 75;
in Eleusinian mysteries (divine
child ::=: Brimos), 198£, 200,

201f, 205, 207, 211, 255; from
father (Athene), 149,25°; from
fish, 74; from foam (Aphro
dite), 76, 143£, 208; = forged
from iron, 46; importance of,
in woman's life, 141f, 199,221;
from lotus, 67; miraculous,
/17, llg;frommussel (Venus),
144; patroness of (Artemis,
Eileithyia), 146, 149, 20of;
from phallus (Aphrodite), 76,
143; from plant, 64, 65; re
birth in Kore, 17 I, 199; from
side of mother, 43; of Titans,
76; "tube b." myth, 50; from
unnatural organs, 117,' from
violence (Helen), 170; virgin,
/17; from primal water, sea,
64f, 67, 91, 20S, 207, 208; see
also womb

bisexual being (androgyne, her
maphrodite): in alchemy, 230,'

Christ as, 128; Dionysus
(Libel') as, 93, 204; divine
child as, 90, 128, 138; gene
alogy of, 74f, 130j" in modern
psychology, 132,' Pallas Athene
as, 14.8; as primitive divinity,

B

Bacchantes (of Euripides), 54
Bacchus, see Dionysus
Baldur, 118
ball, golden, as child-motif, 109
ball-game: in church, 230; fan-

tasies of, 229, 231
banana, in Indonesian myth, 187
Baubo, 180, 221, 223
bear: asso. with Artemis, 151,

234, 238; in dreams, 234, 235i
Kore as, 220; as "self," 224

bearded figures of gods, see age
(symbolic) of gods

beast(s) (animals) : anima as,
241; asso. with Artemis, 146,
177, 189; aspect of superordi
nate personality, 234; child as,
106, 108, 11 in; asso. with
Cybele, 189; ego as, 224£;
Kore as, 220; lower vertebrates
as symbols of unconscious,
118; milking of wild b., 54;
nursing of child by wild b.,
39, 46, 83, 121; transformed
into cattle, 53f; see also therio~

morphism and names of ani
ma13'

bees, 222n, 238; as souls, 93
Begru'lldung, 8, 10, 12, 19
belly of god, sojourn into (Nar

ayana myth), SSf
bird(s): anima as, 241f, 244; asso.

with Demeter, 170; asso. with
Maui, 118; thieves transformed
into, 8S

birth (childbirth): b.-direction
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74£;'= wholeness, 230; sce also
Hermaphroditos

black: aSSO. with Earth Mother,
22.2; Kore as b. monster, 220;

see also dade
Black Demeter (Black One), see

Demeter Melaina
Black Mass, 230

blood, 220f, 231; birth from
(Hainuwele), 184

Bodhisattva (of Mahayana Bud
dhism),43

Boedromion, events in month of,
192f, 206

Boibcis, Lake, 198
bombing, comment all, 113
bondsman, as child-motif, 124

border-situation, 145f, ISO, 151
Bora Budur, r8
boy: "biggest b.," ree Zeus; dol

phin-riding b., ree dolphin;
Greek ide;ll of, 90; see also
child

Bra!Jmnnar, 59
breasts, multiple, 222

bride, Kore as, 15If, 153, 169,
170, 17 1, 177, 179£, 183, 193,
197; see also marriage

Brimo, 197ff, 204
Brimos, 198, 200, 204£
Buddhist elements, 16ff, 20, 22.,

42n, 43,108,2°9, 2U, 212, 213
Hbudlike idea," 147£, 152, 156,

157, 1640 175, 182, 205, 2II,
21 3

bull: in African city-founding,
2~; in fa"ntasy, 229 .

bylinyJ Russian" folk-epics, 58

c
Calypso, 178
castration, 13371; see also mutila

tion
cat, Kare as, 220

Catholic Church, see Roman
Catholic elements

cattle, 24£' pH; mother as cow,
46; see also bull

Ceramese elements, 18 df, 187
Ceres, sel! Demeter
chalice, as child-motif, lO9
child (divine child, child-god,

child-hero, Primordial Child,
child-motif, child archetype,
boy, etc.): 35~94, 97-138 pas
sim,' abandonment of, 3Hff, 41,
44, 65, 83, 117f, 119, 121, 131,
1]8; AeSCUlapius as, 39, 147;
Altaic talc of, 40JT; Apollo as,
36, 37, 40 , 69ft , 147, 186; a1'

chetypeof, 106, 110[,112,219;

Armenian song of, 49£; Avalo
kiteshvaru as, 43; Baldur ::1S,
n8; as beast (animal), 108,
11 zn; begetter and begotten,
147; as beginning and end,
I]]ff; birth of, see birth; bi
sexuality of, 128, see also bisex
ual being; as Brimos, 198, 199,
200, 204f; Buddha as, 43, 108;

as chalice, 109; Christ as, 106,

121, 128; asso. with corn, 122,'

::1S cowherd, 52; as crocodile,
108; as cucullatus, 94, 133; as
daemon, 1°9,' Dalai Lama as,
43; as Demophoon, 160£, 162;



Dionysus as, 37, 38, 39, 92, 94, Oken on evolution of, 65f;
147; asso. with dolphin, see = "origin," 12; orphan as, see
dolphin; as dragon, 108,118; as orphan; Palaimon as, 68; 850,
dwarf, 106, 116; in Eleusiniao 91; Pan as, 39; = phallus, 134;
mysteries, 20 I ff, 255, see also plurality of, 116f; in psycho-
Brimos; as elf, 106; Eros as, 68, therapy, 108, 126, 134, 136f;
73, 75, 90, 91; as exotic, 109; as puer aeternus, 107, zo8; as
as Faust, 107, 133; as filius ante quaternity, log; as "Radiant
patrem, 38; as filius sapientiae, Boy" of English ghost-story,
107; asso. with fire, 48, 50, zo7; as rebis, 128; in religious
122, 160f, 162; as flower, 109; observance, 112; sacrifice to,
as fruit of earth, 202; futurity 84-f; Sampsa as, 56£; as saviour,
of, zzsf; as giant, 4-8, 55, 56£, llS; Siegfried as, /l8; as snake,
59, 11 In,. c.-god d. with zo8, 1/8; Strong Hans as, 4-5,
c.-hero, zz7f; as golden ball, 47,51052; = sun(rise), 60, 6rf;
109; Harpocrates as, 66; as thrall, 124; as Tom Thumb,
hatched from egg, 46, 47, 59, 106, II In, nJ); typical of
60,75, 108, 109, 126; Hercules Greek religion, 148; unity of,
as, 37,91, 124,147; Hermaph- zz6f; Vishnu as, 68; Vogul
roditos as, 74, 107; Hermes as, tale of, 42ff, 47; asso. with
36, 37, 40 , 54, 7off, 79, 147; water, 207, see also water(s);
as hero, I qt, 122, 124, 125, Zagreus as, 204; Zeus as, 38,
137; as homunculus, 108, zz6; 39,80,82,83,85,92,93,147
horned, 204\ invincibility of, childbirth, see birth
123ft; as jewel, 109; Jupiter Chinese elements, 19, 31,78, 109
as, 87f, 93\ on Kertsch Vilses, Chloe, see Demeter
201 if; d. to Kore, 36; Krishna Christ, see Jesus Christ
as, 58; Kronos as, 38, 76, 177; Christian elements, 25, 63, 69,
Kullervo as, 47ff, 50, 51ff, 55, 6105, 106, 108, 113, 11 , 1:J.l,
56, 59; = lapis, 124; as little 8 661221Z, 12 , 131, 133, 1 ,195,
copper (metal) man, 55, 56ff,

. 1 197, 200, 222n, 229f, 24459, 93, 106, 122; asSO. WIt 1
maize, 122; Maui as, 65, 118; Christopher, St., 106

meaning of c.-motif, Ill; Mer- Chrysaor, 176
'tl tal Church, see Roman Catholic ele-cury as, 107; asso. Wl 1 me ,

122; mighty feat of, 70, 137; ments
as monkey, 108; mythologem cinema operator, as ailimlls, 237
of, II; Narayana as, 55f, 59; Circe, 178

2. 63



D

Dactyls, 134
daemollic aspect: of child, 109,

219; of maiden, 220, 237, 241
Dalai Lama, 43
dance: for Aphrodite (Crane

Dance), 186£; of Artemis, 149;
in Eleusinian mysteries, 188,
I95f, 206; in fantasies, 222n,

23°,238,241; of Hecate, 157;

220

crops, Demeter and, 158f, 166;
see aIm corn, fertility

crlleifixion, 2':U, 239
cZlcullatus, 94, 13 j

cultl1l"e~hcro, child as, 122

cupids, 91, 94, 133, 178
Cybele, 189, 234, 250
Cyelian epic, 170
cymbals, 195, 203, 230
Cypria, 170

Cyprian cult of Aphrodite, 74

Cm"plls MystiClL1ll, doctrine of,
117

coryballt, Kore as, 220; see also
hetaera

cosmogony: from egg, 59, 75;
from navel of Vishnu, 67f ;
Orphic, 75; of Theogony, 76;
from waters, 59, 63 ff, 91; see
also birth

cows, see Cattle
Crane Dance, 186£
Cretan elements, 82ff, 8Sf, 87, 88,

93£, 189f, 201

crocodile: child as, 108; Kore as,

circle "(mandala) I 14ff, 24, 2sf,
30, 109, 224

city-founding, 13ff, 19, 24f, 30
Classical elements, see Greek and

Roman elements
Cleopatra, 243
climbing, fantasy of, 232f
clock, cosmic, 2I, 23, 224
Cnidos, cult of Aphrodite Ill,

144; of Demeter in, 158
coco-nut, in Indonesian myth,

182, 183, 184, 185
coins, 68, 83, 91, 148£, 191
collective unconscious, 21 f, 102!f,

111

Comarius, 243
coniugium solis et lunae, 132
conizmctio (syzygy), 131ff, 230,

243, 250; see also marriage
conscious (ness), llO, 119, 125,

13), 138, 223, 224, 225, 237;
see also unconscious

contemporary scene, see modern
references

copper: rod in Kullervo's hand,
48, 55; "little copper (metal)
man," 55, 56ff, 59,93, 106, 122

Cora Indians, of Mexico, 161£
Corfu, temple of Artemis on,

17B
corn (grain, wheat): 122, 159,

1f7, 181; in E1cusinian mys
teries, 160,161, 163ff, 167,205,
209, 21Of, 254, 255; fantasies
of, 229, 2JI; = Persephone,
162; see also maize

Corn Mother, see Demeter
corpus glorificcttum, lapis as, 124
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in Indonesian rites (Maro earth, identified with: 159; in
Dance), 184, 185f, 187f, 195; Eleusinian mysteries, 160, 164,
Kore as dancer, 22.0; labyrinth 168, 188ff, 195, 196, 197ff, 201,
dance, 195; torch dance, 196, 245, 250ff; D. Erinys, 169, 170,
206 171, 175, 197,208; grain, iden-

Danish elements, 47 tified with, 159£, 161, 166, 255;
dark: = Ameta, 183; of death, grieving, 196£; = Hecate, 153,

199; fear of, in African tribe, 158,167,179, 198,217,223;with
122; = unconscious, 118f; see horse's head, 17of, 175, 201;
also black =Isis, 253; D. Kidaria, 192; =

Dea Artio, 234 Kore, 169,217,220,245, 253f;
death: of Antigone, 179; and D.-Kore-Hecate triad, 153£,

Aphrodite, 178; and Apollo, IS7, 179, 198, 252; D. Lusia,
145; and Artemis, 150; =birth, 208; marriage to lasion, 202;

187; Christian view of, 113; marriage to Poseidon, 17of,
= continuity, 196£, 200, 205, 2SI; marriage to Zeus, 197,
2I2f, 254; of corn, 16 If, 166; 200; D. Melaim (Black One),
and Dionysus, 146, 193; d.- 169, 174, 175, 197; as mother
direction (leftward), 187; and archetype, 221, 225, 234, 245;
Eleusinian mysteries, 199; fan- as mother of Despoina, 252; \1$

tasies of, 239, 241t; and fer- mother of Persephone, 149£,
tility, 180, 182; = Hades, 172ff, 152ff, 158, 162£, 166, 253; as
175; and Hecate, 167; lcnowl- nurse, at Eleusis, 157f, 159,
edge of, 254; =marriage, 160, 160f, 162, 191; and obscenIty,
179; and myrtle, 193£; and Per- 180; = Persephone, 168, 171,
sephone, 151£, 177, 178, 193, 178, 198, 250; =Pheraia, 155;
205; and Satene, 187; by vio- pig asso, with, 165; psycho-
lence (Medusa), 176£; see also therapeutic effects of D. cult,
murder 2.26, 245; Rhea-D.-Persephone

Delos, 40, 67, 69, 70, 186, 253 triad, 25; in Thesmophoria,
Delphi, 69£, 77 164, 16;
Demeter (Ceres): as Anesidora, Demophoon, 157, 160£, r62

Chloe, Karpophoros, Horeph~ "de-mythification," 87
oros, 159; == Artemis, 178, 189, Despoina ("Mistress"), 17 1, 199,
20 I; as Brimo, 197ff; as Ceres, 204, 251£
204; D. Chrysaor, 176; as deus terreneus) lapis15, /24
Corn Mother, 160,162, 165;D.- Di Manes, 14
Despoina-Artemis triad, 252; Diana, see Artemis
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E

earth, Demeter identified with,
159; see also Earth Mother

Earth Mother: archetype of, 157,
219, 221; as Bauba, 221, 223;
asso. with blood sacrifice, 221;
in fantasies, 231, 236; Gaia as,
76, 144, 154, Issf; Main as,
40; as Mistress of Delphi, 70;
asso. with moon, 221[; of
Tages, 39; as Venus in Poli
1J1Ji1c, 22,; in woman's snhcon
scious, 222; see also mother

Easter candle, 2221l

education, modern, 130

egg: birth from, 46, 47, 59, 60,
75, 108; Buddhist "worlJ-egg,"
17f; as child-motif, 109, 126;
cosmogony from, 59, 75, /26;
= sun, 60

ego, see "self"
Egyptian elements, 66, 252
Eileithyia, 20of
Eleusinian mysteries, 152, 159,

160, 163, 164, 167, 168, 188,
189, I9off, I 98ff, 2od!, 2OSff,
208, 209, Hoff; as anima pro
jection, 245; interpretation of,
249ff, 253ff; therapeutic effects
of, 226

Eleusis: cult of Demeter at, see
Elel1sinian mysteries; Deme-

therapeutic use of, 102, 134[,
218[, 228, sec also dreams,
cases of; of snakes (expl.), 118;
see also fantasies

dwarf, child as, 106, 116

Dikte, Mt., shrine of Zeus in, 82,
84,89

Dion (of Plutarch), 192
Dionysus (Bacchus, Liber), 45,

54; birth of, 39, 186f; as child,
37, 38, 39, 91, 92, 94, 147; as
youth, 90; as mature man, 36,
93; as bisexual, 93, 204; cults
of, 91; and death, I45f; as dol
phin-riding boy, 92; as Libel',
204; mysteries of, 206, 255;
= Persephone, 193; and Per
sens, 76; = phallus, 93; sym
bols of D. on tombs, 94

Diplyon, 206
dissociation, 111 f, 116

divine child, see child
divine maiden, see Kore
dog, asso. with Hecate, 180
dolphin: Apollo as, 69, 78; sacred

to Apollo, 68; boy riding on,
68,75,79,81,82,91,92; asso.
with Demeter, 170; in fantasy,
230f; as rescuer, 68£; asso. with
tombs, 94, 133; asso. with
womb ("uterine beast"), 68,

69, 165
dove, asso. with Demeter, 170
dragon: child as, 108; asso. with

sun, 10),' as symbol of psychic
substratum, 1/8,237,242

dreams: ef. with "active imagina
tion," 229; archetypes in, 98ft,
218[, 227f,' of Brother Eusta
chins, 1°7; cases of (asso. with
Kore ar~etype), 2]2, 234,
235,237,238,239, 241ft,. child
motif in, 109, Ill; collective
unconscious and, 103; psycho-
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see also nctive imagination,
dreams

father: archetype of, 111'11; bear
as, 46; Hermcs as, 39; Jupiter
as, 87; Kalervo as, 47£; phallic
emblem of, 25; Poseidon as,
171, 251; Dranos as, 76; ZCl1S

as, 89, 92, 149, 170, 200, !Of;
see also male element

Faust, 107, 133,219

"Fear, Maker of," 123

female element, 24, 25, 26, 28f,
130, 132, 133, 14rf, 219, 220,
239; see also anima, Kore,
mother, superordinate person
ality

fertility: = death, 16Sf, 180, 182;
Demeter asso. with, IS8f; in
Eleusinian mysteries, 202, 206;
f.-magic, 1J2

filia mystica, 243
filius sClpienticte: Mercmy as, 107;

lapis as, 124

Finnish elements, 4, 47ff, 51ff,
55, S6ff, 59, 82, 93, 97

fire: at birth of child, 50; to de
stroy child, 48; child identi
fied with, 122; child laid in,
161; corn in, 16 If; in fantasies,
3If, 23 z, 242; see also torch

fish: bol'll of water, 64; in Chris
tian allegory, 63, 69; in Eleu
sinian mysteries, 208; men
born of, 64; offerings of, 88;
Vishnu as, 67f; see also dol
phin

Flora, 27
Florence (Italy), Homeric

hymns in Renaissance l 142ff

F

fantasies: archetypes in, 100,

102f, 227f; cases of, 229, 230,
231, 236, 238; psychothera
peutic usc of, /02, 126f, 137,
218, see also fantasies, cases of;

267

ter's acts in, 157f, 159, 160£,
162, 163

elf: anima as, 243; as child-motif,
106

Eigon, Mt., tribe of, 122

Enhalos,69
entelechy, 115, /17

Entmythisiemng, 87
Erebos, 174
Eriny(e)s (Fury or Furies), 174,

197; aspect of Demeter, see
Demeter

Eros: born from egg, 75; as child,
68, n 75; and Aphrodite, 73;
as dolphin-rider, 7Sf, 9I; E.
Proteurhythmos, 79; as Pro
togone, 207; as sexual generali
zation, 24,; Thespian emblem
of, 73, 76; as winged ephebe,
90

eternity, stars as symbols of, 235
Etruscan elements, 15, 16, 21, 39,

56,74
Eubuleus, see I-lades
Euhemerism, 105
Europa, in fantasy, 229

Eustachius, Brother, 107

exotic, child as, 109

exposure (abandonment) of child,
38ff, 41,44, 65, 83, 117f, 119,
12/, 135, 138



H

girl, as child-motif, 109; see also
Kore

Gnosticism, 31, 128, 131, 133,
229f

gold: ball of, 109; egg of, 17, 60,
lO9, 126; in fantasies, 230;
limbs of, 43; as sun, 105

goose, Nemesis as, 170
Gorgon (Medusa), 175ff, 197,

227

Graeeo-Italian elements, 186
grain, see corn
Greek elements, 9f, 20, 21, 25,

26£, 28, 36£, 38tr, 54, 60, 63££,
66£, 68-8z, 84f, 88ff, 92ff, 97,
125, u.S, /34, 143, I44-6r,
162-80, 185, IA6f, 18R-209,
2IOff, 217, 22l, 22],225,226,
227, .245,249-55

Gretchen, Kore :tS, 220

gruma, Roman surveying instru
ment, 21

Grundung, see founding
gurnards, nssa. with Hecate, 108

Hades (Hell, Underworld), 15If,
154, 157, 165, 166, I7 2f, I73n,
175, 187, 199, 220; Queen of,
Satene as, 185, 187, see also
Persephone

Hades (Lord of the Dead): llS

Eubuleus, 165; =Perseus, 176;
as seducer-husband of Per
sephone, 151, r 58, 174, 18 5,
188, 197; as Zeus of the Under
world, 174

Hainuwele, 18Iff, 187; = Per
268

Gaia, see Earth Mother
Gallienus, Emperor, 191
Gallo-Roman elements, 234
Garamants, 24
Ge, Mistress of Delphi, 70
Germanic elements, 20, 107, 118
ghost(s); dreams of, 242, 243,'

usso. wite Hecate, 180; in
stories, 1°7

giant, child as, 48, 55, S6:f£, 59,
Inn

G

flower: f, animals evolved from,
65; as child-motif, 108f; crea
ture partly f., 68; in fantasy,
230; Persephone as, 151; see
also "Flower Sermon," lotus,
plant(s)

"Flower Sermon" of Buddha,
209, 2. 10, 2I I

flying, man's dream of, 113

Fa (= Buddha), 108

foam, Aphrodite sprung from,
76, 143f, 208

folk elements, 40ff, 42.ff, 45f,
47ff, 50ff, 58, liS, 181ft, 187,
2 19

Fortuna, spring of, 87
founding ("fundamentalism"),

13ft', 19, 24,{, 30

foundling, see orphan
fourfoldness (quaternity), I Sf,

17f, 20, nf, 24ff, 29, 3Ill, 109,
204, 235; see also square

furrow, as source of child, 106
furtum, note on word, 73n
futurity, of child-motif, lISt



birth of, 77; as child, 36, 37,
40, 54, 7off, 79; as youch, 36,
90; as mature man, 36; and
Aphrodite, 73£; cults of, 74,
84; and Dactyls, 134; as dol
phin-riding boy, 91; as father
of Pan, 39; (Mercury) as
"little metal man," 106f; phal
lic emblems of, 72£, 76£, 92f;
H. Psychopompos, 93; (Mer
cnrius) as servant, l24n; trans
forms tortoise into lyre, 78f;
on Kcrtsch vases, lO2, 203

Hermetic philosophy, 13l, lJ2;
see olso alchemy

hero, child as, 117f, 122, 124, 125,
137

hetaera, Kore as, 178, 208, z09
Hiawatha, 47n
hieros gamos, IJ!, 133
Hindu elements, 17[,55£, 58f, 66,

67f, 78, 125,222n
Holy Ghost, 12:Jn

Homeric hymns: to Aphrodite,
I42if; to Apollo, 69; to De
meter, I son, r5In, 1pf, 156,
159f, 161, 188f, 252; to Diony
sus, 45; to Hermes, 37, 3911, 40,
70ff, nff; to Pan, 39; see also
Homer in Index of Authors

homosexuality, 239; in Greek
culture, 90

homunculus, as child-motif, lOS,
116

Horephoros, See Demeter
horns: child with.... z04; woman

with, in fantasy, 2]6

horse: Demeter as and asso. with,
170£, 175, 198, 20I; as Pegasus,

sephone, 185; cf. fantasy iii,
230

Hamlet, Danish saga of, 47
Hans, Strong, see Strong Hans
Harpocrates, 66
harvest festival, 255; see alsa

Eleusinian mysteries
Hebe, Kare as, I68f
Hecate: = Artemis, 156, 25z; as

Brimo, 198; cnlt in Agrai, 193;
= Demeter, 153, 155, 158,167,
221, 223; Demeter-Kore-H.
triad, 153£, 156, 157, 179, 198,
2l7, 252; dog asso. with, 180;
fish asso. with, 208; = Kore,
ISSf, 167, 208; asso. with
moon, z6, 153, 154, 155, 158,
180; as muse, 157; :::; Perseph
one, 154, 167; = Pheraia, ISS;
H. Phosphoros (bringer of
light), 153, 154; threefoldness
of, 25,26, 156f, 167; asso. with
underworld, 223

Hecatos, manifestation of
Apollo, 26

Hector, 173n
Helen: as anima, 243; birth of,

81; as Kore, 170, 171, 178
Hell, see Hades
Hera, 148; as Rare, I 68f, zoB;

H.-Pege-Myria, mother of
child, 63

Hercules, 37, 91, 118, 124, 147
Hereafter, ChriBtian, 113

herm (phallic emblem), 72£, 76,

92

hermaphrodite, see bisexual being
Hermaphroditos, 74, 107
Hermes (MercuritlS, Mercury):
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175; rlSSO. with Phcrain, 198;
Poseidon us, 170; !iee also
Al'eion

Hungarian elements, 40, 45ff
Hybristilca, feast of Aphrodite,

74n
hygienic doctrines, 12ft

I

lambe, 18o
Iasion,102
Ilissus, 192
imagination, active, !iee active

imagination
immortality, 161, 16z, 225,240

Indian elements, 4, 16ff, 20, 22,
25, 63, 68, 77, 82, 97, lOW see
also Hinduism and Buddhism

Indian (American) elements, 16 If
individuation, IONdef.), liS,

li7, 125, u6, 136ff, 239
Indo-Germanic clements, 20

Indonesian elements, 18, 18dI,
187, 195

Indra, 17
infans noster, 107
infantilism, in psychotherapy,

137
inferiority, in psychotherapy,

137
"infinite series," 2 I I, 2I 2

initiation: in Eleusinian myster~

ies, 191ft, 203, z08, 2;0; in
Mexican Indian tribe, I6z; in
fantasy, 2{9

Ino (Leucothea), 91
insane, fantasies of the, 218

Ion (of Euripides), 206

iron, child forged from, +0
Isht31', 250

Isis, 250; = Demeter, 253
island motif, in drc:1m, 236
Islands of the Blest, 85
Italian elements: ancient, 18, 39,

78, 861, 88, 93, 178, 186; Ren
aissance, I4zfT; sec also EtLUs
can and Roman elemcnts

J
Januarius, St., miracle of, z55
.lava, IS
Jerusalem = Heavenly City of

Apocalypse, I SIl
Jesus Chri~t, lOG, 1.21, 122//, uS
jewel, as child-motif, /09

Jews, 229

Jupiter: as child (JujJJJitcl' PUCl'),
87, 88; as youth (Vediovis),
87, 8R, 93; j. Ammrns, HB; see
also ZOllS

K

Kac;yapa, 78
Kalervo, 47
Kaleva/ct, 47ff, 50, 5Iff, 56ft, 59
Kanathos, spring of, 169, 208

Karpophoros, see Demeter
Kerberos, 85
Kertsch, vases from, 202, 203

king's son, as child-motif, 109

Koiranos, 69
korai, Athenian coins, 149
Kare (maiden, divine maiden,

Primordial Maiden, maiden
goddess, anima), 141-214,217-
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45, 249-56 passim; as All- 204; as "Maiden not to be
Mother, 167; as androgyne, named," 163, 171, 204; 111ar-
148; as anima, 217, 2I9, 239fJ, riageof,I97f;=Medusa(Gor-
242jf, 245; as Aphrodite Ana- gon), I75ff, 178; in men, 219,
dyomene, 144, 208f; = Arte- 239ff, 245; miracle of, 254f;
mis, 149, 156,177,189,198,207, asso. with moon, 181, 182, 183,
252; as bear, 220; asso. with 221; as mother, 2Ig; mytholo-
blood, 220f, 231; in border- gem of, I I; as Nemesis, 170;
situation, ISO; as bride, IFf, as not-being, 167f, 172, 177;
153, 169, 170, 171, 177, 179£, as nymph, 220; asso. with 01'-

183, 193, 197; budlilce quality gies, 220f, 229,' as Pais, ISO,
of, 147f, 157; as cat, 220; cf. to 168f; as Pallas Athene, 148£,
child archetype, 36; coins bear- 177; as Persephone, I 49ff,
ing K. image, 148[; in con- 152ff, 156, 158, 165, 172, T73f,
iUl1ctio, 230; as corn, r62f, 175,176,178, 185, H)2f,200, Z04,
I64.ff, I80f, 211; as corybant, 207,245,252; as Phlync, 208E;
220; as crocodile, 220; asso. Protogonos K, 144, 207; as Ra-
with cymbal, 195, 203; as dae- hie, T82, 184; rape of, IS0, 15If,
man, 220, 237; as dancer, 220, 153, 158, 162, 164£, 171, 176,
238f,241;=Demeter, 169, 179, 178, 179£, 185, 195, 196, 253;
188, 217, 220, 245, 253£; De- in rcalm of dead, 166; sacrifice
meter-K.-Hecate triad, 153f, of, 220; as salamander, 220; as
157,179,198,252; as Despoina Satene, 187; asso. with sea, 208,
("Mistress"), 17 I, 199, 25 If; 220; = self, 217; as snake, 220,

= Dionysus (Liber), 204; in 241,242; = superordina.te per-
dreams and fantasies, 229ft, sonality, 217, 219; terrible as-
237ff; in Eleusis, I 88ff, 194, peets of, 174ff, In 197£, 220f;
196, 200, 204, 207, 245, 249ff, as Tetrakore, 204; in psycho-
253ff; as Europa, 229; asso. therapy, 224, 225, 226, 229ff,
with fish, 208, 220; asso. with 218ff; threefoldness of, 25,176,
flower, lSI, 221; Greek l'eli- 179, [86, 190, 198, 204, 21 7,
gion, typical of, 14R; as 252; torch asso. with, 154f,
Gretchen, 220; as Hainuwele, 252; uniqueness of, 172, 178;
18 Iff, 187; as Hebe, 168f; as unknown young girl, 220,
= Hecate, 155f, 167, 208; as 222; as virgin, 148, 149, 207f;
Helen, 170, 171, 178, 243; in women, 21g, .,2.20, 245; as
= Hera, 168f, 208; as hetaera, youth, 230
178, 208, 209, 240; asso. with Krishna, 58
"infinite series," zIIf; as Libel'a, Kronos, 38,76,177
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Kullervo (Munapajka), 47, 48f,
50, sr ff, 55, 56, 59, 16m

Kyllene, port and mountain, 72£
Kyllenic emblem of Hermes, 72f,

76,92.

M

Madonna, in dream, z.p
maenad, Kore as, 2 zo
magic, 110, 132; see also alchemy
MabablJarata, 5Sf
Mahasukha, manifestation of Siva,

17,20
Mahayana Buddhism, 16ff, 43,

209
Maia,4°
maiden, maiden-goddess, see Kore
"Maiden not to be named," Kate

as, 163, 171, 204
maize, 122, 161f; see also corn
Maize God, 101

male clement, 25, 26, z8, 130, 1]'2,

133, 219, 220, 2JO, 2391 24fi sce
also futher

"Man Who Looks at the
World," 42£

mandala, see circle
Manu, 67
mare: Demeter as, 170; mother

as, 46
Marianus, Dr" 107
Markandeya, 55f, 58
Mara Dance, 185ff, 195
marriage: = death, 160, 179f;

"divine," I Jl; in Eleusinian
mysteries, 197; of sun and
moon, 183; see also coniunctio,
rape

of masculine element, see male ele-
ment

mClteria prima, lapis as, 124

maternal elements, see mother
matriarchal society, 245
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L

labyrinth, 185, 186, 195n
Laconian myth of Dionysus, 91
lapis: alchemic synonyms for,

/24; as mediator, 128n

leftward direction, 187, 206
Lerna, Dionysus cult at, 91; Pcr~

seus in, 176
Lethe, 213
Leta: as mother of Apollo, 40,

71; as mother of Artemis
Hecate, 7I, 149, 156

Liber(a), in Ceres-Liber-Libera
triad, 201\-; see also Dionysus

life force, sun 2S, /05
lion(ess): Artemis as, IS0; as

"self," 224; as sun, 105
litde copper (metal) man, child

as, 55, 56££, 59, 93, 106, 122

loneliness, peculiar to mythol
ogy, 39£, 50, 59, /22

Lord of the Dead, see Hades
lotus, 17; and Prajapat~ 66; and

Vishnu, 67
Luna, see Artemis
lunar elements, see moon
Lykaion, Mt., birth-place

Zeus, 84 r-

Lykosura, cult of Despoina in,
25rf; ritual monuments in, 32

lyre, 79; tortoise into, 540 78



Matsya-purana, Hindu fish leg
end, 67f

Maui, .65, 118, 143
medieval elements, 107, 128, 132;

see also alchemy
Medusa, see Gorgon
megalomania, 137
Melanesian elements, 6ff
Melikertes, see Palaimon
menstrual blood, 22 [

Mephistopheles, 219
Mercurius, Mercury, see Bermes
Messenia, birthplace of Zeus, 85;

cult of child in, 86
metal: birth fro111 (iron), 46;

asso. with culture, 122; see also
copper

metempsychosis, 200
Metis, 149
Mexican Indian elements, 16If
Middle Ages, see medieval ele-

ments
milk and honey, in Cret~n cult

of Zeus, 85
Miller fantasies, 227

Minoan-Mycenean elements, 86;
se(! also Cretan elements

miraculous elements, 117, 118,
124, 184, 255f

mistletoe, in B~ld'Ur myth., ! 18
"Mistress," see Despoina
Mnemosyne, 213
modern references, 2, 6, I I, 97f,

98, IOZ!f, zz3, zz4, 121f, 125,
129, 130, 134, 136, 214, 217ff,
226,228, 232, 234ff, 237,24ot

Molucca Islands, 18 III

monad (Frobenius's term), 26ff,

29ff

monlcey, 108,221
moon, [04; in dreams and. fanta

sies, 221, 235t; asso. with Earth
Mother, 222; in Eleusinian
mysteries, 206; asso. with Hec
ate, 153, 154, 155, 158, 167,
180; asso. with Hermes, 17; in
Indonesian belief, 182f, 183 ;
asso. with male or female ele
ments, 24ft, 2'Y', ?.sso. with Per
sephone, 156; in Pythagorean
belief, 173n; as sickle, 117,222

morality, comment on, [14

mother (Primordial Mother,
etc.), 141-214, 21 7-45, 249-56
passim; Abyssinian interpreta
tion of, 141£; as AII-M., 167;
as anima, 239, 240, 241, 243,
245; animal-like, .22.2,' arche
type of, ZZln, 2i9; as "back
ground" of child, 1.20; as
Bauba, 180, .221, 223; asso.
with bears, 234, 235; asso. with
black, 22.2; asso. with blood,
221,235; as Brimo, 197ff, 204;
of Buddha, 43; asso. with corn,
160, 162£, 181; as Cybele, 189,
234; = daughter (M.-Daugh
ter Goddess), 168, 17[, 181,
lIW" H)I), 19%, 199, 1.l1, 2!9J,
225, 240, 250, 252f; as Ilea
Artio, 234; asso. with death,
196£; as Demeter, fee Demeter;
of Ilespoina, see Kore; in
dreams and fantasies, 2.29,. 23I ,
234, 235, 236, '!!42, 243; as
Earth M., see Earth Mother;
in Eleusinian mysteries, fee
Eleusinian mysteries; emblem
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203; and mythology, 3£r, 51,
73, 79, 9 I i see ,rim dance

mussel, ::lS Aphl'Odisiac symbol,

144
mutilation, bv self-castration,

Inn; asso. 'with Kore, 220f;
of Dranos by Kronos, 76, 143,
17 6£

Ivlycenean elements, 80, 189, 190
myrtle, 193
mysteries: of Dionysus, 206, 2S5;

of Eleusis, see Elcusinian mys
teries

tnysterium illiqllitMi:;, 131
mysticism, 30, 3I; .rec also Gnos~

ticislll
myth(s), 1J11.1'sim the cntire work;

spccial t"cfc'J"Imc('s: mClming of
word, 3; origin of (theory),
98) 10317; in primir'lvc soc'tety,
7, 101 f,' see also mytholo~

gem(s), mythology
mythologcm(s), pCfssim the crl

tire work; special references:
in dreams, visions, etc., 227;
meaning of word, 3, 4; place
in present work, 38; primary,
30f; see also myth(s), myth
ology

mythology, passim the entire
work; special refcTences: aeti
ologieal view of, 7fi allegory
in, 61; and biogrl1phy of gods,
3Sf, 62; and collective uncon
scious, 10),' comparable to Na
ture, 214; and etbnology, 6IH;
fundamentalism of, 8, roff,
19f; living' nature of, Sff, 136;
material of, 3; rnodern place

of, 24£; (of Titans) ns Gain,
76; M.~Goddcss, castration
asso. with, 13311; M.-Goddcss,
relation to Kare, 148; (of
Hebe) as Hera, 170; as Hera~

Pcge-Myria, 63; of Kore, see
Kore; of Kullervo, 48; (of
Apollo and Artemis) as Leto,
40, 71, 149, IS6; love of, for
daughter, 2 sof; (of Hermes)
as Maia, 40; ns mare, cow,
fairy, 46; of Maui, 6Si (of
Pegasus) as Medusa, 176; (of
Athene) as Metis, 149; asso.
withmooIl, 116, 181, 221f, 235,
236,' M. N~ture, 120]'; (of
I-Jelen) as Nemesis, 170; of
Persephone, See Demeter; as
Pherahl, ISS; Pieta type of,
221; asso. with red, 222; (of
Zeus) as Rhea, 39, 189; asso.
with rocle, 70, 8S, 87; sea as,
134; as "sclft 224; (of Diony
sus) as Semele, 39; sister as, 41;
asso. with swine, 165, 222; un~

married m. as Kore, 220; as
Venus in Poliphile, 223; in
Vogul myth, 42f; asso. with
water, 63, 67, 85, 87; see also
birth, Earth Mother, female
element, Kore

Mother Earth, see Earth Mother
Munapojka, see KllIlervo
mundi peregrinatio, 232
mundus, 14ff, 32
murder, 17<;, 182, 187, )29; see

also death
music: to destroy cattle, 53, 54;

in Eleusinian mysteries, 194f,
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o
obscenity, 180, 220, 221

ocean, see sea
Oceanus, 67; daughters of, 153;

as primal source, 63
Odysseus, 175
Oedipus legend, 99n
opposites, union of, 115, 120,

128[; see also conizl11ctio
oracle, Delphic, 69f
orgy, 2.20, 221; of Dionysus, 255;

in fantasies, 229, 230

orphan (foundling), child as,

38ff, 4 rf, 43 ff, 46, 47ff, 50, 55,
62, 65, 83, 91, 94

Orpheus, 5
Orphicism: cosmogony of, 75;

hymn to Demeter, 153, 16m,
164, 200; hymn to Nereids,
206f; in Renaissance, 142; tra
dition of Tetrakore, 204

Osiris, 250

"nymph-like" boy, 90
Nyssa, Mt" 153

paideuma (Frobenius's term), 28
painter, animus as, 237
Pais, 150, 168£; see also Kore
Pajana, 41
Palaimon (Melikertes), 68, 85n,

91

Pallas Athene, see Athene
Pan,39 ..
Parthenos, see virgin
paternal elements, see father
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N

of, Iff; and music, 3ff, 51, 73,
79, 91; origins, relation to, 3,
9, 12, 19; paradox of, [79; pic
torial nature of, 4£; pl'imordi
ality in, 9, 10; and psychology,
97-1;8 passim, 217-4'> passim;
rational approach to, 240; Ro
mantic view of (Oleen), 65f;
science, relation to, 2, 65; social
function of, 8; solar, 60; soli
tude in, 5of, 122; various in
terpretations of, 240; see also
myth(s), mythologem(s)

Naples, miracle of St. Januarius
in, 255

Narayana, 5')ff, 57, 59; as Praja
pari,59,66

Nede,85
Nemesis: = Artemis, 178; =De

meter, 17of, [79; as Kore, 170;
rape of, 170, 190, 197; trans
formations of, 170, 179, 190

neolithic ideal, 222
Nereus, 206
neurosis, 98, 108, 134; see also

psychotherapy
ninefoldness, 184, 185, 186, 187
nixie, Kore as, 220

"novel, divine," 25I
numismatics, see coins
nursing of child: by bees, 93; by

sea, 65; by water nymphs, 8.5',
, 91; by wild beasts, 39, 83

nyagrodha tree,SSf
nymph(s), 85; Kore as, 2.20



(Underworld), 152, 172ff, 185,
193, 2.J3j l'ilpe of, 150tf, 153,
158, 17 1, IRS, 221; aSSG. with
seasons, 166; terrible aspect of,
173ff; and Thcsmophoria, 164,
165; ,1550. with torch, l54f;
ugliness of, 178; uniqueness of,
173, 178; and Zeus, 25, zoo,
204; see also Kore

Perseus, 176,227
Phalanthos, 68, 79; see also dol

phin, ridden by boy
phallic emblems, :l4, pf, 76, 9zf;

see also herm, Kyllellic em
blem

phallus, as child, 70, 9zf, IN
Phnncs, 7.~

phantasms, see fantasies
Pheraia: = Demeter, ISS; =De

meter-Brimo, 19R
Phigalia: cult of Demeter in, 169,

170, 174; cult of Despoina in,
171, 203

Phlya, cult of Kore in, 207

Phoenician element, 230

Phosphoros, see Hecate
Phrygian elements, see Cybele
Phryne, z08
physiological nature of symbols,

127
Pieta type of mother, 22 I

pig, see swine
plant(s): birth (evolution) from,

50, 64 (water-p.), 65, 66 (lo
tus), 187 (banana); asso. with
death, r8z, see also coco-nu~;

= Kore (Persephone), 16zf,
180f, see also corn; asso. with
moon, 181, r8z; primal, Fi as

PatroclHS, 17 2, 173
pearl, as child-motif, lOgj Venus

as, 144
Pegasus, see horse
Peloponnesus: cult of Athene in,

148; cult of Eileithyia in, 201
Pergusa, Lake, 185
peripeteia, z51
Perrephata, see Persephone
persecution, in child-motif, //7
Persephone (Proserpina, Pais,

Despoina): as allegory of
woman's fate, 151; == Aphro
dite, 178; =Artemis, 150, 198;
beauty of, 178£; == Brimo,
197f; == corn, I 62ff, 166, 177;
asso. with crops, 158£, 166;
cults of, 154, 164, 19z; see also
Eleusinian mysteries; = De
meter, 168, 171, 178, 198,250;
:::: Despoina ("Mistress"), 17 I,

199, z04, 251f; = Dionysus,
193; == flower, 151; Hecate
Demeter-P. triad, 179; dance
for, 186, 188; asso. with death,
177, 179, 193; = Gorgon
(Medusa), 177f; = Hainuwele,
18 5; == Hecate, 154, 167; =:
Helen, 178; as Kare, I 49ff,
15zff, 156, 158, 165, 17 z, l73f,
175, 176, 178, 185, 192f, 200,
204, 207, 24S, 252; asso. with
moon, 156; as mother of Zag
reus, 200, 204£; associated
mythologems, 182; as Pais, 150,
168ff; =r Perrephatta, 176;
asso. with -pig, 165; == plant,
162; asso. with pomegranate,
158; as Queen of the Dead
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symbols of "self," 224[; U"ans
formation into, fantasy of, 231"
see also flower(s)

Platonic hermaphrodite, 230
play, 60f
Plutos: = Hainuwele, 184;

Demeter's child, 202
Polypbile, Venus as Queen In,

223
Polynesian elements, 4, 65, 143
pomegranate, 158
Pompeiian frescoes, 92
Poseidon, 231" as mature man,

36; marriage to Demeter, 170,
17 1, 203f, 251, 253; feast of,
20911; as horse, 170; marriage
to Medusa, 176

Positivism, 1°5
Praeneste, cult of Jupiter in, 87,

88
Prajapati, see Narayana
primal beings :::: idea of genesis,

147
primitive elements, 6ff, 24f, 40£,

42, 43 f, 54, 81, 85, 100, 101,
102, 104, 110, 113, 119, 122,
126, 128,129, 135, 16If, 181ff,
187, 22 In, 222, 237

Primordial Child, see child
Primordial Maiden, see Kore
Primordial Mother, see mother
progress, comment on, 113, 129,

13°
Proserpina, see Persephone
Proteus, 66f
Protogonos Kore, 144,2°7
psychological elements, 18f, 2If,

pf, 97-138 passim, 217-45 pas
sim

psychotherapy, .98f, 105, 108,
116, 125, 126f, 134, 136ft,224,
226, 227ft, 232ff, 235ff, 23.9,
244f

puer aeternus, 107, 108
Pythagoreans, 25, 173, 189

Q
Quad-rata Rama, ISff
quaternity, see fourfoldness
Quattrocento, 142f
Queen of the Dead, ~'ee Per

sephone

R
Rabie: as moon-maiden, 182ff,

185; as Kore, 184
Radiant Boy, in English ghost-

stories, 107
rain, in Eleusinian mysteries, 205
Rangi (Tama-nui-ki-te), 65
rape: of Demeter by Poseidon,

17of, 251; in fantasy, 230; of
Nemesis by Zeus, 169f; of Per
sephone (Kore) by Hades,
IS0, I srf, 153, 158, 162, 164,
17 1, 176, 178, 179f, 185, 195,
196, 253; = sowing, 164

Tchis, /28
reconciling symbol, 115
rectangle, see square
red, 222
religio, 110
religion, 97, 102, 110, /12, 121;

see also Buddhist elements,
Christian elemellt~, Gnosticism,
Hindu elements, Jesus Christ,
Roman Catholic elements



sacrifice: of child, 229f, 239; of
child to Earth Mother, 221;
of child to Palaimoll, 8511i of
child to Zeus, 84f; of cows in
city-founding, 24£; of Diony
sus, 193; in fantllsy, 231; of
Kore, 220,' to Persephone,
154n; of pi~s to Demeter, 165f;
of pig in Indonesilill myth, 183

salamander: Kore as, 2:W; Cel
lini's account, 220n

Renaiss:mce, 1+df
Rhea, 25; == Cybele, 189; = De-

meter, 204

Rhodes, vase from, 202

Rig-veda, 59
rising sun, child as, 6If; see also

sun
rites d'emree et de sortie, 101,

114
rocIe, as maternal element, 70, 85,

87; see also stone
Roman Catholic elements, 116f,

128, lp, 133; see also Chris
tian elements

Roman elements, 20, 24, 25, 32,

86ff, 97, 107, 144. 173n, 17911,
186, 204, 234; see also Etruscan
and Greek and Italian cle
ments; Rome

Romantic Period, mythological
studies of Oken in, 66

Rome, founding of, 13ff, 19
Romulus, 14fT
Russian elements, 58

s

"~alvati(llli~t" doctrines, 121f

Sal1lp~a (SanISOJl), 5611
Sas~anidcs, COllrt of, 63
Satene, Queen uf I-lades, 18 5,

187
Saturn, 36
saviour: dwarf, Tom Thumb,

etc., as, 106; child as, zz5
Scandinavian elements, see Dan~

ish clements
scepticism, comment on, 114

schizophrenia, I 16, 22S

sea: Aphrodite assn. with, 76,
143, 208; Apollo asso. with,
67; Dionysus assn, with, 91;
egg riscn fr011l, 60; in FJcllsin
inn mysteries, 1l)2 j goddesses
of, :106; in fanta,,)', 3J1; sym
bol of llllCOl1scioll" 1nf;
Vishnu in, 67; as womb, 63\
64£; see also wnter(s)

seduction, see mpe
"self": as Atman, l.:t5; child as,

127; as cosmos, 12),' relation
to ego, 116, 138, 224,' genesis
of, Zl7; hero as, 137; as super
ordinate personality, .217, 224;
symbols of, 224; in psycho
therapy, 137f

Semele, 39
sepulchres, see tombs
Sermon, Flower, see "Flower v

Sermon"
serpent, see snake
servus rubeus or fugitivus, lapis

as, 124

sex, determination of, 130

shadow (archetype), 219

shakti, 222n
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shaman, 56ff
ship: child as, 63, 69; Dionysus

on, 91
Shor, Altaic tribe, 41
sickle, 17M, 222

Siegfried, 1 I 8
silence: in Eleusinian mysteries,

205, 209ff, 249, 254, in Flower
Sermon, 209, 210, 2I I

Simon Magus, 243
sirens, 178
Siva, 17
"smaller than small yet bigger

than big" motif, 55ff, za6, 1 18,
125

snake (serpent): asso. with Ar-
temis, 252; asso. with Demeter,
170 , 175; as child-motif, 108;
in fantasies, 231, 232, 242; fear,
symbol of, 123; Kore as, 220;
psychic substratum, symbol
of, 118; "self," symbol of, 224

solar elements, 50, 60, 240; see
also sun

solitude, see loneliness
soror, 243
soul (s): bees as, 93; in Hades,

nature of, I72f; among primi
tives, 119

sow, see swine
spiral: in Mara Dance, 185, 187;

in Greek labyrinth, 186
spontaneous vision, I03n
square, Isff, 24, 26, 3I; see also

fourfoldness
stag, asso. with Artemis, 252
stars: in child-motif, 109; eter

nity, symbol of, 235
stone: as Eros emblem, 73, 76; as

source of saviour, za6; ~'el; also
rock

"Strong Hans" fairy tale, 4S f , 47,
5I, 52

Sudan, 24
suicide, in dream, 239
sulcus primigenius, 15
Sumeru, 17
sun, 104; as child, 61, 66; coniu

glum of, 132; in fantasies, 236;
lion, king, gold as, 105,. in Per
sephone rape, r53; = primal
egg, 60; sunrise, as basic theme,
6rf; = Tuwale, r83; asso. with
·woman and "4," 25, 26, 29;
see also solar elements

superordinate personality, 217,
219ff, 222, 223, 224, 234, 240

surveying, science of, 2r
swan, Nemesis as, 170
swine (sow, pig): = corn, 16sf;

asso. with Demeter, 165; in
fantasy, 230; asso. with fertil
ity, r65, 180; in Indonesian
myth, 183ff; mother as, 222,'

asso. with Persephone, 16Sf; as
uterine beast, J65

symbols, passim the entire work;
special references: of child
motif, 108f, 11 m; meaning in
mythology, 62; of self, 126,

127,224t
synthesis: of knowledge and ac

tion, 138; of "self," zz 5; see
also coniunctio

Syracuse, cult of ~meter in,
191

Syrtian culture, 24, 26
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syzygy, see conizt17ctio alld mar
ringe

T

Tages, 39, 56
Tahumares, Indian tribe of Mex-

ico, 162
Tama-nlli-ki-te Rangi, 65
Tammuz, 250
Tantric Texts, 17, 2227Z

Taras, 68
Tarracina, Jupiter cult in, 88
Tartarus (tortoise), 78
Tatars (Black Forest), 40ff
Telesterion, at Eleusis, 189, 194,

195
Tetrakore, 204
Thebes: birthplace of Zeus, 85;

cult of child in, 86
theft, in Hermes mythologem, 73
Thelpusa, 169, [71, 204; cult of

Demeter at, 169, 171, 204, 252£
Themis, Mistress of Delphi, 70
Theosebeia, 243
therapy, See psychotherapy
theriomorphism, 224, 243, 245;

see also beast(s)
thescl1lr'Us Orci, Hades as, 173n
Theseus, 186
Thesmophoria, women's festival,

164, 165
Thespiae, Eros emblem in, 73, 76
Thessalian elements, 153, ISS,

198
Thetis, 91
thrall, as ~hUd-motif, 124
threefoldness, 2Iff, 24ff, 29, 156£,

167, 176, 190; see also triads

Tibetan clcmcnts, 16, 43; Book
of tbc Dead, 213

Titans, 76, 156,252
Tityos,40

Tom Thumb: as child, 11l1Z; as
saviour, 106,' as superordinate
personality, 219

tombs: cupid symbols near, 94,
133; Aphrodite as goddess of,
178

torch: asso. with Demeter, 153,
154, 192; Demophoon as, 161;
in Elcl1sinian mysteries, 193,
194, 196, [97, 206; nsso. with
Hecate, 154£; aSSO. with Per~

sephone, [Hf; asso. with
Pheraia, 155, 198

tortoise, 78
"treasure hard to attain" motif,

109,220

tree, as source of saviour, 106

triads of divinities, 2S, 153£,154,
157, 176, 179, 198, 204, 217,

252
tribal elements, 6ff, 24f, 26, 40ff,

42£, 50, 54, 100, 101, 102, 116,

122[, 161£, 181ff, 187
Trinity, Holy, 25; see also triads,

threefoldness
tritons, 133
Trivia, 156; see also Diana
Trobriand Islands, 6ff
Tuwale, 183

u
Uganda, tribe on Mt. EIgol1 in,

122



unconsciolls, 97-138 passim, 217
44 passim

Underworld, see Hades
unifying symbol, 115, 115n; see

also opposites, union of; coni
unctio

Untamo, 47if
Uranos, mutilation of, 76, 143,

177
"uterine beast," see dolphin,

swine
uterus, see womb

v
Vainamoincn, S6ff, 93
Vediovis, see Jupiter
vegetable elements, see corn,

f[ower(s), plam(s)
Venus, see Aphrodite
Venus, The Birth of (Botticelli),

143
Venus, Queen, in Poliphile, 223

Venus de Brassempouy, 222

Vereinigendes Symbol, 115

via veritatis, 232

virgin (Parthenos): birth, 117,-
renewal as, 169; see also Kore

Virgin Mary, 25
Vishnu: as fish, 67; as tortoise, 78
Vogul elements, 42if, 47

w

208; epiphany of chiW in, 48,
51, 55; in fantasies, 230; asso.
with Hainuwele, 184, 185; w.
hero, 57f; asso. with music and
child, 79; primal, 59, 63, 75,
91, 207, 208; as source of sav
iour, 106; sprite, Kore as, 220;
as Underworld, 176; as womb
(maternal element, life source),
63f, 85,91,143,205£,207,208;
asso. with Zeus, 85

way of truth, 233
Western man, and cosmic signifi

cance of self, 125; see also
modern references

wheat, see corn
will (of man), 1/3, 114
wingedness, 75, 90 , 91
winnowing-basket, 92£
Wise Old Man (archetype), 219

wish-fulfillment, 223
woman, see female element,

mother, Kore
womb (uterus): el1rth (Gaia) as,

76; Delphi as, 69; asso. with
dolphin, 69; sea (primal
waters) as, 63f, 85, 91, 143,
20Sf, 207, 208; aSSO. with sow,
r65; Vishnu as, 68; see also
birth

women's festival, 164
wordless sennC?n, see silence

yoga, 2221Z
youth(s): as child-motif, 109;

and Faust legend, 133; in fan-

water(s) (humid element): aph
rodisiac qualities of, 144; asSO.
with Demeter, 170f; asso. with
Dionysus, 90f, 176; in Eleu-.
sinian mysteries, 192, 20Sf,
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tasies; 230f; see also age (sym~

bolic) of gods, child

z
Zagreus, 200, 204
Zen Buddhism, 209
Zeus: birthplaces of, 83ff; birth

of, 39, IB6f; as child, 38, 83,
85, 92, 93, 147; as "biggest
boy" among' gods, 80, 82, 92;
as youth, 82; as mature man,
father, 36, 77, 80, 89, 92; and

Brimo (Demeter), 197, 200;
cults of, 83if, 93 f; fllld Divine
Maiden, 25; Z. Ithomatas, 85;
and Nemesis, 170; as overlord
of gods, 9, q6, 153, 155, 156,
189; and Pallas Athene, 149,
250; and Persephone, 200, 204;
and Tetrakore, 204; of Under~
world = Hades, 174; see also
Jupiter

Zodiac, r8n
Zosimus, 243
zygote, 22£
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